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The convolution theorems of Dieudonné 
By J. T. B U R N H A M in Heslington (England) and R. R. G O L D B E R G in Iowa City (Iowa, USA) 
Let G denote an arbitrary locally compact abelian group that is not discrete. 
In [1], DIEUDONNÉ showed that i f f £ V ( G ) then f*Ll(G) must be A proper subset 
of L^{G). His proof involves a rather complicated construction of some particular 
functions on C. 
In this note we prove a general result (Theorem B) about Banach algebras 
with elements which are generalized divisors of zero, and deduce Dieudonné's result 
as-an easy corollary (Theorem D). An extension to Banach modules yields his result 
that/*L«(G)Tí JL«(C) i f f € L \ G ) , 1 
D e f i n i t i o n A. Let £ be a commutative normed algebra. The element f £ B 
is said to be a generalized divisor of zero (gdz) if there exists a sequence {g„} in B 
such that 
||g„|| = 1 {n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , but fgn~ 0. 
This is equivalent to the definition in [2, p. 69] which treats only algebras with unit. 
T h e o r e m B. Lét B be a commutative, semi-simple Banach algebra. I f f Z B is a 
gdz then fB^B. 
P r o o f . We may assume that the Gelfand transform / of / never vanishes. 
For, if/(A) = 0 for some X, then #(A)=0 for every gifB so that fB^B 
Define T.B-+B by Tg = fg (g£B). Then T is 1 - 1 . For if Tg=fg=0, 
then fg—0. Since / never vanishes this implies # = 0 , and so since B is semi-
simple. T is clearly continuous. We wish to show that T is not onto. 
Assume the contrary. Then T is 1—1, continuous, and onto. The inverse func-
tion theorem for Banach spaces then implies that T - 1 is continuous. Since / i s a gdz 
there exists {g„} with/i*,,— 0 and 
(1) \\gn\\=l (#1=1,2,...). 
Since.T - 1 is continuous we have T~1(fg„)-0. But fg„ = Tg„ so that T~1{fg,^=gn. 
Hence g„— 0 which contradicts (1). The contradiction shows that T is not onto 
which is what we wished to show. 
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We next show that every e lement / in LX(R) is a gdz. Let 
gn(0 = e""d(t) ( - c o n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
where <5 is any bounded L1 function with ll^lli— 1 - Then | | g J i = l . Now for each t the 
function f(u)5(t—u) is in L1. Also 
oo 
f*g„(t) = eint f e-in"f(u)5(t-u)du 
— oo 
which tends to zero for each t as n -<- <*> by the Riemann—Lebesgue theorem. Moreover, 
f *gn is dominated by oo 
/ \f(u)5(t-u)\du 
— oo 
which is integrable s ince/ , § H e n c e 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Thus ||gj|x = l a n d / * £ „ — 0 which 
shows that / is a gdz. (Note, too, that {#„} is independent of / . ) 
The above argument extends easily to any non-discrete G. Simply replace the 
functions e'"' by characters x„(t) on G where {x„} tends to infinity on (5 (which is not 
compact). Thus we have 
T h e o r e m C. If G is a locally compact abelian group that is not discrete, then 
every element of L1 (G) is a gdz. 
Here is Dieudonne's result. 
Th 
e o r e m D . If G is a locally compact abelian group that is not discrete, then 
f*L1(G) U(G) for all f e V (G). 
P r o o f . The space L^{G) is a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra. If 
feViG) then, by Theorem C , / i s a gdz. Hence, by Theorem B, f*L1(G)^L1(G). 
Dieudonne actually proved that f*Lq^L9 for every f^L1, 1 <g<<x>. To in-
clude this result we generalize to modules. See [3, p. 263] for the definition of a 
Banach A-module. The example that will interest us is L9 which is a Banach L1-
module. 
D e f i n i t i o n E. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and let B be a Banach 
v4-module. The element f^A is said to be a generalized divisor of zero with respect 
to B (abbreviate gdz-i?) if there exists a sequence {g„} in B such that 
\\gn\\B=l (» = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , but H / £„ | | B ^0 . 
• Completeness is not essential in the above definition but it is in what follows. 
Because B in the following theorem need not be an algebra, we do not have 
the Gelfand transform available. We introduce a 1 — 1 hypothesis that was not 
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necessary in Theorem B, and we will handle the non 1 — 1 case specially when we 
come to Lq. . 
T h e o r e m F . Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and let B be a Banach 
A-module. If f t A is a gdz -B, and if T: B~B defined by Tg = fg (g£B) is 1 - 1 , 
then T is not onto. That is, fB^B. 
P r o o f . Same as that of Theorem B. 
Corresponding to Theorem C we have 
T h e o r e m G. If G is as in Theorem C then every f£Ll(G) is a gdz-Lq(G). 
P r o o f . Again, the case G=R tells all. Take any f^L1{R). Let 
gn(t) = e'"<ó(t) ( - » < / „ = 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
where <5 is a bounded Lq function with | |¿j |9=l. Then/„ *g(i)-*-0 for all t, as before-
Moreover, \f*g„\q is dominated by ( | / | *|<5|)«. But \f\*\d\£Lq since f^L1, d£Lq> 
so that (|/|*|<5|)9 is integrable. Thus | | / *gJ , -* -0 by the dominated convergence 
theorem. Since ||g„||,= l, the proof is complete. 
Finally, 
T h e o r e m H . If G is as in Theorem C, then 
f*Lq(G) * L"(G) for all ftV-(G). 
P r o o f . For f^L1{G) let EczG be the set whe re /=0 . We consider two cases. 
a) If mE=0 then the map T:g^f*g (g£Lq) is 1 - 1 . For if Tg=f*g=0 
then fg=0 almost everywhere on G. Since mE=0 this implies g=0 a.e. and hence 
g = 0 . The desired conclusion then follows from Theorems F. and G. 
b) If mE>0 then, since the transform of every function in f*Lq(G) vanishes 
a.e. on E, it is clear that f*Lq(G)?¿Lq(G). 
This argument is valid for 1 2. For q>2 an easy adjoint argument 
applies. 
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On models for noncontractions 
By D O U G L A S N. CLARK in Los Angeles (California, U.S.A.)*) 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Characteristic functions. The characteristic operator function 0T of a 
bounded linear operator T on a Hilbert space § is by definition the operator-valued, 
analytic function 
(1) GT{z) = TJT-zQ,{I-zT*)-iQ 
where Jr = sgn (I-T* T), Q=\I-T*T\i and Q* = \I-TT*\i,. in the sense of the 
self-adjoint operator calculus (here sgnO=l ) , and where 0T acts from R(Q), the 
closure of the range of Q, to R(QJ-
If T is a contraction, so that the operator JT (and the absolute value signs) 
disappear from (1), 0T has been studied quite a bit and is fairly well understood. 
SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§, for example, in their book [6], study the relationship of T 
and 0T. Basic to their theory is the construction of a "canonical model" — a con-
traction operator T of a canonical type — such that 0 = 0T, for a given analytic 
operator function 0 with | |<9(z)| |^l for | z | < l . 
Several recent papers have concerned more general 0(z); see, for example, 
KUZCL' [4] and DAVIS and FOIA§ [3]. BRODSKII, GoHBERGand KREIN [2], working with a 
characteristic operator function somewhat different f rom (1), have given necessary 
and sufficient conditions that an analytic operator-valued function 0 should have 
the form 0 = 0T, for some bounded (invertible) operator T. Their condition trans-
lates into Theorem 1 below. Their proof uses Neumark's Theorem and does not 
appear to provide a clear analogue of the Sz.-Nagy—Foia§ model theory. 
In this paper we give a construction (Theorem 2 below) which, although less 
geometrical than that of Sz.-Nagy and Foia?, does yield a model analogous to 
theirs and also contains the theorem of Brodskii, Gohberg and Krein (Theorem 1) as 
a corollary. 
*) Partially supported by NSF Grant GP 29011. 
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1.2. Statement of results. More precisely, let and § 2 be Hilbert spaces of 
the same dimension, let B{z) be a function whose values are bounded operators 
from to § 2 , and let / = s g n (l-B(0)*B(0j) and /*=sgn (f-B(0)B(0)*). The con-
ditions of Brodskii, Gohberg and Krein, applied to our characteristic operátor func-
tion become 
T h e o r e m 1 • ([2], Theorem 6.1.) Suppose B(z) is analytic in some neighborhood 
D of 0. Then B is. the characteristic operator function of some invertible operator if 
and only if B satisfies 
(i) B(0) is invertible, 
(ii) the operator valued function 
G(z) = [lí*+B{z)]-í[U*-B{z)]J, 
where It: §i is a unitary operator satisfying X I J e x t e n d s to be analytic in 
| z | < l with positive real part there: 
Re(G(z)x, x) s 0 if |z| < 1 and 
The existence of the unitary operator U in (ii) comes from the polar representa-
tion of the (invertible) operator B{0). 
Theorem 1 will be seen to follow from 
T h e o r e m 2. Let B(z) be analytic and invertible in an open set D, with 0€Z>c 
c. {|z| < 1}. Extend B(z) to the reflection D of D by defining 
B{z) = J*B{z-r-1J-
Then B(z) is a characteristic operator function if and only if 
b{w,z) = {\-wz)-x[J^-B{z)JB{wf] 
is a positive definite operator function on §2. 
The condition on b(z, w) means that for z1 ; ..., z„£D\JD and fo r ;q , . . . ,x„£§2 , 
not all 0, we have 
(2) J (b(zi, zj)x, , Xj) > 0. 
1.3. Remarks on the theorems. The proofs of (the sufficiency parts of) the theo-
rems will be given in Section 2 (Theorem 1) and Sections 3—5 (Theorem 2). The 
necessity parts are less difficult and will.be proved in the next section. 
We shall continually use the following fact about the Q's and J's. Since 
(1-T*T)T* = T*{I-TT*) it follows that f(I-T*T)T* = T*f(I-TT*) for any 
(bounded, Borel) function f From this there follow relations of the form /8(0)* = 
= 5(0)%, Q,B(0) = B(0)Q, etc. 
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As we have pointed out, a different characteristic function is used in [2]. 
Let K=(0T(O)*0T(O))i, so that 0T(O)=U*K. Then 
0T(z) = 0(z) = 0(O)*-lJ[J0(O)*0(z)] • = .U ,"JS:-1/[0(O)V+0(z)], 
and from a relation of K U Z E L ' [4], this is 
'=U*K-iJ[J-.Q(I-zT^-1Q] = U*e„(z) 
where 0N is the characteristic function of the „node" ( § , § ! ; T, Q,J); [2]. 
As with contractions, if 01—U0V, where U and V are constant isometries, 
then 01 and 0 2 are considered the same, as characteristic functions. Thus, given 
B(z), one need only prove the existence of a T such that B— U0T V. In an appendix 
(Section 6) we have included our own proof that if S and T are (invertible) bounded 
operators a n d ' 0 s — U 0 T V , then S and T are unitarily equivalent. 
1.4. Proofs of necessity. The proof of necessity in Theorem 2 follows easily from 
a relation of K U Z E L ' [ 4 ] 
(3) Jj, — 0T(z)J0T(w)* = (1 — zw)Q^{I zT*)~x{I— wT)~1Q:t. 
so that 
and this implies that ¿(w, z) is a positive definite operator function. 
To prove necessity in Theorem 1, we refer to the corresponding proof in [2]. 
Actually (i) is evident from (1); only (ii) needs attention. We have that 0T(z) = 
= U*0N(z), as in Section 1.3 above. Now, in the notation of [2, Section 6], it is easily 
seen that 0 ^ ( 0 ) = ^ and so H0=K, U0=I. Thus 
G(z) = [U* + 0T(z)]-1[U*-0T(z)]J = [ /+ U 0 j- (z)]"1 [/— U 0 x (z)] / = 
= [I+U^0N(z)]-i[I-U^0N(z)}J = JQ{z)J 
arid the necessity part of Theorem 1 follows from that of [2, Theorem 6.1]. 
Finally, it is a pleasure to thank Chandler Davis, T. L. Kriete and Nhan Levan 
for discussions of various parts of this paper. I am also grateful to the referee for 
pointing out the paper [2] which I had overlooked. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1, assuming Theorem 2 
2.1. Integral representation. The function G(z) is analytic for |z| < 1 and 
Re G(z)^0 in jz|< I. Thus it follows from the operator-valued Riesz—Herglotz 
Theorem [1, p. 84] that there is a positive, operator valued measure dF such 
that 
2n 
(4) G{z) - f [eie + z]/[ew-z]dF(6). 
o 
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Using this, we obtain 
2* 
G(z) + G(wf = f {[<?"> + z]/[ew-z] + [e~i0 + vv]/[e-,fl - w]} dF(6) = 
0 
• 2 n 
= J [1 - zw] [(1 - e~ioz) (1 - we'^dFiO). 
o 
Computing G(z) + G(w)* another way, using the definition of G(z), we get 
[ U * + 5 ( Z ) ] [ G ( Z ) + 0 ( H O * ] [ I I + 5 ( W ) * ] = 
- [U * - B (z)] J [U + 5 (u0 +] + [U+ + B(z)} J [ H - B(w)= 
•= 2[ll*JVL-B;(z)JB(w)*] = 2[J^B(z)JB(w)*]. . 
Combining this with the first expression for G(z) + G(w)* gives 
b(w,z) = -[\i*+B{z)]{f [(1 -e"i0(1 -we'a)]^1 [U + fi(w)*]. 
1 0 
2.2. Operator integrals. We have thus far integrated only scalars against operator 
measures; we need now some notation for the integration of operator valued func-
tions against them. Let E(t) and H(t) be operator-valued functions and dF(t) 
a positive operator-valued, measure on [0, 2n], Suppose that E(t) and H(i) are the 
boundary values of operator-valued functions, holomorphic in | z | ^ l or, more 
generally, that H(t) is holomorphic and E(t) is equal to a continuous (scalar-valued) 
function times an analytic function. Then, according to LANGER [5, Lemma V], the 
integral 
2lt 
(5) f E{t){dF(t))H{t), 
o 
defined in terms, of the convergence of Riemann sums of the form 
exists. We shall use the integral (5) in case E(t) is a linear combination of continuous 
functions times constant operator functions. Clearly one has: 
i) For T a constant operator, , 
2 it 2ji 
T J E(t)dF(t)H(t) = f TE(t)dF{t)H{t), 
0 0 
2n 2 n 
[ / E(t)dF(t)H(tj\T = f E(t)dF(t)[H(t)T]. 
0 0 
2 n 
ii) f E(t)dF(t)E{tf s 0. 
o 
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It follows that we may rewrite the last integral in Section 2.1 as 
j 2it 
b(w,z) ^ - f [U* + B(z)][l-e-wz]-1i/F(0)[U + B(n')*][l-ewyv]-1, 
2 o 
for |z|, |w| -c 1. 
2.3. Positive definiteness of b(w, z) in |z|, |w|< 1. Let z1, ..., zn be complex num-
bers in D, j=l, . . . , n and let x1 ; L e t x f x denote the linear functional 
x—(x, x;) on We have 
2 {b(zi,Zj)xi,xJ) ^ '•J 
| 2 n 
= w 2 4 f + B(Z])) (1 - e-'eZj)-idF(0) (U + B(z^) (1 - e ' ^ x , = 
Z i.j o 
. 2k 
= / [(U + B (Zj)*) (1 — e'9Zj) ~1 *;]* dF(6) (11 + i? (z;)*) (1 — e , 9z ;)"1 x ; = 
J 0 , 2 n 
= f K(ey dF(0)K(d) m o, 
0 
where Ar(0) = ^ , i (H + 5(z i)*)(l — e i 0z i)_ 1x i . This proves b(w, z) is a positive definite 
operator function in D. 
Actually there is one difficulty here: the fact that the above sum has only been 
proved to be nonnegative. The reader will see, however, that he may easily divide 
out any elements of 0 norm in the proof of Theorem 2. 
2.4. Positive definiteness of b(w, z) in general. To complete the proof of the 
positive definiteness of b(w, z), we shall prove that the integral representation (4) 
persists in | z | > l ; Once this is done, the proof in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 will apply 
verbatim to the case where one or both of the variables z, w has modulus > 1. 
To extend (4) to | z | > l , we shall prove that G(z) satisfies 
(6) G(z~ir = -G(z). 
Since the right side of (4) obviously satisfies the analogous functional equation, the 
proof will be complete when (6) is verified. 
To prove (6), we substitute in the definition of G and use the extension of B(z} 
to | z | > l . 
G I Z - 1 ) * = { [ « ^ ( Z - ^ R W J - B C Z - 1 ) / ] } * = [ J U - J B I Z - Y U U + B I Z - 1 ) * J - 1 = 
= [JU-B(z)-iJJ[U + / B ( z ) - V J - 1 - [UB(z)-I]B(z)-l JJMB(z)[JUB(z) + J]-> = 
= [US(z)- / ] [US(z) + / ] - V = [VLB{z) + I]-\VLB(z)-I]J = 
= [B(z) + K*r1[B{z)-U*]J = -G{z) 
and this completes the proof. 
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3. The Hilbert space H and the operator S 
3.1. Definition of H. We now suppose only that B(z) is analytic in a neigh-
borhood D of 0, and that b(w,z) is a positive definite operator function. Let D 
denote the reflection of D, i.e. D = {z~1\z£D}, and let H° be a set indexed by ( 5 U 5 ) X 
X § 2 ; elements of H° are written kzf where z^DijD a n d / £ $ 2 . H1 is defined to be 
the set of all finite linear combinations of elements of H°. 
We give H 1 the structure of a pre-Hilbert space by defining 
(*,/, Ks) = {b(z, w)f, g) = (1 - wz)~L([J^ — B(w)JB(z)*]f, g). 
The positive-definiteness of b(z, w) implies that this is a bona fide inner product on 
H1. The Hilbert space H is the completion of H1 in this norm. 
3.2. The subspace h0H. Let i?„ be a real number, so large that {.Y: lies in 
D. L e t / 6 . We claim that 
(7) h0f= lim RlcRJ*B(0)f R0 R-°o 
exists in H. 
To prove the claim, pick M, R^R0 and compute 
№RJ*B(0)f-MkMJ,Bi0)f\\* = 
= R*{b{R, R)J*B(Q)f, J * m f ) -2RMRe {b(R, M)J,B(Q)f, J,B(0)f) + 
+ M2(b(M,M)J:,B(0)f,J^B(0)f) = 
= [fl2(l — R2)'1 — 2RM{\ —RM)~1 + M2(l — M2)~1](j^B(0)f, 5 ( 0 ) / ) -
—-K2(l-R'T'iJBiRr^BiO)/, B(R)*J,B(0)f) + 
+ 2RM(\-RM)-1(JB(R)*J„B(0)f, B(MfJ„B(0)f)-
- M ^ i - M ^ m M T j ^ B W f B i M y j ^ B m ) . 
Elementary calculus shows that the first term tends to 0 as M, R-~ Since B(R) 
tends uniformly to B(^)=J>iiB(0)*~1J as 7?— «>, it is not hard to see that the sum 
of the last three terms tends to 0 and we have proved the existence, of the limit (7). 
Now we want to find (h0f, k.g) for z^DUD. All this takes is an application of 
(7). In fact 
(h0f, Kg) = lim A(kRJ,B(0)f, kzg) = 
= lim R { l - R z ) - \ [ J i , - B ( z ) J B { R y ] J * B m , g ) = 
R~ co 
. • = lim (R-i-x)-\[B(0)-B(z)JB(RTJ*B(0)]f,g) = 
= ( - z) - 1 ([5 (0) - B {z) JB(~yj,B (0)]/, g) 
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and we have 
(8) (hof,ktg) = z-1([B(z)-B(0)]f,g). 
3.3. The operator S. We define an operator S on the dense subset H1 of H by 
Skzf=zkzf-h,JB{zff 
for z£DUD and / £ § 2 - In part4 of this paper, we shall show that S extends (uniquely), 
to a bounded operator (also denoted S) on H and that the operator S* has B(z) 
as its characteristic operator function. 
4. Boundedness of S 
4.1. P r o p o s i t i o n . For z, w£DL)D, S satisfies 
(Skzf,Kg) = (kzf,^[K-k0]g). 
Thus, the domain of the adjoint S* of S contains H1 (and hence is dense in H) and 
satisfies 
(9) S*kJ=z~l[kz-k0]f. 
In particular, S has a closure. 
P r o o f . 
(Skzf,kwg) = (zkzf-h0JB(z)*f,kwg)= • 
= z(l - zw)~l{[J. - B(w)JB(zf]f g) - W-\[B(yv) - B(0)]JB(z)*f g) = 
= w-MO-zu')"1- 1] ([/, - B(w)JB(z)*]f, g) - w-^Bfw) - B(Q)] JB(zy f g) = 
= w~\kzf kwg) - - B(w)JB(£)*]f, g) -
-w-1([B(w)JB(z)*-B(0)JB(z)*]f,g)=. 
= w-\kzf, Kg) - — B(0)JB(z)*]f, g) = w-\kzf, Kg) ~w~1(kzf, k0g). 
This proves the first part of the proposition. All the other parts follow at once. 
Henceforth, S will denote the closure of the operator S in Section 3.3 above. 
4.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . For z£D{JD and / £ i j 2 , 
(I-SS*)kzf=z-1hoJ[B(z)*-B(0)*]f. 
Thus I—SS* = 0 on (h0tdi)~, so that ( / i 0 ) ^ is contained in the domain of S*. 
P r o o f . 
( / - SS*)kzf = k z f - Sz-\kz- k0}f = 
= kJ-z-1[zkzf-h0JB(z)*f+h0JB(Orf] = zh0J[B(zr-B(0)*]f 
Again, all the other claims are obvious. 
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4.3. P r o p o s i t i o n . /?(,§! is contained in the domain of S* and 
'S*h0f=-k0J*B(0)f. 
P r o o f . F i x / € § ! • We know /?0/'is the limit of RkRJ^B(0)f. Let us compute 
lim S*RkRJ^B(0)f = lim RR-*[kR-ka]J^B{(S)f = 
J ? — / ! — » 
= lim [kR - k0]J,B(0)f = - k0J,B(0)f, 
where kRJ^B(0)f converges to 0 since the limit in (7) exists. Now the proposition 
follows from the fact that S* is closed. 
4.4. Lemma. The following three operators are isometries: 
Ll '• §2 §2 > I^i '• S i "*• §1) ¿3 : 
where 
Ll{\^-B{0)JB{0n'*f) = h f , 
Lz(k<)f) = k<)Jjf 
P r o o f . For 
l l l ^ * - 5 ( 0 ) / 5 ( 0 ) T / 2 / l l 2 = { [ J * - B ( 0 ) J B { m f , f ) = ll^o/ll25 
so Lx is an isometry. 
For L2, we have to determine the norm of h0g, for We have 
l l ^ l l 2 = lim = 
«-CO 
= VirnR\l-R^([JJf-B(R)JB(Rr]J,B(0)g,J^B(0)g) = 
= ([J-B{0)*J,Bmg,g)' 
Now we can compute 
\\L,ff = ( [ . / - / i ( 0 ) % f l ( 0 ) ] [ . / - B ( V ) > J , B ( ^ n f ; \ J - B ( V f J , B m - W f ) = l l / f 
so L2 is an isometry. Finally, let / £ § 2 . We have 
\\hJJ\\2 = {[J*-B{0)jB{0f]jj,jj) = 
= ([J*-J*B(0)JB(0yjJf,f) = ([J,-B(0)JB(0y]f,f) = \\kj\\\ 
and this completes the proof. 
4.5. P r o p o s i t i o n . For Fdh^Sr)!, we have 
(10) LiL1B(G)L21F = S*F. 
In particular the domain of S* contains the closure of h0 §l5 so S* (and hence S) is 
bounded. 
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P r o o f . We have 
B{0)L^hJ = - 5 ( 0 ) [J-B(0TJ,Bm^f = -[J^-B(0)JB(0)*]l'*B(0)f 
and so 
L3LiB(0)Lï1 h0f =-L3k0B(0)f = — k0J^B(0)f. 
Thus (10) follows from Proposition 4.3. 
Now from Lemma 4.4, the operators Lx, Land L3 are bounded, and so the 
boundedness of 5* on the closure of h ^ follows from (10). This and Proposition 
4.2 show that the domain of 5* contains all of H, and the proposition follows from 
the Closed Graph Theorem. 
5. Characteristic operator function of S* 
5.1. P r o p o s i t i o n . For/£§>2, 
( 7 - 5* S)k0f = k0[I-5(0)5(0)*]/, I / - S*S\k0f = k0[j;~- 5(0)/5(0)*]/ , 
sgn (I— S* S)k0f = k0JJ, \I — S* S\1,2k0f = k0{J,-B{O)JB(mirif-
P r o o f . The first relation is immediate, since 
(I—S*S)k0f = k0f+ S*h0JB(0)*f = k 0 / ~ k0J^B (0)J5 (0)*/ = k0[[-B(0)B(0f]f, 
by Proposition 4.3. 
Lemma 4.4 shows L3 is isometric, and a slight modification of its proof 
shows L3 is self adjoint. The above computation shows L 3 ( / — 5 * 5 ) ^ 0 on 
/r0§2 a n d this proves the second and third relations. The last relation follows from 
the fact that the operator on the right is positive and its square is | /—5*5 | . 
•5.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . For / € § 1 , 
(I-SS*)hof= M / - 5 ( 0 ) * 5 ( 0 ) ] / , \r-SS*\h0f= ho[J-B(0)*J±B(0)]f, 
sgn ( / - SS*)h0f = h0Jf, I / - SS*\i/2hof = A o [ / - 5 ( 0 ) * / , 5 ( 0 ) ] 1 / 2 / 
For 0 ^ zÇDUD and /€§2, 
|7— SS*\ll2k.f = z~1h„[J~B(0)* J^B (0)]~1/2 [5 (z)* — 5 (0)*]/. 
P r o o f . The first four relations follow from a computation similar to the proof 
of Proposition 5.1, which will be omitted. The last relation follows from Proposition 
4.2 and the fact that 
|/— SS*\ll2kzf = \I— S S * |1/2 [sgn (/— 5 5 *)] (/— 5 5 *)kzf. 
One more lemma, and we shall be able to compute the characteristic operator 
function of 5. 
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5.3. Lemma. For z£DUD, we have (I-zS*)~1k0f=kzf 
P r o o f . {I-zS*)kJ=kJ-zz-1{kE-knf\=k0f. 
5.4. T h e o r e m . Up to a constant, isometric multiple, we have 0s,(z)=B(z). 
P r o o f . We find 0 s ( z ) easier to compute. The theorem will follow from a 
result of K U Z E L ' [4] which states 0si(z) — 0s(z)*. 
We need to know what the range of I—S* S is, and a computation copied from 
Proposition 4.2 (using Proposition 4.3) shows that the closures of R(I— S* S) and 
k0 coincide. What we want is therefore 
0 s ( z ) k o f = S s g n ( I - S * S ) k 0 f - z \ I - S S * \ l l 2 ( I ~ z S * ) - 1 \ I - S * S \ l l 2 k 0 f . 
We first use Proposition 5.1 to get 
0s(z)kof = Sk0J^f— z\I— SS*\l,2(I—zS*) ~1k0[Jil. — B(0) JB(0)*]ll2f. 
Now Lemma 5.3 gives 
0s(z)kof = Sk0Jj.f—z\I—SS*\ll2ks[Jx — B(0)JB(0)*]1/2f = 
= S k 0 j j - h0\j-B(0yj,B(0Tll2[B(.ïT -B( 0 )1 [j*-B(0)jB(0)*r'2f 
by Proposition 5.2. Now we have 
ho\J-B(0TJ^B(0)}-^B(0r[J^-B{0)JB(0ff'2f= h0B(OTf= -Sk0JJ, 
and so our estimate of 6 S becomes 
= - h0\J^B(0yj^B(0)\-"2B(Zy [ / , -B{0)JB(mmf = L.BizfL.kJ 
and since L j and L2 are (constant) isometries, it follows that 0 s ( z ) and B(z)* are the 
same, considered as characteristic functions (see Section 6 below). 
6. Appendix 
6.1. Uniqueness of characteristic function. Let S and T be invertible operators 
on Hilbert spaces Hj and H2, and assume S and T have no reducing subspaces on 
which they are unitary. 
T h e o r e m . If there are constant unitaries U and V such that 0s=U0TV, then 
S and T are unitarily equivalent. 
P r o o f . By the computation of Kuzel', which we used in Section 1.4, we have 
(11) (\-z^-*[J<-eT{z)JQT(W)*\ = Q^I-zT*r\I-wT)-*0* 
for z and w in Di)D, for D some neighborhood of 0 (where ( /—zT) - 1 and ( I — z S ) _ 1 
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exist). Now let K, K^, P, P^ denote the analogues of the operators J, J^, Q, Q+ 
corresponding to S. We have K= V*JV, K* = UJ^ U*, and so 
K*-0s(z)KQs(wr = U[J* ~ &tJ&t]U*. 
Combining this with (11), we have 
P,{I~zS*)~\I-wSy1P, = UQi,{I-zT*)-\I~VVTy1Q^U\ 
For g, we therefore have 
• {(I-wS)-*P,g, ( I - z S y i p j t ) = ((/— wT)~1Q^U*g, {l-zTyiQ^h) 
whence it follows that the map 
(12 ) U : ( I — w S y - P ^ g I— ( I — w T y - Q ^ U ^ g , w ^ D l i D , 
is an isometry, from some subspace of H1 to some subspace of H2. If we can prove 
that the subspace M of Hj of elements of the form f{S)Pifg, where g£R(P*), and f 
is a rational function with poles in DUD, is dense in H,, then we will have that U 
has a dense domain. 
To prove M is dense in we shall prove that M reduces 5 and that S is 
unitary on Mx. M is certainly S invariant. To prove M is S* invariant, note 
s * f ( s ) p , g = s - ^ s s ^ - j j m p ^ + s - ^ m p . g . 
Let h = \I-SS*\ll2KJ(S)P,g, and we have 
S*f(S)P^g = -S-1P^h + S-1f(S)P1,geM. 
Now we want to show that M contains the range of I—S*S, i.e. (/— S* To 
do this, let f={I—S* S)g. We have 
/ = S'^I-SS^Sg = S^PJi where h = P*KSgZR(PJ. 
Now M reduces S and contains R(P) and R ( P s o S must be unitary on 
M x ; i.e. M x = {0}. A similar argument shows the range of H is dense in H2, so U 
is unitary. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show S = U * Tit . To do this, 
just refer back to (12). It implies 
mS)P*g=f{T)Q*U*g. 
Replacing f ( t ) by t f ( t ) here, we get 
USf(S)P*g = Tf(T)QillU*g = TVlf(S)Ptg, 
so that USA-=TUx for x a n d this completes the proof. 
A corollary of the theorem is that any bounded, invertible operator-is unitarily 
equivalent to the operator S constructed in Section 3.3. 
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On weak convergence of the empirical process 
with random sample size 
By S Á N D O R CSÖRGŐ in Szeged 
Introduction. Let Ux, U2, ..., Un be a random sample taken from the uniform 
distribution on [0,1] and let Fn(t) be their empirical distribution function and 
Yn(t) = j//T(F„(/) —') the empirical process. If Z) = Z)[01] denotes the space of func-
tions on [0, 1] having discontinuities only of the first kind, endowed with the Skorohod 
topology (see [4]) and 3) denotes the cr-algebra generated by the open sets of this 
topology, then Yn(t) (defined on some probability space {Q,@,P}) is a random 
function of {D, S>}. Here and throughout this paper we use the standard terminology 
and notation of BILLINGSLEY'S book [4] (see also [10] in these Acta). As well known, 
[4] or [12], the empirical process Y„ Weakly converges (as n-~ to the Brownian 
Bridge W° with covariance function J(1—/) for 
(1) ' Y„ZW°. 
Let us consider the following functionals of Y„(t): 
(2) sup |F„(0| —. Kolmogorov's statistic, DSISl 
(3) sup Yn(t) — Smirnov's statistic, 
0 S I 4 1 
1 
(4) f [Yn{t)ff{t)dt — Cramer—von Mises statistic, 
0 
liUOl (5) sup 
(6) sup 
g(0 
Anderson and Darling—Rényi statistics, 
Y„{t) 
where f ( t ) and g(t) are some non-negative weight functions, and on the interval 
[a, /?], [a, )5]^[0, 1], the function g(t) is bounded away from zero. ANDERSON and 
DARLING [1] particularly dealt with g(t) = yt(l — t) and. RENYI [17] with g(t) = t 
and 1 — t. Since all the above functionals are continuous in the Skorohod topology, 
2 A 
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we have, as a consequence of relation (1), that the distributions of the statistics 
(2)—(6) converge to the distributions of the appropriate functionals of W° (cf. [12] 
and [8]). 
Let now, for each n, v„ be a positive valued random variable defined on the same 
probability space {Q,@),P}. In [16], PYKE explains the importance of dealing with 
the random sample size empirical process ^»„(0, that is, when at each given time 
n, the size of the sample is the random v„. He proves that if the variables v„ are 
such that vjn converges in probability (denoted from now on by -S-) to 1, then 
(7) Y v n t w ° . . 
As to the behaviour of v„, in [9] we used the more general condition that vjn v, 
where v is an arbitrary positive random variable. There, in [9], we constructed a 
partial sum type process X„(t), for which the distributions of 
sup |XVn(/)| and sup XVn{t) 
OSt^l OSiSl 
for large n are the same as those of 
sup |yv„(OI and sup YVn(t), 
0 S I S 1 0 S I S 1 
and proved that X V n ^W° . That is, we proved that the random sample size KOL-
MOGOROV—SMIRNOV statistics of (2) and (3) have the same limit distributions as 
those of the originals. The aim of the present paper is to prove directly relation (7) 
under this latter condition on v„, i.e. v„ /« i v, which is also the most frequently used 
condition in the theory of limit distributions of sequences of random variables with 
random indices (cf. [13]) in general. 
The Results. T h e o r e m 1. If Y„ denotes the empirical process and W° the 
Brownian Bridge, and if the sequence of positive integer valued random variables 
v„ is such that 
where v is a positive random variable, then 
YVn i w°, 
A considerable part of the literature dealing with the empirical process is devoted 
. to finding representations (in distribution) of the empirical distribution function which 
would easier lend themselves to analysis. (See e.g. RENYI [17], BREIMAN [6], BRIL-
LINGER [7], PYKE [16], MÜLLER [15]). One of these can be described as follows. Let 
Zk = £1 + ...+t;k be the partial sum sequence of independent exponential random 
variables £,„ with mean 1, and let U[n), U{"\ ..., t/„(n) denote the order statistics of 
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the sample U1,...,U„ of the Introduction. Then the joint distribution of 
U["\ U["\ . . . , T/W is the same as that O( Z1IZN+1, ..., Z„/Z„+1 (see BREIMAN [6]). 
Consequently, if we define the random functions (of {£>, 3>}) 
Gn(x) = 
0 , > x , 
n +1 
k = 1, ...,«— 1, 
N N + 1 A L + 1 
1 " ^ X 
1 , ry = ^J 
Yl + 1 
and Xn(t) = fn (Gn(t) — t), then, for each n, the process X„(t) (the BREIMAN—BRIL-
LINGER representation of the empirical process) has the distribution of the empirical 
process Y„(t). The weak convergence of Yn(t) can be easily proved using the rep-
resentations X„(t), while that of YVn(t) cannot be done the same way. However, the 
weak convergence of XVn(t) itself is, perhaps, of some interest. In fact, the following 
theorem is true. 
T h e o r e m 2. If Xn(t) is as above and v„, v, W° are as in Theorem I, then 
xVn 2. w°. 
For the proof of our theorems we will need the following results. 
L e m m a 1 (Theorem 3 of GUIA§U [13]). Suppose that the sequence v„ and v are 
the same as in Theorem 1, and further suppose that the sequence £n of random variables 
satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) For every event A in the a-algebra, J f v , generated by v, (P(/1}>0), 
(8). lim P{L ^ a„x\A) = F(x), 
at every continuity point x of the distribution function F. Here a„ is some sequence of 
positive constants. 
(ii) For every positive e and t] and every A in Jfv(P {/4}>0), there exist a posi-
tive real number c = c(s, rj) and a natural number n0=n0(e, rj, A) such that for every 
P{ max >ane\A}^r]. 
n(l-c)3mSn(l + c) 
Then 
lim P \ s = x\ = F(x) 
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We remark that Lemma 1, in the above form, differs slightly from the original 
Theorem 3 of GUIA§U. The difference is that in his theorem an = 1 for each n. The 
presence and the use of the sequence a„ in the sense of the above Lemma 1, i.e. a„ 
not being absorbed into the sequence £„, is needed for the present application in 
order to make it easier to check for the fulfillment of condition (C6) of GUIA§U 
[13], which is replaced here by condition (ii), the original condition of ANSCOMBE 
[2] if we take A = Q. For an easy proof adapt the technique of BARNDORFF—NIELSEN 
[3] to complete the proof of GUIA§U'S Theorem 3 thus modified. 
L e m m a 2 (Lemma 3 of BLUM, HANSON and ROSENBLATT [5]). Let t]„ be a se-
quence of independent random variables, further let k„ and m„, k„^mn, be two (not 
constant) sequences of natural numbers. If for each n, A„ is an event depending only 
on the random variables i]kn, ..., t]n,n then for every event A, having positive probability: 
lim sup P{A„\A} = lim sup P{An}. 
n n 
At a crucial stage, a recent and very important result of J . KIEFER [14], is going 
to be used in the proof of Theorem 1. His result concerns the representation of 
the sample distribution function by a SKOROHOD-type embedding in the appropriate 
two dimensional Gaussian process. Let £(. , .) be a Gaussian process on [0, 1 ] X [ 0 , CO) 
with continuous sample functions, zero expectation, and covariance function 
• E(l{sx, h)£,{s2, i2)) = min (i1; /o) fmin (,yu ,s2)-.s*^,], 
so that there are independent increments in t and a Brownian bridge in s for fixed t. 
T h e o r e m A ( J . KIEFER [14]). £ can be defined on a probability space on which 
there is a defined a random function T: [0, 1 ] X [ 0 , such that T(s, 11)) has the 
same joint distribution as (/« Y„(s) and, as n — 
- L sup = o(«- 1 / 9 ( io g i i ) i ' 8 ) 
yn ossftl 
with probability \. 
From now on we assume that the probability space {i2, 38, P} of the Introduc-
tion is already that of Theorem A. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. To verify that YVn converges weakly to W°, we have 
to show two things (see Theorem 15.1 in [4] or Theorem A in [10] in these Acta): 
1) The finite dimensional distributions of Yv converge to those of fV°, and 2) The 
sequence YVn is tight. 
Ad 1) As a consequence of relation (1) and the Cramer—Wold device (p. 
49 in [4]), if we take the time points t1,...,tk and the real numbers cx, ...,ck 
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(k= 1,2, ... , fixed), then 
i=i ¡=1 
Naturally, here stands for convergence in distribution on the real line. By the 
Cramér—Wold device again, it is enough to show that 
(9) K * R-
Let us introducé the function 
(1, if. I S O . 
otherwise. 
Clearly 
Yn(t¡) = -¡= yn j- i 
The random variables ipj-, = >¡/(t¡ — U¡) —1¡, i= 1, . . . , k ; 7 = 1 , 2 , ... are independent, 
E({j/j¡) = 0, E2(*¡/j¡) — ti(\ -tt). To verify relation (9), we show now, that the se-
quence 
1 k " R 
yn 1 = 1 j=1 yn 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1. As to condition (i) we first remember a well 
known result of RÉNYI [18], which states that the necessary and sufficient condition 
for relation (8) to hold (in the case of RJfn instead fo t jan), not only for /l's inJTv 
but for all A in ^ (that is, that the sequence R J f ñ should be mixing), is that it should 
hold for each A of the form 
Ar = {RT*fPx}, r= 1 , 2 , . . . . 
To show this, put 
1 1 k n 
_ * „ * = — 2 c ; 2 t i , 
yn yn 1 = 1 j=P„ 
where pn is a sequence of natural numbers tending to infinity, but so slowly that 
p„/n-+ 0 (e.g. /?„=[log«]). It is obvious, via the CHEBISHEV inequality, that 
- L ( R n - R * ) ± 0 , a s 
\n 
Thus it is enough to show that, as n — 
(10) P{R*n^Íñx\A^ P{R^x}, 
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where r is fixed and not less than an integer n0, for which it is true that if n £ n 0 , 
then P{/4„}>0. But now relation (10) holds, because, if n is so large that / ? n >rSn 0 , 
then the random variables R* and Rr are independent and thus the conditional 
probability becomes unconditional. 
Turning to the verification of condition (ii) of Lemma 1 we fix the positive e 
and tf arbitrarily. Clearly 
(11) max \Rm-R„\ > In e\A} 
n(l-c)^mSn(l + c) 
^ 2 P \ max 
f = l l n ( l - c ) s m s n 
+ 2 P \ max i=i insmsiU+c) 
2 2 hi 
j=i J=I 
2 <l>ji- 2 hi 
j=i J=I. ' " " W i l i 
+ 
Now Lemma 2 ensures the existence of a natural number n± (which may depend on A) 
so that if «SWj then the right-hand side of inequality (11) is not larger than (putting 
£ 
0 , = 
(12) 
2k\Ci\ 
T + z p \ ± ¡ = 1 In 
+ 2P\ 
¡ = 1 In 
m a x 
( l - c ) S m S n 
max 
; m a n (1+c) 
2 " t j i 
J = m +1 
2 *Jt 
j = n + l 
- Ín 0 , j + 
Using the KOLMOGOROV inequality, we can now chosoe an integer n0. (n0 S nx) 
and a real number c (which c does not depend on A) so that for this c and « s « 0 the 
value of formula (12) is less than tj. Thus by Lemma 1, the finite dimensional distribu-
tions of YVn (t) converge to those of W°. 
Ad 2) As yv,n(0)=0, for the tightness of the sequence YVn it is enough to prove 
(cf. Theorem 15 .5 of BILLINGSLEY [4] or Chapter 9 , § 8 of GIHMAN and SKOROHOD 
[12]) that for each positive e we have 
(13) l i m Gm P{ s u p | y V n ( j ) - y V n ( 0 | > e} = 0 . 
a—0n-»o» is— 
Let 6 and q be arbitrary positive numbers and choose a and b, 0 s o that 
P { a < v S i } > l - 0 , Since 
l i m P 
ttr*- 00 
6 = 0 , 
the left hand side of (13) is bounded above by 
6 + lim Km P{ max sup | r m ( í ) - y m ( í ) | > e}-
4-» O n » » » ( a - t ) S m S n ( H t ) [ s - l | < i 
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According to Theorem A we can replace here Ym(-) by l / f m £ ( • , m) on neglectins 
terms of order 1/8 (log m)2/3 with probability 1. The process n), in turn, ig 
equivalent in distribution to X(s, n)—sX( 1, n), where X(s, t) is a continuous Gaus-
sian process on [0, 1]X[0, <=°) with zero expectations and independent increments in 
both directions: 
E(X{s1, tt)X(s2, t2)) = min (sx, s2) min , t2). 
With this replacement our last expression is less than or equal to 
'im lim p\ max -L^ sup \sX(\,m)-tX(\,m)\> + 
I - D « - » |n(a-e)=Sm3n(f>+e) y m ^ J 
.. [n(6+e)l f 1 e l + lim fim 2 • 1sup -=\X{s,m)-X{t,m)\ + 3 - 0 n-c° m = tn(a + e)l [|s —r| -= i \TYl J 
The first term here is bounded above by 
lim Hm P\ max ő\X(l,m)\ > ^rin{a + Q)\ s 
with KOLMOGOROV'S inequality, while the second one by 
[«(6+E)L [ T ] + 1 F • £ 1 
(14) lim Hm 2 Z p \ sup Lr(j, m)~X{{i- 1)3, m)\ > T )fm\. 
Using Theorem 2 . 1 of DOOB [11, p. 392] , the probability in ( 1 4 ) is equal to 
\X(i5, m)-X{{i- 1)5, m)| = 
r* 
hence (14) is not larger than 
] i m ] / I 2 [ 1 + 1 ] J L = ] / l l J i i m f i + » d x = o. 
«-of JeVw r ne2 J ^ol/d ) f x 
As 6 is arbitrary small, Theorem 1 is proved. 
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P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Let us define the inverse process XVJ- of the process 
Xv of Theorem 2 : vn 
^ ( 0 = iK - 4 for l g / s v „ , i - 1 < v„t^ i. 
It follows from the definition of the process XVn that X^\=—XVJG~^), where 
C~1(i) = inf {л:: (7„(х)ё/} which is left continuous, is zero at zero and equals Z,/Z„+1 
at /'//? . Now 
X-\t) = for . l s / s v,„ / - 1 < v , i s i. 
v«+i { bn v" b„ J 
Because E ( ^ ) = 1, = 1, it follows that 
V" ' - 1 
Z v „ + i 
and 
as n -=o . ' 
)/v„ 
Consequently if we define S~Z--i for / = 1,2,...; 5o = 0, and SM(t) = S M / f n for 
O ^ i ^ l and n = 1, 2, . . . , then the distribution of 0 for large n is equal to 
that of S(v"}(i) — ?5(v")(l), that is, for large n, is a partial sum type process 
of [101.And, as X~1 is known to converge weakly to a Brownian bridge W° also 
as a consequence of Theorem .1 of [10]. Because 
sup ( ( 7 - 1 ( 0 - / ) - ^ 0, 
IS 1 
it follows that 
XVn ® - iv° = W°; 
since the negative of a Brownian bridge is again a Brownian bridge, this also completes 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
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On the nilstufe of homogeneous groups 
By SHALOM FEIGELSTOCK in Ramat-Gan (Israel) 
1. All groups in this paper are abelian, with addition the group operation. 
A homogeneous group is a group all of whose elements are of the same type (see 
[1, p. 147] for a definition of type). We define the type of a homogeneous group to 
be the type of any of its non-zero elements. For G a group, and g£G, the type of 
g will be denoted by T(g), and if G is homogeneous, the type of G will be denoted 
by 7 (G). 
SZELE [3] defined the nilstufe of a group G to be n, n a positive integer, if there 
exists an associative ring R with additive group G such that but for every 
associative ring R with additive group G holds 0. If no such positive integer 
n exists, we will say that G has nilstufe- By considering not necessarily associative 
rings with additive group G, we may similarly define the strong nilstufe of G. The 
nilstufe of G will be denoted by v(G) and the strong nilstufe by N(G). A multi-
plication on a group G is meant to be the multiplication of a ring R with additive 
group G. 
REDEI and SZELE [2] have shown that if G is a rank one, torsion-free group, 
and if the components of T(G) are not all 0 and then v(G) = l. We will show 
more generally (corollary to theorem 1) that if G is a homogeneous group, and if 
the components of T(G) are not all 0 and then N(G) — 1. Under certain restrict 
tions, the nilstufe of a direct sum of homogeneous groups will be computed. 
2. L e m m a . Let G, H, and K be homogeneous groups. If T(K)^T(G) + T(H) 
then Hom(G®i7, K)=0. 
P r o o f . Let O^geG, O^h^H, and let <p£Hom (G®H, K). If <p(£<g)/0^0, 
then T(K) = T[(p(g®h)]^T(g®h)szT(g) + T(h) = T(G) + T(H), a contradiction. 
Therefore <p=0, and Horn (G®H, K)—0. 
n 
T h e o r e m I. Let {G^idl} be a set of homogeneous groups and let G = 2 If 
iii 
for all i, J, kel, T(Gk)^T(Gt) + T(Gj), then N(G) = 1. 
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P r o o f . Let Mult G be the group of multiplications on G. Then, by the lemma, 
MultG Hom(G<g)G, G) = Hom( 2 ®Gí®Gj, 2®Gk) g 
•J€l kil 
•Q 2 © Horn (Gj ig> Gj, Gk) = 0. 
i,j,kil 
C o r o l l a r y . Let G be a homogeneous group. If the components of T(G) are not 
all 0 and then N(G)=l. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let G; be a homogeneous group, w.ith the components of T{G-t) 
not all 0 and <*>, 1 S/S/7. Let G = 2®Gi- If for i ^ j , T(G^T(Gj), 1 then 
¡ = i 
v(G) -s 2 " - I. 
P r o o f . For « = 1 the theorem is true by theorem 1. Let « > 1 and suppose 
the theorem is true for the direct sum of «—1 homogeneous groups. It may be as-
sumed that G„ is such that r (G, . )^r(G„) for l s i s n - 1 . Let g€G„, and let K G . 
n 
For any multiplication on G, T(gh)^T(g)^T(Gn). However gh = 2 gi> gi^G;, 
> = i 
l ^ r s s / j . For 1 = i~n — 1 if £¡5^0, then T(G;) = T(g^T(gh)^T{G„), a contradiction. 
Therefore: 
(1) G„G g G„, 
and similarly 
(2) GGnQGn. • n 
Letg, g'£G„. For any multiplication on G, T(gg')^T(Gn). However, gg' — 2 Si-
¡ = 1 
If gi^O, Yrsii^n, then T(G^) = T(gg')>T(Gn), a contradiction. Therefore 
(3) Gl = 0. 
(1) and (2) imply that G„ is an ideal in every ring on G. Therefore, every multi-
plication on G induces a multiplication on G/G„. By the induction hypothesis 
(G/Gnf"'l=0. Hence: 
(4) G ! " " ' i ( ; n . 
(3) and (4) yield that G2" = (G2""1)2 g G\ = 0, and hence v(G) si 2 " - 1. 
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The nilstufe of rank two torsion free groups 
By SHALOM FEIGELSTOCFC in Ramat-Gan (Israel) 
1. It is well known [5] that a ring R whose additive group is a rank one torsion 
free group is either a zero-ring ( x j = 0 for all x, y£R) or isomorphic to a subring of 
the field of rational numbers. 
SZELE [6] introduced the notion of the nilstufe of an abelian group G. (In what 
follows a group is always meant to be an abelian group with addition the group 
operation.) Let n be a positive integer. The nilstufe of G is said to be n, denoted 
N(G) = n, if there exists a multiplication on G, not necessarily associative, such that 
G"t±0, but <7"+1 = 0 under every multiplication on G. If, for every positive integer 
n, there exists a multiplication on G such that G"^0, then G is said to have nilstufe 
°o, denoted JV(G) = °°. An immediate consequence of the result mentioned in the 
previous paragraph is that if G is a rank one torsion free group, then N(G)= 1 or.°°. 
The objective of this paper is to show that if G is a rank two torsion free group, 
then JV(G) = 1, 2 or One is naturally led to conjecture that if G is a rank «'tor- . 
sion free group, then N(G)= 1,2, . . . ,n , or 
The major tools used to compute N(G) are results of BEAUMONT and WISNER 
[1] concerning multiplications on a rank two torsion free group. These results are 
introduced in section 2. In section 3, N(G) is computed for G a rank two torsion 
free group. Sufficient conditions are given for G to be a nil-group (i.e., N(G)=\) 
if G is the direct sum of rank one torsion free groups in section 4. Quasi-equality 
and quasi-decomposability are discussed in section 5, and their effect on the nil-
stufe is considered. 
2. D e f i n i t i o n 1. If G is the additive group of a ring R, then R is called a 
ring over G. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a rank two torsion free group, and let R be a ring over G. 
If R is non-commutative, then x and x- are dependent for all x6G. If R^O, and R 
is commutative, then there exists an x£G such that x and x 2 are independent. 
P r o o f : [1, p. 108]. 
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L e m m a 2. Let G be a rank 2 torsion free group, R a non-commutative ring 
over G. Then there exists an x£G such that 
P r o o f : [1, p. 109, lemma 2]. 
3. T h e o r e m . 1. Let G be a rank two torsion free group. Then N(G) = 1, 2 or 
P r o o f . Suppose there exists a non-commutative ring R over G. By lemma 2 
there exists an x£G such that x2^0. x and x2 are dependent by lemma 1, therefore 
there exist non-zero integers n, m such that nx2=mx. Suppose JX^VO for some positive 
integer k. nxk+1=mxk?i0, since G is torsion free. Therefore xic+1^0, and we have 
shown inductively that xf^O for all positive integers n, hence 7V(G) = °°. 
It therefore suffices to consider the case G a group over which there are no 
non-commutative rings. Let G be such a group and suppose N(G)=n, Let 
R be a ring over G, R^0. R is commutative, so that by lemma 1 there is an x£G 
such that x and x2 are independent. 
Let g1, ..., g„£G. There exist integers kh /,, mi (k^O), such that ^¡g—^x+OT.x2 
for l s / s « . N(G)=n; therefore 
If we can show that x"=0, then by virtue of the fact that ]J kA ^ 0, and that G 
is torsion free, we will have that ]J gt=0, thus contradicting the fact that N(G)=n. 
There exist integers k, I, m, k^0 such that kx"=lx+mx2. N(G)=n therefore 
0=kx"+1=lx2+mx3. If 1=0 or m=0, then x 3 =0 . Since « > 2 , we have that x"=0. 
If M 0 and rn^O, then lxn=xn'2{lx2)=xn~2(-mx3) = -mx"+1=G. G is torsion free, 
therefore x"=0 . 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let G be a rank two torsion free ring. If there exists a non-
commutative ring R over G, then N(G) = 
4. Let H be a rank one torsion free group. All non-zero elements of H have 
the same type. We therefore denote by T(H) the type of any non-zero element of H, 
and call T(H) the type of H. 
L e m m a 3. Let Gx and G2 be rank one torsion free groups, then G, ® G2 is a 
rank one torsion free group, and T(GX <S> G2) = T{GX) + T{G2). 




L e m m a 4. Let H and K be rank one torsion free groups. If T(H)^T(K), then 
Horn = 
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P r o o f . Let h£H, h^O, and (p 6 Horn (H, K). Put k=<p(h)^0. By T(H)£ T{K), 
there exist a prime p and a positive integer / such that pl\h, pl)[k. Hence h=plh\ 
h'£H. Therefore k=(p(h)—p'(p(h'), a contradiction. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let G=G1@G2, G1 and G2 rank one torsion free groups. If 
2T(G^ ^ T(G2) and 2T(G2) 4= T(GJ, then N(G) = 1. 
P r o o f . Let Mult G be the group of multiplications which can be defined on G; 
2 
Mult G Si Horn (GOG, G) = £ Horn (G f® Gj, G t) = 0 by lemmata 3 and 4. 
i, * = 1 
5. D e f i n i t i o n 2. A group G is said to be quasi-contained in a group H, 
denoted G<hH, if there exists an integer n ^ O such that nGczH. If G c H and He. G, 
. then G is said to be quasi-equal to H, G=H. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let G and H be torsion free groups. If G= H, then N(G) = N(H). 
P r o o f . G ==.//; therefore there exist non-zero integers k, /, kGcH, and IHczG. 
Suppose N(G)= Let n be an arbitrary positive integer. There exist a multiplica-
tion X G o n G and elements g^G ( I^J '^H), such that g1XGg2XG...XGg„^0. Let 
hx,h2^H. Define h1XHh2=(lh1)XG(lh2). XH is a multiplication on H. (kgx)X„• 
•(kg2)XH...XH(kgn)=(k"ln)g1XGg2XG...XGg„?±0smce G is torsion free. Therefore 
N(H) — Similarly, we may prove that if N(H) = then N(G) = We may there-
fore assume that N(G) and N(H) are both finite. 
Let N(G)=n, and let XH be a multiplication on H. Let gx,g2^.G. Define 
giX, Gg2~(kgx)XH(kg^). XG is a multiplication on G. Let hx, ..., h„, hn+1£H. . 
(k"Jrll"+L)(hxX/ih2Xh ... XhKXhK^) = 
= {klhj x„ {klh2) Xh-Xh (klhn) XH {klhn+1) = 
= (lhx)Xc(lh2)XG ••• XG(lhN)XG(lhn+1) = 0. 
H is torsion free, therefore ^ X H - X H h „ X H h n + 1 = 0 , so that N(H)^n=N(G). 
Similarly we can prove that N(G)^N(H), so that N(G)=N(H). . 
D e f i n i t i o n 4. A group G is said to be quasi-decomposable if there exist non-
zero groups A, B such that G = A ®B. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let G be a quasi-decomposable rank two torsion free group, 
G=GX®G2. If 27,(G1) ^ T(G2) and 2T(G2) $ r (G x) then N(G) = 1. 
P r o o f . By theorem 2, N(G1®G2) = 1, and by theorem 3, N(G)=N(G1®G2). 
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On subdirect representations of finite commutative unoids 
By F. GECSEG in Szeged 
In this paper we give a representation of finite commutative unoids as homo-
morphic images of subdirect products of very simple finite commutative unoids. 
Furthermore, using this representation, we present a full characterization of those 
finite commutative unoids 21 which have the following property: if can be given 
as a homomorphic image of a subdirect product of two finite commutative unoids 
© and £ then there exists a subunoid of 93 or £ which can be mapped homomor-
phically onto 21. 
Let 1t = (A; F) be a unoid. (For the terminology, see [1].) We say that 91 is 
commutative if a f 1 f i = a f 2 f 1 for any a£A a n d / 1 , / 2 6 i 7 . In this paper by a unoid we 
always mean a finite commutative unoid. 
Take an arbitrary unoid 2t = (/i; F), an element a£A and an operation f£F. 
Then by the cycle generated by ( a , / ) in 21 we mean the set of elements a f , af, ... 
.. , afk, ... , where af=a and afk = (afk~1)f for any positive integer k. For this 
cycle we use the short notation ( a , f ) . If a f , ...,afu are all different and u is the 
least exponent for which there exists a w>u such.that afw = af then a f , . , . , af" 
is the preperiod of this cycle and u is the length of this preperiod. (When the preperiod 
is empty its length equals 0.) Furthermore, if u + v is the minimal number for which 
af" + v = af" holds then af", af" + 1,... ,af" + v-x is the period of the cycle under question 
and v is the length of this period. In this case we say that (a,f) is a cycle of type (u, v). 
A unoid 21 = (/1; F) is called f cyclic ( f £ F ) of type (k, I) if for some a£A, 
the set A coincides with the cycle ( a , f ) in 21 and this cycle is of type (k, I), while the 
operations different from / are identical mappings of A. 
21 is called prime-power unoid (with respect to f 6 F) if it is /-cyclic of type (0, /•") 
where r is a prime number. 2t is an elevator (regarding f£ F) if it is-/-cyclic of type 
(k, 1). We say that 21 is a prime-power unoid (resp. elevator) if it is prime-power 
unoid (resp. elevator) regarding one of its operations. 
Now we are ready to state our 
T h e o r e m 1. Every commutative unoid can be given as a homomorphic image 
of a subdirect product of finitely many elevators and prime-power unoids. 
3 A 
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P r o o f . Let 9L = (A;F) be an arbitrary commutative unoid. Denote by F* 
the unoid of all polynomials over F of the form xp under a fixed variable x. We 
shall write xp=xq(g) if and only if xp=xq holds identically in 2t. It is obvious 
that the relation q is a congruence on F* (we say that 21 induces q), and the factor 
unoid F*/q—^8(=(B; F)) is commutative. For elements of 93 we shall apply the 
following notation: Ce{xp). means the class of the partition of F* induced by Q 
containing xp. ' 
Let us suppose that F=(f1, ... , / ) , and define the unoids 93 i=(.8 i; F) 
(/'=1, ..., k) as follows: Bt is the cycle (Ce(x), /•) in 93 and / is the restriction of 
/ (on B) to BL, while the operations f j are identical mappings of B, for j^i. 
Now take the mapping cp of the direct product 931X...X93 t into 93 defined in 
the following way: 
cp((Ce(x/i"0, ...,Ce(xf»<), :.., Ce(xfk"«))) = Ce(xf^ . . . . . . / M 
(n 1 , . . . , n h . . . , n k = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
Using commutativity of 93 it can immediately be verified that (p is a homomorphism 
onto 93. 
Let us denote by £>x the relation induced by 931X...X93(t on F*. Then q^q 
because © is a homomorphic image of 931X...X93)t. Observe that 93; is /¡-cyclic for 
every i (Isi^k). Let 93 f be of type (h;, vt). In the case u—l let 93- be an /-cyclic 
unoid of type (w;, 2) and let 93- = 93,- in the other case. It is obvious that 93, can be 
mapped homomorphically onto 93;. Therefore, 931X...X93k is a homomorphic image 
of 9 3 i X . . . X S ^ Denote by q2 the relation of F* induced by 93iX...X93fc. Then we 
get that 02 = 01-
As it can be seen in [2], every equation of an equational class of commutative 
unoids can have one of the following two forms: 
(1) •••/A = X f f i ...ft* 
(mlt ..., mk, n1, ..., nk S 0). 
(2) = 
Equation (2) implies x/™1... k = i / f 1 . . . fkk. Choose an element bi from every 
B; ( /=1, ...,k). Then (b„b2, ..., bk) f»\.. /"* * (bj,, b2, ..., bk)f?K.. /¿"* showing 
that (2) fails to hold on 93^X... X93^ . 
Therefore,.we have got that every equation which holds on S^X...X93£ is of 
the form (1). Since q2 = q thus all equations holding on 93jX...X93^ hold on 2t, 
too, i.e., 21 is contained in the equational class generated by 93ix. . .x93^. This 
means that 91 can be given as a homomorphic image of a subunoid of a finite direct 
power of 93iX-..X93^ (see, e.g., the proof of the Theorem in [1]). 
In order to end the proof of Theorem 1, it is enough to show that every 93-
can be given as a subdirect product of finitely many elevators and prime-power 
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unoids. Let 2?,' = (60, . . . , bu , . . . , + 0 x> and vj=/-™1...where are different 
prime numbers. Define the relations Oo>ffi> •••>c7< o n a s follows: bj=bk{a0) if 
and only if j—k or j,k^uh and for every / ( /= 1, . . . , t), bj = bk(p¡) if and only if 
j=k (mddr,w>). It is clear that a 0 , ...,at are congruences of 23,'; moreover, their 
intersection is the identity relation. Indeed, from bj=bk((j0f]... f lc , ) it follows that 
j=k or j,k^Ui and (by the Chinese Remainder Theorem) j=k (mod vt). In both 
cases we have b} = bk. Thus©- can be given as a subdirect product of 23,7<r0, . . . , ©;'/<t 
Moreover, ©'|/cr0 is an elevator and each of S,7o'1, . . . ,23¡/a, is a prime-power unoid. 
This ends the'proof of Theorem 1. 
A unoid 21 = (A;F) is called homomorphically prime if \A | > ] and the fact 2t 
is a homomorphic image of a subdirect product of two unoids 2^ and 2I2 implies 
that there exists a subunoid in 2Ij or 9I2 which can be mapped homomorphically 
onto 21. 
First we state the following simple 
T h e o r e m 2. If \F\ = 1 then 21=(A; F) is homomorphically prime if and only if 
21 is an elevator or prime-power unoid. 
P r o o f . The subunoids and homomorphic images of elevators are elevators, 
too. Similar statement is valid for prime-power unoids. Therefore, by Theorem 1, 
every homomorphically prime unoid should be either elevator or prime-power unoid. 
It can be shown, by an easy computation, that in the case 1^1 = 1 all elevators and 
prime-power unoids are homomorphically prime. 
This Theorem 2 and Theorem 1 of Y O E U in [3] show that the class of all homo-
morphically prime unary algebras and that of all connected subdirectly irreducible 
unary algebras coincide. 
We now prove 
T h e o r e m 3. If \F\^2 then a commutative unoid 21 = (4; F) is homomorphically 
prime if and only //2i is an elevator. 
P r o o f . The subunoids and homomorphic images of an elevator are elevators. 
Prime-power unoids have similar property. Thus, by Theorem 1, homomorphically 
prime unoids should be either elevators or prime-power unoids. 
First we show that none of the prime-power unoids is homomorphically prime. 
Before proving this statement, let us introduce the notation k (mod n) for the least 
non-negative residue of k modulo n. 
For the sake of simplicity, let 21 — (A; F) be a prime-power unoid with respect 
to fx such that A = (a0, ..., am„_1) and 
a i f l ~ + 1 (mod m") 
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where m is a prime number. Take two different prime numbers m 2 ( ^ m ) 
such that /n 2 !^!—m 2 ) , and let /• be an integer with r > n . Let us define the unoids 
% = ( A i \ F> ( / = 1 , 2 ) in the following way: 
= •••> Oimr), Ctijfx = fli(j' + l)(modm'')> 
aijf'l — O" + mj) (mod mr) 
and a y f ^ c t u if / > 2 , where / = 1 , 2 a n d 7 = 0 , . . . , w r — 1. It is obvious that 9tx and 9i2 
are commutative. 
Consider the subdirect product StjXSta of and 9i2 consisting of all elements 
(dxj, a2j) and (atJ, a2j)f2 (j=0, ..., mr — 1; k = 1, 2, ...). We show that the mapping cp 
defined by 
. <p((aw, «2o)/i) = a0f{ and <p((a10, a w ) f l f £ ) = a 0 / i (i, /c = 1, 2, ...) 
is a homomorphism of 9ij X 9i2 onto 91. 
It is enough to prove that cp is well defined. Let tlt kt and t2, k2 be natural num-
bers such that 
(3) (cio, a20)f{if2ki = (a10, aw)ft-ft--
We show that this implies aQf{i=a(,f[2, i.e., ti = t2 (mod m"). The equality (3) 
means that 
(4) tx + rriikx = t2 + mtk2 (mod n f ) ( / = 1 , 2 ) , 
whence we get mr\(m1 — m2)(k1—k2). But m2{(wj— m2), thus m" \(/q — k2) because 
r>n. From this, using anyone of the congruences (4) we have tx = t2 (mod m"). 
Thus we have shown that cp is well defined. Therefore, by definition, it is a homo-
morphism. 
It remains to be shown that 91 cannot be given as a homomorphic image of a 
subunoid of Sli or 9I2. Neither nor 9I2 have any subunoid different from themself. 
Thus take a mapping of9f ; onto 91 ( /=1 , 2) such that cpi(aij)=au. If (pi is a homo-
morphism then 
V i i f l l j f i ) = ( P i f l i j f i 1 ) = a ( u + m , ) ( m o d m " ) = ' « H -
But «(„+,„,)(.„od,,,")^0« because m"f m,-. Therefore, (pt cannot be a homomorphism. 
We now show that every elevator is homomorphically prime. Let 9Ifc = ( A ; F ) . 
denote the elevator with 
A = <«o. •••» ak) (k>0), a j j = cii (fliZA^fj^F) if ./' > 1 
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and 
In the sequel by p and q with or without indices we denote polynomials in which 
fx does not occur. 
Let us assume that can be given as a homomorphic image of a subdirect 
product of two unoids ©j and ©2 under a homomorphism q> for which (p{{bx, b2)) = a0 
((&!, b2)£B1XB2) holds. First we show that at least one of the unoids ©f (i = l, 2) 
has the following property P: for every p, the elements btp, bipfx, . . . , bipfx~x are 
all different and there exists no bjpf" with u ^ k which is equal to one of them. In-
deed, in the opposite case there exist polynomials px and p2, non-negative integers 
ux, tx and u2, t2 such that bxpxfp=bxpxf'x\ b2p2f^=b2p2f^\ ux, u2<k; tx>ux and 
t2>~u2. By the commutativity of ©j and ©2 , b1pxp2f"1—b1pxp2fl1 and b2pxp2fx2 = 
—b2pxp2fx2. Now let us suppose that u2^ux. Then 
which is impossible. 
In the sequel we write simply © instead of © ; having the above property and b 
instead of b{. Consider the cycle (bp , f x ) in © with minimal preperiod d among 
all cycles generated by pairs of the form (bq,f i ) . Then property P implies d ^ k . 
Take the subunoid ©' of © generated by bp. We show that ©' can be mapped homo-
morphically onto SHk, namely, the mapping cp defined by (p(bpqfx) = aQfx for all q 
and non-negative integer I will be such a homomorphism. 
To prove that <p is well defined let us assume that bpqxfl1—bpq2f[l. We must 
have a0/i1==iJ,o/i2> or> equivalently, lx=/2 provided lx, l2=k does not hold. Suppose 
h O b s e r v e that, for any q, the preperiod of the cycle (bpq,fj cannot be 
longer than d and in fact, in view of the minimum property of bp, it coincides with d. 
Indeed, by the commutativity of S , bpfx — bpfx implies bpqf"=bpqfx. Now we dis-
tinguish two cases: 
and 
Therefore, 
biPxPtft* = h p i p J i ^ - W * - * * . 
(bi,b2)PiPif^ = { b x , b 2 ) p x p 2 f ^ - " ^ - " , \ 
Since (p is a homomorphism thus we get 
flo/t"2 = «o / i" 2 + ( , '" U l ) ( '=" U 2 ) 
1) l2<d. If c is the length of the period of the cycle (bpq2,fx) then bpqxfli+i '2 — 
=bpq1fl1+d~l2+c. But this is incompatible with property P because lx+d—l2<d. 
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2) /2ёс/. Then we get similarly bpq1fll=bpq1fl*+c, which is again a con-
tradiction. 
Finally, a short computation shows that q> (bpqfl)f= <p (bpqf[f) holds for any 
f£F. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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Bernstein-type inequalities for families of multiplier operators" 
in Banach spaces with Cesáro decompositions. II. Applications*) 
By E. GÓRLICH, R. J. NESSEL and W. TREBELS in Aachen (FRG) 
In this paper a number of applications of the results in Part I is given by studying 
certain concrete instances of Banach spaces X and systems {Pk} of orthogonal 
projections. Rather than to give a complete list of possible applications, our aim 
is to show how the general approach proposed in Part I yields Bernstein-type in-
equalities for clássical orthonormal systems such as those concerned with Bessel, 
Laguerre, Hermite and ultraspherical polynomials, Walsh and Haar functions, and 
spherical harmonics. Let us mention that the present unifying approach covers 
certain classical as well as a number of new Bernstein-type inequalities. 
In the following, L%,(a,b), 1 — denotes the usual 
Banach space of measurable functions, />th power integrable with respect to the 
Weight n (.v) -.0: 
ll/llp,w = { / \m\pHix)dxyip, 11/11., H, = ess.^sup \f(x)\ w(x); 
in the case w(x)=1 we abbreviate to LP, ||/||p. 
4. Bessel series 
Let a = 0 , b = 1, and w(x) = 1. Denoting by Jv(x) the Bessel function of the first 
kind of order v > —1 and by {ck}fceN the sequence of positive zeros of /v(x), arranged 
in ascending order of magnitude, the functions 
<p<y>(x) = (2xyi2(Jv+1(ck))-iJv(ckx) (k£ N) 
*) This paper is a sequel to Part I, which appeared in Acta Sci. Math., 34 (1973), 121—130. 
The contents (and notations) of the first part are assumed to be known. References as well as sections 
are numbered consecutively throughout this series. The contribution of W. Trebels was supported 
by a DFG-fellowship. 
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form an orthonormal system on (0, 1). Thus the projections defined by 
( A ( l 0 / ) (*) = [ / / ( « ) («) du] q>p (x) (k € N) 
o 
are mutually orthogonal. Wing [42] has shown that {«p^} forms a Schauder basis 
in 1 / ( 0 , 1), L - c / x o o , for v ^ - 1 / 2 , and BENEDEK and PANZONE [18] have extended 
this result to - l < v < - l / 2 provided l/(v + 3/2)</?< l / ( -v—1/2) ; moreover, these 
bounds are sharp. 
By (3.6) one then has 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .1 . Let f£Lp(0, I) with v, p specified as above. Then 
( 4 . 1 ) 2 ^ Ana 
p 
(<y > 0) , 
the constant A being independent of N and f . 
In case v = ± l / 2 , this inequality reduces to the standard Bernstein inequality 
for trigonometric polynomials (cf. (3.15)) since /1/2(x)=[2/(7tx)]1/2 sin x and 
/_ 1 / 2 (x) = [2/(7tx)]1/2 cos x. Clearly, inequalities corresponding to (3.5), (3.7), (3.9)— 
(3.11) may also be formulated. 
To give a classical interpretation of B{ku>\ let us consider the differential operator 
D (v) defined by 
(Dwf){x) = f"(x) - [(v2 - l/4)/x2]/(x). 
Then the Liouville normal form of the Bessel differential equation 
( 4 . 2 ) (XM'(X)) ' + (AX —V2 /X)M(X) = 0 ( 0 < x SS 1) 
reads D ( v ) / + > / = 0 , and <p£v) is just the eigenfunction of D(v) corresponding to the 
eigenvalue X = —k2,k£ N. Then (4.1) gives 
(43) \\DMf\\p^An2\\f\\p (K£N) 
for all 
f t @ P P { L > i 0 , 1 ) ) . 
Ar=X 
Analogously, one may consider the system of eigenfunctions of (4.2), namely 
№ ( x ) = i l ( / v + a ( c t ) ) - V v f e x ) (keN). 
They form an orthonormal system on (0,1) with respect to the weight w(x)=x. 
Thus the projections Pt(v), defined by 
0 H v ) f ) 0 0 = [ / / ( » ) № («) U du| № ( x ) (k 6 N ) , 
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are mutually orthogonal. Now {t/^v)} is a Schauder basis in (0, 1) for 4 /3< / )<4 
in case v = —1-/2 (see [42]) and for 2/(2 + v ) < p < — 2/v in case — l < v < —1/2 (see 
[18]); again the bounds are sharp. Thus, letting „ 
(DMf)(x) = (xf'(x)y-(v*/x)f(x), 
(3.6) delivers 
.(4.4) l !Av)/ l lp, .v = ^ " 2 l l / l l p , w (n € N) 
for each / € © Pft(v)(L£(0, 1)). Clearly (4.3) and (4.4) are equivalent in case p=2. k — 1 
Similarly, using results of BENEDEK and PANZONE [17] and GENEROZOV [30], 
Bernstein-type inequalities corresponding to the eigenfunctions of the equation 
(x2*v'(x)y+Iv(,Y)=0 with - ~ < > I < l may be obtained. Moreover, results of RUTO-
VITZ and CRUM cited in [17] allow one to apply the present method to the eigenfunc-
tions of a certain general class of Sturm—Liouville problems. 
5. Laguerre and Hermite series 
Let a = 0 , ¿> = °°, and w (x) = 1. Consider the Laguerre polynomials L'£> of order 
a > — 1 defined by 
L[a)(x) = (k!)~1exx~a (d/dx)k (e~x xk+*) (k£ P). 
Setting 
the projections 
<pP(x) = { r ( a + 1 ) x^e-^L^(x), 
(Pl?\0(x) = [ / f{u)<P^{u)du\(pi*Hx) 
are mutually orthogonal. The system { ^ " ' ^ P satisfies (2 .7 ) for 7 = 0 in case 4 / 3 < P < 4 , 
A > —1 (see ASKEY—WAINGER [15], MUCKENHOUPT [34]), and for j= 1 in case 
l ^ g o o , a > 0 or ( l+a /2 ) - -2/a, - L < A ^ 0 (see POIANI [36]). Hence by (3 .7 ) 
C o r o l l a r y 5 .1 . Let f(LLp(0, with a, p specified as above for j= 1, and 
cu>0. Then 
2 log (I+ k«)Ppf 
k=0 2 W k=0 
( « G P ) . ; A log (1 + nm) 
Since the c p a r e eigenfunctions of the differential operator 
p. _ d [ d\ « + 1 x a2 
(a) ~ dx T ~ 4x 
with eigenvalues —k, k6P , one has by (3.6) that for all f£Lp(0, p, a as specified 
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above ( / = 1), 
D M [ '¿Wl S An U=o 2PtV k=0 (n ( P). 
A consideration of the L(kx) (x) themselves in the space 0, with weight 
w(x)=x*e~x does not apply here since the L^ do not yield a (C,y)-basis for any 
jiP except for the case p =2 (see POLLARD [37], ASKEY—HIRSCHMAN [14]). 
Now let a = — °°, b = + <>=, and w(x) = l. Consider the Hermite polynomials" 
Hk(x) = (-l)kex2(d/dxfe-x* (k£ P). 
Setting 
<pk(x) = {2kk\-i^)-V-e-^Hk{xj, 
{(pj is an orthonormal family of functions on (—«>,• Thus the projections 
(Pkf)(x) = { Jf(u)cpk{it)dii)cpk(x) 
— o o 
are mutually orthogonal. The system {/\} teP s_atisfies (2.7) for / = 1 in case 1 ^ p ^ 
(see [28a], [36]). Since the cpk are eigenfunctions of the differential operator (d2/dx2) + 
+ (1 —x2) with eigenvalues —2k, k£P, one has by (3.6) 
\\(d2/dx2)f+(l-x2)f\\p -k An\\f\\p 
n 
for a l l /€ © Pk(L" {—<*>, oo)), 1 g p s oo, n$V. This inequality is contained in a paper 
t = o - 1 
o f FREUD [28]. 
6. Ultraspherical series 
Let a = — 1, b= 1, and w(x) = l. The ultraspherical polynomials Ck of order 
A a r e given by 
(6.1) Ci(x) = Mkt , (1 - x 2 ) " + 1 / 2 (d/dxf [(1 - x2)k+~1/2] (k£ P), 
MktX being a suitable constant. They are orthonormal on (—1, 1) with respect to the 
measure (1 — x2);-~112 dx. Hence, setting 
(P^fKx) = [ f f(u)cpl(u) du] (pi(x), 
• - I 
the projections P[x) are mutually orthogonal on L"(— 1, 1). The sequence {<p£}kep 
forms a Schauder basis in L"(— 1, 1) for 4 / 3 < P < 4 , A ^ O (cf. W I N G [42] for Jacobi 
polynomials). The functions cpk are eigenfunctions of the operator 
D, (A) 
d_ 





2 1 - x 2 
with corresponding eigenvalues — k(k + 2/.), A'£P. Thus by (3.5) 
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C o r o l l a r y 6.1. For any / £ ¿ " ( - 1 , 1 ) , 4 / 3 < p < 4 , 
(6.2) 2* lc=0 
Mk + 2X) PPf k=0 
Noting that the Cj: are orthonormal on (—1, 1) with respect to w(x) = 
= ( l - x 2 ) A - 1 / 2 ; set 
№/).(*) = [¡f{u)Ci(u){\-u*y-^du]Cxk{x) (kiP). 
The P ^ form a (C, ̂ -decomposition in L£(—1, 1) provided 
( 6 . 3 ) 
2A + 1 • - 2 A + 1 
— r i f o s j s o ^ i 
¿•—J M + j 
1 S / ) S ® if 
(see POLLARD [37] for / = 0 , ASKEY—HIRSCHMAN [14] for /= -0) . The are eigen-
functions of 
DU) = (l-x2)(d2/dx2)-(2i+l)x(d/dx) 
with eigenvalues — k(k + 2/.) so that by (3.6) 
C o r o l l a r y 6.2. Let 5?n denote the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree 
Then • • 
( 6 . 4 ) • | | 5 A ) / I U =5 Ari>\\f\\p,w .(f€&n,n€P), ' 
provided (6.3) is satisfied with j=\. 
So far we have stated Bernstein inequalities of type ( 3 . 1 ) , (3 .3 ) . However, those 
of Corollary 3 . 3 are valid as well. For example, by ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
C o r o l l a r y 6.3. The Riesz means (3.8) (iii) of order x, v > 0 satisfy 
for arbitrary co>0, ( — 1, 1), provided (6.3) holds for some Q=j= v. 
R e m a r k . It is possible to extend the above results to Jacobi polynomials. 
Indeed, (6.2) may immediately be restated since [42] includes (C, 0)-summability 
for the Jacobi case for 4 / 3 < / ? < 4 . Also (C, 0)-summability for Jacobi series in the 
weight space Lp (— 1, 1) with w(x)=(1 — x)°"(1 + xf , a, /?> — ], is known (see POLLARD 
[38] and MUCKENHOUPT [33]) so that the Jacobi analogue of ( 6 . 4 ) follows, namely 
(6 -5) 0u,p)f\\p,w^An(n + oi + p+l)\\f\\PjW ( / E ^ „ , « £ P ) , 
where Z>(oij is defined by 
A*, w = (1 - x2) (d2jdx2) + ([i-x-(x+[j + 2)x) (d/dx) 
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and p is restricted to 




1 + « 1 
2 j ' 
( / H I ) 
J l l+ß\ m.n j - , — j 
A more general inequality, which contains (6.5) and the w(x) = 1 -analogue of (6.5) 
as particular instances, can be stated as well using the result of [42] and [33]. 
Concerning (C, y )-sa m inability in Lp( — 1, 1) one may proceed via POLLARD 
[38], STEIN [41], ASKEY—HIRSCHMAN [14], ASKEY—WAINGER[16] , a n d GASPER [29] , 
according to a written communication of R. Askey. 
The paper of STEIN [41] should also be mentioned in connection with ( 6 .5 ) since 
it contains a proof for all 1 ^ p ^ oc, /? > — 1. He also assumes condition (2.7) to be 
valid for some P and obtains Bernstein-type inequalities for orthonormal systems, 
using a different method, namely interpolation in polynomial subspaces. 
7. Walsh series 
Let a=0, b = l, and w(x) = 1, all functions in this section being assumed to have 
period 1. Defining the Rademacher functions by 
<Po(x) -U; 
0 == X < 1/2, 
1/2 ^ x < 1, <Po(x+» = <p0(x), 
<Pk(x) = (p0(2kx) (ke N), 
o 
the Walsh functions are given by 
>h)(x) = 1, I¡Jk(x) = <pkl(x)(pk2(x)...<pk.(x), 
k = 2ki+ ... +2k>, K > ... > ki S 0, k^P. 
They form an orthonormal system in Lp(0, 1), which is also fundamental. 
Thus the projections * . 
(PJ) (x) = [//(") 'A* (") du] ih (x) (k c P) 
o 
are mutually orthogonal and total in Lp(0, 1), PALEY [35] has shown 
that the Pk form a Schauder decomposition o fZ / (0 , l ) fo r 1 oo; for the proof that 
they also form a ( C , L)-decomposition of D (0 , 1) see e.g. F INE [27] , MORGENTHALER 
[32]. Hence, by (3.9) 
( 7 . 1 ) 2 k a e ~ ^ x P k f 
fe=0 
^AoTWfWp 0 ) 
for any f£Lp(0, 1), 1 - 0 . 
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As in the preceding sections we would like to interpret the case to = 1 via some 
differential operator. Concerning its definition we follow up BUTZER—-WAGNER 
[21, 22]: Let G denote the dyadic group consisting of all sequences x={x„}"= 1 such 
that x„=0 or 1, the operation of G being termwise addition mod 2. A function 
/ £ ¿ ^ ( 0 , 1) is said to have a strong derivative Dcf in L"(0, 1) if there exists g£L"(0, 1) 
such that 
lim 
i = 0 
= 0, 
and in this case D a f = g . Here 
1 
X®)> = J 2 k - J n l , * = 2xn2~", y = 2 y » 2 - , 
11=1 11=1 
finite expansions being used for dyadic rationals. The operator DA is closed and 
linear (see [21, Prop. 4.4] and [22, Sec. 3], where further details are given). Since the 
Walsh functions satisfy DGipk=k\]/k for each k£P, i.e. the \JJK are eigenfunctions of 
DG, one has by (7.1), (3.8) (i) 
W D o W M f h ^ M U l p 
for a l l / £ L P ( 0 , 1), 1§/7<°O, of period 1. • 
8. Haar series 
Let a=0, b= 1, and w(x)= 1. In the notation of [8, p. 49] the orthonormal system 
}iT=i of Haar functions is defined on [0, 1] by 
. Ih(x) = X[o,ii(x) 
hk(x) = 2""'2 {/ [ ( 1 , i ] ( 2 m + 1 x-2k + 2 ) - Z ( 0 , X ] ( 2 m + 1 x - 2k + 1)}, 
where k=2m + i, m6P, / = 1, 2, .. . , 2'", and b ] ( x ) denotes the characteristic ftinc-
tion of the interval [a, b]. Hence the projections Pk defined by 
(PJ)(x) = [ff(u)hk(u)c/u]hk(x) {U N) 
are mutually orthogonal. Moreover, the Haar functions form a Schauder basis in 
JLp(0, 1), 1 (see also [11, p. 13]) so that one has as an immediate consequence 
of Corollary 3.2 
(8.1) 2<*kPkf Aan 2 pkf ( / e L ' ( o , i ) ) , 
where a may be any of the examples (3.4). 
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An explicit definition of a genuine differential operator D satisfying Dhk=khk 
for all seems to be unknown. Nevertheless such an operator can be identified 
with the infinitesimal generator of a suitable semi-group of class ("<Q. For example, 
let the Abel—Poisson means W(t) of the Haar expansion of / b e defined by 
{W(t)f)(x)= Ze~*Pkf (i>0); k = 1 
then lim | | W ( 0 / - / | | p = 0 for I s / « » (cf. [211]). Setting fV(0)=f, it follows that 
r,-o+ 
{W(t), 1^0} is a semi-group of bounded linear operators on LP(0, 1) of class C<?0). 
Its infinitesimal generator si is easily seen to be represented by 
k = 1 
for every / in the domain D(srf) of si. Moreover (cf. [20, p. 9]), D(si) is dense in X, 
and is a closed linear operator. Thus —JJ/IS just the desired operatorD. Differential 
operators corresponding to the logarithmic and exponential cases in (8.1) may be 
defined similarly (see [7]). 
Clearly in certain instances the semi-group theory yields directly Bernstein-
type inequalities in an arbitrary Banach space X. Indeed, for holomorphic semi-
groups of class (<i?0) on X with infinitesimal generator si one always has the in-
equality \\siT(t)f\\x^Mr1\\f\\x for a l l / 6 * , 0 by Cauchy's integral formula (see 
BUTZER—BERENS [20, Sec. 1.1.2]). 
Along the present lines one may also treat generalized Schauder systems (cf. 
CANTURIJA [23]), generalized Haar systems (cf. GOLUBOV [31], S o x — H A R R I N G T O N 
[40]) , the (orthonormalized) Franklin system (cf. CIESIELSKI [24, 25] , RADECKI [39]) 
as well as further spline function systems (cf. CIESIELSKI—DOMSTA [26]). The Bernstein-
type inequalities obtained in [24, 39, 26] deal with ordinary derivatives which, how-
ever, are not covered by our approach. 
9. Spherical harmonics 
Let R v be the ^-dimensional Euclidean space (/V=;2) with elements 
N 
v = (v1, . . . ,%) , inner product v-v*= Z vkvt' a r , d \v\2 = v-v. Denoting by SN the k = 1 
surface of the unit sphere in RN with elements y, z, content QN=2nNI2ir(N/2) and 
surface element ds, let X(SN) be one of the spaces LP(SN), 1 or C(SN) with 
norms 
\\f\\P = {^v 1 / | / ( j ) | p d s ( y ) } 1 ' " ( 1 =§ /> < « ) , | | / | |c = m a x | / ( j ) | , 
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« 
respectively. If Yk(v) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k satisfying 
AYk(v) = 0, A= 2(d/dvkY (v £ Rw), 
k = l 
then the restriction of Yk to SN, denoted by Yk, too, is called a surface spherical 
harmonic of degree k. The Yk satisfy the differential equation 
(9.1) •ZYk(y) = -k(k+N-l)Yk[y), Af(v) = \v\*Af(vl\v\). 
Let the orthonormal sequence of projections { / ^ g p be defined by (cf. (6.1), 
A = ( J V - 2 ) / 2 ) • 
(A/K.F) = "'T { f № Y№ ds (z)} n(y) = r(;^i+1A) f CI(y • z)f(z) ds (z), 
» N 
where H(k, N) denotes the number of linearly independent spherical harmonics 
of degree k. The Pk form a (C,/^decomposition of X(SN) for y=-(7V—2)/2 (see [19] 
and the literature cited there). 
Since, for x>2, {k(k+N-2)n-2[l+(k/nf]-x'2}kiP^bvj+1 uniformly in niP, 
it follows by (3.10), (9.1) that 
C o r o l l a r y 9.1. Let f£X(SN). Then for any x>-2 
\\ALx{x)f\\x^An2\\f\\x. 
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On the greatest zero of an orthogonal polynomial. II 
By GEZA F R E U D in Budapest 
1. Introduction 
In the present paper we are continuing our investigations initiated in [2]. (See 
also [3] and P. G. NEVAI [5].) 
As in the papers mentioned, we denote by p„(W; x) the wth degree orthogonal 
polynomial with respect to the weight JV(x) ( — co<x<°°) and by Xn{W) we denote 
the greatest zero of pn(W; x). Through all our present paper we assume that W(x) 
is even.1) 
The most typical result of this paper is 
T h e o r e m 1. Let 
(1) . WQ(x) = txV{-2Q{x)} 
where Q(x) is an even differentiate function, increasing for x>0, for which xQQ'(x) 
is increasing for some 1 then we have 
(2) . Clq„ ^ Xn(WQ) S c2q„ 
where c u c2 do not depend on n, and qs (,v>0) is determined by the equation 
(3) ° qsQ'{qs)=s. 
Let us observe that as a consequence of our assumption ATQ'(.X) is also increasing 
for x > 0 so that the sequence is well defined. 
We obtain Theorem 1 as a consequence of far more general but slightly technical 
estimates (see Theorem 2 and Theorem 3). • 
Theorem 1 is applicable for the case & , ( * ) = y (a>0) and we obtain 
X„(WQ )~nlla. This was proved earlier for positive even integer values of a by the 
author in [2] and for general a > 0 by G. P. NEVAI [5]. 
Estimates for the zero with greatest modulus of p„(tV; x) are obtained in the general case 
by combining the result of this paper by Lemma 7 of our preceding paper [3]. 
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We conjectured in our paper [3] that an inequality similar to (2) might hold 
under the less restrictive condition that xQ'(x) is increasing for x > 0 . 2) This problem 
remains unsettled. 
2. Preliminary estimates 
In all our paper we assume that W(x) is an even continuous positive function on the 
whole real line. It follows that 
(4) G,(W) = exp J - I / log [W($ cos 0)] rfflj 
is well defined and finite for every 
We need also the trunkated weights 
/r\ \W{x) ( W s i ) 
L e m m a 1. The leading coefficients yv(W) resp. yv(W^ of the orthogonal poly-
nomials pv(W;x) resp. pv(lV^; x) satisfy for every £>0 
(6) r 1 / 2 ( | ) V [ G ? W ] - 1 / 2 . 
P r o o f . (See also [4], part 2.) We have 
i 
f \p*{Wi\ iOI2 wm dt = r 1 / P2AWs, x)W{(x) dx = r : 1 
and by setting z = eie, t = cos0 = —(z + z_1) 
JVt; j t i z + z-1) 
2 1 Wtf cos 0) Isin 01 dB = —. 
rcç 
Since W(x) is positive and continuous we have log IV(i' cos 0)€L for every 
2) In general cjs and q2s have not the same order of increase for i — As a consequence of 
the reasonable hypothesis for the general case is that there exist positive numbers c3 , c 4 , 4 and c6 
depending only on the choice of WQ for which we have 
czqCi„ 3 X„(fVQ) ^ c6qC6„. 
As a consequence of our additional.assumption that x"Q'(x) is increasing for a 1 we have qcn~qn 
for every fixed o O . (See (31).) 
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fixed c >0 . By a theorem of G. SZEGO (see e.g. [6], part 10) there exists a function 
D (z) 6 H2 satisfying a.e. 
(8) \D(e'e)\2 = cos 6) |sin 0| 
and 
(9) D(0) = exp / l o g [ ^ ( c c o s 0)Jsin 0\] ¿flj = J = [C^W)]1'2. 
Now 
(10) Pv(z) = zvp 
is a polynomial of degree 2v for which we have 
<NV (11) - P M = y № 1 
. By construction PVD£H2 so that by (9) and (11) resp. by (7), (8), and (10) 
11/2 
^ lGt{W)?'2 [|-)V = D(0)Pv(0) ^ / \Pv(e")D(e>°)\2 dO}* = (n^y 1/2 
By reshuffling terms in this inequality we obtain the second part of (6). The first 
part of (6) follows from Wi(x) W(x), q.e.d. 
We turn to investigate the Christoffel functions (see e.g. [1]) 
(12) ¿ n m x ) = \ Z P l W x ) 
in-l I - 1 
 \Zr2< 
l v = 0 
L e m m a 2. We have for every pair every (x, q) with > 0 
(13) x) ^ *) ^ A " . 
P r o o f . The first part of (13) is a consequence of W4(x)^W(x). To prove 
the second part first we observe that all zeroes xkv=xkv( of pv (We; x) are con-
tained "in (—£,<!;) (since (x)=0 for and the xkv's are distributed sym-
metrically around.the origin (since is even). Consequently we have for every 
natural v 
(14) l ^ v ( ^ ; x ) | = y v (^ )W v _ 2 C v / 2 ] II (x2-4v) ^ 
xfcv=-0 
yv{Wd Wv ^ y i (})V r1/2rGi W]-1/2Mv 
the last part in consequence of (6). 
4» 
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By (14) we have 
2 Í 21x1 l2v 
(15) • A B " W ; X) s A - H ^ ; x) = 2 *) ^ - K G ^ ] " 1 2 M r 1 = 
. v = 0 7t • v=0 I C j 
n - l 2 M
 12,1 
» f K G i C w o r - W L . w . _ ! 
£ 
Under the assumption (15) implies (13), q.e.d. 
R e m a r k . We assumed in the proof only that W(x) is nonnegative and that Gt(W) is finite. 
The example of Chebychev polynomials and |£| = 1, M —~ shows that under this less stringent 
assumptions the factor 2/ji in (15) is best possible for every n s 2 . By a continuity argument it fol-
lows that_2/7t is the best possible factor even if only continuous positive weights are admitted. 
3. The fundamental estimates for Xn(W) 
T h e o r e m 2. We have for every £ > 0 and every A S1 
4 ( 2 
(16) Xn(W)^A{ + — \ j j [G.iW)}^ f v2"-1 IV(x) dx. 
P r o o f . By Chebychev's theorem 
(17) Xn(W)= sup J x[P(x)fW(x)dx 
P € 1 > „ - I 
where is the set of polynomials P(x) of degree /7 — 1 at most for which we have 
(18). / [P(x)fW(x)dx • 1. 
As a consequence of (18) we have 
(19) [P(x)f ^ x) (-~<x<=o). 
By (19) and (13) 
-AS ~ 4 ~ (2XY"~2 
(20) | { / + f}x[P(x)?W(x)dx\^2 — c[Gs(W)]-1 f x\ — \ W(x)dx = 
— oo Al; Al, ' ' ' • 
. ( j Y " - 1 °° 
^ m r 1 f x2"-^w{x)dx. 
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By (18) we have 
AS 
(21) f x[P(x)fW(x)dx =§ Ac, 
-At; 
Now (16) follows from (17), (20) and (21), q.e.d. 
T h e o r e m 3. We have for every even nonnegative W and every c, > 0 
I 
1 i 2 " 1 2 , 1 - 2 
(22) X n ( W ) ^ j \ ^ f W ( x ) d x \ {e-'G^W)}'' 
— e o ' 
P r o o f . By [2] we have 
Consequently 
"rr1 Jv-iiW) 7o (W) 1 (23) [ X n ( W ) r ^ n 
V = 1 V v ( V } yn-!m{ f W ( x ) d x y 
(22) is implied by (6) and (23), q.e.d. 
4. Special cases of the fundamental estimates 
Let us assume that W(x) is even, continuous, positive, decreasing for x > 0 and 
that for every natural v 
(24) lim xvW{x) = 0. 
X-*<x> 
For such W and for every v there exists a smallest satisfying 
(25) ZVVW(U = maxxvW(x). 
I S O 





j _ n —2 
2 f W(x) dx 
K g l i J f « * - 1 ) ] 2 " - 2 ^ JT. i fF) S 12 + ^ w - 1 ! ^ 
P r o o f . Since W(x) is decreasing for x > 0 we have 
(27) G((W) S W(0. 
Inserting ^ = in (22) and taking (27) in consideration we obtain the left 
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hand side of (26). To obtain the right hand side, let us insert in (16) A=2 and £ = 
thus by (27) 
oo oo . 
(28) f f x - ^ d x ^ - L - ^ G ^ W ) . 
2«4 „ 2i4„ l n A 
From (28) and (16) with A=2, ¿; = £4„ we get the second half of (26), q.e.d. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1.3) By (1), (3) and (25) we have Zv=qm. Since x9Q'(x) 
is increasing we have by assumption for every 0 < s < S 
S = qsQ'{qs) (qsY~e 
. s qsQ'(qs) ~ UJ ' 
i.e. 
i 
(29) % s (0 
Assuming S 1 we have by (3) 
Q(Q ^ g ( l ) + «<2'(i.) f't-'dt < Q(i) + - i -
{ 1-0 
and this is valid also for since-Q(x) is increasing. Consequently 
( 3 0 ) W { S , 2 „ - d = e - W i m - d s e - a e w - a a - o - M a n - D _ 1 ) e - 2 ( i - „ ) - i ( 2 « - i ) 
The estimates (2) follow from (26), (29) and (30), q.e.d. 
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On fractional powers of operators in Hilbert space 
By W. M. GREENLEE in Tucson (Arizona, USA)* 
0. The primary concern of this note is to give conditions (Theorem 1) such 
that if A and B are each self adjoint operators with positive lower bounds and A+B 
is self adjoint, then for OSSTSI, the domain D((A+B)Z) equals D(AZ)C\D(BX). 
A theorem of LIONS and MAGENES [19] on interpolation of intersections is then ob-
tained as a corollary. It is then verified that for a large class of Schrodinger operators 
— A+q(x) on R",. A =Laplacian, q real valued, the conditions are satisfied so that 
Theorem 1 is applicable if Z>(—A + q(x))=D( — A)OD{q{x)) in the operator theo-
retic sense. ° 
In addition a new sufficient condition (Theorem 2) for the equality of D{Cxt2) 
and D(C"m), where C is a regularly accretive operator, is given. This condition is 
shown to be applicable if C arises as an elliptic partial differential operator with 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions over certain (possibly unbounded) do-
mains admitting corners, the Lipschitzian graph domains. 
1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space with norm |w| and inner product («, v). 
Further let Va (resp; Vb) be a complex Hilbert space with Va<zH (resp. Vba.H), 
i.e. Va is a vector subspace of H and the injection' of Va into H is continuous. Also 
assume that Va, Vb, and Vaf]Vb are dense in H and denote the inner product in Va 
(resp. Vb) by a(u, v) (resp. b(u, vj). To the inner product a(u, v) there corresponds 
a linear operator A in H, the operator in H associated with a{u, v), defined, on 
D{A) — {u£Va: v — a(u, v) is continuous on Va in the topology induced by H} 
by 
(Au, v) = a(u, v) for all v£Va. « 
A is a positive definite self adjoint operator in H and D(A) is dense in Va. For x 
positive, denote by A1 the positive rth power of A as defined by use of the spectral 
* The research for this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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theorem; Az is a positive definite, self adjoint operator in H. Furthermore, D(Al/2) 
is Va and a(u,v) = (All2u,All2v) for all u, v£Va. 
For O s x S l , the rth interpolation space by quadratic interpolation between V„ 
and H, [Va,H]z, is defined as the Hilbert space 
[Vtt,Hl = D{A^2) 
with inner product (Az,iu, Az/2v). Further for T£[0, let [Va, H]z be the Hilbert 
space D(AZ'2) with inner product (A z , 2u, Az,2v). 
Let B be the operator in H associated with b(u, v), i.e. 
(Bu,v) = b(u,v), ufJ)(B), Bu £_ II, v£Vb, 
and for T£[0, » ) denote by [Vb, H]z the Hilbert space D(Bz/2) with inner product . 
(Bz/2u, Bz/2v). Now Vaf]Vb, provided with the inner product a(u, v)+b(u, v), is a 
Hilbert space and, since Va{~) Vb is dense in H, we may let I be the operator in H 
associated with a(u, v)+b(u, v), i.e. 
. (lu, v) = a(u, v) + b(u, v), tt6Z>(i), 
. • Zu£H, v£VaC)Vb. 
Then for T£[0, «,) let [VaC] Vb, H]z be the Hilbert space D(Z1'2) with inner product 
{Ezl2u, Ir/2v). We wish to obtain relationships between the Hilbert spaces 
[VaC\ Vb,H]z and [Va, H\,C\[Vb, H], (with the inner product (At/2u, Az'2v) + 
+ (Bz/2u, Bz/2v)), without assuming that A1/2 and B1'2 commute as in [19], p. 95. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. For each T£[0, 1], 
[VaOVb,H]^[Va,H]^[Vb,H]z, 
and, if a J s O and a + /? = 1, 
a\Az'2u\+P\Bzl2u\ ^ \Sz,2u\ for all u£[VaC\Vb, H]z. 
P r o o f . Obviously the identity mapping is continuous from F a OF b . i n to Va 
with bound continuous from Vaf]Vb into Vb with bound ^ 1 , and continuous 
from H into H with bound 1. The proposition is thus a trivial consequence of the . 
quadratic interpolation theorem of LIONS [16], pp. 4 3 1 — 4 3 2 (cf. also ADAMS, ARON-
SZAJN a n d HANNA [1], A p p . I ) . 
Observe that A + B is essentially self adjoi nt if and only if D (A + B) = D (A) f l D (B) 
is dense in D(I), i.e. if and only if [V a , H]2C\[Vb, H]2 is dense in [VaC]Vb, H]2. 
Further if A + B is essentially self adjoint, then the closure of A+B is I. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. If A+B is essentially self adjoint, then for each T£[1,.2] such 
that D(A)C\D(B) is dense in \Va, H]zC\[Vh, H]z, 
[K,H]Tn[vb;H]z(z[vanvb,H]z, 
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and 
(1 ) | r r / 2 w j ^ \Ax,2u\ + \Bxl2u\ for all u£[Va, H]zP\[Vb,H]z. 
P r o o f . Let u£D(A)Ç\D(B). Then since D(I) is dense in D{Ie) for all 0 < 1 , 
\Sx,2u\ = sup{|(I t /2M, Z 1 - ( , / 2 )u) | : v£D(A)f)D(B) and IZ1"«1'»»! = 1} = 
= s u p { p t / 2 u , A1-<x/2h) + (Bx/2u, BX-«2H\ :viD{A)iïD(B) and = .1} 
sup {|(Ax l2u, A^'^h01 :v£D(A)r)D(B) and l ^ ' ^ v ] = 1} + 
+ sup {](5I/2w, 2?1-(t /2)î;)| : v£D(A)r)D(B) and = 1}. 
Since 2^-tÇ[0, 1] it now follows from Proposition 1 that 
\ r l 2 u \ ^ sup {\{Axl2u, ^ 1 _ ( t / 2 ) y) | : v£D(A) and \A^x^v\ = 1} + 
+ sup {\(Bx/2u, B1~^x,2)v)\ : v£D(B) and |fl1"«'»»] = 1} = \Axl2u\ + \Bxl2u\. 
Thus (1) holds for all u in the closure of D(A)f!D(B) in [Va, H]z(~)[Vb, H]z. The 
proposition follows. 
Observe that A + B is self adjoint if and only if E = A+B and when this is the 
case the norms \Zu\ = \(A+B)u\ and (\Au\2+ \Bu\2)l/2 are equivalent on D(A)f]D(B) 
(by the closed graph theorem). In this case A + B is also a topological isomorphism 
of D(A)C\D(B) onto H. 
T h e o r e m 1. If A+B is self adjoint, then for each T£[0, 2], 
[Vaf\Vb,H]zcz[Va,H]z^[Vb,H]z. 
Moreover, for each T£[0, 2] such that D(A)C\D(B) is dense in [Va, H]zC\[Vb, H]z, 
[Var\ Vb, W\z = [Va, H]z^[Vb, H}z, 
with equivalent norms. 
P r o o f . The first assertion is obtained by the method of proof of Proposition 1, 
and the second assertion via the proof of Proposition 2. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. ([19], p. 95) If H is separable and A1'2 and Bl/2 commute, thenfor 
each T£[0, 2], 
[vanvb,H]z = [va,H]zr\[vb,H]z 
with equivalent norms. 
P r o o f . By simultaneous diagonalization of A and B (cf. DIXMIER [6], p. 2 1 7 ) it 
follows in much the same fashion as in the proof of Théorème 13.1, p. 95, [19], that 
the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
2. In this section we wish to illustrate how the previous results apply to charac-
terization of the domains of fractional powers of Schrôdinger operators —Au + q(x)u, 
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x£Rn, A =Laplacian, q real and ^2<S>0. We shall use the theory of Bessel poten-
tials (cf. ARONSZAJN [3], ARONSZAJN and SMITH [5], ADAMS, ARONSZAJN and SMITH [2]). 
The Bessel kernel of order a > 0 on R" is the function given by 
Gx(x) = Gi-'W = lx|)lx|<-">/2 
where K, is the modified Bessel function of the 3rd kind. For 0 < a < l , let 
2-2<x + ln(,n + 2)/2 
C ( « , a ) = r ( a + l ) r ( a + ( « / 2 ) ) s in not " 
Further let D be a domain in R" and let u be a complex valued function in C°°(D). 
The standard a-norm over D, |w|a>D, is defined as follows, 
Mo ,D = f \u(x)\2 dx, 
D 
and for 0 < a < 1, . 
For arbitrary a^O, let m = [a] be the greatest integer ^ a and let /J=a—in. Then 
K . D = i f ™ ) 2IA«I|.D. 
k = 0 \ K ) lilsft 
The space PX(D) is the perfect functional completion in the sense of ARONSZAJN 
and SMITH [4] of the functions in C~(D) for which \u\XtD is finite. For D=R", PX(D) 
is denoted simply by P" and |w|a>R„ by ||w||a. P"(D) is defined as the space of all re-
strictions to D of functions in P" with the norm * 
M\«,D = inf ||«L 
with the infimum taken over all u£P* such that u = u except on a subset of D of 
2a-capacity zero. For all domains D to be considered in the present work, PX(D) = 
= P"(D) with equivalent norms (cf. [2] or [3]). It should be noted that for such do-
mains D, Pa(D) is the class of corrections (cf. [2], § 0) of functions in the class W"'2(D) 
(cf. LIONS and MAGENES [18], §2). Finally recall that C"(R") is dense in P*. 
Now for u, v£ P1, let 
a(u,v) = 2 fD^uDiVdx + 5 fuvdx 
1,1=1/, Ri 
where <5>0, and define Va as the space P1 with a(u, v) as inner product. Letting 
H=L2(Rn) = P° with the usual inner product, it follows by use of Fourier transforms 
that the operator A, defined by a(u, v) = (Au, v) is given by — Au+Su for u£D(A)=P2 
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with an equivalent norm, and that for D(AZ,2)=PZ with an equivalent 
norm. 
Let qeLf0C(Rn) be a real valued function with q(x)S2<5 a.e. For uf^L2(R"), let 
b(u,u)= Jq(x)\u\2dx — d J\u\2dx. 
R" Rn 
and define Vb as the space of all udL2(R") such that b(u, u)<°°, with the correspond-
ing inner product b(u, v). Then the operator B, defined by b(u, v) = (Bu, v) is given 
by qu—¿«for 
uZD(B) — {U£L2(R") : Jq2\u\2dx < 
R" . 
and, for 0 = T ^ 2, 
D(BZ'2) = {u£L2(Rn): jqz\u\2dx< oo}. 
R" 
Now if q also satisfies the condition that 
M+{x)= f \x-y\2-"-°\q{y)\2dy 
\x-y\Sl 
is locally bounded for some constant I?>0, it follows as in KATO [15], pp. 3 4 9 — 3 5 1 , 
that each u£D(A)P\D(B) can be "mollified", producing a sequence { M „ } C C ~ ( / T ) 
converging to u in the intersection norm. Then, since the mollifying operation is 
linear, it follows by interpolation between D (A) and H and between D (B) and H sepa-
rately, that for each r<E[0, 2] and' ud[Va, H]zC\[Vb, H]z the mollifiers {w„}cC~(/?n) 
converge to win [Va, H]zC\{Vb, H]z. Thus D(A) HD(B) is dense in [Va, H]zf) [Vb, H]z 
for all T 6 [0,2]. 
Hence for q^L\0C(Rn) such that Mqi(x) is locally bounded, the technical con-
dition, liD{A)^D{B) is dense in [Va, H]zC\[Vb, H]z", is always satisfied. To apply 
Proposition 2 one may then use criteria for essential self adjointness of A+B to 
be found e.g. in HELLWIG [9], IKEBE and KATO [10], or JORGENS [11]. Conditions 
on q yielding self adjointness of A+B have been given by TRIEBEL [23], § 6. 
3. Let Va, H be as in Section 1 and let u, v-*c(u, v) be a continuous sesquilinear 
form on Va. Further assume that there is a y > 0 such that 
R e c ( v , v) ^ ya(v, v) for all v£Va. 
As previously, let C be the operator in H associated with c(W, V), i.e. (CM, D)=C(W, V) 
for all v£Va with D{C)— {«£Va: c(u, v) is continuous on Va in the topology 
induced by H}. Then C is a closed densely defined operator whose domain is also 
dense in F0 . .The adjoint form c*(u, v), is defined by 
c*(m, y) = c(v, u), u, v£Va, 
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and if C* is the operator in H associated with c*(u,v)p-i.e., (C*w, v) = c*(u,v), 
u£D.(C*), C*u£H, v£ Va, then C* is the adjoint of C. C and C* are regularly accre-
tive operators in the terminology of KATO [12]. (Kato assumes only that Re c(v, + 
- M M 2 ^ y a ( v , v) but replacing C by C+A yields the same results.) Fractional powers 
of these operators have been studied by various authors, a particularly useful 
reference being Chapter IV of SZ . -NAGY and FOIA§ [21] (cf. also SZ . -NAGY and 
FOIA§ [20] and [22]). In [17] LIONS has proven (cf. also KATO [13], KATO [14] and 
FoiA§ and LIONS [7]) that for 0 S x S 1 , D ( C R ) = D ( | C \ ' ) and likewise D(C*c)=D (|C*|r). 
It is known, [12] and [21], Theorem 5.1, that D(CZ)=D(C*Z) for In 
Théorème 6 .1 of [17], LIONS has given conditions implying that D(Cl/2) = D(C*112), 
and then shown that these conditions are satisfied for a large class of elliptic boundary 
value problems under sufficient regularity conditions. 
In this section another sufficient condition for the equality D(C l / 2)=Z)(C*1 / 2) 
will be proven. It will then be shown that the condition is satisfied in the case^of 
the Dirichlet problem with homogeneous boundary data on Lipschitzian graph 
domains (cf. [2], § 11). 
T h e o r e m 2. If there exists a Hilbert space W such that 
i) WCZ D{C), WŒ D{C% and ii) VAA[W, H]1/2, 
then Z)(C1/2) = D(C*112) = Va. 
P r o o f . By i) the identity mapping is continuous from Winto D(C), continuous 
from W into D(C*), and continuous from H into H. Therefore the quadratic inter-
polation theorem of [16], pp. 4 3 1 — 4 3 2 , yields [W, H]1/2çD(\C\l/2) and [W, H]1/2cz 
' çZ)( |C*| l / 2 ) . Thus ii) and the preceding remarks yield F a c £ ) ( C l / 2 ) and VaczD(C*112). 
The theorem now follows from Corollaire 5.1 of [17] or the Corollary of page 243, [14]. 
Now let DczR" be a Lipschitzian graph domain and let m be a positive integer. 
Denote the closure of C"(Z>) in P'"(D) by (D). For u, let 
c(u,v)= 2 I cij(x)DjU Dtv dx 
with c l 76C'' '(D) where CM(D) here means the class of functions with all partial 
derivatives of order continuous and bounded on D. Further assume that there 
is a y > 0 such that 
Rec(u, v) 3? y\v\ltD for all v£FS(D). 
Now let H=L2(D), Va=P%(D), and W=î>lm(D). It is easily verified (as e.g. 
in GREENLEE [8], § 6) that WçD(C) and Wc.D(C*). Moreover, by Theorem 5 . 2 of 
[8], [P20m(D), L2(D)]1/2 = [W, H]1/2 and P'0n(D)=Va coincide with equivalent norms. 
Thus by Theorem 2, D(Cll2)=D(C*1/2) =P"(D). 
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On operator radii 
By K. GUSTAFSON* and B. ZWAHLEN in Lausanne (Switzerland) 
For a bounded linear operator T on a (real or complex) Banach space X, one 
has the relation 
K T ) | ^ \W(T)\ s urn 
between the spectral radius \G(T)\, the numerical radius \W(T)\, and the operator 
radius || TH (see definitions below). In a complex Banach space one has addi-
tionally that 
\\T\\^c\W{T)\, 
where c = 2 for a complex Hilbert space X (e.g., see [6]), whereas c = e (see [1], [4], [9]) 
for a complex Banach space. 
In this note we will examine the relations between these three radii |<r(r)|, 
\W(T)\, and | | r | | for an arbitrary densely defined operator Tin X. 
We recall the definitions: 
|ff(:T)| = sup |A|, X in the spectrum a(T), 
\W(T)\ = sup \X\, X in the numerical range W\T), 
l im = sup| |rx| | , x in the domain D(T) of T, ||x|| = 1, . 
where W(T) = {x*Tx\x£D(T), ||x|| = l, x*6./(*)} and 
' . J(x) = {x*£X*lx*x = ||x||2 = \\x*n 
J(x) denotes the totality of the "Hahn—Banach" duality vectors x*£X* for a given 
x, whereas here the numerical range W(T) is to be understood as defined in terms 
of a single x* selected from J(x) for each x. Sometimes (e.g., see [2]) the numerical 
range of T i s defined by V(T)={x*Tx\x£D(T), ||x|| = l, all x*<c/(x)}, i.e. V{T)= 
= UiF, , ( r ) , for all functions (p: D{T)^J(D{T)). Each such function cp:X^J(X) 
defines a semi-inner product [y, x]=x*y on X, and conversely each semi-inner product 
consistent with the norm ||x|| is given exactly by a (p. For further information con-
* Partially supported by NSF GP 15239 A- l . 
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cerning semi-inner products and numerical ranges for bounded operators and Ba-
nach-algebras see the recent book by BONSALL—DUNCAN [2]. 
The general situation for the four cases 1) X a real Hilbert space, 2) X a complex 
Hilbert space, 3) Xa real Banach space, 4) Xa complex Banach space, is summarized 
by the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m . Let Tbe a densely defined linear operator in X; then in cases 1), 3), 4) 
\o(T)\ =.« => ||m = =o <= \W(T)\ 
and in case 2) 
| f f ( r ) | =»'=> Hm = oo W \W(T)\ = oo. 
In 1), 2), and 3) all other implications are false in general. In 4), for T closed, || !T|| = 
implies that \ W{T)| = » or \a(T)\ = 
P r o o f . We will consider in turn the six possible implications between the three 
conditions 
K T ) | = oo, i m i . = = c , \iv(T)\ = ~. 
In all cases ^(T1)! = oo => ||T'|| = oo follows from the defect index theory, and 
\W{T)\ = <~ =• | | r | | = oo follows from the Schwarz inequality. 
The possible implication ||T|| = oo => |(r(r) | = «> in case 1) (and hence case 3)) 
is ruled out by the example 7 i = ' c ' ' r e c t s u m ° P e r a t o r 
in real l\=X with D(T1)=M, the subspace of /2 consisting of all vectors which 
have only a finite number of nonzero components. 7\ is unbounded, o(Tj) is empty 
and W(7\) = {0}. To obtain a closed counterexample, one may observe that the 
closed operator T2 = TX, the closure of has the same properties. The derivative 
operator T3u=u\ 3(T3) = {u\u absolutely continous, u'£Lz, K(0)=0}C:Z£(0, ])=X 
has empty spectrum and is closed and unbounded, and hence serves to negate this 
implications also in the cases 2) and 4). 
The implication \w(T)\ = o° => |ff(7^| = oo is ruled out for the cases 1) and 3) 
by the example ^ ( « = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) in / 2 with D(Tt) = M, since W(T4) 
is unbounded but criT^ is empty. For a closed counterexample with the same proper-
ties as Tt, take T,5 = T'4. The counterexample T3 given above negates the complex 
cases 2) and 4), since |(f( .r3) | = oo. 
The remaining two possible implications are 
II71 = oo \W{T)\ = oo and |<r(T)| = oo \W(T)\ = oo. 
The example T2 rules out the first implication in the cases 1) and 3), since 
H /(r2) = {0}, and the following example Te negates both implications in the cases 
1) and 3). Let T6u = u' with D(T6) = {u\u absolutely continuous, w'ÇL2, h(0) = 
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= w ( l ) = 0 } c 4 ( 0 , 1 ) = ^ . Then 76 is unbounded, but H^(76) = {0} because for 
i 
u£D(T6) one has (T6u,u)= Y J [w2(x)]'i/x = 0; moreover |<T(78)| = OO because the 
0 
residual spectrum ar(T(¡) is the whole real line (since R().— T6)±eXx for each real A). 
In the case 2) of X a complex Hilbert space both of the above mentioned re-
maining two implications are true. It suffices of course to demonstrate the first 
(perhaps known). Let 7 be unbounded and densely defined and suppose that 
|W(T)\-<°°. Then by polarization and the parallelogram law, one has for 
x,y£D(T), that 
= 1 ^ ( 7 0 1 - [ M l 2 + | | j | | 2 ] , 
so that \(Tx, JOI = M -lljll - K W " 1 ^ , H j i r V ) | s 2 | ^ ( r ) | . | k l l -IIJII- Since D(T) is 
dense, ||7x|| • | | x | r 1 s 2 | H ^ ( r ) | < o o , and 7 is bounded. Finally, in case 4) of X a 
complex Banach space and T a closed operator, it is known (KATO [7, p. 176]) that 
if |o-(7) |<°° then 1171=00 if and only if the resolvent operator (A — 7 ) - 1 has an 
essential singularity at infinity. Hence if both |cr(7)|<oo and \ W(T)\<°°, by noting 
' that the latter implies that || (A —7)_ 1 | | - 0 as |A| - 0 , one has || 7[| < This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k s . We conclude with the following remarks. 
1. The implications '¡<x(7)| = co => ||7|| =°o <= \W(T)\ = <*> clearly hold in a 
normed linear space also. 
2. A special situation arises when 7 is everywhere defined on a Banach space X, 
i.e. when D(T)=X. By a well-known "metatheorem", then almost any additional 
condition will make 7 bounded.*) 
In this situation, when \(W(T)\<-*>, by the closeability of 7 (see remark 3 
below) one knows that 7 is closed and hence bounded (by the closed graph theorem). 
Moreover, by the following arguments (perhaps known) it follows that |CT(7)|< oo 
and D (T) = d imply that 7 is bounded. 
a) Let D(T) = X; then T* is bounded. This can be seen by letting z* = T*y* 
for any sequence {y*} in D(T*), | |j*|| = l ; fixing x, one has z*(x) = T*y*(x) = 
=y*Tx^\\Tx\\ so that (by the uniform boundedness principle) {| |7*j*| |} is a 
bounded set. 
b) Let |<r(7)|<oo, D(T) = X; then by a) T* is bounded. For |A|>||7*|| one 
has 0 = codim R(A-T)* = codim i?(1/1Z>(7*)) = codim D(7*), so that D(T*) is 
dense, and hence D(T*) = X*, which holds if and only if 7 is bounded. 
*) For example, this has been recently put on a logical basis by M. AJTAI, On the boundedness 
of definable linear operators, Periodica Math. Himgarica (to appear). 
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In summary, when D{T)=X a real or complex Banach.space, one has 
|ff(T)| = ~ ||T|| = <*\W(T)\ = po. ' 
3. It is known (see KATO [7, p. 268]) for a Hilbert space that if W(T) is not 
the whole plane, then T is closeable. This generalizes (e.g., see [10], [11]) to a Banach 
space when W(T) is in a half plane (or half line in the real case.) Let us observe 
here that one can say roughly that some WV{T) "not the whole complex plane" implies 
that T is closeable in the Banach space also. In particular, this will be the case when 
W{T) misses an external sector somewhere in the plane; other geometrical situations 
that are included will be evident from the proof. 
More precisely, let there exist a sequence of scalars {4}, 1-̂ 1 — s u c h that 
d(Xk, W ( T ) ) / a n d let T be densely defined in a normed linear space X (X 
either real or complex); then T i s closeable. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists a sequence xn£D(T), x„ — 0, Tx„-*y, 
||^|| = 1. By hypothesis we may assume d{Xk, W(T))/\Xk\^E>0, -for some fixed e. 
By D(T) dense, there exists zc£D(T), | | z j = l , \\ze-y\\<e/2. Let 
g{n,k) = \\?.kx„ + zE—y — lk1Tzs\\-, 
then 
. . lim g(n,k) = Wz.-y-X^Tz.W < e ^ + IA^-^ITzJI, 
n-f OO 
for fixed k. On the other hand, letting . 
u„k = (xn + Ák1ze)\\xn + Ák1ze\\-1, . 
one has by Schwarz's inequality that 
,g(n,k) = \\(Xk-T)(xn + l k - 1 Z e ) + (Txn-y)\\ ^ ||(At —T)(x„ + A¿"1z£)|| — lTxn—y\\ S 
s |K-[Tunk, unk]\ Wxn + X^ZzW- \\Txn-y\\ S d(Xk, W(T)) IIx„ +Ar^ll - lir*.-^. 
Hence 
\im g(n,k) S d(Ak,W(T))/\Xk\ £ 8. 
But from the first estimate above, noting that ||7zJ| does not depend on k, one 
has E > l i m g { n , k ) for k sufficiently large, contradicting the second estimate. 
We mention that for X such that J is single valued and continuous (e.g., see 
PL [3], [8]), one has additionally for closeable T t h a t W(f )= W(T) as in the Hilbert 
space case, since x„ — x, Txn->-fx imply that x„*Tx„ — x*Tx. 
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4. Although we have not done so here,'one can make KextCOH0 0 ** II711 = — 
by using the notion of extended spectrum (e.g., see [7]). 
5. Of course, not all of the considered implications are independent. In particular, 
one has {| |r | | = «>=>. \ W(T)\ = °=}<* {|<r(D| = « = > |>*TO| = - } i n case 4): to the 
right, by the previously noted general implications; and to the left, by the follow-
ing argument. Given ||71| = —, if \W(T)\<°°, then by the right hand implication we 
would have |<r(r) |< —, and then, using the result [7, p. 176] already used above, one 
has [ |T| |<°o, a contradict ion. 
6. To recapitulate, exactly the following situations occur: 
a) l | 7 I ' < - , | a (7) | < - , \W(T)\ < - cases 1)—4) 
h) II711 = - , \a(T)\ = - , \W(T)\ = - cases 1)—4) 
c) 117-11 = - , k m i - \W(T)\ = - cases 1)—4) 
d) imi = - , l?(r)l = - , \W(T)\ • - cases 1), 3), not 2) 
e) \\T\\ = - , W(T)\ - - , \W-(T)\ < - cases 1), 3), not 2), not 4) for T 
closed. 
7. There remains the question of whether ||71| = — => | W(7,)| = °° in the case 4). 
An exception to this clearly cannot occur, for example, when any of the following 
conditions prevails: a) |<7(r)|<°°; b) 3A€eGO, \k\>\W(T)\\ c) | ^ ( r * ) | < - ; 
d) J(D(T)) contains an eigenvector of (1-7"*), \X\>W(T). 
8. Finally we mention that one can construct a proof in the case 2) different 
from that given above; this proof completely avoids both polarization and the 
parallelogram law but still requires a bilinear form. The argument is similar to 
that used in [5] to show that the cosine of an unbounded operator is always zero, 
and we omit the details. 
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Об одном двустороннем итерационном методе решения 
краевой задачи с запаздыванием 
Ю. И. КОВАЧ (Ужгород, СССР), J. HEGEDŰS (Szeged) 
Краевые задачи типа Штурма—Лиувилля для дифференциальных урав-
нений с отклоняющимся аргументом представляют большой интерес (см. 
напр. [5], [6]). 
Задачи такого рода рассматривались напр. в [1], [2], [3], а также и в [5], 
[6] (см. библиографию в этих книгах), где доказывались теоремы существо-
вания и единственности, теоремы о собственных значениях и собственных 
функциях. Для аналитического и численного решения этих задач и оценки 
решения и его производных удобным средством является метод двусторо-
нних приближений, который применялся для разных задач с запаздыванием 
[7-10]. 
В этой работе изложен двусторонний итерационный метод решения кра-
евой задачи для дифференциального уравнения я-го порядка (я ^ 2 ) с запазды-
вающим аргументом такого типа, где первые я—1 граничных условий зада-
ются в начальной точке, а последнее в правом конце рассматриваемого отрезка. 
Тем самым мы на эту задачу распространили результаты работы [9], где 
для краевой задачи иного типа построены двусторонние приближения в 
случае системы уравнений, специального вида. Эта статья примыкает к рабо-
те [10], где строился итерационный метод решения начальной задачи для 
системы с запаздыванием. 
Краевая задача, которую мы будем рассматрив ать, для обыкновенного 
уравнения n-го порядка рассматривалась в [4]. 
В конце работы мы коротко отметим, как переносятся основные резуль-
таты на системы уравнений я г го порядка ( я ; ^ 2 , г = 1, 2, ..., г). 
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1. Постановка задачи 
В разделах 1—6 мы будем рассматривать следующую краевую задачу: 
(1,1) 
У°Чх) = Ду] =f(x,y(x),...,y(^(x),y(g0(x)), ..../""»fen-ito)) (Ош хш 1), 
(1.2) Я 0 ) = . . . = ^ ("-8 )(0) = 3 ' ( " - 1 ) С1) -0 ( п * 2), 
(1-3) y\E=Q(x), 
где заданные функции / , gh Q и начальное множество Е удовлетворяют следу-
ющим условиям: 
a) f(x, и0, ..., и„_1, vQi . . . , u„_i) определена в одном из двух (2п + 1)-мерных 
брусов DK и Deo". 
DK: 0 ^ х s 1, |и,-| ^ К, ^ К, где К постоянная, К > О, 
£)„: 0 ^ х ^ 1, |м,-| < оо, < со 
/ непрерывна и удовлетворяет условию Липшица: 
} (/ = 0, ..., n— 1), 
л-1 
причем.если / определена только в й к то | / | ^ К . 
б ) & € С [ 0 , 1], X ^ х (/ = 0, . . . , и - 1 ) , 
где Я отрицательная постоянная, gn_1 не меняет знак на [0, 1] (см. Замечание 6.1), 
в ) £ = [Я,0], 
г) <2(х) определена и (« —1)-раз непрерывно дифференцируема на Е и 
2 (0 ) = . . . = е<"-2>(0) = 0, 
причем в случае если / определена только в то 
-1е<»1 ^ к (/ = о , . . . , « - 1 ) . 
При этих условиях функцию у(х) мы будем называть решением задачи 
(1.1), (1.2), (1.3) если она принадлежит классу С"~2[Х, 1] (У"_ 1 )(х) при л = 0 
может иметь разрыв первого рода), а сужение ее на [0, 1] классу С"[0, 1] и 
если она удовлетворяет уравнению (1.1) на [+0, 1] и условиям (1.2), (1.3). 
Отметим, что краевая задача рассматриваемая на произвольном отрезке 
г - х—а • „ РЛ „ [а, Ь], заменой t — -—— сводится к краевой задаче на отрезке [0, 1], а условия 
НО) = Уо, •-,У("'2)(0) = Уп-2~, / " _ 1 ) ( 1 ) = У„-! 
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подстановкой 
z(x) = у (х)-
сводятся к нулевым условиям (1.2). 
Последний раздел (разд. 7) посвящен краевой задаче для системы урав-
нений типа (1.1). 
2. Существование и единственность решения задачи 
Очевидно, что задача (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) эквивалентна задаче: 
б(х) , х<=Е, 
(2.1) у(х) = - ¡ G(x,t)f[y(t)]dt, же[0,1], 
Н ^ к и ё С - Ч + О , 1] 
где G(x, t) есть функция Грина задачи 
уМ(х) = h(x) (0 s í s 1), у(0) = ... = у<"~4(0) = /»-"(I) = 0, 
а именно 
(* á t), 
G(x, t) = 
Л 
~ ( n - 1)! 
Отметим некоторые свойства функции G: 
xn'1-(x-t)"-1 
(í ё х). 
= (у = о , . . . ,л—2), (и - 1 - j ) \ 
p-iGfct) 0 ах"- 1 -i i, 
Л 
dx1 - ( - / G(x, t)F(t) Л) = F(x) С[0, 1]). 
Введем обозначение 
= {*:&(*) > 0} (i = 0, ...,п- 1). 
Т е о р е м а 2 .1 . Если выполнено условие 




i Л п - 2 2——г + шах / 1 + 2 dt 1, 
то решение задачи (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) существует и единственно. 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Рассмотрим множество 
ф : 2 € С " - 2 [ Я , 1 ] , г|в = 0 , 4 о л ] е С - ^ О , 1], 1г<;»| ^ К, ¿ " - » ( 1 ) = 0} 
(/ = 0, 1), 
М = если / определена только ъ О к , 
{ г - .2€С- 2 [Я , 1], г|Е = 0 , г и . ц е С - Ч О Л ] , 2<--«(1) = 0}, 
если / определена в . 
Вводим норму в М по формуле 
• 1И1 = "2 т а х |2<г)(л:)|. 
;=о х е [о, 1] 
На М определим оператор А: 
6 0 ) , х£Е, 
А2 = - / С(х, 0 / И 0 № х€[0, 1]. 
о 
Непосредственно можно убедиться в том, что оператор А множество М 
переводит в М, и что задача (1.1), (1.2), (1.3). эквивалентна уравнению 
У = Ау. 
Используя условие Липшица и свойства С, для любых г, у£_М получаем 
\\Ay-AzW 35 N / "2 [ Ь ( г ) ( 0 - 2 « ( 0 1 + | / 0 ( й ( 0 ) - ^ 0 ( й ( 0 ) | ] Л + о '=° (2-3) \ х к 
п-Х 
Вместо суммы 2 ^ ' Ч О - 2 < г ) ( 0 1 поставим число \\у —г\\, а вместо 
¡=о 
¡ У Ч & М ) - Д л я т е х ^ [0 ,1 ] , для которых g ¡ ( 0 : > 0 ставим число 
т а х |}>(г)(0—г(,)(0-|> Д л я остальных ( это слагаемое обращается в нуль. Итак 
'€[0,1] 
получим: 
\\Ay-AzW й \\у^г\\Ы 
Значит при выполнении условия (2;2) А будет сжатием. В силу теоремы 
о сжатом отображении, решение уравнения у=Ау существует, единственно и 
может быть найдено методом последовательных приближений. 
Теорема доказана. 
Если в (2.3) вместо всех производных С поставим единицу, то получаем 
более простое условие сжатости 2пИ < 1. 
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В следующих разделах мы будем излагать итерационные методы. В раз-
делах 3, 4, 5 фигурируют предположения о существовании некоторых функций 
(х), (х) с неположительной и неотрицательной невязкой соответст-
венно. В случае бруса йк, если | / | ^ К , такие гг(х), и ^ х ) можно найти явно: 
именно можно взять функцию равную <2(х) на £ и некоторому многочлену 
на [0, 1], а если условие (2.2) выполнено, то легко показать, что они существу-
ют и для случая бруса Аналогичное утверждение справедливо и для сис-
темы уравнений (разд. 7). 
3. Нелинейное уравнение с неположительными частными производными 
Поставленную задачу мы сейчас будем решать для следующего частного 
случая. 
(¡) Условия б), в), г) выполнены, 
(/ = 0, . . . , « - 1), 
-щ- и л и 
0 0 Ж . , ЛС^О 
ди1 ' 
(Ш) А сжато отображает М в М, 
(¡у) Существуют две функции 21(х), н \ ( х ) £ М , п-раз непрерывно диффе-
ренцируемые на [0, 1], для которых 
а 1(х) = 2 < " ) ( х ) - / и ^ о , = 
Двусторонние приближения к решению у(х) строятся по формулам 
гр+1 = Аг„, мр+г = Аюр (р = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Для них справедлива следующая 
Т е о р е м а 3 .1 . При справедливо 
•*«\х)//?*{х)У/г<р(х) (I = 0,..., п- 1 ) 1 
2<рп)(х) / / • у<"> (X) / / М'';>(х) I - х - 1} 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Учитывая, что А сжатие получаем: все гр, \мр при-
надлежат М и и-раз непрерывно дифференцируемы на [0, 1], кроме того 
\\zp-yW, К - . И 1 - 0 ( / » - « ) , 
*) Запись / / у'^Чх), у>Л)(х)// означает, что последовательности {и^1'(л:)}, 
{г 5,'> (х)} монотонно не убьшают, соотв. не возрастают и равномерно сходятся к у ( ° ( х ) . 
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а это означает, что при /?— 
2?(х) -у" (х), н>(;>(х)-у(»(х) = О (/ = 0,..., п - 1; 
Отсюда в силу непрерывности / получаем, что при °° 
2{?ЧХ)-У(П){Х), и>>(х)- /">(х) = 0 1). 
Нам осталось доказать монотонность последовательностей (х)}, 
{и'^'(х)} (я=0, ...,п). Для этого заметим, что при всех р натуральных спра-
ведливы следующие формулы 
(3.1) 
где 









- / С ( х , 0 ^ р ( 0 Л , 1], 
а невязки ар(х), /?р(х) определяются по формулам 
АР (Х) = Г ( " Ч Х ) - / [ Г Р ] , /»Р(*) = « * ) - Л Ы 
Непосредственной проверкой можно убедиться в том, что при всех р на-
туральных 
(3.2) 
где как и в дальнейшем через 
, Ч V1 V а"+1(х) = Д ~Ьщ 
^ = Д ж, 
к 
9«(х) + дvi Ц'Ш*)), 
¥ 
ди( обозначаем промежуточное (по формуле 
Лагранжа) значения этих производных. Воспользуясь этой формулой, на осно-
вании (¡V) получаем, что при всех р натуральных 
ар(х) 0, р„(х) ё О , 
а отсюда по (3.1) получаем доказываемую монотонность. 
С л е д с т в и е 3.1. Если <2(х)=0 и / (х , 0, . . . , 0) ^ 0 , то 
ум(х) 3= 0, / п ) ( х ) £ 0 •(/ = 0, ..., и - 1; 0 х 1), 
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а если ()(х) = 0 и / ( х , 0, ..., 0) ё 0, то 
у ( 0(х) 3? 0, /">(х) 0 (г = 0, ..., п- 1; 0 == х з= 1). 
Это сразу получается из теоремы 3.1, ведь в первом случае можно взять 
^ ( х ^ О , а во втором и ^ х ^ О . 
Приведенные в этом разделе результаты справедливы в частности для 
линейных уравнений с неположительными коэффициентами. 
4. Нелинейное уравнение с неотрицательными частными производными 
Предположим, что все условия предыдущего раздела выполнены, кроме 
второй строки (п), заменяющейся в этом разделе условием 
<г = ° - ' > • 
При обозначениях предыдущего раздела для решения у(х) поставленной 
задачи и последовательностей (гДх)}, {и>р(х)}, образованных как и прежде 
методом последовательных приближений, исходя из ^1(х), \У1(Х), справедлива 
следующая 
Т е о р е м а 4 .1 . Если ах(х)+а2(х) ^ 0 , то при ( /=1 ,2 , ...) 
г Ш / / ? Ч х ) / / г $ - х ( х ) («" = 0, ..., и - 1 ) ' 
аналогично из Д1(х)+/?2(х) ^ 0 следует, что при /—°° (/=1,2, ...) 
(0 ^ х ^ 1), 
(I = 0, . . . , « - 1 ) 1 
(0 ё х ^ 1). 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Как и в доказательстве теоремы 3.1 по теореме о 
сжатом отображении получаем, что все гр, и>р€М (р = 1, 2, ...) и что они «-раз 
непрерывно дифференцируемы на [0, 1], кроме того при р—°° 
2р}(х) ~ Уи)(х), и><5)(х) = ./*>(*) (0 тё х 1, 5 = 0, ..., и). 
Нам осталось доказать монотонность подпоследовательностей фигури-
рующих в теореме. 
Применяя формулу Лагранжа, легко показать, что при всех />=1,2, ... 
п-1 
*р+1(х) = 2 
1 = 0 






3«(х) + К 
дvi Щ Ш ) 
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а отсюда, поскольку а х (х)ёО, /^(х) =;0 по формулам (3.1) получаем, учитывая 
неотрицательность частных производных у / , при 0 ё х ё 1 ; г = 0, ..., п— 1; 
/ = 1 ,2 , . . . 
2 « ( х ) , 2<21>(Х) ^ 2<»И{Х), 4">(*) ^ 
И><?(х) £ П'<Ц1(х), >4Р(х) ^ и ^ ( х ) , и ^ ( х ) и^>(х), м><Г+1(х) ^ 
Из (3.1 легко получить, что 
'О, х£Е, 
1 




/ С(х, 0 ( 0 + &(01 А» *€[0, 1], 
откуда используя условие теоремы и свойства в получаем, что 
2<»(х) 2<<>(х), 
Очевидно, что при всех р £ 2 натуральных 
(0 дг х з? 1, г = 0, ..., и— 1). 
р̂ + 2 = IV Р + 2 " = Аи>р+1-Аи>р. 
Расписав эти формулы по.самому определению А, дифференцируя их я-раз 
(,? = 0, . . . ,«) , применяя формулу Лагранжа и используя свойства С, (4.2) и 
неотрицательность частных производных/, по индукции можно убедиться в том, 
что последовательности фигурирующие в теореме не возрастают, соотв. не 
убывают. Теорема доказана. 
С л е д с т в и е 4 .1 . Если (2(х) = 0 и / (х , щ, ..., vn_1)^0 при всех 
(г = 0, ..., п — 1), то 
0, /">(х) ё О (0 ^ х ^ 1; г = 0, ..., п - 1), 
аналогично из того, что ()(х) = 0 и /{х,щ, _ ^ 0 при всех м, ^ 0, £0 
(; = 0, ..., п — 1) следует, что 
У«(х) - 0, / п ) ( х ) ё 0 (0 з= х. =§ 1: г = 0, ..., и - 1); 
Для доказательства достаточно заметить, что в первом случае можно 
взять (х)=0, а во втором случае ууг(х)^0, и что при таком выборе 
х1(х) + а2(х) = - Л - щ ] , & (* )+&(*) = - / [ - Э Л . 
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Очевидно, что вместо неотрицательности (соотв. неположительности) / 
достаточно потребовать выполнение следующих неравенств 
f (x , 0, ..., 0) е 0, Л - 7 / J ё 0; / (* , 0, 0) ^ 0, Л - S J = 0, 
где ?71; .9, образуем соответственно из z, и w1(x) = 0. Прежние выводы 
останутся верными и в этом случае. 
. Укажем теперь на один метод, с помощью которого можно найти такие 
функции Zj, Wj из М, которые дают неположительные (соотв. неотрицательные 
невязки). Возьмем две произвольные функции z, w из М, и-раз непрерывно диф-
ференцируемые на [0, 1]. Вычислим для них невязки 
а(х) = z("> (х) - f [ z ] , Ji (х) = vv("> (x) -f[w}. 
Возьмем теперь какие-нибудь две непрерывные на [0, 1] функции а(/), fi(t) для 
которых ' 






- J G(x,t)a(t)dt, x€[0, 1], 
о 
0, . x£E, 
i 
- / G(x,t)P(t)dt, x€[0, 1], 
гх(х) = г(х) + )?(х), и>]Хх) = н'(х) + 9(х). 
Очевидно, что г ^ х ) и и ^ х ) п-раз непрерывно дифференцируемы на [0, 1] и 
что если их производные не превосходят числа К, то они принадлежат М в 
случае бруса (в случае В 0 0 : г 1 , н б е з у с л о в н о ) . Справедливо поэтому 
для них 
Л е м м а 4 .1 . Если г15 и ^ е М , то а х ( х ) ^ 0 , /^(х) &0. 
В справедливости леммы легко убедиться. 
Отметим наконец, что приведенные в этом разделе результаты справед-
ливы в частности для линейных уравнений с неотрицательными коэффициен-
тами. 
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5. Нелинейное уравнение с непрерывными частными производными 
. Поставленную задачу в этом разделе мы будем рассматривать при сле-
дующих предположениях 
(О Условия б), в), г) выполнены, 





(i = 0, ..., n — 1), 
(ш) А сжато отображает М в М и условие (2.2) выполнено. 
(¡V) Существуют две функции г^х), (х) £ М , п-раз непрерывно диффе-
ренцируемые на [0, 1], для которых определенные ниже невязки а г , /?, неполо-
жительны, соотв. неотрицательны. 
. Итерационный процесс тут строится исходя из г1(х), мг(х) по формулам 
(5.1) 
где 
zP+i(x) = j(Azp + Awp) - j 0p(x) 
wp+1 (x) = у (Azp + A Wp) + j 0 p (x) 
( p = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
0p(x) 
J G{x,t)Ap{t)dt если O g x ^ l , 
если x £ E , 
Ap(ty = "z Ъ[z('K0 + -<>(/)-w?(gi(/))] ( O s / s 1). 
i=0 
Невязки ap(x), flp(x) и функции t]p(x), 9p(x) определяются по формулам 
1 , ' 1 ap(x) = z<p"> (x) - - f [ z p ] - -f[wp] - y Ap(x), 
1 
PP(x) = w(;)(x)--f[zp]--f[wp]+-Ap(x), 
>b(x) 
9p(x) = 
2 J L PJ 2 
x f E , 




- / G{x,t)PP{t)dt, x£[0, 1]. 
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Условие (¿у) при сказанных в конце раздела 2 отпадает. Из практичес-
ких соображенний покажем еще один способ построения этих функций г^х) , 
м^х). Возьмем какие-нибудь две функции г(х), ц>(х)£М, п-раз непрерывно диф-
ференцируемые на [0, .1]. Вычислим для них невязки' «(.г), /?(х), которые мы 
получаем таким образом, что в формулах для а2(х), Рг(х) вместо (х), н^ (х) 
подставляем г(х), ю(х). Возьмем теперь какие-нибудь две непрерывные на 
[О, 1] функции а, /3 для которых 










- / < 7 ( х , 0 Д ( 0 л , *£[0, 1], 
(х) = г (х) +г) (х), (х) = у> (х) + 9 (х). 
Очевидно, что эти функции я-раз непрерыно дифференцируемы на [0, 1] 
и что если их производные не превосходят числа К, то они принадлежат М 
в случае бруса 1)к (в случае бруса £>о=: Vч^М безусловно). Справедлива 
поэтому для них 
Л е м м а 5.1. Если г1,\\>1£М, то а х (х )^0 , Д г (х)а0. 
В справедливости леммы легко убедиться. 
Обозначим через у(х) решение рассматриваемой задачи. Справедлива для 
него следующая 
Т е о р е м а 5.1. Если выполнены условия 
(¡) г2, не выходят из М *), 
00 ос1(х) + а2(х) з= 0, /Л(х) + /]2(х) ^ 0, 
то при /-»°о (/ = 1, 2, ...); г = 0, ..., и— 1 
4Р(х)//уЩх)//4Р-1(х), X (л) //У® (х)// Н>0> (х) 1 
4?)-1(х)///»\х)//2®(х), ( 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Доказательство разбиваем на три части: А), Б), В). 
А) Предположим, что все гр ,ц>р£Ми найдем связь между г (р](х) и г ^ ( х ) , 
и>£>(х) и н - ^ ^ х ) при р= 1,2, ...; 5=0, . . . ,и; 0 й х ^ 1 . 
*) В случае бруса это автоматически выполняется. 
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•Используя свойства С легко показать, что 
(5.2) гр+1(х) = гр(х)-г]р(х), XV >+1 (х) = и; р (х)-9 р (х) (р= 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Применяя формулу Лагранжа к разностям/[2р]—/[1р — цр] и/[и-'()] — /[\\>р — !)р] мы 











= у 2 
^ 1 = 0 
д/ 
1 п-1 




Учитывая теперь неположительность (соотв. неотрицательность) множителей 
в скобках и то, что а^л^ёО, легко убедиться по индукции в том, 
что п р и р нечетном ар(х) ^ 0 , Рр(х) Ш0, а при р четном <хр(х) ёО, Рр(х) ^ 0 . Отсю-
да по (5.2) получаем, что при / = 1 , 2 , ...; / = 0, . . . ,п — 1; 0 ё х ё 1 
1 2<;11(х), • 4>(х) - г|{>+1(*); и ^ ^ х ) ^ и><;>(х), и<«>+1(х) - . 
(5.3) 
Из проведенных (пока формальных) рассуждений можно сделать следу-
ющие выводы. Если при некотором р натуральном ... , гр; н^, .. . , у/р при-
надлежат М, тогда г р + 1 , п>()+1 можно вычислить по закону (5.2) и будут спра-
ведливы неравенства (5.3) соответствующие четности р между г ^ 1 ( х ) и 
^ ( х ) и * « ( * ) . 
Б) Покажем теперь, что. все гр , принадлежат М, за одно найдем связь 
между 2<$\г(х) и 2<р (х), и^ | 2 (х) и и> ̂  (х) при 5 = 0, ..., п; 
По условию 0) функции г2 , м>2 принадлежат М. Применим поэтому теперь 
последнее утверждение части А) доказательства в случае р = 2. Как частный 
результат получаем формулы (5.2) для р=\, 2. Складывая, а потом дифферен-
цируя их получаем при $ = 0, . . . ,и ; 0 ё х = 1: 
л 1 
(*) = / в(х, О М 0 + а 2 (0] Л , 
(5.4) 
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а из этих формул в силу условия (и) и свойств С, учитывая неравенства (5.3) 
для г2; у>!, и?2; и их производных получаем при /=0 , ...,п — 1 
Щ г«>(Х) (х), *?>(*) == И>«(х) 5= „ р ( х ) 1 
( 5 ' 5 ) 2^(х) == 2М(х) й 2(»)(Х), ^ и-^'Чх) 3§ < > ( * ) } ( 0 - Х " 1} ' 
По самому построению итераций г3\Е = 'Л'3\Е = (2, так что (5.5) обеспечено, что 
г3 , м>3£М. Отсюда в силу последнего утверждения части А) доказательства 
получаем при 0 ё х ё 1 , /=0 , . . . ,п — 1 следующие неравенства 
(5.6) 2«)(х) ^ 7«>(х), г Р ( х ) й г1")(х); < ( * ) ^ *<'>(*), Ц">(х) ^ и ^ ( х ) . 
Из (5.1) получаем при ). Ш х ^ 1 
(5.7) г 4 (х ) - г 2 (х ) = у (А г, + - А.-.-Ау^) + 1 ( 0 ^ * ) - ©а(*)). 
Отсюда используя формулу Лагранжа получаем при О ^ х ^ 1 
(5.8) 
72(Х)-74(Х) = 1 / С(х, О Д { ( 4 ' Ч 0 - ^ Ч 0 ) 
} 










Совершенно аналогично можно показать, что при 0 з = х ё 1 имеет место следу-
ющая формула 
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Учитывая теперь свойства С и неравенства (5.5) легко из (5.8) и (5.9) вывести 
неравенства справедливые при / = 0 , . . . , и — 1 
(5.10) г ^ ( х ) == г Р ( х ) , Ш 2 ^ ( х ) , н><п)(х) == 
которые вместе с (5.6) обеспечивают то, что г 4 ,и ' 4 €М, ведь при 
г=0, . . . , « — 1 
2 « ( х ) 3= 2«(х) ^ 
(5.11) 
2^(х) ^ ^ 2^(х), м><2п)(х) ^"»(х) ^ и-' '"^)-
Для доказательства того, что гр, у>р£М и При любом р натуральном, 
надо по методу математической индукции провести аналогичные только что 
проведенным рассуждения. Именно, из того, что . . . , 
принадлежат М констатируем выполнение неравенств (5.3) соответственно 
четности р между р — I -ыми и /7-ыми приближениями и их производными /-го 
порядка ( /=0 , ...,п— 1). После этого выписываем неравенства типа (5.8), (5.9) 
полученные с заменой в них индексов 1, . . . , 4 на р — 3, ..., р. По этим равенствам 
используя неравенства между г ^ ^ х ) , и^А^х) и г£13(х), и>£2.3(х) при 
5=0 , ...,п получаем неравенства типа (5.10), а это вместе с неравенствами 
для 2р, 2р_1; и>р, у/р_х дает неравенства типа (5.11). Итак получаем, что г{р] (х), 
И^г)(х) заключены между 2<'11(х) и г£12(х), >У^'11(Х) И И>®_2(Х) соответственно. 
Поскольку все первые р— 1 приближений принадлежат М, потому и гр, У1>р£М. 
Имеют при этом место следующие неравенства при 0 ё х ^ 1 ; 1=1, 2, ...; 
г=0, . . . , и —1 
4 Н х ) з 4>+ 1(х) ^ 2^_!(Х), ^ ( Х ) И $ ц ( * ) Тё И>$(х), 
4Ых) ^ 411ЛХ) 2<1Чх), ^ ( х ) ^ >^>+1(х) ^ ^ ( х ) , 
(5.12) 
4Нх) ^ 4 Р + 2 ( Х ) ^ г|р+Х(х), и>«>+1(х) ^ И $ > + 2 ( * ) ^ Цр(х), 
В) Докажем, что 2{р}(х) н><?}(х) у (1)(х) на отрезке [0, 1] при 
5=0, ..., п. 
Заметим для этого, что из (5.1) получаем 
1 
(5.13) 2 р + 1 (х) -и> р + 1 (х) = - / С(х, 1)Ар(0<1( (0 ^ х ^ 1). 
о 
Если теперь оценим правую часть по норме, аналогично тому, как это 
мы сделали при доказательстве теоремы 2.1, то в силу условия (2.2) получим 
(5.14) \\гР+1-*Р+1\\^е\\2р-ц>р\\ (р = 1 ,2 , . , . ) , 
где 9 постоянная, 0 < 0 < 1. 
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Из этого неравенства и из формул (5.12) выражающих монотонность пос-
ледовательностей итераций гр , *л>р и их производных следует, что при 0 ^ х ^ 1, 
1 = 0, ..., п—\, р=\, 2, ... 
• И й 2 ( * ) - 4 ° ( * ) 1 ^ 0р_111*1-и'111. ^ б" - 111^-^11. 
Отсюда учитывая (5.14) и то, что при х£Е гр(х) = мр(х) = ()(х) при всех 
р = 1 ,2, . . . , сразу следует, что последовательности {г^(Х)}, {Н^(Х)} равно-
мерно сходятся на [Я, 1] при г=0, . . . ,и —1 к общему пределу ^¡(х) = 
=Уо1) (*)> т.е. эти последовательности сходятся в М по норме, а в силу полноты 
М, у0(:М. 
Перейдем теперь к пределу при — в формулах (5.1). Мы получим в 
силу непрерывности А, что у0=Ау0, откуда следует, что у0=у (через у мы 
обозначили единственное решение нашей задачи). Утверждение теоремы для 
и-ьтх производных отсюда и из (5.12) легко вывести; надо продифференци-
ровать и-раз формулы (5.1), перейти к пределу п р и п р и н я т ь во внимание 
неравенства (5.12) и то, что у(п) (х) =/[у]. Теорема доказана. 
Отметим, что как подробные вычисления показывают, условия (и) тео-
ремы эквивалентны некоторым условиям для похожим на условие 
сжатости (2.2). 
6. Монотонные приближения в случае уравнения 
с непрерывными производными 
Рассмотрим поставленную задачу при условиях фигурирующих в начале 
предыдущего раздела, с той разницей, что здесь будут использованы не числа 
мажорирующие по модулю частные производные / , а лишь какая-нибудь 
верхняя граница этих производных Й: 
(г = 0 , . . . , и— 1; N ^ 0 ) , 
кроме того функции Ар, ар, /?р определяются здесь по следующим формулам: 
Ар(х) = NЯ2lz^x) + z^(gi(x))-w^x)-w^gi(x))l 
1 = 0 
а р (х) = 4 " ) ( х ) - л 2 р ] + ^р(х), рр(х) = *Р(х)-/[пр]-Ар(х). 
Функции г]р, Эр, определяются по ар , /?р а г р + 1 , и>р+1 по 2р и и>р так же, как в 
6» 
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формулах (3.1). ГТредпологаем естественно, что существуют функции и>х для 
которых а,(х) ^ 0 , р, (х) ^ 0 . Очевидно, что гр+1, и>р+1 в этом случае можно 
вычислить и по закону 
(6.1) гр+1(х) = Агр + вр(х), пр+1(х) = Апр - 0 р (х) , 
где 0 р ( х ) определяется по Лр так же, как в (5.1). 
Монотонность последовательностей {г(р] (х)}, { н ^ (х)} здесь доказывается 
следующим образом. Учитывая формулы для ^ (х ) , Рг(х) получаем 
О, х£Е, 
1 
- / С ( х , 1 ) [ Ь 1 ( < 2 1 - к 1 ) + а 1 {1) -р 1 (1 ) ]^ , х<Е[0, 1], 
где Ь г есть линейный дифференциальный оператор действующий на элемен-
тах специального множества М для случая бруса и <2(х)=0 (см. разд. 




и — 1 
А(^) = 2 





равны функциям а((0> ¿>¡(0 фигурирующим в формуле Лаг-
/ И - / К ] = "¿Ып И ° Ы 0 ) - " ? > ( * « ( ' ) ) ] } . 
1 = 0 
Предположим, что оператор 
0, 
Ахг = 
сжато отображает М0 в М0, тогда в силу результатов раздела 3 получаем 
(6.2) (х) == г[1) (х), (х) 3 (х) (/ = 0, ..., п - 1; 0 ё х ^ 1). 
Оператор Аг заведомо будет сжатием если К . ди1 
-2Ы ¥-2Я при всех I-
= 0, ..., п— 1 не превосходят числа N удовлетворяющего условию (2.2). 
Доказательство монотонности продолжаем методом математической ин-
дукции. Предположим, что М!, принадлежат М. Тогда спра-
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ведливы согласно обозначениям предыдущих разделов при р = \, ..., / — 1 сле-
дующие формулы 
(6.3) 
аР+1<Х) 2 к 1 = 0 I 
д/ •И 0 / 
п — 1 
+ N 2 №4*)+ £№(*))], 






- и + 
•И 
2 [<(*)+ <(&(*))]• 1 = 0 
Отсюда видна знакопостоянность невязок, а поэтому справедливы в частности 
и неравенства при р=\, ¡'=0, ..., я—1; 
(6.4) 2%г{х) ^ г«(х) , ^>{х) == ^ ( х ) ' грЧху^гриху.криЮ^прЮ. 
По формуле Лагранжа имеем при 2 ^рШ натуральном 
/ [ Г Р ] - / К ] = ? К Р ( 0 [ 4 ° ( 0 - Н > « ( 0 ] + Б Г > Р ( 0 [ * < Ч А ( 0 ) - < > ( А ( 0 ) ] } . 
1 = 0 
По функциям Щ р, Ь1 р определяем дифференциальные операторы Ьр и операторы 
Ар действующие на элементах М0. 
= П2 [ К Д О - 2 М ) ^ \ х ) + , ( / ) - 2Й)2«(я г(0)]> /=о 
Л 00 = 
х£Е, 
/ С(х, 1)Ьр(2)с11, х€[0,1]. 
Поскольку при 2 ^ р ё / 
2р+Лх)-м>р+1(х) = Ар^р-Кр) 
и коэффициенты Ь р неположительны следует, что 
(6.5) 
2%х(х)-у/%х{х) ^ 0, м ^ и ю - г ^ и х ) г о (г = 0, ..., и —1; р = 1, 0 ё * ё 1), 
а это вместе с неравенствами (6.4) обеспечивает, что г1 + 1 , \\>1+1£М. По ин-
дукции значит можно получить неравенства (6.4), (6.5) при всех р натуральных 
(р^2) и утверждать, что гр , м;р£М при всех р. 
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Если дополнительно предположить, что семейство операторов Ар 
(/> =2 , 3, ...) обладает свойством равностепенной сжатости, т.е. 
(6.6) 1Ир2|| = 9\\г\\ (/> = 2,3, . . . ; О < 0 < 1 ) , 
то таким же путем, как в теореме 5.1 можно доказать на основании нера-
венств (6.4), (6.5) монотонность последовательностей {г{р> (.г)}, (х)} и их 
сходимость к ,у(5)(х) т.е. к производным решения рассматриваемой краевой 
задачи п р и . 0 ё х ^ 1 . Итак мы доказали следующую теорему: 
Т е о р е м а . 6 .1 . Если Ах сжатие и семейство операторов Ар (рё2) об-
ладает свойством равностепенной сжатости, тогда при 0 ё х ^ 1, / =0 , .. . , п — \ 
Отметим, что (6.6) будет выполнено например, если коэффициенты всех 
Ьр не превосходят по модулю числа N удовлетворяющего условию (2.2). 
З а м е ч а н и е 6 .1 . Условие ^„-.¡Хх) не меняет знак при 0 ^ х ^ 1 в рассмат-
риваемых уравнениях обеспечивает непрерывность Уи) (х) на всем отрезке [0, 1], 
где у(х) есть решение соответствующего интегрального уравнения (2 .1) . 
Пусть теперь имеется конечное число точек (их совокупность обозначим 
через 5) в которых функция gn_1 меняет знак. Пусть [0, 1] = [0, 1 ] \ 5 . Со-
ответствующее интегральное уравнение (2.1) и в этом случае разрешимо в М 
при выполнений условия (2.2). Решение обозначаем через у(х). Его можно 
принять за решение поставленной задачи, несмотря на то, что уравнение (1.1) 
выполняется вообще говоря только на [0, 1], поскольку в точках 5 функция 
>,(л) (х) может иметь разрывы. Последовательности {гДх)}, {и>Дх)} строятся 
так же, как и выше, но здесь аДх), Рр(х), 1](р\(х), (х), г(рп) (х), (х) непрерывны 
только на [0,1] и поэтому г^ (х), у\>р"> (х) -£у("> (х) только при х€[0, 1]. Все 
неравенства для я-ых производных справедливы только на [0, 1]. Все утвержде-
ния приведенные выше, связанные с (х), (х), (х), и>®(х), _у(0(х) оста-
ются в силе при ¿=0, . . . ,и — 1. . 
Что касается случая, когда g n - 1 меняет знак в бесконечно много точ-
ках, отметим, что мы построили пример, где это множество имеет меру 1 - е 
(е произвольное число между 0 и 1) и поэтому поставленная задача не имеет 
решения в том смысле, как это говорилось в разделе 1, поскольку п-я про-
изводная решения интегрального уравнения (2.1) в точках этого множества 
терпит разрыв. 
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7. О системе уравнений типа (1.1) 
Результаты изложенные выше легко распространяются на задачу (7.1), 
(7.2), (7.3): 
(7.1) у("<>(х) = /¡[y]=fl(x,y1(x), ...,уг(х), (х); 
СО СО ' СО (О 
(О ё х =s 1), 
(7.2) y,(0) = ... = yf'~»(0) = ^"<-»(1) = 0 (и, s i = 1, ...,/-),. 
(7.3) л1и = <2<' (' = 
где заданные функции f¡, (g¡j, Q¡ и начальное множество E удовлетворяют 
следующим условиям: 
Область определения / ( есть или конечный брус: х меняется между 0 и 
1, а остальные блоки переменных между числами — K¡ и K¡, или же все блоки 
меняются между — и причем в первом случае множество значений 
f¡ содержится в [—.К;, функции непрерывны и удовлетворяют условию 
Липшица. Функции g¡;J(x) принадлежат классу С[0, 1], их значения содержатся 
при всех х между Л и х (Л постоянная, /. 0), giy„,-i не меняют знака (см. 
замечание'6.1), а Е есть отрезок [/, 0]. Функции 2,(х) принадлежат классу 
C (" ¡_1) (Е) и все их производные до (и,—2)-го в нуле равны нулю, а в случае 
конечных блоков их производные до (n¡—1)-го порядка включительно содер-
жатся в [— K¡,K¡]. Вектор функцию у{х) = (уг{х), . . . ,у г(х)) мы будем'называть 
решением нашей задачи при условиях аналогичных сказанным в разделе 1, 
при этом задача (7.1), (7.2), (7.3) эквивалентна операторному уравнению 
(7.4) y¡(x) = {Ау\ = 
Qi(x), х€Е, 
i 
~jGt(x,0ftmdt, х6[0, 1] 
(/ = 1, . . . , /•), 
где получаем из С (см. разд. 2) с заменой и "на «¡, а оператор А определен 
на множестве М х Х . . .ХМГ где М г = М в случае бесконечных блоков, только 
п заменяем на и(, а при конечных блоках М1 получаем из М (см. разд. 2) с 
заменой п, К на пь К^ Задача (7.4) имеет единственное решение если 
^ N-
i = l 
Í 2 - - L + шах / f . + ^ Í ^ U , , 
«¡! s = l r ; I = 0 п.-'Ц,/ l 1=0 O X 3 ) J 
(здесь Msj={x: g'_,(x)>0}, a /V¡ есть постоянная в условии Липшица для /,). 
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Здесь строим последовательности вектор функций {zp(x)}, {wp(x)}; схо-
димость их производных к _y(s) (х) и все неравенства приведенные выше ос-
таются справедливыми если их понимать для вектор фунций покомпонентно. 
Невязки ар(х) = (ар Д(х), . . . , арД(х)) определяются (соответственно разделам 3, 4; 
5; 6) таким образом: 
(i)' 
apJ(x) = z$(x)-fi(x, 2„д(х), ..., z ^ i g ^ i x ) ) ) , 
Zp,i(x) = z(pn:}{x)-fi[zp] + Ap<i{x), 
где . -
r "s-1 0) ' (0 
= N ¡ 2 2 [z® ( x ) - < , ( x ) + z « ( & , , ( * ) ) - < > . ( g . , , ( x ) ) l s= l í = 0 
a Ap ¡(x) получается из Ap i(x) заменой N, на верхнюю границу производных 
/¡ . Невязки Др(х) = (/?р1(х), . . . , j3P;r(x)) определяются аналогично, только члены 
содержащие Ap l, Ap i берутся с обратным знаком. После этого ясно, как ос-
тальные формулы, напр. для rjp(x), 5р(х), z p + 1 , vvp+1 выписываются в этом слу-
чае по компонентам. 
Вышеизложенный метод применялся для решения конкретных задач и 
сходимость приближений оказалась достаточно быстрой. Его можно приме-
нить и в том случае, когда метод шагов не применим, а также и в том случае, 
(О 
когда все g;(x), gtj(x)=x т.е. для краевых задач без запаздывания. Погреш-
ность вычислений при этом методе удобно оценивается. 
Изложенный выше метод распространяется и на другие краевые задачи, 
отличные от указанных выше, а также и на задачи с запаздыванием, рассмотрен-
ные в работах [11—20]. 
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Some integral operators of trace class 
By R. A. H. LORENTZ in St. Augustin (GFR)*) 
and P. A. REJTO in Minneapolis (Minn., USA) 
With an Appendix due to JOACHIM WEIDMANN in Frankfurt (GFR) 
1. Introduction 
In a series of four papers, BIRMAN and SOLOMJAK,[18], [19], [20], [21] formulated 
estimates for the characteristic values of an integral operator. More specifically 
they considered two measure spaces (X, q) and (Y, T) and an integral operator 
mapping 22(X, Q) into 22(Y, Then they formulated estimates for the characteristic 
values of this operator. Clearly, these estimates imply trace class criteria. According 
to the summaries of the papers [18], [19], [21] in their main theorems X=Y=Qm, 
the m-dimensional unit cube and g ( X ) s l and r ( T ) ^ l . In their third paper [20] 
they allow X and Y to be unbounded subsets of Skm provided that either g (X) 1 
or i (K) ^ 1. They show how this case can be reduced to their previously treated 
case. At the same time they give examples of operators which can be reduced to 
this case. 
In this paper the question of trace class criteria is taken up again for the case 
of X=Y=M+ and for the case of both measures being the Lebesgue measure. 
In Section 2 first we assign a bound to a given integral operator K acting in 
This bound depends on a given set of three positive constants (a, /?, y) 
and we denote it by \\K\\(a,p, y). The first constant a measures, so to speak, the 
modulus of mean continuity of the kernel K(c, rj) with reference the second variable r\. 
The second constant ft, so to speak, measures an additional smallness of this modulus 
of mean continuity near infinity. The third constant y measures the smallness of. 
the kernel itself near infinity and for brevity we refer to it as the decay constant. 
Then in Theorem 2.1 we formulate a trace class criterion with the aid of the bound 
ll ^ll (a, ji, y). More specifically it is a family of criteria depending on the parameters 
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(a, ft, y). The only needed restriction on these parameters is that they satisfy the three 
inequalities of assumption (2.5) of Theorem 2.1. The first two of these inequalities 
simply says that a and y is greater than 1/2. The third inequality involves all of 
the three parameters (a, p, y). Roughly speaking it says that for given a the modulus 
of mean, continuity near infinity is small compared to the decay exponent y. The 
bigger this decay exponent the less additional smallness of the modulus of mean 
continuity is required near infinity. 
In Section 3 we derive Theorem 2.1 from a Corollary of an abstract Lemma 
of GOKHBERG—KREIN [15] which was formulated by BIRMAN—SOLOMJAK [18. a]. 
The method of our proof differs from theirs inasmuch as the construction of approxi-
mating operators does. Specifically with the aid of the set of three positive constants 
(a, P, y) of Theorem 2.1 for each positive integer n a pardon of 3/1* is defined. Then 
this partion is used to define a subspace of fi2(^+) and we choose the n-th approximat-
ing operator to be the restriction of K to this subspace. In our proof this partition 
plays the same role as the Birman—Solomjak approximation theorem by piecwise 
polynomial functions [17] did play in theirs. 
The delicate counter-example of the Appendix is due to WEIDMANN. It illustrates 
that in assumption (2.5) of Theorem 2.1 one needs a strict inequality. 
2. Formulation of the result 
Let A" be a Hilbert—Schmidt operator acting in £ 2 ( & + ) with kernel K(¿, r¡)-. 
In this section we formulate criteria for K to be in trace class. 
To describe these criteria to the operator K and to a given set of three positive 
constants (a, P, y) we assign a bound, \\K\\(a,fi, y). Using the well known formula 
for the Hilbert—Schmidt norm of an integral operator [4. d] [13. c] and a theorem 
of Fubini [4. b.] we see that for each bounded interval J the mean 
(2.1) M ( S ) K ( 0 = j j i f K ( Z , t j ) d q 
is a square integrable function of the variable Here, of course, \J\ denotes the 
lengt of the interval J . The first constant a will measure the smallness of the modulus 
of mean continuity of the kernel tj) with reference to the second variable tj. More 
specifically define a preliminary bound by 
2 g + l 
(2.2) (a) = sup ( f f m , rj) M ( / ) í © f de dr¡f. 
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Here the supremum is taken over the bounded subintervals of Incidentally 
note that for continuous kernels with bounded support the finiteness of this norm is 
implied by 
SUP SUP L ^ „ i t J m ) \ < 
This implication is an elementary consequence of the fact that to a given vector 
with reference to a given subspace the best approximation is the orthogonal projec-
tion [4. a] [11. b]. Hence 
inf / 1 m , n)-m, nj\*dn = f m , r,)-M(j)K(oi2dr,. 
H S S 
The second constant p will measure an.additional smallness property of the modulus 
of mean continuity near infinity. More specifically for a given pair of positive con-
stant (a, ji) we define a bound by setting 
(2.3)! 
2a + l 
W|1(«,j8) = s u p [ i i j j 2 ( l + m i n ^ / ( ff\K(Z,i)-M(S)K(®\*dtdnf . 
Here, as usual denotes the boundary points of J and supremum is taken over 
all compact subintervals of ^ + . The third constant y will measure the smallness 
of the kernel K(rj) itself near infinity. For brevity we refer to it as the decay ex-
ponent. More specifically with the aid of y we define a bound by setting 
(2.3)2 № ( y ) = sup ( l+ i f l ) 3 ^" ( f f | K(Z,r,)\*dZdrif._ 
Finally define 
(2.4) = max ( !№(«, /? ) , ||AT||g(y)). 
The theorem that follows formulates a family of trace class criteria for the 
operator K with the aid of the bound (a, /?, y). 
T h e o r e m 2.1 . Let K be a Hilbert—Schmidt operator acting on Sup-
pose that to this operator there are three positive constants (a, ft, y) such that 
(2.5) a > 1/2, y > 1/2, and (2a + 1 - 2/J) < (2y - 1) (2a - 1) 
and 
(2.6) p : | | ( « , / j , y ) < = o . 
Then this operator is in trace class, specifically 
(2.7) J f e © i ( f i i ( « + ) ) . 
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We shall establish this theorem in the next section. At present let us consider 
the three inequalities of assumption (2.5) again. The second one, namely that y > 1 /2 
is evident. For, only in this case does the bound ||J5r||2(y) measure smallness at in-
finity. In fact for y < l / 2 this bound is finite for any Hilbert—Schmidt operator. 
Concerning the first inequality all that is evident is the positivity of a. Nevertheless 
a straightforward adaptation of the Weidmann example of the Appendix shows 
that it is possible for a non-trace-class operator to have a finite | |*| |(a) bound with 
a = 1/2. The details of this adaptation were carried out elsewhere [22]. Concerning 
the third inequality of assumption (2.5) all that we know is that it cannot be sharpened 
according to the Appendix. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
In this section we derive Theorem 2.1 from the Birman—Solomjak Corollary 
[18. a]. We do not know whether the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 allow one to 
construct an operator K which is unitarily equivalent to the original operator K 
and is such that the Birman—Solomjak results of [20] apply to it. We do know, 
however, that the three constants (a, /?, y) of Theorem 2.1 allow one to construct 
a partition of This partition, in turn, allows one to define a sequence of approxi-
mating operators satisfying the assumptions of the Birman—Solomjak Corollary 
[18. a]. 
Our construction will depend on whether 
(3.1)! 2<x + l - 2 j 3 0. 
or 
(3.1)2 2oc + l - 2 0 > O . 
In case relation (3.1)! holds, first we choose a preliminary constant r so that 
(3.2X . r ( 2 y - l ) ^ l . 
Then set 
(3.3) v = tf , 
and to this r we choose a so large that 
(3.4X 2 a - r > 1 and o - r > 1. 
In case relation (3.1)2 holds first we choose the preliminary constant r so that 
(3.2)2 r ( 2 y - l ) > l and 2<x-r(2a+ 1 -2 j? ) 1. 
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Then as before define v be equation (3.3). At present we choose a so large that 
(3.4), max(2a + 1 — 2/?), ^ ^ = 2 a + 1 - 2 0 and a - r > 1. a 
Note that the two inequalities in (3.2)2 together with relation (3.1)2 are equivalent to 
1 2a — 1 
2y — 1 < ' < 2<x+l—2p ' 
Remembering assumption (2.5) and using relation (3.1)2 again we see that this 
inequality does admit a solution r. Let us emphasize again that the definition of 
the constants v, a depends on whether relation (3.1)! or (3.1)2 holds. Having defined . 
these constants for each positive integer n we define a function gn(v, a) by 
(3-5) S„(v, *)•(*).= . 
Finally with the aid of this function we define a family of intervals by 
(3.6) = [&(v,ff)(i) ,g„(v,ff)(i + l)), i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n— 1. 
According to definitions (3.5)12, it is no loss of generality to assume that e r>l , 
which implies that this function is strictly increasing. Then clearly this family of 
intervals defines a partition of the interval [0, v). 
Next let c„(i, v, a) denote the characteristic function of the interval $„(/, v, a) 
and define the subspace Я„(а, p, у) to be their linear span. Specifically 
(3.7) Я . (« ,А v) = {cn(i, v,<r); i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . , и - 1 } . 
Note that this subspace depends on the constants а, p, у inasmuch as v and a do. 
Clearly 
(3.8) dim«„(a ,p,y) = n. 
Let P„ denote the ortho-projector on ft„(a, /?, y) and set 
(3.9) KN = KPN. 
Then for each positive integer n this equation defines an operator of rank n. This 
fact allows us to apply the Birman—Solomjak Corollary [18. a]. According to this 
corollary for the (2n + l)-st characteristic value of the Hilbert—Schmidt operator 
K, that is for the (2n + l)-st eigenvalue of the positive self-adjoint operator (K*K)L/2, 
we have . 
i 
(3.10) . 
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Here the second factor denotes the Hilbert—Schmidt norm. Actually this estimate 
holds for any operator of rank n. The lemma that follows will imply that for the 
operator K„ of definition (3.9) the right members of estimate (3.10) from a con-
vergent series. 
L e m m a 3.1. Suppose that the operator К satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 
2.1 and define the operator Kn by equation (3.9). Then there are constants d(a, [5, y) 
and к (a, P, y) such that 
(3.11) S ( a , P , y ) > 1/2 
I \iM,y) 
2a + 1 —2P, 
and for every positive integer n we have 
(3.12) p r - A J ( H . S ) S H<x,p, y ) | ^ | 
To establish conclusion (3.11) set 
(3.13) x(a ,P, o) = max 
and 
(3.14) 5(a,P,y) = 1/2min {2a —>c(a,/?, <r)/-, (2y—1)/-}. 
Here the constants r and <x are defined by equations (3.2)1>2 and (3.4)x 2. At the 
same time we see from these definitions that this constant ¿(a, p, y) is greater than 
1/2. That is to say, conclusion (3.11) holds. 
To establish conclusion (3.12) first we introduce a notation for the difference in 
(3.12) by setting 
(3-15) D„ = K—K„ 
Remembering definition (3.9) an elementary argument shows that the kernel of this 
operator is given by 
' n) - M( J n (i, v, a ) ) K ( 0 for ^ Sn(i, v, a) 
(3-16) D n { ^ ) = { m n ) for ^ ^ 
Next we introduce two more operators by setting 
f A , « , ; 
(3-17)г 
and 
(3-17)2 = t 
Remembering definition (3.15) we see that 
(3.18) Dn=Dnil + D„.2. 
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To estimate the square of the Hilbert—Schmidt norm of the operator Dn l we 
need a notation. Specifically for each positive integer n set 
(3.19) P, gH(y, a)) = 2 ( 1 + & ( V > , ) ( / ) ) * * 
Then we claim that 
( 3 . 2 0 ) ! I IA, , i l l 2 (H.S) s \\K\\l(a, P)Sn(a, P, gn(v, <rj). 
For definition (3.17)! together with the partition property of the intervals {./„(/, v, cr)} 
yields 
(3.21) l|Anil||2(H.S) = "2 f f \Dn(£,t,)\*dZdn, 
if we use the well known formula [4. d] [13. c] for the square of the Hilbert—Schmidt 
norm of an integral-operator. Definitions (2.3)1; (3.7), and relation (3.16) together 
show that 
f f \Da^ntd^dn^\\KUa,p) 
f + x S „ (i, v, a) 
lg„(v, f f)(/ + l ) - g n ( v , q ) ( O r - i 
( l + S „ ( v , < r ) ( 0 F 
Inserting this estimate in equality (3.21) and remembering definition (3.19) we obtain 
the validity of estimate (3.20)!. 
In the technical lemma that follows we estimate this sum in terms of n and v. 
Actually this is slightly more general than what we need inasmuch as we do not 
assume that v is a given function of n. 
L e m m a 3.2. For each positive integer n and. pair of positive constants v, a 
define the function g„(v, <j) by equation (3.5). Let «, fl be a given pair of positive con-
stants and define the sum Sn(oc, P, gn(v, a)) by equation (3.19). Then to each a, /? 
and a > 1 there is a constant y (a, /?, a) such that defining the constant x (a, P, a) by 
equation (3.13) for every (v,ri) in (1, ° ° ) X ( 1 , we have 
(3.22) Sn(a,p,gn(r,&))*y(a,p,o)\ln 
( Vct + 1 
v - e ^ + m . 
The assumption <t>1 together with definition (3.5) shows that the derivative of 
gn(v, or) is increasing. This, in turn, together with the mean value theorem shows that 
for / = 1 , 2, ..., n— 1, 
|g„(v, a) (i + l )-g„(v, a) (01 2" ( i f - 1 . 
At the same time definition (3.5) shows that for / = 0 , 
i*»(v,ff) ( l ) -S.(v. f f ) (0) | = v | i 
7 A. 
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Inserting these- inequalities and definition (3.5) in definition (3.19) yields 
To estimate this sum define the function /„(a, /?, v, <j) by 
x(<r-l) (2a+ 1) 
(3.24) /„(a, P, v, a) (x) = -
| l + v | 
First we consider the case of 
(3.25)! x(a, p, a) = 2a + 1 - 2p. 
We claim that this implies that the function /„(a, P, v, a) of definition (3.24) is in-
creasing on the positive real axis. For, suppose that its derivative does vanish at 
some point m. Then elementary algebra shows that m satisfies the equation 
(3.26) [(a — 1) (2a + 1) — 2 Pa] v j | = - ( b - l ) ( 2 a + l ) . 
By assumption the right member is strictly negative. It is an elementary consequence 
of definition (3.13) and relation (3.25)! that the expression in the bracket is positive, 
that is 
(3.27X (a - 1) (2a + 1) - 2p<r 0. 
Hence there is no point m on the positive axis where this derivative does vanish, 
and our claim follows. The increasing character of. this function shows that 
„ - 1 v(ff —l)(2a + l) n y(<T-lj(2a + l) 
r , " M i " *1 H5rr 
Clearly 
(3-29) f 7— ——dx^n1+<'-»<*'+1> f rtü-dy 
1 i i + v £ Ï T 0 (i+vyr" 
and 
(3.30) / = l-M / f r 1 ^ ^ 
1 j,(®-l)(2a + l) í 1 12/I f y(a~ 1'(2ot + 1> 
~ J T T Y 0 | _ + J , j 
Remembering relation (3.27)j we see that the integral on the right is bounded in-
dependently of v. In fact 
1 v(<T-l)(2a + l) 
f j r 
0 h+y\ 
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This relation together with relations (3.29) and (3.30) inserted in estimate (3.28) 
yields 
n-l ;(<x-lj(2a + l) (1 W 
(3-31) 2 7 - — r r ^ ^ 1 + ( * " 1 ) ( 2 " + 1 ) 7 • 
j=1 
H W 
Inserting this estimate, in turn, in estimate (3.23) we arrive at,. 
(, \2oc \2a+l 
Hence setting 
(3.32)! = 
and remembering definition (3.13) we arrive at the validity of conclusion (3.22) in 
case relation (3.25)j holds. 
Second we consider the case of 
(3.25)2 . x ( a , / U ) = — <7 
If the two numbers in definition (3.13) are equal then relation (3.25)i also holds 
and we have just seen the validity of conclusion (3.22). Accordingly we assume that 
2a + 1 — 2/? < 2a-|-l^ 
<r 
Clearly, this implies that 
(3.27)8- . ( f f - l ) ( 2 a + l ) - 2 j 8 f f < 0, 
which, in turn, implies that equation (3.26) does admit a positive solution m. That 
is to say the derivative of the function/, (a, /?, v, a) does vanish at m. Hence this func-
tion is increasing on the interval [0, m] and decreasing on the interval [m, °o). This 
fact together with definition (3.24) shows that 
<3 33> s F W s / F W ' d x + F I T 
It is not difficult to estimate this integral. In fact we claim that relation (3.27)2 
implies ' . 
2x , .(2« + l) 
("4) 'f^jij^W (2,)'-
o 
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For, setting 
an elementary change of variables, yields 
l_ _ 
ffUJ- J (l + t f v 
• H W 
J? rTvw - T J 7TT7w~ 
At the same time, we see from relation (3.27)a that 
a a 
This shows that 
V <7-1 „ 1 
/• 2a—2B — 
/(1 + /) « dt^ilv)'. 
0 
if we remember that by-assumption v > l . Inserting this estimate in the previous 
one we obtain the validity of estimate (3.34). 
It is not difficult to estimate the second term in (3.33) either. To do this recall that 
the positive number m was defined by equation (3.26). This equation together with 
relation (3.27)2 shows that setting 
we have 
vj^-j = y(«,P,<r) 
Then elementary algebra shows that equation (3.26) implies 
. ( 1 + V H ) 1 J 
Inserting estimates (3.35) and (3.34) in estimate (3.33) we obtain 
n-1 jl—lH 2* + D • 1 
(3.36) I I" J J 
+ (y(a,P, a)) ' (-1 ' . ' 
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Inserting this estimate (3.36), in turn, in estimate (3.23) and setting 
(<r-n(2« + !) 
(3.32), y2(a,j3,cr) = (2*c7)2«+1 2 + ( y ( a , / U ) ) ' 
we arrive at the validity of conclusion (3.22) in case relation (3.25)a holds. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3.2, if we remember that according to definition (3.13) 
either relation (3.25^ or relation (3.25)2 holds. 
Having established Lemma 3.2 we can easily derive conclusion (3.12) of Lemma • 
3.1 from it. For, insertion of conclusion (3.22) in estimate (3.20)x yields 
—J + [ -
if we remember definition (3.3). According to relation (3.17)! 
U A , I 2 | | 2 ( H . S ) = f f I m , n f d k d n . 
This relation together with definitions (2.3)2 and (3.3) yields 
(3.37), IIA,2ll2(H.S) ë \\K\\t(y) y 
Thus setting 
A(a ,P,y) = [\\K\\\{a,P){\+y{a,fi,G)+\\K\\l{y)fl2 
and remembering definition (3.14) we arrive at the validity of conclusion (3.12) of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Finally we can easily derive Theorem 3.1 from Lemma 2.1. For, insertion of 
conclusion (3.12) in the Birman—Solomjak Corollary (3.10) yields 
• j ^ 1/2(«,/>,?) 
According to conclusion (3.11) of Lemma 3.1 the right members form a convergent 
series. Hence 
(3.38) 
n = l 
Since the characteristic values were ordered in decreasing order 
l / i , , ( t f ) s = / i i ( t f ) + At2(A0 + 2 ZH2n+x(K). 
n = l n = l o 
Hence inserting estimate (3.38) in this inequality we arrive at the validity of con-
clusion (2.7), if we remember the.definition of trace class [13. d]. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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Appendix 
A Hilbert—Schmidt operator with [¡A"j| (1, 1, 1) < «= which is not 
in trace class 
By JOACHIM W E I D M A N N 
Before constructing such an operator note that for a = l , P=l, y = l we have 
2a + 1 — 2/? = (2y — 1) (2a — 1). 
In other words for these constants the third inequality in assumption (2.5) of Theo-
rem 2.1 is replaced by an equality. 
To construct such an operator we first define two ortho-normal sets of functions 
in £¡¡(91+) by setting 
7 2 sin (inO ££[0, 1) 
. 0 
and 
'l/2 sin<7r>7) i ? e [ i , i + l ] 
<A-1) a - ^ ) = { ( 
< A ' 2 ) b i ( n ) = 10 , ( P . / + 1 ] . 
I t is an immediate consequence of this ortho-normality that setting 
< A - 3 ) m , n ) = ¿ T ^ y ^ C O ^ O ? ) , 
/ = 1 * T i 
we have 
(A-4) j f |AT(£, >!)\2 dc dn = J; (772")2 ^ 03' 
That is to say this kernel defines a Hilbert—Schmidt operator A'. At the same time 
it follows that 
(A-5) »,) = 2 7 T T « . - f a ) . 
1=11 + / 
and hence 
<A-6) tr [(K^K)112] = ¿ - J _ = 
/ = 1 i + Z 
In other words the operator K of definition (A-3) is not in trace class. 
Next we maintain that its kernel is Holder continuous. More specifically we 
maintain that 
(A-7) l|/q ( i , i , i ) < ~ . 
To establish this estiniate first we claim that 
(A-8) sup a + l d l l 2 { f f K2(i;, ri)dQdn) 1/2 Co. 
h 0 
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For, in view of the ortho-normality of the system {af} at each point tj definition 
(A-3) yields 
= J 
At the same time we see from definition (A-2) that 
oo 





and the validity of (A-8) follows. Second we claim that for every (<;, f/j) and (£, rj2) 
we have 
(A-9) \rl2~1ll (1+min ( i h , ^ ) ) ' 
For, in case and r\2 are in the same interval, say . 
(A-10) m +1 ) and t]2£[m,m +1), 
definition (A-3) yields 
(A-ll) i * « , t i j - m , f/oi = (bm(l2)-bm(t]{)) m + 2 
Remembering definition (A-2) we see from the mean value theorem that 
(A-12) \bm(M)-bmQl,)\ =S 
Definition (A-l) together with assumption (A-10) yields 
(A-13) 
1 
m + 2 
j~2 
1 + 1 
Hence in this case relation (A-ll) together with estimates (A-12) and (A-13) yields 
the validity of estimate (A-9). In the general case let the integers m l j2 be defined by 
(A-14) m ^ t i ^ m + l s m i S i i i O i i i + l . 
Then definition (A-3) yields 
(A-l5) 2 
i=i 
if we use the triangle inequality. 
Since 
ml + 2""" 
sin ((wx+ l)7t) = 0, 
bmXtii) 
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the mean value theorem implies for / = 1 , 2 
16mi0/,)-sin ((mx+OTt)! < }f2n |»/ i-(w1 + l)i;|. 
Assumption (A-14) clearly implies that 
|'/i-('«1+l)| + |f2-('n1+l)iil = l2~1l-
At the same time, similarly to (A-13) we have for / = 1 , 2 , 
m, + 2 
Í2 
1 +min (tj1}.tj¡¿)' 
Inserting these three relations in estimate (A-15) we arrive at the validity of estimate 
(A-9). Remembering that for £ in [1, the kernel rf) vanishes, we see that 
estimate (A-9) implies 
f | 3̂/2 ifc ~ .11 o 
Finally combining estimates (A-8) and (A-16) we arrive at the validity of estimate 
(A-7). 
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On the affine umbilical hypersurfaces 
By P. T. N A G Y in Szeged 
In this paper we shall give an affine generalization of a theorem on the umbilical 
hypersurfaces of a Euclidean space ([1], p. 30). 
Let An+1 be the affine space of dimension n+1 and denote by Rn + 1 its co-
ordinate space. Consider a smooth manifold M of dimension n, and an immersion 
/ : M—A" + 1 of M into An+1. Since our discussion is local, we may assume that M 
is a hypersurface imbedded in An + 1. 
Let be given an affine normalization R"+1 of the hypersurface M in 
A"+1, that is a vector field I;x on M, the value of which is linearly independent from 
the tangent vectors of M at every point x£M. 
We denote the canonical covariant differentiation in An + 1 by V . Let X and Y 
be tangent vector fields on M. Since (V^F)* is defined for each x£M, we shall denote 
its tangential component with respect to the normalization by (VXF)X, so we have 
(1) OWx = (VxY)x+gx(X, Y)£x. 
It. is known that V* Y defines a symmetric linear connection on M, called the 
induced connection of M, and gx(X, Y) is a "scalar product" on M. 
We say that the affine normalization R" + 1 is relative, if the covariant 
derivative(VxOxof^ for each tangent vector X£TM has only tangential component, 
that is 
. (2) . (VxOx = Bx(X), 
where Bx: TXM'-*TXM is a linear operator of the tangent space of M. 
We say that the normalized hypersurface (M,f, is affine umbilical at a point 
x£M, if Bx=).xix, where ),x is a scalar and Ix denotes the identity operator of the 
tangent space TXM. 
L e m m a . We have {VXB)(Y) = (VYB)(X) for any tangent vector field X and 
Y of M. 
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P r o o f . Applying the equations (1) and (2) we get 
B{[X, Y]) = = (V'XVY-V'YV'X)£ = VX(B(Y))-RY(B(X)) = 
= VX(B(Y)) + g(X, B(Y))I;-VY(B(X))-g(Y, B(X))Q = 
= &xB)<Y) + B<yxY)+g(X, B(Y))Q-(VyB)(X)-B{VYX)~g{Y, B(X))L 
Since VXY i s s y m m e t r i c covariant differentiation, we have Vx Y— VYX = [X, Y], 
that is 
B(VXY)-B(VYX) = B([X,Y]). 
From this and the preceding calculation follows 
{ ( V ^ ) ( r ) - ( V y J B ) ( Z ) } + { g ( ^ 5 ( 7 ) ) - g ( 7 , J B W ) } . i = 0, 
which shows that the tangential component is (VXB)(Y) — (VYB(X) = 0. 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
We say that the affine normalization c: M->-R" + 1 of the hypersurface ( M , f ) 
is radial affine, if there is a coordinate system of A" + 1 in which the affine normal 
vector £,x and the position vector of the point fx(LA" + 1 coincide for each point x£M. 
It is trivial that every radial affine-normalization is relative affine. 
We say that the affine normalization M ^ R " + 1 is similar to a radial affine 
normalization, if there exists a nonzero constant r such that T • M—R" + 1 is a 
radial affine normalization. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let (M,f.\ c) be an affine normalized hypersurface in A" + 1. If the 
affine normalization C: M^Rn + 1 is similar to a radial affine normalization, then the 
hypersurface is affine umbilical at every point x£M. 
P r o o f . Identifying fx£An + 1 with the corresponding position vector in Rn + 1, 
we have ¿ x = 1 / t fx, which shows that for every tangent vector field X on M (yxQx = 
= Xx. 
It follows that Bx=\\t Ix, that is the hypersurface is affine umbilical. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let (M,f £) be a relative affine normalized hypersurface in A" + 1. 
If every point x£M is affine umbilical, then either the vector function + 1 
is constant or the normalization £ is similar to a radial affine normalization of the 
hypersurface f . M—A"+ 1. 
P r o o f . Since every point x £ M is affine umbilical, there exists a scalar func-
tion Xx on M such that Bx = lxIx. We are going to prove that Xx is a constant function. 
For any tangent vector fields X and Y on M we have 
(VXB)(Y) = VX (BY)-B(VXY) = V X (AY) -A.V X Y= (XX) Y. 
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Similarly, ' 
(VYB)(X) = (YX)X. 
By Lemma we obtain 
(XX)Y = (YX)X. 
For each x£M we may choose the tangent vector fields X and Y on M so that 
Xx and Yx are linearly independent. It follows that Z/,=0 for every Z£TXM, that is 
X is equal to a constant on M. 
Identifying fx£ A"+ 1 with its position vector in jR" + 1, we consider fx + £x as an 
Rn + 1 -valued vector function on M. 
If X is an element of TXM, we have 
V'xW-O = XX-V'x£ = XX-IX = 0, 
which shows that Xfx—l;x=ct is a constant vector in Rn+1. 
If A = 0, then £x is a constant vector, and our assertion is proved. 
If XT^O, then Xfx — £x = a implies fx— \jX a= l/X • which shows that in the 
coordinate system of A" + l translated with the vector l/X-a the affine normaliza-
tion 1/A £ is a radial affine normalization of the hypersurface (M, f ) . Thus our the-
orem is proved. 
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Normal extensions of subnormal operators 
By C. R . P U T N A M in Lafayette (Indiana, USA) 
1. Introduction. Only bounded operators on Hilbert spaces will be considered 
below. Let T be subnormal on § and let N on ftD§ denote the minimal normal 
extension of T. (Concerning subnormal operators and their basic properties, see 
HALMOS [6], pp. 100 if.) It was shown by HALMOS [5] that sp (N) is a subset of sp (T) 
and by BRAM [1] that, in fact, sp (T ) consists of sp (N) together with some of the 
holes of sp (N); cf. [6], p. 102. A subnormal T will be called completely subnormal 
if there exists no non-trivial reducing space on which it is normal. 
It is known that if 7" is isometric (T*T=I) then 7" is subnormal and if, in addi-
tion, T is completely subnormal, that it is the direct sum of (one or more) copies 
of the unilateral shift; cf. [6], p. 74. Since the bilateral shift is the minimal normal 
(here, unitary) extension of the unilateral shift, the minimal unitary extension of 
a completely subnormal isometry is the direct sum of bilateral shifts. 
If A is self-adjoint on a Hilbert space with the spectral resolution A=ftdE„ 
then the set §„(/4) of vectors x for which H£,x|l2 is an absolutely continuous func-
tion of t is a reducing space of A. A similar statement holds for a unitary operator 
U= J e''dEt. (The usual assumptions are made here, namely, that E, is continuous 
from the right and that, in the unitary case, -E'O=0, hence E, is continuous at t = 0 , 
and E2K=I.) The operator A or U is said to be absolutely continuous if §„(-4) or 
&a(U) is the entire Hilbert space. 
It is well-known that the bilateral shift is absolutely continuous with spectrum 
{z:\z\ = \}-, for a proof using commutators, see PUTNAM [9], p. 22. It follows that 
the minimal unitary extension of a completely subnormal isometry has the same 
properties, a result which will be generalized below. Some preliminaries will first be 
needed. 
Let N be a normal operator on a Hilbert space ft with the spectral resolution 
o 
(1.1) 
This work was supported by a National Science Foundation research grant. 
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For each subset A of the complex plane, C, let p(A) denote the "radial projection" 
of A into the circle |z| = l defined by p(A) = {p(z): z£A), where /?(0) = 1 and p(z)=e" 
if z^O and z=|z |e" . Call N radially absolutely continuous if K{A)=0 whenever 
A is a planar Borel set whose radial projection p(A) has measure 0 on |z| = l , the 
measure being ordinary Lebesgue arc length. Let U denote the unitary operator 
defined by 
2 k 
(1.2) U=f eUdEt> w h e r e E, = K(At), 
o 
with A,=-{z:zTi0, 0 < a r g z S i } for 0<f<27r and A2n = C (and E,=0 or E,—I ac-
cording as t^O or t>2n). Then, to say that N is radially absolutely continuous means 
that U is absolutely continuous as defined earlier. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let T be a completely subnormal operator on a Hilbert space § 
with the minimal normal extension N on ft and let Q denote the orthogonal projection 
of ft onto Suppose that 
(1.3) Q(N*N) = (N*N)Q. 
Then N is radially absolutely continuous, that is, U defined ¿>'(1.1) and (1.2) is absolutely 
continuous. Further, 
(1.4) sp (U) = {z : |z| = 1}. 
It is seen that if N is normal on ft with spectral resolution (1.1) then N has a 
polar representation N=UP(=PU), where 
(1.5) P — (N*N)1/2 
and U is defined by (1.2). If (1.3) holds, that is, if QP*=P2Q, then, since P^O, 
QP=PQ, so that § is invariant under P. 
If N is unitary, then (1.3) holds trivially. Further, P = I and N=UP=U. Thus, 
it follows from Theorem 1 that N(= U) is absolutely continuous and that its spectrum 
is the entire circle |z| = l. In fact, as previously noted, much more is known: U is 
a direct sum of bilateral shifts. That the minimal normal extension N of a completely 
subnormal T may fail to be radially absolutely continuous if (1.3) is not assumed 
is easy to show by examples; cf. section 4 below. Further, if (1.3) fails to hold for. 
T, it may be possible to replace T by another completely subnormal operator 7\ 
on a Hilbert space in such a way that the minimal normal-extension of 7\ is a 
part, Nu of N and such that is invariant under Nx and N*Nt. Then (1.3) would 
hold with Q replaced by Qr, the orthogonal projection of ft onto . See the example 
in section 4 below. 
Roughly speakly, condition (1.4) says that the spectrum of N surrounds the 
origin. More precisely, relation (1.4) holds if and only if there does not exist an 
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open wedge 
(1.6) W= {z : z = re", r > 0, a < t < b}, 
for which 
(1.7) sp(AT)fW is empty. 
This fact is easily deduced from the definition (1.2) of U. Note that (1.7) may hold 
even though 0 is in the spectrum of N, although (1.7) does imply, of course, that 0 
cannot be an interior point of sp (N). 
T h e o r e m 2. Let T be completely subnormal on § with the minimal normal 
extension N on ft. Suppose that there exists some wedge W of (1.6) satisfying (1.7). 
Then ft is the least space containing § and invariant under N and N*N. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in section 2 and will depend on certain 
results on commutators; see [9], pp. 21—22. Theorem 2 will be proved in section 3 
as a consequence of Theorem 1. Examples illustrating Theorems 1 and 2 will be 
given in sections 4 and 5. In particular, Theorem 3 of section 5 is an application of 
Theorem 2 to certain analytic position operators. Finally, some remarks relating 
absolute continuity of normal operators and" second order commutators will be made 
in section 6. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Since T is subnormal, it is also hyponormal and hence 
(2.1) T*T-TT* = D, where D & 0. 
Further, for *<E$, one has T*x = QN*x (cf. [6], p. 103), thus QN*Nx = NQN*x=Dx 
for x£§>. Let now the corresponding equation be considered on ft, so that 
(2.2) QN*N-NQN* = Dx, 
with Dxx=Dx for x in In view of (1.3) it is seen that Dx is self-adjoint. Further, § 
(hence § ± ) is invariant under Dx and clearly 
(2.3) ¿ » ^ . D e O on ft = § © § - L . 
In particular, Z ^ s O on ft. 
Since N=UP=PU, where U and P are defined in (1.2) and (1.5), it is seen 
that (2.2) becomes QP2-UPQPU* = D1. Since QP=PQ (by (1.3)) this becomes 
(2.4) OP2 — U(QP2)U* = Dx (DX = D®0 S 0), 
where QP2 is self-adjoint. 
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• If Z denotes any Borel set on |z| = 1 of measure 0, it follows from Theorem 2.3.2 
of [9], p. 22, that E(Z)D1=0 and hence, by (2.3), E(Z)DQ=0. Hence, for 
k=0, 1,2, . . . , 0 = N k E ( Z ) D Q = E ( Z ) N k D Q = E ( Z ) T k D Q , and so £ ( Z ) x = 0 for any 
x in the least subspace of § which is invariant under T and contains the range of D. 
Since T is completely subnormal, such a subspace must coincide with a fact 
observed by CLANCEY [2]. Thus 0 = E ( Z ) Q = QE(Z) and hence RE(Z)a§)-L = S\eir 
But .Rjs(Z), hence also fti=ft©-R£(Z:), reduces N. Since and since N is 
the minimal normal extension of T, it follows that ftx = ft. Thus E(Z)=0, that is, 
U is absolutely continuous. 
It remains to be shown that (1.4) holds. Suppose the contrary, that is, 
meas sp (U)<2n. It follows from (2.4) and Theorem 2.3.1 of [9], p. 21, that §AQP 2 ) 
(note that QP2—P2Q is self-adjoint) contains the least space, M, invariant under 
QP2 and which also reduces U and contains RDi(=RD). Since § (hence §-*-) is 
invariant under QP2 and QP2| =0 , it follows that $>a(QP2)<z§> and hence Mcz 
Since QP2=P2Q, it is clear that M is invariant under P2 and hence also under P. 
Since M also reduces U it follows that M reduces N. Further, since T is completely 
subnormal, hence not normal, RD^0 and, in particular, M^O. Consequently, M 
is a non-trivial reducing space of T o n which T i s normal, so that T i s not completely 
subnormal, a contradiction. Hence, meas sp (i /) = 2n, and the proof of Theorem 1 is 
now complete. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let denote the least subspace of ft containing §> 
and invariant under both N and N*N, and let Tx denote the restriction of N to 
Then Tx is subnormal on with minimal normal extension N on ft. It will be shown 
that § i = ft (so that TX=N). To see this, suppose, if possible, that is properly 
contained in ft. Then Tx is not normal and hence has a representation Tx — Tn® T12 
on § i = S n f f i § 1 2 , where .^u^O, T n is completely subnormal on § n , and, if § 1 2 
is not empty, T12 is normal on § 1 2 . Then N=N1@Tli on ft = ( f t © § i 2 ) © § 1 2 , where 
N t is the minimal normal extension on ft0§12 of T u on § u . Further, is in-
variant under Nx and N* Nx. 
Clearly, sp (NJasp (N) and hence, by (1.7), 
(3.1) - s p ^ n w is empty. 
It is seen that the relation corresponding to (1.3) of Theorem 1 now holds with 
T, N, § and ft replaced by T ^ ; ^ , § n and ft©§i2 respectively. Hence sp (i/j) = 
= {z: |z| = l}, where Ux corresponds to Nx as U does to N, in contradiction with (3.1). 
Consequently, § t = ft and Theorem 2 is proved. 
4. An example. Let m denote the measure on the set 
(4.1) S = {2:1*1 = 1} 11(0}» 
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which is normalized Lebesgue measure on |z| = l and is 1 at z = 0 . Let N be the 
position operator (Nf)(z)=zf(z) on the Hilbert space Si=L2(m) and let T denote 
the restriction of N to the space §>=H2(m), the subspace of L2(m) spanned by 
{z"}, n =0, 1 , 2 , ... . (This example is given in HALMOS [6], p. 3 0 9 ; see also STAMPFLI 
[11], p. 379. For a discussion of position operators see [9], pp. 15 if.) Then T i s sub-
normal with the minimal normal extension N. An orthonormal basis for 9y=H2(m) 
is {e„(z)}, where e0(z)=l/2± and e„(z) = z" for « = 1 , 2 , ... . Also Te0 = (l/2i)e1 and 
Te„ = e„+1 for 77 = 1,2, ... , so that T is the unilateral weighted shift with weights 
{1/2*, 1, 1, ...}. Further, sp (T) is the closed unit disk while sp (AO is the set S of ( 3 . 1 ) . 
In particular, 0 is in the point spectrum of N and hence N cannot be radially absolutely 
continuous. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that (1.3) cannot hold. This fact is also easily verified 
directly (note that N*N is the multiplication operator |z|2). It is seen that the operator 
A^can be written as the direct sum N=0®N1 on & = where 5i0 is the eigen-
space of N for z = 0 . (A basis for 5\„ is the function which equals 1 at z=,l and equals 
0 on [z| = 1.) Further, A^ is unitary and is absolutely continuous on In the con-
text of Theorem 1 this can be explained by noting that N1 is the minimal (unitary) 
extension of Tx\ (T1f)(z)=zf(z) on <o1=H2(m1) where m1 is normalized Lebesgue. 
measure on |z| = l . 
5.. Another example. Let O be a domain (non-empty connected, open subset 
of the plane) and consider the Hilbert space 9) = A2(D) of functions analytic on 
D and square integrable with respect to ordinary Lebesgue planar measure; cf. [9], 
p. 15. Let T denote the position operator (7/)(z) = z / (z) for f£$)=A2(D) and let 
N denote its (minimal) normal extension ( N f ) ( z ) = z f ( z ) for f£$\=L2(D). Then 
(5.1) sp (T ) = sp (N) = closure of D, 
and, in addition, N is radially absolutely continuous. In fact, N is even absolutely 
continuous in the (stronger) ordinary two-dimensional sense, that is, if N has the 
spectral resolution (1.1), then 
(5.2) K(Z) = 0 whenever Z is a Borel set of planar measure 0. 
It is seen that condition (1.3) is not fulfilled, since i f / ( z ) is analytic on K, the func-
tion |z|2/(z) is not analytic unless / ( z ) = 0 . Nevertheless, Theorem 2 can be applied 
to yield 
Th e o r e m 3. Let D be ü domain for which there exists an open wedge of (1.6) 
satisfying 
(5.3) Z ) f W is empty. 
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Let &0(L)) dénote the Hilbert space obtained by taking the closure of the linear 
manifold of functions j [zj2l :/ t(z)i, N = 0, 1, ..., where the fk(z) are in A"(D). 
U=o J 
Then §0 = L2(D). 
In fact, SjoCO) is clearly the least subspace of L2(D) containing §>=A2(D) and 
invariant under N=z and N*N=\z\2. (Note also that the space remains un-
changed if, in its definition, |z|2 is replaced by |z[.) 
If (5.3) is not satisfied, the assertion of Theorem 3 can be false. For instance, 
if D={z: | z |< l} , then is a proper subspace of L2(D). In fact, one can here 
restrict the fk(z) to be polynomials in z. It is then easily verified that the space 
spanned by {z~"}, n= 1, 2, ... , is contained in the orthogonal complement = 
—L2(D)Q§>0(D). 
6. Remarks. As noted above, a normal operator N of (1.1) is absolutely con-
tinuous (in the two-dimensional sense) if (5.2) holds. The question arises as to what 
conditions might assure this type of absolute continuity of the minimal normal 
extension of a subnormal operator. One answer can be given as follows. As before, 
suppose that T is completely subnormal on § with the minimal normal extension 
N on ft, and suppose that (1.3) holds. This guarantees, in particular, that N is 
radially absolutely continuous. It turns out that if, for instance, in addition to (1.3), 
» 
(6.1) NQ = NA—AN 
holds for some bounded operator A' on ft, then N is 'necessarily absolutely con-
tinuous. 
To see this, let [A, B] = AB—BA for any pair of bounded operators A and B 
on a Hilbert space (here, ft), so that (2.2) becomes [QN*, Â ] = DX. By (6.1), QN* = 
= [A*, N*] and so 
(6.2) = Dx ^ 0 . 
An argument similar to that of [9], pp. 24—25 (see also [8]) then shows that K(Z)D1 = 0 
where Z is a Borel set of planar measure 0 and Di is the non-negative operator 
of (2:3). An argument like that of section 2 above then implies (5.2). 
Similar reasoning shows that, instead of (5.1), one could suppose 
(6.3) either NQ +B = NA-AN or QN*+B1 = NAx — AxN, 
where A or A1 denote arbitrary bounded operators and B or denote operators 
commuting with N (hence, by Fuglede's theorem, also with N*). 
That a second order commutator equation such as occurs in (6.2) with Dx non-
negative should arise in connection with two-dimensional absolute continuity of 
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a no.rmal operator is not unnatural. The situation is analogous to that of an ordinary 
commutator and one-dimensional absolute continuity of a self-adjoint or unitary 
operator; cf. [9], Chapter I I , also KATO [7], p. 5 4 3 . Concerning the solution of 
commutator equations [A, X] = C, where A is self-adjoint, see also ROSENBLUM [10], 
and, where A is normal or an infinitesimal generator of a certain strongly continuous 
semigroup, see FREEMAN [3], [4]. 
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Automorphism groups of von Neumann algebras 
and ergodic type theorems 
By K A Z U Y U K l SAITÖ in Sendai (Japan) *) 
A great deal of work has been done for groups of * -automorphisms of operator 
algebras. Especially, relations between groups of von Neumann algebras and their 
invariant normal states have been studied by many authors. Above all, KOVÁCS 
and Szűcs [5] showed that for a von Neumann algebra M and a group G of auto-
morphisms of M, to have a separating family of G-invariant normal states (that is, 
M is G-finite), it is necessary and sufficient that there is a unique faithful normal 
(7-invariant projection of norm 1 from M onto the fixed algebra MG under G. In 
[12], E. STORMER introduced a new equivalence ((/-equivalence) on the projections 
in a von Neumann algebra M on a Hilbert space § with a unitarily implemented 
group G of *-automorphisms which coincides with the one defined by H O P F [4] in 
the cr-finite abelian case and, in the general case, it includes the one due to MURRAY 
a n d VON NEUMANN [6]. 
Let g-*Ug be a unitary representation of G on § such that UgMU*=M for 
all g£G. Stormer calls two projections e and / in M (/-equivalent ( e ~ / ) if for each 
g£G there exists an element ag(iM such that 
2a* g a„ = e and 
g€G g€G 
By using the cross product of M and G, he showed that this relation is in fact a n ' 
equivalence relation, and if M is tr-finite, then M is G~finite (that is, l ~ e , then 
e = 1) if and only if M has a G-invariant faithful normal trace and that M is G ~ semi-
finite (M has sufficiently many G~finite projections) if and only if M has a faithful 
normal G-invariánt semi-finite trace. 
Recently, using Ryll-Nardzewski's fixed point theorem [3, 7], F . J . YEADON 
gave an elegant proof of the existence of a trace in a finite von Neumann algebra 
[15]. It is suggestive that this method" of functional analysis may be very useful 
*) The author is partially supported by The Sakkokai Foundation. 
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for further studies of automorphism groups and their invariant maps of von Neumann 
algebras also. 
The present author [8] gave a characterization of the finiteness of von Neumann 
algebras using weakly relatively compact subsets of their preduals and STBRMER 
[13] showed, roughly speaking, that a von Neumann algebra with a group G of 
*-automorphisms is G-finite if and only if for each <p in M^ (the predual of M), 
the orbit of <p under G is weakly relatively compact in M^. 
In this paper, we shall give some kind of a Banach space like characterization 
of the G ~ finiteness of a von Neumann algebra M with a group G of »-automor-
phisms of M, using weakly relatively compact subsets of the predual M^ which is a 
generalization of a theorem of HAJIAN and KAKUTANI [18 , 19], more precisely to say, 
we shall prove 
T h e o r e m 1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a group G of *-auto-
morphisms of M and let G be the group generated algebraically by G and the group 
of inner automorphisms of M. Then M is G~ f in i te (see the definition below) if and 
only if for every weakly relatively compact subset K of the predual M^, the set 
{cp og\(pZK, gdG) is also weakly relatively compact. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 1 is concerned with the comparability 
theorem for projections relative to the «£ equivalence (the abelian case was proved by 
ST0RMER [11, Lemma 2.7]). Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1 and 
contains related corollaries. 
1. ~ equivalence and the comparability theorem. Let M be a von Neumann algeb-
ra acting on a Hilbert space § and G be a group of * -automorphisms of M defined 
by a-*ag, a£M, g£G. Since we can consider G as a discrete group, there is a faithful 
covariant representation (U, n) of (M, G) on a Hilbert space § such that n(aq) = 
= U*n(a)Ug for each g£G and a£M [20, Definition 3.1]. Since our discussions on 
weakly relatively compact subsets of the predual of M and others are independent of 
representations of M, .we may always assume without loss of generality that M 
"acts on § and there is a unitary representation of G on § such that a3=U*aUg 
for each g£G and a£M. 
D e f i n i t i o n ([12]). For any pair of projections e and / in M, we write e ~ / 
if for each g£G there exists an a g ^ M such that 
/= 2U*a*agUg. gZG giG 
We write e<C/ or f £ e , if e&e'^f for some projection e' in M. 
For each s£G, let § s be a Hilbert space with the same dimension as § and Js 
be a linear isometry of § onto Let § be the direct sum of § s f o r j£G.-Any bounded 
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linear operator R on § is represented by a matrix (RS:,)5£G,where Rs t=J*RJ, 
(bounded linear operator on §). For any a£M, let n{a) be the operator on § such 
that Rs ,=Ss la for all s and Mn G where <5S , is Kronecker's symbol, n is a »-iso-
morphism of M onto the von Neumann algebra {n(a)\a€_M}=M. For any g£G, 
let t)g be the unitary operator on § defined by the matrix (Rs ,) with Rs t = 0 if 
st^g, Rgt:t=Ug for all t£G. Then g~^Ug is a unitary representation of G on § 
such that 7t(U*aUg) = Ogn(a)Og for all g£G and a€M. Now let MxG be the 
von-Neumann algebra generated by M and {0g\ g<zG}. ST0RMER proved the fol-
lowing: 
0 
L e m m a 1. ([12]) For any pair ofprojections in M,e~f if and only if n(e)~n(f) 
in MxG (~is the Murray—von Neumann equivalence relation). Thus, the relation 
~ is an equivalence relation. 
By the above lemma, £ is additive, that is, for any pair of orthogonal fa-
milies of projections {ea} and { / J in M with ex ~ f for each a, we have Zxex ~ Zxfx. 
Next, we shall show the comparability theorem which plays a central role in our 
theory and whose proof is a modification of the one given by STORMER in the 
abelian case. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let MG be the fixed subalgebra of M under G, then for any 
pair e and f of projections in M, there is a projection z in MGC\Z (Z is the center of M) 
such that ezjifz and e ( l - z ) % / ( l - z ) . 
In order to prove this, we need some lemmas. 
L e m m a 2. For any projection e in M, let zG(e) be the smallest projection in 
•MGC\Z majorizing e. Then zG(e) is the maximal projection f such that f = I a f x , 
/a/a'=0 («5^«'), and for each a, there are a projection ex in M with e„Se and gadG 
such.that U*exUg=f. 
P r o o f . Let {/a} be a maximal orthogonal family of projections in M such that 
for each a, there exists a projection ea in M with ex^e and gx£G such that C/*^ £7^= 
= f . Putting f = I f x , we shall show zG(e) = / . First we claim that UgfU*=f for all g£G. 
In fact, if not, there is a g£G such that UgfU*{\-f)^0. Since 1 - f ^ f V U J U * -
—f~UgfUg-UgfU*Af?iO in usual equivalence in M, by [16, Lemma 1.7], 
there exist g0€G and a non-zero project ion/in M such t h a t / s 1 —/and U 0 a f U f . 
f = I f x implies that there is an a such that Ug fU*fa^0. Thus Ug fu*^ Ug fUg*~ 
- U j U g * A ( l - f ) ~ ( l - f ) y U g J U g * - ( l - f ^ f l in M and (1 - f ^ u J j U * -
—(1 —fx)5^0. By the same reason as above, there are a projection / with / = / in M 
and g'£G such that 1 - / ^ / ^ / ^ 0 and Ug.fU*,^fx. By the definition of fx, there 
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is a gx£G such that U*^exUg^=fx for some projection ea in M with ex^e. Hence if 
we put gxg'=g€G, then U-fU^ UgJx S ince /k 1 - / a n d / ^ 0 , ' { / / « } = 
=5 { / J , and this contradicts the maximality of { / J . Thus f=UgfU* for all g£G 
and f£MGC)Z. Moreover, we have f ^ e . In fact, if otherwise, 1 —/^eV/— 
— e A / ^ 0 (in M). Therefore, by the same argument as above, there are non-zero 
projections e ^ S e — e h f ) and / ¡ ( s i - / ) in M and g in 6G such that e x = U g f x U g , 
{/i»/cr}^ {/«}> a n d this is a contradiction. Thus e^f and zG(e)^f. The equality 
zG(e)=f is shown by the following: 
zG(e)f = £xzG(e)fx = ZxzG(e)Ul exUg„ = ZxUtzG(e)exUg, = 
= ZxUlexUg„ = Z J x = f . . 
This completes the proof.. 
L e m m a 3. Let e and f be projections in M. If zG(e)zG(f)^0, then there exist 
projections e, and f in M such that e^e, f = f and e ^ f . 
P r o o f . By Lemma 2, there are orthogonal families {/,} and {g^} of projec-
tions in Af such that for each pair of a and P,fxS^e, g ^ f , zG(e)=Zxfx, zG(f)=Zpgp. 
The assumption zG(e)zG( /)?i 0 implies f g p ^ O for. some a and /?. Therefore 
gp^(l-gp)Vfx-(i-gp)-fx-fxA(l-gp)^0 in the usual equivalence in M. Since 
~ equivalence implies ~ equivalence, we have e^-fx—fx!\(\ — — gp)Vfa— 
— (l—gp)^gpS^f which implies that there are non-zero projections ^ ( ^ e ) and 
, / i ( s / ) such that e j ^ / i . This completes the proof. 
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Certain standard arguments show the desired 
property [17, Theorem 3.1.1], but for the sake of completeness we sketch them. 
Let { e a , f x } be a maximal family of projections in M such that exex<=0, / a / a ' = 0 
(a^oc'), e .Se , / „ g / and exG fx for each a. Define e0 = Zxex and /„ = ZJX, then 
by Lemma 1, e 0 ~ / 0 . Putting = e — e0 and f =f—f0, then by the maximality of 
K , / « } we have zG(e1)zG(f1) = 0 by Lemma 3. Now put g = zG(e1). Then g£MG(~)Z 
• and f1^zG(f1)^l-zG(e1)^l-g, which implies that fg=f0g+f1g=f0g£ e0g^eg 
and e ( l - g ) = e 0 ( l - ^ ) + e 1 ( l - g ) = e 0 ( l - g ) ~ / 0 ( l - g ) ^ / ( l - g ) . This completes the 
proof. 
Using proposition 1, we have the following lemma the proof of which is an 
obvious modification of [10, 2.4.2]. 
L e m m a 4. If M is G^finite (that is, ife&l (e a projection), then e=l), then 
for any'pair, of projections f and h in M with f~h we have 1 —1—//. 
P r o o f . For 1—/ and 1 —h, there is a projection g in MGDZ such that 
( l - / ) g ^ O - / O i r and ( l - / ) ' ( ! T h u s there is a projection A 
in M such that (1 -h)g. This implies that g = ( l - f ) g + f g ° A + h g ^ g 
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and by the G~finiteness of g, we have g=f+hg, that is, f—gil—h) and 
(1 - — h)g. By the same argument, we have (1 —/)(1 — — h ) ( \ —g) and 
hence 1 — 1 — h. This completes the proof. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 and related corollaries. We begin with some ergodic type 
theorems needed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra M with a group of * -auto-
morphisms and let G be the group generated algebraically by G and the group of inner 
automorphisms. Then M.is G ~finite if and only if M is G-finite in the sense that 
there is a separating family of G-invariant normal functionals (G-invariant normal 
traces) on M, and consequently M is G~ f in i te if and only if MXG is finite in the 
usual sense. 
The cr-finite case of the above theorem was proved by STORMER [12, Lemma 11] 
by. using "cross product" techniques. Using Lemma 4, the proof of Theorem 2 is a 
straightforward modification of the one given by Y E A D O N [ 1 2 ] for finite W* -algeb-
ras. However, due to our more complicated G-equivalence, we sketch it for the 
sake of completeness. First we present two lemmas. • 
L e m m a 5. Let {ek} be an increasing sequence, of projections in M such that 
for some projection f in M, ek\f for each k. Then, for <? = sup {ek, ArS 1), we have 
r e<f 
P r o o f . Since <?x S^f there is a projection / i ( S / ) in M such that e ^ f . Now, 
by Lemma 4, e 2 -< / implies l - e 2 ^ l —/. By additivity of'G-equivalence we get 
l - e - j + i ^ l — / + / i , thus again by Lemma4, we have e2 — e ^ f - f which implies 
that there is a projection/2 in M which is orthogonal to fx and is equivalent to e2—e1. 
Thus by mathematical induction we can choose an orthogonal sequence { f ) of 
projections in M majorized b y / s u c h that 
©o • 
2 f i = f and ei+1-e,-~ft+1 f=i 
for each i- It follows that 
e = e1+2(el+1-ed& Z f i ^ f . i=i ;=i 
and eS^f. This completes the proof. 
Let be the predual of M, that is the set of all ultra-weakly continuous 
functionals on M and let (Tg(p)(a) = q>(U*aUg) <p€M+, a£M and g£G. Then Tg is 
a linear isometry of M+ onto M^. 
L e m m a 6. For any element (p in the set K={Tg<p\g£G} is a weakly 
• relatively compact subset of Mk. 
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P r o o f . If not, by [1, theorem II.2], there are an orthogonal sequence {<?„} 
of projections in M, a positive real number e and a sequence {g,,} in G such that 
(*) \<p{UlenUgn)\ ^ s for « = 1 , 2 , 3 , ... . 
Now put f„ = U*nenUg .Then /„ is a projection in Msuch that /„ <v <?„. Next we shall 
show that /„ —0 ( « - » ) strongly. Let pn = "2 em and qn= V fm, then {pn} and 
m = n m=n 
n + k 
{#„} are monotone decreasing sequences of projections in M. For any n, put rk— V fi 
' . ' i — » 
for each k. Then r ) I _ 1 A/„ + f c - / - f c _ 1 5 , /„ + J i -^_ 1 A/ n + i £ s /„ + k 5 , e„+k implies that n+k ., ~ 
r k = r k - i V fn+k~k 2 ei—Pn f o r a ' l k, thus, by Lemma 5, q„ = V Since M is 
i=n k=1 
G~finite, 1 —pn1 — 9,, 1 — f\ q„ for each n. Hence, again by Lemma 5, 
n = 1 
oo / oo \ oo 
1= v ( 1 - / 0 % 1 - A?» . t h a t i s A ?»=0- T h u s 9 . - 0 ("-"0 0) strongly and 
n = l v n = l J . /1 = 1 
q„^f„ for each n implies that fn— 0 (strongly) as n — Hence this contradicts the 
inequality (*) , and thus K is weakly relatively compact. This completes the proof. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. By Krein—Smulian's theorem [2, Theorem V.6.4], 
Q{(p), the strongly closed convex hull of the weakly relatively compact set K, is 
weakly compact. Since the group {Tg:giG} acting on Q(<p) is noncontracting, 
that is, 0 does not belong to the closure of {Tgip1 — Tg\p2\g£G} whenever ip19i*p2 
and \j/1, \p2 £ 2 (<?)> by the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem [3, 7], there is an 
element ipdQ(cp) such that Tg\p = ip for all g£G. If (pS0, then ip can be chosen to 
be non-negative. For any t^.M^{ = MGC\Z) with there is (p in M such that 
(p(t)^0: For this cp, we can choose,, by the above arguments, a ip€Q((p) invariant 
under G such that ip(t) = (p(t)^0. Thus by [5, Proposition 1] M is G-finite, that 
is, M has sufficiently many G-invariant normal states. The converse assertion is clear 
from the definitions, so the proof is complete. 
Before going into the proof of Theorem 1, we state here an ergodic type theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3. ([5]) A von Neumann algebra M with a group G of its * -automor-
phisms is G-finite (that is, there is a separating set of G-invariant normal states on M) 
if and only if there is a unique faithful normal G-invariant projection of norm one from 
M onto the fixed algebra M° under G. 
P r o o f . Let M+ be the predual of M. For every g£G and if we put 
(Tg(p)(a)=q>(ag) for all a£M, then Tg is an order-preserving, linear isometry of M ̂  
onto Let Q((p) = co(Tg<p |g€G) be the closed convex hull of (Tg<p\g£G) in M^. 
First we shall show that Q((p) is weakly compact. By the Krein—Smulian theorem 
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([2, Theorem V.6.4]), it suffices to prove that the bounded'set K={Tg<p\g£G} is 
weakly relatively compact. We claim that for any orthogonal sequence {pn} of 
non-zero projections in M, lim (Tg(p)(p^=0 uniformly for g£G. In fact, if not, 
there is a> sequence of mutually orthogonal non-zero projections {e„} in M, a posi-
tive number s and a sequence {g„} in G such that |<p(e®n)l=£ for all rt. First of all, 
we shall show that {e®"} is an infinite set. If not, there is a sequence of positive in-
tegers {nk} such that ei£fc = ej£° (£ = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) for some n0. For any G-invariant 
normal state ij/, 
He J = iKeiZ") = = '</>«>• 
By the orthogonality of {e„J, tp (e„j ») , which implies that \j/(e„^) = 0 for 
every G-invariant normal state ij/. Thus G-finiteness of M implies this is a 
contradiction and {egnn} 'is a relatively er-weakly compact infinite subset of M. Let 
a be a c-weak cluster point of {eB„n}, then-for each positive integer i and any G-in-
variant normal state Q, there is an increasing sequence {«J of positive integers such 
that een"'^ egn"' (¡V j), and 
for each i. Since £> (e®"') = £> (e„;) — 0 (/' — <»), we have Q(a)—0 for each G-invariant 
normal state Q, which implies, by the G-finiteness of M, that a—0. Since 0 is the 
only cluster point of {egnn}, we can take an element e®?' of {e®"} such that |<p(e®?')|<£ 
and this is a contradiction, so Q(cp) is weakly compact in M^. The argument 
followed in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that there exists an element ¿p in Q(cp) 
such that TG(P = <P for all g£G. For any IJ/£MG (predual of MG) let (P£M^ be chosen 
so that (p(c) = \JJ(C) for C£MG and ||<p|| =[|i/'||. For this (P, as above, we can choose 
$ in Q(cp) such that Tg\j/ — iJ/ for all g£G. Next we shall show that the ift is uniquely 
determined by iJ/. In fact, let Q be in Msuch that Q(X) = IJ/(X) for a l l x € M G and 
Q(X9) = Q(X) (g£G, x£M). Let G = Q — and let A = v\a\ be the polar decomposition of 
a ([10, 1.14.4]). Then ( 7 » ( x ) = a(x") = \a\ (xH) = ja! ( ( x O 9 ) = ( 7 > | ) ( x ^ ) = 
= v9~lTg\a\(x) for all x£M. On the other hand, since \\Tg\a\ || =|| |cr| || =||<r|| = | | 7> | | 
and T9|CT|s0, we have | r 9ff(x) | 2s(r 0 |<x | ) (xx*) | | r 9H|| . By the unicity of polar 
decomposition, Tga = a (g£G) implies, that Tg\a\ = \a\, vg'1=v for all g£G and 
| |<T||=|| |ff | | |=|ff|(l)=ff(i;*) = e ( i ' * ) - ^ ( u * ) = 0 (V£MG). Thus Q = <]/. If we apply the 
above argument with i¡/, then we have H l̂l = | |$ | | and if then = i/f(l) = $ ( l ) = 
= ||$|| which implies Put <P^ip = \j/. Then is a positive, linear isometric map-
ping of MG to such that 
(a) T g ( ^ i j j ) = ^ for all g e G , 
(b) (<P* (x) = i¡J (x) for all x f M G . 
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Now denote the transposed mapping of by <PC, then we can easily show that 
4>g is a faithful G-invariant normal projection of norm one from M onto MG. It 
is easy to show the converse assertion. This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k . The last half part of the proof of the above theorem is a slight 
modification of [15, Theorem]. 
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 1. The following lemma is essential 
for our discussions. 
L e m m a 8. Keeping the notations and assumptions in Theorem 1 in mind, let 
{(Pi),be a sequence in M^ such that (p( converges weakly to <pn in M¥. If M is G ~finite, 
then for arbitrary sequence {an} in the unit sphere S of M such that an— 0 (n — 
strongly, we have lim (pi(a9n) = 0 uniformly for i= \,2, 3, ... and for g(LG. 
il-* CO 
P r ô o f . Put cp = 2 (where |<p,| is the absolute value of <p, [10, 1.14.4]). 
Then cp£M+. Let zG(e<p) be the least projection in MGC\Z majorizing ev (the support 
projection of cp), then MzG(e<p) is c-finite. In fact, since zG(etp)£MGnz, we may 
suppose G is a group of *-automorphisms of MzG ( e ^ a n d the fixed subalgebra of 
MzG{e<p) under G is (MGf)Z)zG(e<l>). By Theorem 3, the G-finiteness of Mz°{e<p) 
implies that there is a faithful normal G-invariant projection of norm one from 
MzG{eq>) onto ( M c n Z ) z c 0 g . Thus to prove the above assertion, we only have 
to show that (MGr\Z)zG(e<p) is c-finite. To do this, let e' be the support projection 
of the restriction of cp on M G n Z , then e'^zG(e<p), which implies the a-finiteness 
of (MG f]Z)zG(e(p). An easy calculation shows that (pi{a) = (pi{azG(eq>)) for all i 
and aÇ_M, and hence to prove thé lemma, we may assume that M is c-finite. Thus 
by the G-finiteness of M (Theorem 2), there is a faithful G-invariant normal state 
(G-invariant normal trace) % on M. We define a metric d(x, y) on S as d(x,y) — 
= r((x—;>)*(*—JO)1'2- Then (S , d) is a complete metric space which is equivalent to 
(S, strong topology). For each positive integer /', let 
Hi = {alaeS1, \(pj(a)-<p0(a)\ s e for all j a /}. 
Then Ht is a closed subset of 5 for each / and S— U Hi• Baire's category theorem 
¡=i 
implies, that there exists a0Ç S, a positive number ft and a positive integer j0 such that 
{ a | M ^ l , z((a-a0)*(a-a0))1/2^P}c:Hjo. Since a„-~0 (n—«>) strongly and M is 
finite, the self-adjoint and skew-adjoirit parts of {a„} both converge strongly to Q, 
so that we can suppose that each a„ is self-adjoint. Thus by spectral theory, 
there is a sequence {e„} of projections in M such that e„ —1 (n — °°) strongly and 
| | a„e j | ëe /6 for each «.Thus, by the fact that \\(anen)g\\ = [ |a„ej for each g€G, we 
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• get that 
\(<pj-<pj{c$)\ \{<Pj - e/>0)(^aM)| + \((Pj - <Po){ela9n{\ -<*))| + 
+1(<Pj~ <Po)(0 ~4)a°ef)| + | ( ( P j - <p„).((l - ci)flS( 1 - ef))\ s 
^ E(sup ll^ll) + \(cpj - <p0)((l -e®)a®(l - e®)). j 
Nowput6B(g)=.e®fl0e®+(l-e»)<(l-e»)(6S). Then by the G-invariant of r, it fol-
lows that 
* ( & . ( * ) - * < . № ( * ) - A 0 ) Y ' 2 S T ( ( 1 - E ® K ( 1 - ^ K O - ^ ) ) 1 / 2 + 
+ r ( ( l - e ® K ( l -eg)fl0(l-e,®)) l /2 + T ( ( l - ^ K ^ c O - e ® ) ) 1 / 2 + 
+ T(e®4(l -e®)a0^)1 / 2 ^ 3t(l - e®)1/2 + T(e®aJ(l = ' 
= 3r(l — e®)1/2 + t((1 — e®)a0e®ao(1 — S = 4T(1-e^ 1 ' 8 . 
Since e„ —1 (n — s t r o n g l y , there is a natural number n„(ft) (independent of g£ G) 
such that . t ( (b n (g)-a 0 )*{b n (g)-a ( l ) ) 1 / 2 S4t(1-e„) 1 / 2 <P for all n^n(p). Thus we 
have that 
|(cpj - <p0)(ef>aeg) -f (cpj - <p0)((l - ej)ag(l - <))( 3= e 
for all j^jo, for all g£G and for all n^n0(p). By the same argument as above it 
follows that 
so that there exists a natural number n1 (fi) (independent of gCG) such that 
T((e?aoen~ao)*(enaoen —«o))1/2 — 3T(1 —e„)1/2 < P 
for all n^n^P) . Hence, observing thafe®a0e®£S', we get that 
l («P , -<?>o) (>^o<) | s i e 
for all j=jn, all g£G and for all (/}). Thus combining the above estimates, 
we get • 
| ( ^ -<Po) ( ( l -^ )«2( l -e®)) | 2a 
for all , g£G and n s m a x (flo(/0> n1(P)), which implies that 
/ 
for all g£G and nmax («„(/?), ^ (/?)). Now let K={Tg(<pj-(p0), Tg<p0 
| y= l , 2, 3, l ;g€(/}. Then by the proof of Theorem 3, K is a weakly relatively 
compact bounded subset of the predual M+ of M. Then by [1, Theorem II. 3], there 
is a normal functional \J/ on M such that for every positive number 5, there exists 
a positive number y such that the inequality il/(a*a + aa*)<y (a£ S) implies that 
\T9((Pj ~ <Po)(«)l < <5 
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and 
| (7> o ) (0) | < <5 
for all g£G and j— 1, 2, . . . , j 0 — 1..Since a,,^0 (« — <*>) strongly, take <5=e. Then for 
y determined above, there is a natural number w2(e) such that \jf (a* an+an a*) < y for 
all w£w2(e). Thus it follows that 
' \((Pj~(po)(«?)!< > o K ) | < e 
for all gdG, 7 = 1 , 2, . . . , 7 0 — 1 and for all Hence combining the above esti-
mates, we haVe 
\(Pj(ag„)\ s=e(sup | |^ | | ) + 3s 
i 
for all g£G a n d 7 = 1 , 2, 3, ... and for all ra^max («0(/?)> «i(/0, n2(f})), which implies 
that (pjia^-*0 (« — op) uniformly for g£G and j. This completes the proof. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Suppose M i s C~fini te . If K is any weakly relatively 
compact subset of Mthen {Tgcp\(p£K, g£(j} is also weakly relatively compact. 
In order to prove this, we only have to prove that for every orthogonal sequence 
{en} of projections, lim <p(e^) = 0 uniformly for g£G and q>£K. If not, there is a posi-
n -*- CO 
tive number e such that for. each positive integer k, there are a natural number 
nk gk£G and (pk£K such that 
( * ) * 
By the Eberlein—Smulian theorem ([2], Theorem V.6.1) there is a subsequence {<pkp} 
°f Wk} (&Pt such that (pkp—(p(, weakly (p — for some <p0£MNow e„k 0 
(p — oo) strongly implies, by Lemma 8, that 
<M<P) ^ 0 (p - ' 
uniformly for />=1, 2, 3, ... and g(LG and that 
- 0 ' (p - =o) 
p 
contradicting the inequality (* ) . Hence {Tgcp\<p£K, giG} is weakly relatively 
compact. The converse is clear from Theorems 2 and 3. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
The following corollary concerns another characterization of itniteness of a 
von Neumann algebra ([8], Theorem 1 and the Remark following Theorem 3, more 
precisely, a von Neumann algebra M is finite if and only if for every weakly relatively 
compact subset K of the predual M^ of M, the set {a<p\a£S, cp£K) is also weakly 
relatively compact (where (a<p)(x) = (p(xa) for all x£M). In the proof of this assertion, 
the equivalence of the Mackey topology and the strong topology on S for finite 
algebras [9] plays an essential role. 
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C o r o l l a r y 1. For a von Neumann algebra M to be finite, it is necessary and 
sufficient that for every weakly relatively compact subset K of M¥ (predual of M) 
the set 
{u(pu*\(p£K, u is a unitary operator of M) 
(where (u(pu*)(x) = q>(u*xu) x f M ) is also weakly relatively compact. 
P r o o f . Let It be the group of inner automorphisms of M. Then if we apply 
Theorem 1 to M with U, we can easily show the above statement. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with a group G of * -auto-
morphisms of M. Then M is G~finite if and only if M is G-finite and if and only if 
for every weakly relatively compact subset K of Mt, {Tgcp\(p£K, g£G} is also 
weakly relatively compact. 
P r o o f . If M is (7-finite, then there is a separating set {(px} of (7-invariant nor-
mal states on M. Since <px\Z (the restriction of cpa to Z ) is (7-invariant for each a, 
Z is also (7-finite. Let <P be the center valued trace on M, then by unicity it follows 
that <P(aB) = <t>(a)g for all g£G and a£M. Hence {((pa\Z)o0} is a separating set of 
(7-invariant normal traces on M and (7~finiteness of M follows. The rest of the 
above assertions follows from Theorems 1, 2 and 3. The proof is now completed. 
In particular, in the abelian case, we have a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of invariant measures in ergodic theory, closely related to the theo-
r e m o f HAJIAN a n d KAKUTANI [18 , 19]. 
Let (X, 931, n) be a cr-finite measure space and let G be a group operating on 
the left on X by C—^C. I£X and suppose fi is quasi-invariant, that is, ¡A(SE)=0 if 
and only if n(E) = 0 for Let rs(-) be the Radon—Nikodym derivative such 
that dn(sQ — rs(Qdfi(Q. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. In the above notations, for (X, 9JI, /.() to have a faithful G-invariant 
measure, it is necessary and sufficient that for every weakly relatively compact sub-
set K of L1(X,M, n) (the set of all ¡.i-integrable complex-valued functions on X) 
is also weakly relatively compact in L1 (X, 9Ji, ¡.i). 
R e m a r k . HOPF [4] proved that (X, 9JJ, /J) has a faithful (7-invariant measure 
if and only if (X, 9Jt, n) is Hopf-finite in the sense that if for ¿s^SIl there are count-
able families {£",} in and {g,} in (7 such that 
and E^yjgiEi, then n(X-E) = 0. 
;=i ;=i 
9 A 
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Ideals of commutators of compact operators 
By N O R B E R T O S A L I N A S in P r ince ton (N. J . , USA)*) 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper § will denote an infinite dimensional separable complex 
Hilbert space and will represent the ring of all (bounded linear) operators 
on 
Let J be a (two sided) ideal of i f (§). Following [5] we shall denote by C(J) 
the set C(J)={AB-BA: A,B£J) and by [J, J] the linear span of C(J). Clearly, 
the following chain of inclusions holds: 
C(JT) c I f , J] c \ f 2 c J. 
One of the most interesting problems of the structure theory of compact operator is 
to determine, for a given ideal J , which of the above inclusions are proper, and 
which are not (see [5, Problems 1, 2, 3, and 3']). If J 2 is a norm ideal [3; 8], then there 
is still another intermediate inclusion to be considered, i.e., 
[J, J] c-J2 
(where the closure is taken in the topology o f . / 2 ) . 
In the present paper we make some remarks concerning the above-mentioned 
problems. In particular, we prove that if J 2 is a separable norm ideal containing a 
positive operator whose sequence of eigenvalues (counted according to multiplicity) 
is a regularly decreasing sequence (see Definition 4.1), t h e n ( T h e o r e m 4.8). 
Moreover, we give (Corollary 4.7) sufficient conditions for the ideal J so that 
generalizing the results of [5]. 
Let be the p-Schatten ideals [8], and let (6\ be the set of operators in 
<S1 of trace zero. If J is an ideal of JS?(§) such that J2(z.<€i, then necessarily 
[ J , i/Jc'g'J and hence [ J , J \ is properly contained in J . It will follow from our 
*) t h e a u t h o r was s u p p o r t e d by N a t i o n a l Science F o u n d a t i o n grant G P 7952X3. 
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discussion (Theorem 4.10) that if J2"2 is a norm ideal, then <$\<z.C(f)\ thus, in parti-
cular, we have (Corollary 4.11) <5?; = C W J -
in our work we shall make repeated use of a theorem of CALKIN [2, § 1] which 
establishes a lattice preserving bijective correspondence between the ideals of ¿ ? ( § ) 
and certain subsets of the set of all bounded sequences of no.n-negative real num-
bers called ideal sets. Denote by Z + the set of positive integers. J is an ideal set 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
i) if {A,,}^/, then {A„(n)}£/ for every bijection n 
ii) if {¿„}£/, and for every « £ Z + , then {j«„}£/; 
iii) if {*„}€/, and {n„}a, then {¿„+/!„}€ J-
Given a compact operator T on by the sequence of ¿-numbers {¿„(7")} of 
T is usually meant [3, Chapt. 2] the sequence of eigenvalues (counted according to 
multiplicity) of the operator (T* T)1/2, arranged in decreasing order. If J is a proper 
ideal of <5? (§>), then the ideal set / that corresponds to J* under the above mentioned 
lattice isomorphism is the set of all sequences of the form {s„(n)(T)}, where T 
and n is a bijection of Z + . Thus, the ideal set C corresponding to the maximal ideal 
of all compact operators is the set of all sequences of non-negative real num-
bers tending to zero, and the ideal set corresponding to the minimal ideal ^"of 
all finite rank operators is the subset of C consisting of all those sequences that have 
only finitely many terms different from zero. If Cp is the ideal set corresponding to 
<<?p,p>0, then 
CP = {{A„}€C: -=<»}• 
As a natural generalization of the classes C p , BROWN, PEARCY and the author in-
troduced in [1] the ideal sets S ( f ) and D ( f ) , where / is an admissible function. 
Following [1] a non-negative non-decreasing function / defined on the non-negative 
real line will be called an admissible function if / ( x ) > 0 , for every JC>0, and / ( 0 ) = 0 = 
= lim f(x). The ideal sets S ( f ) and D ( f ) are defined as follows: 
S ( f ) ] f - some 1 
f 0 r every 
We shall denote by £ f ( f ) and 2 ( f ) the ideals of .£?(§) corresponding to S ( f ) and 
D ( f ) , respectively. 
In § 2 we shall make some observations concerning the inclusion giving 
especial attention to the cases J : = S f ( f ) and J=Qi(f). Our main theorem is proved 
in § 4 (Theorem 4.5). As a consequence of this result and the discussion of § 3 we 
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shall conclude (Corollary 4.6) that i f / i s a sub-multiplicative admissible function and 
S ( f ) ( D ( f ) , reps.) contains a regularly decreasing sequence, then [¿?(f), — 
=<5"2(/) (/)> reps.). We shall also give concrete examples show-
ing that this result improves [5, Theorem 2]. 
2. Comparison between the ideals J and . / 2 
Throughout the rest of the paper the set of all admissible functions will be 
denoted by 21. If J is an ideal set and, for p>Q,fp) denotes the admissible function 
f(P)(x)=xp, x^O, it readily follows that {{A„}£C: {/ (р)(Я„)}6/} is an ideal set. 
Following [6] we shall write J"={{A„}eC: {fi/p)(X„)}£J}. It is easy to see that 
vn = Xnfin (n= 1,2,. . .) , {Я„}, If К is another ideal set, we 
define the product of J and К to be the ideal set 
J-К = {{v„}€C: v„ = A„A'„ (" = 1, 2, ...), {Я„}€Л W ^ } . 
T h e o r e m 2.1 . Let J and Ж be ideals of i?(i>), and let J and К be the cor-
responding ideal sets. Then J- К is the ideal set corresponding to In particular if 
к is any positive integer, then Jk is the ideal set of Jk. Thus, if T is a positive operator 
on then T£J>k if and only i f T l l k ^ . 
P r o o f . Let L be the ideal set corresponding to УЖ. Since the inclusion J- K<zL • 
is easily established, we prove the reverse inclusion. Let А, В be two compact operators 
on then the following inequalities between the ¿--numbers of А, В, A+B and AB 
are valid [3, Chapt. 2, §3]. 
sp+e+1(A+B) g ¿Д/О + ^СВ), sp+9+1(AB) < sp(A)s„(B) (p, q = 1, 2, ...). 
Now let T£.Jpyf. Then there exist a finite number of operators A^J , 1 ^ j S m 
m 
such that T— £ AjBj. An application of the above-mentioned inequalities of 
j=i 
л-numbers yields 
J2m(., + l)-lCD SI 2 Sn(4j)*n(Bj) (n = 1, 2, ...). 
j=i 
For each l ^ j ^ m , let {rn(A;)} denote the sequence obtained from (i„(v4j)} by repeat-
ing s1(AJ) 2m times, then repeating S2(AJ) 2m times, etc. Also, for each 1 Sy'Sm, let 
{rn(Bj)} be defined similarly. Then 
m 
W - i m ^ ^ W ^ ) (« = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
j=i 
Since rn(Aj)£J and rn(Bj)£K, follows that sn(T)£J-K and the first asser-
tion is proved. The second statement follows from the fact that Jk=J• /•... • / . 
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C o r o l l a r y 2 .2 . Let f be an ideal of ¿¡?(§>). Then, for every pair of positive 
integers j, k we have 
j j j k = jj+k^ ( j j f = jjk 
Furthermore, J if and only if -f for every positive integer k. 
P r o o f . It is a direct consequence of the corresponding properties for the ideal 
sets o f f . 
R e m a r k 2 .3 . Let / , g€2T. It was shown in [6, § 2] that the following statements 
are equivalent. 
a ) % ) c S ( / ) ; 
b) D(g)czD(f)\ 
c) there exist positive constants a, p, e, e such that / ( a x ) < cg(Px), 0 s x ^ e. 
Following [6] we define the order relation -< and the equivalence relation ~ on 
91 by: f-Kg if and only i f / a n d g satisfy the above property c); if and only if 
f<g and g<f. Therefore, f~g if and only if S ( f ) = S(g) and D(f)=D(g). On 
the other hand, S ( f ) — D ( f ) if and only if the admissible function / satisfies the 
condition: there exist o o l , c > 0 , e > 0 such that/(ax)«=c/"(x), O ^ x ^ e [1]. Following 
[6] those functions /€21 for which the above conditions hold will be called mono-
generating functions. 
For a given/€21 we define/621 b y / ( x ) = / ( j / x ) , x s O . It can be easily seen that 
S S ( / ) = S ( / ) and £>*(/ )=£>(/ ) . 
The following theorem-is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.3. 
T h e o r e m 2 .4 . Let /621, then the following assertions are equivalent. 
a) V ( f ) = ff»(f)l 
b) 9 ( f ) = < W ) ; 
c) there exist positive constants a, c and e such that 
/ ( a / x ) s c/(x), O s l x ^ e . 
R e m a r k 2 .5 . Let g£2I such that g(x) = ( - l ) / l n x, 0 < x < l / 2 . It follows that 
g satisfies Condition c) of Theorem 2.4. It is worth observing that g is a mono-
generating function and for every p^-0. The following two theorems show 
that these are not accidental properties. 
T h e o r e m 2 .6 . Let /€21. / / S f ( f ) ^ S f 2 ( f ) (or equivalently if 2>(f)=2>*(f)),. 
then f is a mono-generating function. 
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P r o o f . From Theorem 2.4 there exist positive constants a, c, and <5 such that 
f(ct]fx)rgcf(x), O^x^d. Let. £=min (<5, a2/4). Then for Osx==e we have / (2x) = 
=/[a(2/oc | / x ) / x ] s / ( a ) / x ) s c / ( x ) . Therefore / is a mono-generating function. 
T h e o r e m 2.7 . Let /€21. If 2 ( / ) , then 
J>»0 
P r o o f . Since ¿ f ( f ) = £ f 2 ( f ) , we use Theorem 2.6 to deduce t h a t / i s a mono-
generating function. From [6, Theorem 3.10] we see that there exists p > 0 such that 
£f{f)cz(gp, or equivalently fp)<f On the other hand, from Theorem 2.4, we also 
o b t a i n / ~ / . The last two conditions yield fp/2)<f and hence ^ ( / ) c ' g ' ( p / 2 ) . Iterat-
ing this process we conclude that S?(f) c f] p . Since f | ^„^¿^(f), for every J7>0 p> o 
/691 [6, Theorem 2.20], it follows that 
n f ) £ f l « V p>0 
R e m a r k 2 .8 . Let J be an ideal of and let J be its ideal set. In view 
of Theorem 2.1 for each />>0 we denote by J p the ideal corresponding to the ideal 
set Jp. It is natural to call an ideal of Jaf (§) idempotent whenever it coincides with 
its square. It readily follows that the smalles idempotent ideal containing a given 
ideal ' J is U Likewise, the largest idempotent ideal contained in J> is given 
p>0 
by n J * . p> o 
We conclude this section with an application of the results of the present pa-
ragraph to the structure theory of polynomially compact operators. The following 
theorem can be proved with arguments similar to those of [4, § 3]. 
T h e o r e m 2.9 . Let J be an ideal of different from Jlt2. Also, let T 
be a positive operator in J'1/2 which is not in J . Then for every S^J, (T+S)2^0. 
3. The ideals } 
In this section we construct, for each idea l , / of ¿¡? (§) and each sequence {a„} 
in the ideal set J of J another ideal J^ ( which is contained in J. Afterwards, 
in §4 we shall prove that if {a„} is of an especial type, then / y c [ / , Jf], 
R e m a r k s 3.1. Let © = § © § © . . . be the direct sum of copies of and 
let 0 : § —© be a Hilbert space isomorphism. Also, let J be an ideal of S£ (§) and 
let J be its ideal set. For each {a„}C/; such that a„?i0, for some w€Z+, we shall 
write 
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A simple verification shows that } is an ideal of contained in J . It fol-
lows that the ideal set J{x } of J{x } is the set of all {A„}€C such that the double 
sequence {afcA„} arranged as a simple sequence is in / (the order of this arrangement is 
not relevant s ince / i s invariant under permutations o f Z + ) . Incidentally, let us observe 
that It is easy to see that 
{^ f a f C / ) ] f °° some 1 = f O T a l l H ' 
In our subsequent discussion it will be important to know when / { a ) = / , 
especially when / coincides with either S ( f ) or D ( f ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.2 . We shall say that an admissible function / is almost sub-
multiplicative if there exist positive constants a, c, e such that for every Osx, ySs we 
have f(axy) ^cf(x)f(y). The class of all almost sub-multiplicative admissible func-
tions will be denoted by 93. 
T h e o r e m 3.3. / / / 6 ® , then for every {<*„}€ £ ( / ) , we have S { a ] ( f ) = S ( f ) . 
Furthermore, if {a „}€£(/), then D{^(f)=D(f). 
P r o o f . Let {a„}, {A„}€S(/). Then there exist <r>0, t > 0 such that 2 f (a« . k )<oo , 
k-1 
¿ / ( t A j ^ o o . Since /€23, there exist a>-0, c > 0 , e > 0 such that f(axy)gcf(x)f(y), 
n=i 
OSx, y ^ e . Let 0 < m a x (aa2, err2, ae2/sup a2k, ae2/supA2). Then we have 
k k 
CO CO 
2 f(&kK s £ 2 f(°r'k)f{iK) < 
n,k = 1 n,k = l 
Therefore {A„}€ S{a •)(/) and the first assertion is proved. Now, let {a„}, {A„}€£>(/). 
To prove the second statement it suffices to show that for every r j > 0 there exists a 
pair of positive integers k0, n0 such that 
2 2 f(i*M 00 • 
k~k0 n = n0 
Let k0,n0(:Z+ such that for every ksk0, rjXJa^E, for every nSn0. Then 
we have 
2 f ( W k / ( « * ) 2/(>M„/oO < 
k^k0 k^k0 n^n 0 
n — no 
R e m a r k 3 .4 . The simplest examples of functions in 23 are the functions / ( p ) . 
Let <p and i¡/ be two convex functions in 21 such that cp(x) = e~llx, </>(x) = ( — In x) l n x , 
0 < x < l / 8 . Then cp, </'€23, and we have (p<*p < f p i , for every 0, and (p-^-ij/ (also 
observe that (p and i// are not mono-generating). 
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It follows immediately from the definition that the almost submultiplicativity 
property depends only on the equivalence classes of 21, i.e., i f /£23, g£2i and / ~ g , 
then g£23. This observation will be used in the next theorem which gives a sufficient 
condition for almost sub-multiplicativity. 
T h e o r e m 3.5. Let /£21 and suppose there exists 0 -=e< l such that the func-
X 
tion h defined, for 0 < .t e, by h(x)= f f(t)dt/xf(x) is non-decreasing. Then /£SB. 
o 
X 
P r o o f . Let g(x)= J f ( t ) d t . By hypothesis xf(x)/g(x) is non-increasing for 
o 
x£(0, e]. Therefore, for every j'6(0, 1) we h a v e f ( x ) / g ( x ) ^ y f ( x y ) / g ( x y ) , Thus,. 
fig(xy) 
g(x) for every 0 < J < 1 , — = yf(xy)/g(x)—g(xy)f(x)/g2(x)^0. We deduce, 
ox 
that, for every 1, the function g(xy)/g(x) is non-decreasing on (0, e]. Therefore, 
we have g(xy)lg(x)Sg(sy)/g(e)^g(y)lg(e), for every 0 < x , yse, and consequently 
g£23. Since ff(!y~g [6, Theorem 3.4] we conclude that f f ^£23 and hence /£23. 
In the rest of this section we shall need to use the following standard terminology 
[9, Chapter 5, § 5]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.6. Let /£21 be a right continuous function (i.e., lim f ( x + t) = 
t-o + 
=f{x), for every I S O ) such that lim f(x)~ =>=. The f u n c t i o n / ( _ 1 ) defined for every 
X-*-CO 
x ^ O by / ' ( ~ 1 ) (x )= sup t will be called the right inverse of / . 
/ (0 S X • 
R e m a r k 3.7. It is worth noting that if g£2I then there always exists a right 
continuous function /£21 such that lim f(x)=<*> and / ~ g (see [6, Theorem 3.3]). 
X-* CO 
The following are some elementary properties of the right inverse of the function /:. 
a ) / ( - 1 ) € 2 I , 
b) / ( _ 1 ) is right continuous and l i m / ( _ 1 ) ( x ) = 
X--00 
c ) [ / ( -D](- l ) = / 
d) for every .v>0 we have f[f(~1)(x)]^x,f(~1)[f(x)-e]^x, 0 < e ^ / ( x ) , 
e) if / is continuous, then / ( - 1 ) is the inverse function of f 
f ) if g is a right continuous function in 21 such that lim g(x) = °° and g<fr 
t h e n / ( _ 1 ) - < g ( _ 1 ) . 
The following theorem provides a necessary condition for a function to be in 2?. 
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T h e o r e m 3.8. Let f be a right continuous function in 93 such that lim /(JC) = °°. 
Then / ( - 1 ) is a mono-generating function. 
P r o o f . Since/62? there exist positive numbers a, c, and e such that f(a.xy 
Scf(x)f(y), O s x , y^s. Let <5 be a positive number such that 5Se and cf(5)sl/3. 
Then, for every O ^ t ^ a d e we have /(f)S±/0/a<5). Therefore / ( _ 1 ) [ 2 / ( 0 ] ^ 
- ^ / ( - « [ f f ( t / o > 5 ) ] ^ t / a d , O^t^aSe. Now let e ' > 0 such that/ (-1)(£ ,)<a<5fi. It fol-
lows that for every OsixsSe', / ( - 1 ) ( 2 x ) ^ / ( - 1 ) ( 2 / [ / ( - 1 ) ( x ) ] ) ^ ( l / a 5 ) / ( - 1 ) ( x ) . We 
conclude that / ( _ 1 ) is a mono-generating function, as desired. 
T h e o r e m 3.9. Let /€23, then there exists p>0 such that /-</(P). 
P r o o f . As observed in Remarks 3.7 we can assume, without loss of generality, 
t h a t / i s a right continuous function and lim f(x) — °Since/(-1) is mono-generating 
X-*OO 
it follows from [6, Theorem 3.10] that there exists q > 0 such tha t / ( 9 ) -< / ( - 1 ) . Using 
Remark 3.7—e), and f ) we see that / -<[/( ?)] ( - 1 )=/(i / , ) - Thus, the desired number 
p is obtained by setting p = l/q. 
T h e o r e m 3.10. Let f be a convex admissible function such that /(f,)^/^/(1), 
for every p> 1. Then f cannot be in © (cf. Remark 4.9). 
P r o o f . Suppose that/€93. S i n c e / ^ / ( ] ) it can be easily checked that the func-
tion h defined, for x^O, by h(0)=0, h(x)=f(x)jx, x > 0 is in 23. From Theorem 3.9 
there exists such that h-Kf (qy We conclude t h a t / - < / ( 1 + 9 ) , in contradiction to 
the fact / ( P ) ^ / , for every p > 1. 
4. Comparison between J { 1 } and [J, J \ 
In the present section we shall need to use certain sequences which have a 
peculiar behavior. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 .1 . A decreasing sequence {a„}€C will be said to be regularly 
decreasing if there exists a positive integer m such that for every /c=l , 2, ... 
we have 
km + l 
2 «j-
The smallest positive integer m satisfying the above condition will be denoted by 
/({«„}). We shall represent by A the set of all regularly decreasing sequences. 
R e m a r k 4 .2 . An example of a regularly decreasing sequence is the sequence 
{1 jn), /({!/«}) = 3. The following are immediate consequences of Definition 4.1: 
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a) if {«„}£/!, then {a„} is non-summable; 
b) if {an}£A, then every tail of {<*„} is also in A; and 
c) if {a„}£A, then {oc%}£A, for every 0-=/><l. 
The next elementary lemma is an integral test for regularly decreasing sequences. 
L e m m a 4 .3 . Let to be a non-negative non-increasing function defined on [1, km +1 
such that lim <x>(x) = 0. If (o(k)S J co(t)dt for some positive integer m and for 
(fc — 1) m + 2 
k= 1, 2, ... then {a>(ri)}£A. On the other hand, if {©(«)}£A then we must have co(k 
km 
S J a>(t)dt, for some positive integer m and for k — 1, 2, ... . 
(fc — 1) m +1 
The following result exhibits the main property of regularly decreasing sequences . 
that we shall use later. 
T h e o r e m 4 .4 . Let {<x„}£A, m = i({an}) and let {a'„} be the sequence obtained 
from {a„} by repeatinng ax (m + 1) times, then repeating a2 (m +1) times and so forth. 
Then the alternating sequence {/?„} defined by /?2n+i = a n+i> /?2n = — a » + i > n = 
= 1,2,..., can be rearranged into a sequence {y„} that satisfies 
2vj y=i 
= ot'„, n = 1,2, . . . . 
P r o o f . For each k = 1, 2, ... let mk be the first positive integer such that 
k ' mic+1 
2" «j = 2" «,•• 
j=1 j=2 
Since {a„}£i4, mk^km, k—1,2, ... . On the other hand, 
(fc + l)m + l Ji + m + 1 
ak+1= 2 <Xj = 2 <Xj> k =•!» 2, •••> 1 = h S km. 
j = km + 2 j=h+2 
It follows that mk+1—mk^m, k= 1,2, ... . Define {>>„} by y i = a x , y„~ — a„, 2 S n S 
1, and for each k=2, 3, ... yk+mki=ak, yn = - a „ + 1 _ f c , + 
Sk-\-mk. 
It readily follows that the sequence {y„} satisfies the required conditions. 
The following is the main theorem of the present section. Essentially, its proof 
follows the same pattern of the proofs of [5, Theorems 1 and 2]. 
T h e o r e m 4 .5 . Let J be an ideal of J£?(§) and let J be its ideal set. Also, 
suppose that there exists a regularly decreasing sequence {a„}£/2. Then the ideal </2a } 
is contained in [._/, 
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P r o o f . Let TZf^y Then T=A1—A2 + i(A3—A4) where Aj is a positive 
operator in 1 ^ / « 4 . Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that T 
is a positive operator. Let © = §©£>©. . . and let be the Hilbert space 
isomorphism introduced in Remark 3.1. Also, let 0 : § - » § © ( 5 be the composition 
of i> with the identification m a p © - * § © ( 5 and let i / = ( l s f f i $ _ 1 ) 0 : 
Then y j f - 1 can be represented as a two by two operator matrix, acting on §>@§>, 
\Q N1 
of the form , where Q and R are positive operators. Let N=.UP be the polar 
N* R 
decomposition of N (where P—(N*N)l/i). Then we have 
' u f p olio i/p| [o f p \ \ u f p 0 
0 OJ [o 0 [o 0 J [ 0 0 
0 N 
0 0 
— R 0 
0 R ÍR 0 J [o 0 [o 0 \ []iR 
VR 
0 




0 0 + 
0 N 





in order to prove the theorem it suffices to show that 
= © - M C Q + ^ e O f f i O © . . . ] © = ^ - ^ ( e + ^ f f i O f f i O © . . . ] ^ 
is in Now, we observe that Q + R ^ J ^ . Thus to complete the proof we 
shall show that 
for every positive operator S Z f ^ y Let be given by £2 n- i = / a n > = 
« = 1 , 2 , ... and let. {/?„} be as in Theorem 4.4. Then 
a1S'ffi0ffi0ffi ... = I g f S © © (eS+i- + Offil @.p„s n = 1 
We divide the rest of the proof in two cases considering separately each summand 
on the right hand side of the last identity. 
Case I: 
( p - ^ e f s © j S ( e 2 + 1 - e 2 ) s ] } * 
is in C ( f ) (the set of commutators of operators in J ) . Let V be the unilateral shift 
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•on © with base space f>, i.e., V can be represented as the infinite operator matrix 
0 0 0 . 
l s 0 0 . 
Also, let 
0 1* 0 . 
A = tf-^© eJs^V*<P, and 5 = i » - 1 ^ ! © 
Since S G J f t j , arid hence ^ S ^ J ^ ^ , we see that A,B{_J. A simple calculation 
shows that 
4--1 j ^ S f f i 
and the first case is established. 
Case I I : 
<Z>" 
«=i 
0 = AB-BA, 
oe 0A.S 
Let |y„) and {a^} be as in Theorem 4.4. Also, let W be a unitary operator on © 
such that 
w\®.ßns\w* = © ynS, 
U=i ) n=i 
and define the coisometry £ : § — © by E = WV* Then 
Let {<5„} be a sequence of complex numbers such that 
% = 2Vj> n = 1,2, .... 
It follows that 
Since 
we see that 
j=i 
£* [ £ S = S* |<5f5"© [ £ (<52+1- ¿„2)5"]} S. 
|«5„| ^ n = I, 2, ... and = S m 
s * ( © S j ^ S i J . 
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Define 
A' = 3* | © 5„ ys j V*S, jr = E*v[®S.Ys}s. 
It follows that A', B'^J and 
0- 0 ® [ © f t , s j <í> = 3*{,5?S® ^(dl^-b^S^S^ A'B'-B'A'. 
The proof of the theorem is complete.' 
. The following corollary is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.5. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .6 . Let /€© and suppose there exists a regularly decreasing se-
quence {a„HS 2 ( / ) . Then [S?(f),y(f)] = y 2 ( f ) - Moreover, if {«„}£/)(/), then 
[@{f),®(f))=®2(f). 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .7 . Let J be an ideal of •£?(§), and let J be its ideal set. If 
2 
№ J * = V S l y then [S,S]=S
2. 
{«.„Kan-/* 
T h e o r e m 4 .8 . If f 2 is a separable norm ideal and AC] J2 then [S, S]=S2. 
P r o o f . Let {a„}6Jfl J2. Then, from Theorem 3.5, j?2K)cz[f, Since J2K) 
is an ideal of (¡5) it contains the ideal J^of all finite rank operators. On the other 
hand, since J~2is separable ¿F=J2 [3, Chapt. 3, §6], and hence f ] = J 2 . 
R e m a r k 4 .9 . From Remark4.2 {1 /n}£A. Since {1 /n}£Cp for every /?> 1, 
[5, Theorem 2] is a consequence of Corollary 4.6. Moreover, that corollary is also 
applicable to the functions <p, \j/ of Remark 3.4 with {a„}={l/n}. Since <p and \p are 
convex admissible functions, it follows from [7] that the ideals they generate are norm 
ideals. We obtain the following inclusion formulas: 
U ^p p>0 
y2(q>) i m<p) s y(<p). i ®\<p) 
The above chains of inclusions follow from the more general fact that if /£91 
and 9>2 ( f ) * y ( / ) , then (which in turn is a consequ-
ence of Theorem 2.6 and [6, Theorem 2.12]). Let x be a convex function in 21 such that 
^(x)=(x/ln x)2, 0 < x < l / 2 . Then % is a mono-generating function which is not in S . 
On the other hand, since ¿?2(x)=&'(x)=@(x) (Remarks 2.3 and 2.5) and % is a 
convex function, it follows from [7] that Sf2(x) is a separable norm ideal. Thus 
Theorem 4.8 tells us that [Sf(x), (Observe that {!/«}£ 52(x)). Also, 
we have <¡?1£&'2(x)<: ; n p> i 
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T h e o r e m 4 .10 . Let J be an ideal of such that J2 is a norm ideal. 
Then ;C(J5") (where the closure is taken in the topology of J2). 
P r o o f . Let Since the real and imaginary parts of T are in and 
С(&) = [&, J5"], without loss of generality we can suppose that T is Hermitian. Then 
there exists a basis {e„: » = 1 , 2 , ...) of § such that Te„=X„en, « = 1 , 2 , ... , where 
00 — 
{Я„} is an absolutely summable sequence such that ]? ).n=0. Since J5" is a minimal 
n = l 
norm ideal, it follows from the results of [8, Chapt. 5, §§ 6, 7, 8] that the inclusion 
map m ^ W is norm decreasing. Thus, 11 |S | 11 S Цг, for every where | | | - | | | 
and || • ||x stand for the norms in J 2 and respectively. Let s > 0 be given and let 
CO 
« 0 > 1 such that 2 |Я„|<е/2. Now define I on § by Xen=knen 1 S n < n 0 , 
n = n0 
Хещ = 2 K\eno> Xen = 0, л > «„. \n = n0 ) 
Then we have |A„|-=e. Since X is a finite rank operator 
n>n0 
of trace zero, we conclude that X^C(SF) and the theorem follows. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .11 . (in the topology o f V J . 
T h e o r e m 4 .12 . Let J{/.), АвЛ be a family of ideals of and let J(X), 
Id Л be the corresponding ideal sets. If for each л£/1 there exists a regularly decreasing 
sequence {an k}^J2{l), then 
• Я€Л Я€Л Я С Л 
Furthermore, if there is a regularly decreasing sequence {a„}£ П J2 (A), then 
Я6Л 
n ^ n ) ( X ) d [ f ] n 
ябл Ябл яеи 
P r o o f . It is easy to see that 
v [ . / ( A ) , s w i c i v у ф , v s m 
я е л я е л Я€л 
This fact together with Theorem 4.5 proves the first assertion. To prove the second 
statement, we first observe that 
n = [ n • 
Я6Л Я£Л 
This is a consequence of the following chain of identities: 
n 4 л = n ( W = ( n - t o ) 2 = ( n 
Я€л яел " я€л l r Ябл 
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Now the proof of the theorem is completed after applying Theorem 4.5 to the ideal 
n 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .13 . 
u = [ u u < g , n v „ = i n K > n p> 0 p> 0 p> 0 p^l p>-2 2 
P r o o f . Since {1/«}6CP, for e v e r y t h e corollary is a consequence of Corol-
lary 4.6 and Theorem 4.12. 
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Bands of monoids 
By B. M . S C H E I N in Sa ra tov ( U S S R ) 
To my colleagues in the city of Szeged where this paper has been written 
Let S be a semigroup which is the union of a family (S.O.-e/ of subsemigroups 
which are classes of a congruence relation on S. Then / may be endowed with a 
binary operation i j S ; S j c Sk for all /, j, k£f. Under this operation / is a band 
(i.e. an idempotent semigroup) and S is called an I-band (or merely a band) of sub-
semigroups (Sj) i e j . 
In this paper we present a new method of constructing bands of semigroups. 
This method permits to build up all bands of unipotent monoids (a monoid is a semi-
group with identity, a monoid is called unipotent if it contains the only idempotent — 
its identity). In particular, we obtain a simple construction for orthodox bands of 
arbitrary monoids. Our method is a generalization of Clifford's sums of direct systems 
of groups [1] (called also rigid or strong semilattices of groups). 
In our paper [2] we introduced a class of semigroups with the weak involutory 
property (WIP-semigroups). A semigroup 5 is a WIP-semigroup if for any s, t£S 
and any s, t£S such that sss = s, sss = s, tit = t, tti = l (i.e. s and / are inverses for s 
and t respectively), is is an inverse for st. Among other properties it was proved that 
5 is a WIP-semigroup if and only if the idempotents of S form a (possibly empty) 
subsemigroup [2]. Regular WIP-semigroups were considered also in [3] where they 
were called orthodox semigroups. So we call the WIP-semigroups orthodox (notice 
that an orthodox semigroup in our sense need not be regular). 
Let (Si)K I be a family of semigroups with pairwise disjoint sets of elements. 
Suppose s is a quasiorder (i.e. reflexive and transitive) binary relation on I. A family 
(t' = {(Pij)i^j\ ./'€ I is called a direct system of homomorphisms over ^ if for every 
i,j£l such that i ^ j (pu is a homomorphism of Sj into and the following two 
properties holds: 
1) for every /£ / <pn is the identical automorphism of Sr; 
2) for every i,j,k£l if i^jSk then (pijo<pjk = <pik. 
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If are monoids and et denotes the identity of SL then we demand that 
<Pij(ej)=ei> i-e- identities are preserved under homomorphisms of monoids. 
Let / be endowed with an associative and idempotent binary operation 
i.e. let (I, •) be a band. Define the following binary relations and on I : 
Clearly, both ^ and are quasiorder relations on I. 
Suppose <P=((Pij) and ¥=(\¡/¡J) are direct systems of homomorphisms over ^ and 
=2 respectively. <P and ¥ are called commuting if for all /,./', k£l such that j ^¡ i, k 
the following diagram is commutative: 
Si - Sj 
l l ' ' -
Sk S k j 
where the horizontal arrows represent homomorphisms from 0 and vertical arrows 
represent homomorphisms from ¥ (i.e. ipkjjO(pj i=(pkLkoij/ki). Clearly, kj^kand 
k j ^ 2 j so that all homomorphisms mentioned do exist. 
If a ^ S i then qBi and denote the right and left translations of S t correspond-
ing to ah i.e. Qai(s)=scti and Aa(s)=ats for all s£St. 
Suppose there are given two direct systems of homomorphisms 0 and ¥ over 
^ and =2 respectively and an (/X/)-matrix A=(au) over S= U i e j S ; such that 
Oij^Sij for all i,j£I. We call the triple (0, ¥, A) balanced if a ; i = e; for any i£I and 
Q°,j,*0(Pijk,il°X°,j0Xl''jJ = K,jk0ll/ijk,jkOQaJkO<Pjk,i 
for all i,j, k£l. 
If Oij — eij for all i,j£l then the triple (<P, ¥, A) is balanced precisely if the direct 
systems 0 and ¥.commute. 
A band S of monoids (S^^j is called proper if the identities of the monoids 
form a subsemigroup of S. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let (S,) i£J be a family of pairwise disjoint unipotent monoidsi 
(/, •) be a band, 0 — (<Pij) and ¥ = (\¡/¡j) be direct systems of homomorphisms over 
^ and =2 respectively, A be an (IXl)-matrix over S= U mSi and the triple (0, ¥, A) 
be balanced. 
Define a binary multiplication • on S as follows: if s^Si and SjZSj then 
Si• Sj — (pij^iis^a:jil/ijij(Sj) where the right-hand side product is taken in the monoid 
Sij. Then (S, • )• is an I-band of monoids ( S ^ f j and every I-band of monoids {S^^j 
can be constructed in this way. Moreover, the triple (0, ¥, A) is defined uniquely for 
any I-band of 
T h e o rem 2. Let (S^^j be a family of pairwise disjoint semigroups, (/, •) be 
a band, and 0 and ¥ be commuting direct systems of homomorphisms over ^ and 
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'^2, respectively. Define a binary multiplication • on S= U ¡g/•*>,- as follows: if st £ 
and SjdSj then siDsJ = q>Ui {(s^ipij^isj) where the right-hand side product is taken 
in the semigroup StJ. Then (S, • ) is an I-band of semigroups Moreover, if 
S-, are monoids then (S, • ) is a proper I-band of the monoids (S;)j€/ and every proper 
I-band of the monoids (S^^j can be constructed in the above fashion, the direct systems 
0 and W being determined in the unique way. (S, • ) is orthodox if and only if all the 
monoids St are orthodox. 
Some corollaries will follow after the proofs. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Suppose s^Si, S j d S j and sk£Sk. Then 
• s'j) O sk = (<pijt i (sj a:j ij/^j (Sj)) • sk = cpijK :j (<pl7>,• (.?,•) a ̂ v,; 0;)) aij, * * 0*) = 
= [(pijk, ijCxPu, i (•*;)] K j , k ° (Pijk, ij ° (sj)) tijk, k (sk) = 
= (pijk, i (•*•)[<*„,, Pijk,jk° QaJk°<Pjk,j (-S'j)] [<Aij k,jk°^jk,k(sk)] = 
= (Pijk.i (•*;) ai,jk IPijkjk (<Pjk,j (Sj) aJk \I/Jkt k (.Vt))] = (pijk, I (jf) alJk \j/ijkjk (Sj • sk) = s\ • (sj • sk), 
i.e. (S, • ) is a semigroup. If i=j then si0sj=<pii(si)aii\l/ii(sjy=sieisj=sisj. Thus, 
(S , • ) is an /-band of the family (5 ; ) i € j of monoids. 
Now EINEJ=<PIJ>I(EI)AIJ\]/IJJ(EJ)=EIJAIJEU=AIJ so that the matrix A is deter-
mined in the unique way — A = (<?;C]e,). Using this fact we obtain 
ai,U = 7 = <?;•(<?,••<?;;) = e, • (e^ • (et • e,j)) = (et • eh)\ 
i.e. at ¡j is an idempotent from S;j. Since S^ is unipotent, at ¡j — ei}. Thus, 
Si • etj = (piji i (¿¡) au ¡j \!/ij} ̂  {eh) = <pljt; (s,) • ait ¡j eu = <pu> ( (J.) 
i.e. the direct system <P of homomorphisms is determined in the unique way. Analog-
ously we may prove that.)l/ij j(s J) = eijOSj for any Sj^Sj. 
To prove the second part of Theorem 1 suppose (S, •) is a band of a family 
(SJi^j of unipotent monoids. Let au=efij for any i,j£l, (Pij,i{s^=sieij and 
i/tijjisj) =eijSj for all i, j £ I and s^Si, Sj£Sj. Then a^ £ S^ and if ¿¡d then 
(pijASih) = SiUeij = ¿'¡(^(/¡e.j)) = (PijjisdWijjiti), 
i.e. (Pijj is a homomorphism of into S^. Since 5fj- is unipotent, ^¡y i(ei) = efj-. 
Clearly (Pu(Si)=Sie~Si. Now . 
(Pijk,ij°(Pij,i(Si) = <Pijk,ij(Sieij) = (Sieij)eijk = = siew = <Pijk,i(sd 
so that ^ = ((pij) forms a direct system of homomorphisms over ^ . In the same 
way we may prove that i /=(i¡/¡j) forms a direct system of homomorphisms over 
10* 
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Now au = e^i = c, and 
Q a u , k ° V i j k J j ° K u ° i l i j , j ( S j ) = QatJ,k°<Pijk,ij°Qau{eijSj) = QaUtk°<Pijk,i№'je'jSj) = 
•= Q ° u , S a U e i j S j e i j k ) = . ^ j e U S j e l j k a U , k = a i j s j e i j k aij,k = a i j s j a i j , k = 
= c,CjSjcijj^k = ejSjCtij k = c'jSje,jek = s,Sjek e , e k = djjkSjek = 
— a i , j k s j e j e k = a i , j k s j a j k = a i , j k e i j k s j a j k ~ a i , j k e i j k s j e j k a j k = 
= V ^ u t ' W ^ k ) = K Jk°}l/ijkjk(sjejkajk) = 
- Kj^'jkJkOeaj^Sjejt) = K^O^ljk^Qa^Jk.M), 
i.e. the triple (<£, V, is balanced. Finally 
= (pijjis^aijipijjisj) = SieijOijeijSj = = s ^ j s j = s^j. 
This fact completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Suppose Si^Sh sj£Sj and sk£Sk. Then 
(i, • sj) • sk = (<pijt I (SI) ipijj (SJ)) Dsk = <PIJK, u (CPIJ, 0;) ipuj (SJ)) <pijK k (sk) = 
O 
= 'Pijk,, (sd bPijkjk ° tf jk,j (Sj)] [¡Pijkjk ° il'jk, k O'A-)] = (Pijk.iisd^ijkjkisjnsj = 
i.e. (S, • ) is a semigroup. 
If i=j then Si OSj = (Pii(Si)ipii(Sj)=SiSJ. Thus, (S, • ) is an /-band of the family 
of semigroups. Unicity of <Z> and W in case S are monoids for all / £ / i s proved 
in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
If (S, •) is a proper /-band of monoids then exactly in the same way as 
in the proof of Theorem 1 we may verify that (S , -) = (S, • ) where <P and V are 
defined in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1. Commutativity of <P and Y 
follows readily. 
If St are monoids then <?iO<?J. = (pI.J.,i(e;)i/',jwj(eJ) = eijeij = eij. Therefore (S, • ) 
is a proper band of (5',) i e /. 
Clearly, if (S, • ) is orthodox then St are orthodox, for all /£ / . Conversely, 
suppose Si are orthodox and S j ^ S j are idempotents of (S, • ) . Then SiOsj = 
= (Pij,i(Si)ipijj(Sj) and the right-hand side of the equality is a product of two idem-
potents of Sjj (since homomorphisms map idempotents onto idempotents). The 
orthodoxy of Sij implies SiOSj is an idempotent. Thus, (S, • ) is orthodox which 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Obviously, Theorem 2 in case of unipotent monoids is a particular case of 
Theorem 1. 
R e m a r k 1. Since every group is a unipotent and orthodox monoid, every 
band of groups may be constructed as in Theorem 1 and every orthodox band of 
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groups may be constructed as in Theorem 2. Another construction for orthodox 
bands of groups has been given in [4]. A survey of constructions for orthodox unions 
of groups may be found in [5]. 
R e m a r k 2. Suppose (<P, is a balanced triple and k ^ j , This 
being the case, a , , — ( w h i c h fact has been proved above) and analogously aJk = ek. 
Thus, the condition of balancedness may be written for these particular i, j, k as 
follows: 
(1) Qaik°<Pik,i°^ij = ^aikOlj/lk,kO(pkj. 
If i = k then we obtain Qait°(Pu0ll/ij — Xaiioi^o^ or, equivalently, i/ry = <py. 
Thus, if i.Sjy and ?=?./(i.e. if i=ij=ji) then ij/ij = q>ij. In particular, if (/, •) is a semi-
lattice then S j coincides with S 2 and <P coincides with "P; in this case the construc1 
tion of Theorem 2 turns out to be the well-known [1] construction for sums of 
direct systems of semigroups. Clearly, if <P=f then 0 and commute. Thus, every 
proper semilattice of monoids is a sum of their direct system. 
R e m a r k 3. Let the band (/, •) satisfy the pseudoidentity xyx=xy\/xyx=yx 
where V is the disjunction sign. Let X ^ y mean that x S x y or xS 2 y. Then s is a 
quasiorder relation on /. In effect, ^ is obviously reflexive. To show transitivity of 
suppose i s j and j^k for some i,j, k£l. Suppose i=1j. If j=ik then i^k and 
so let j=2k. Then ji = i and jk=j. Then iki=ki or iki=ik. If iki=ki then 
i=ji=(jk)i=j(ki)=j(iki) = (ji)ki=iki=ki and i=1k, whence isk. If iki=ik then 
i =ji=(jk)i=j'(ki)= j(kiki) = (jk)iki—(jk)ik=jik = ik and i=2k, whence Anal-
ogously, implies isk. Therefore, s is a quasiorder relation. 
Conversely, suppose ^ is a quasiorder relation. Then the band (/, • ) satisfies 
the above pseudoidentity. In effect, for every two elements x, y£l the relations 
xyx=\Xy and xySz.v hold in every band. Therefore, xyx^xy^y and, since ^ is 
transitive, xyx^y, i.e. xyx=Ly or xyxS2y. The.latter means that xyx=y(xyx) = 
= (yx)2=yx or xyx--(xyx)y — (xy)2 = xy, i.e. xyx = xy Vxyx=yx. 
Two quasiorder relations on a same set are called compatible if their set-theoretical 
union is a quasiorder relation. We have proved the following . 
L e m m a 1. A band satisfies the pseudoidentity xyx = xy V xyx=yx if and only if 
its quasiorder relations and =2 are compatible. 
Now if i ^ j then either i ^ j or or both. Suppose two direct systems of 
homomorphisms 0 and f over ^ and respectively are given. Then q>i} or 1¡/¡j 
is defined. If both homomorphisms are defined then i S t j and /= 2 y which implies, 
as we have seen in Remark 2, (pij=i/',7. Therefore, one may consider the system . 
X=(xiJ)i^j.; j(I of homomorphisms: '¿¡j coincides with that of homomorphisms (pijy 
\j/tj which is defined. 
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Let the above pseudoidentity be satisfied and (S, •) be an /-band of the family 
(Sditi of monoids. If i ^ j , i.e. if ji=i, then, as we have seen above, et=ej(e) e,) = 
= e j {e^Cj e,))=[ej e()2. Suppose now all Si are unipotent. Then. e(=<?;. Analogously 
/ — 2./ implies eieJ=ei. Now let /' and 7 be arbitrary elements of /. Then either yY=/y or 
iji=ji. In the first case efij 6 Su, therefore = ei ej. Now 
eij ei S S.j 5; C= S¡ji = Sij, 
therefore 




y = (y)2 - ((/Oy = (yW and ejeu £ SJlV = 5>v. 
It follows that 
eiea = eij(.ejeij) = (eijej)eu = eueij = eij 
and 
e^j = (e^eij = e^e-J = e,<?l7 = eu. 
Thus, 
"V = e^j = 
for any ?,/€/, i.e. (S, •) is a proper band of monoids. Then the direct systems and 
Y commute. 
Now let i^j^k. If i ^ j ^ k then yik=q>ik=(pij0 cpjk=XiJ 0 -/jk. Analogously, 
"/.¡k = ~/jj°7.jk ' n case when Now let i ^ j ^ k . Then, as we have seen above, 
i^k, i.e. i^t-Jc or If i^k then xik—(pik and for every sk6Sk 
Xik(sk) = <Pik(Sk) = sket = -et(ske,) = (ej edited = = e,Oke,) = 
= (¿jsk)ei = 'Pij^hkih) = Xij°Xjk(.sk), 
i.e. Xik:zzXij°Xjk- The same equality can be proved analogously if i ^ j ^ k . Since 
Xu is obviously the identical automorphism of and X preserves identities of our 
monoids, A' is a direct system of homomorphisms over 
The above argument together with Theorems 1 and 2 yields the following 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Suppose (I, •) is a band satisfying the pseudoidentity xyx— 
=xy\jxyx=yx. Define i ^ j if and only if i = iji. Then S is a quasiorder relation, 
the set-theoretical union of the quasiorder relations ==] and ( ' = j if and only 
if i = ij or i —ji). Suppose (Si) it j is a family of pairwise disjoint monoids and X is a 
direct system of homomorphisms over Define a binary multiplication • on S as 
follows: if Sid Si and SjdSj then si0sj = xijj(sl)xij,j(sj) where the right-hand side 
product is taken inside the monoid S,y. Then (S, • ) is a proper I-band of the family 
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(Sdrti °f monoids and conversely, every proper I-band of these monoids can be con-
structed in the above way, the direct system X being determined in the unique fashion 
for each proper I-band of (S^^j. Moreover, every I-band of unipotent monoids is 
necessarily proper (and hence orthodox) and so it can be constructed in the above way. 
In particular, Proposition 1 holds if (I, •) satisfies one of the following identities: 
xyx=xy, xyx—yx, xyz=yxz, xyz=xzy, xy=x, xy=y, xy—yx. In the latter case, 
i.e. for semilattices of unipotent monoids, this has been proved in [8]. 
It can be easily verified that (I, •) satisfies the identity xyx—xy [the identity 
xyx—yx] if and only if the quasiorder relation [the quasiorder relation =27 ' s 
included into =2 [into Every band is a semilattice of rectangular bands. Right 
zero and left zero bands are called singular. It can be trivially verified that a band 
satisfies the pseudoidentity xyx=xy V xyx = yx if and only if it is a semilattice of 
singular bands. 
R e m a r k 4. Suppose (I, •) is a rectangular band and i,j£I. Then i^if and 
i j ^ i , whence (pijjocpij —cpu and ; cxpit¡j=<pijtfj. Therefore,(pU j is an isomor-
phism. In the same way we may prove that i¡/Jtij is an isomorphism. It follows that 
Si and Sj are isomorphic. Thus, all the monoids St are pairwise isomorphic. This 
fact permits us to give an alternative construction for rectangular bands of unipotent 
monoids. 
Fix some element o £ l and for every i 0 fix an isomorphism'af of St onto S0, 
say, a.i=\iiOii0o<pi0A. If s^Si let f(sj=(cci(si), i). Then / is a bijective mapping 
of S= U¡¿¡Si onto the Cartesian product of the sets S0 and /. It remains to define 
a suitable multiplication in S0XI in order / to be an isomorphism. It is clear that 
«t(?i) = K<o°(PioAsi) = "Ao.iofa ei<>) = e0(Siei0) 
so that f(Si) — (e0Sieh, i). Now suppose (s,i)£S0Xl. Then f~1((s,i)) = eiosel. In 
effect, 
ei0sei£SiaS0Si(zSi00l = Si and f(eiose= (e0ei0setei0, i) = (s, i) 
since 
e0eio = eo(io)eio = e0 Uo) = e0 and se^e^ = seio = (se0)ei0 = s(e0ei0) = se0 = s 
so that 
e0 ^io^^i^io = e0s — s. 
Thus, we should define such a multiplication • on S^X/ tha t for any s, t£S0 and 
any i,j£l 
(s,i) • ( t j ) =f((eiosei)-(ejotei)) = (e0(eiosei)(ejoteJ)e{ij)o,ij). 
Now 
e„eios = e„s = s and (ij)o = io 
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so that 
eo(eioSed(ej„íej)e(iJ)o = s e ^ e ^ t e ^ = J ] = ( s b ^ t b ^ 
where 
bij c i Cj0 6 S (/¡jo — S0. 
Now 
bijbji,k = (eoeiejo)(eoejíeko) e0e,(ey„e0)ey,é tV= ^ e ^ ^ e ^ e ^ = 
= e0Cjej0(eje,;)et0 = e0e f(eJ0ej)eyieko = e0e;e,ejiekn = e0et(eye,,)e*0 -
= eoeiejieko = eo(eieii)eko •— eoCieko = bík, 
since „ 
e jo e j = e j and e^ji = e{ 
which may be proved in the same way as the above equality e0ie0—e0. 
Conversely, suppose a unipotent monoid S„ and a rectangular band / are 
given and bijbJik = bik for every i,j, k£/. Then bubu=bnbu i = bu which implies that 
bu=e0 for every i 6 /. Now 
hu, i bijtie0 bijjbjjij bijjbi(ij)ij bijtij eQ, 
whence 
bijkbjkij = bu and bijkbjkij - bijkbjij = biJke0 - biJk, 
i.e. bliJk—bij. On the Cartesian product S0XI define the following multiplication 
• : (s,i)a(t,j) = (sbiJtbJi,ij). Then (s, i)D(t, i) = (sbntbn, ii) = (se0te0,i) = (st, i), 
i.e. S j ^ S ^ X f / } is isomorphic to S0. Now 
/)•(/,./)]•(«, k) = (sbijtbji, i f ) • (u, k) = (sbijtbjibijtkubk<ij, ijk) = 
= (sbijtbjkubki,ijk) = (sbijktbjkubkjbjkj,ijk) = 
= (s,i)a(tbJkubkJ,jk) = (s,i)n[(t,j)a(u,k)]. 
Thus, ( S „ X I , • ) is an /-bánd of monoids isomorphic to S0, namely, of monoids S,. 
We have proved the following 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let S be a unipotent monoid, I be a rectangular band, 
be an (IXl)-matrix over S such that bijbjik = blkfor all i,j, k£l. Define the following 
multiplication • on the set SXl:(s,i)n(t,j) = {sbijtbji,ij). Then (SXI, • ) is an 
I-band of monoids isomorphic to S and every I-band of monoids isomorphic to S 
can be constructed in the above way. In particular, there exists an I-band of a family 
№);€/ of unipotent monoids if and only if all the monoids are pairwise isomorphic. 
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Another description of rectangular bands of unipotent monoids has been 
given in [9, Corollary 3.10]. 
In case of proper bands we have the following 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let (Si)ii[ be a family of monoids and I be a rectangular 
band. There exists a proper I-band of if and only if all the monoids are pairwise 
isomorphic, and every such band is isomorphic to a direct product of for some fixed 
id I and I. Conversely, every direct product of S-, and I is isomorphic to a proper I-band 
ofiSdin. 
In effect, from Theorem 2 it follows that Ф and W commute which implies easily 
our Proposition. 
Another proof of Proposition 3 has been given in [6]. 
Since every band of semigroups is a semilattice of rectangular bands of semi-
groups [7], Proposition 2 gives some additional insight into the structure of bands 
of unipotent monoids and Proposition 3 —- into the structure of proper bands of 
monoids. 
In particular, if S is a combinatorial monoid (i.e. S has no invertible elements 
except 1 where 1 is the identity of S) then every /-band of monoids isomorphic 
to S is isomorphic to a direct product of S and /. This follows from the fact that 
bij is an invertible element of S for every i;j£l. Moreover, bfJ1 = bji i. In effect, 
ЬцЬц^^Ьц=\ and bjhibij=bjitibi{j;)j=bjij=bji<ji=\. 
It is a well-known fact that rectangular bands of groups are precisely the 
completely simple semigroups. Thus Proposition 2 gives, in particular, a new rep-
resentation theorem for completely simple semigroups. 
R e m a r k 5. Suppose I is a band and isj~*-»i=iji. Then s is a quasiorder 
relation on I. Suppose (SD^j is a family of monoids and X is a direct system of 
homomorphisms over S . Since ij^i and i j ^ j for every i,j£I we may define the 
following operation • on S= U^/S^: if .v; 6 Sf and S j ^ S j then s i n s j = x i j ) i(s i)xij,j(sj). 
Then (S, • ) is an /-band of our monoids. A particular case of this construction 
was used in Proposition 1. Clearly, (S, • ) is a proper /-band. Suppose i ^ j . Then 
. <?,• • Sj • <?; = Xiji, i 0;) Xiju (•*;) Xiji,; (<?/) = Ум О,-) Хц 0;) Ум (<?;) = е, Хц (Sj) <?,• = Xij (Sj) 
for every Sj£Sj. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. Let I be a band satisfying the identity xyxzx = xyzx, (5,) , e / 
be a family of pairwise disjoint monoids and /ё j^i=iji for all i,j£l. Define an opera-
tion • on the set S=(JiilSias follows: if st € 5f and Sj € Sj then st • Sj = yJjt; ¡(sj). 
Then (S, • ) is a proper I-band of monoids (S,)ie/ and every proper I-band of these 
monoids can be constructed in the above way, the direct system X being determined 
uniquely for every proper I-band of . 
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P r o o f . Suppose (S, •) is a proper /-band of ( 5 " , - ) T h e n for every / , / £ / 
such that i s j and every Sj, t j£ Sj 
ieisjei)(eitje>) = eisjeifjei = ( ^ H ^ i O ; ^ ) = = 
= etSj €j i Cj tj €i = C^SjCjj €ji tj Gj = ¿¡Sj tj , 
i.e. the mapping Xij- Sj — St such that yij(sj) = eisjei is a homomorphism. Clearly, 
Xij(ej) = eieJei=eiji=ei and Xn is the identical automorphism of St. Now let i ^ j ^ k 
and sk£Sk. Then 
'/.ij°Xjk(-h) - '/jj(ej-hej) = eieJskejei = (eiei)ekjiskeJei = eijkjiskeji - = 
^¡sk = eJt = eiSkeikeji = eiSkeikj! = = Xiki-h), 
i.e. (Xij) form a direct system of homomorphism. We used the fact that ikji=i. 
In effect, 
ikji - ikiji = ijikiji = ijkiji = ijkji — iji — i. 
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A spectral characterization of the maximal ideal in factors 
By S E R B A N S T R Á T I L Á and L Á S Z L Ó Z S I D Ó in Bucharest (Romania ) 
Introduction. In a recent paper ([3]) J. A. DYER, P . PORCELLI and M. ROSENFELD 
obtained a spectral characterization of the elements in the greatest proper ideal # 
of a properly infinite factor Ji, namely that x^f iff <r(;c+Z>)n<7(i)^0 for every 
b^Ji. On the other hand, they proved that if Jl is a factor of type /„, «<=>=>, then 
for any O^x^Jl there is b£Jl such that a(x+b)C)a(b) — Q and they conjectured that 
the same assertion is true if Jl is a factor of type I ^ . 
In the present paper we prove this conjecture by showing that if Jl is a factor 
of type IIX and 0 r ^ x ^ J l , then there is a nilpotent element bQ:Jl such that x+b is 
invertible (Corollary 4), getting exactly the same result as for factors of type /„, 
zz< oo. Moreover, the same result is established for elements in a properly infinite 
factor Ji, which are not of the form A+a with A$C and a(Lf (that is, for not "thin" 
elements; Corollary 5). This is done by proving Theorem 2 below, which allows 
lis to represent every element x in Ji as a suitable operator matrix and then by 
using the trick of BROWN and HALMOS (cf. the proof of Theorem C in [3] and also 
below, Remark 3). 
For results concerning operator algebras we refer to the treatise DIXMIER [2]. 
Two projections e,f in a C*-algebra Jl are said to be equivalent, e ~ / , if there 
is an element vdJl such that v*v = e, vv*=f; then v = ve=fv and e, f belong to 
the same (two sided) ideals of Ji. If Ji is a H7*-algebra and x£Jl, then LP(x) 
(resp. RP(x)) means the left projection (resp. the right projection) of x; it is known 
that LP(x)~RP(x) ("LP~RP" theorem) (cf. [6]). By ££(§) we denote the algebra of 
all. (bounded) operators on the Hilbert space As usually, for an element jc in a 
Banach algebra we denote by a(x) its spectrum. 
1. We begin with the following lemma which is surely known: 
L e m m a . Let e, f£8$(9j) be two projections such that there is 0 < / ^ 1 with 
f - f e f ^ l f . Then e A / = 0 and ( e V / ) ( § ) = e ( § ) + / ( § ) . 
P r o o f . The inequality f — f e f ^ X f is equivalent to the conditions ||(1— 
If then it follows that ¿ = 0 , whence e ( § ) f l / ( § ) = 0 
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and_eA/=0. For we have \\en+M = \\{en+eft) + {\-e)R\\ -e)R\\ gg 
Sj/A \ \ m , so that, if C€(eV/)(§) = e ( § ) + / ( § ) and i = lim „ K . + / Q then the se-
quence {/?„} is convergent and £=l im„/£„£/(§) . Then C-£= l im„ i.e. 
C€e (S)+ / (S ) . Hence (eV/) (S) = e ( § ) + / ( § ) . Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k . The greatest A satisfying.the inequality f — f e f ^ P f could be called 
"the sinus of the angle between the projections e a n d / " . If A=l , then e and / are 
orthogonal, and the lemma says that if "the angle between e and / " is not zero, 
then (eV/ ) (S) = e ( S ) + / ( § ) . 
2. T h e o r e m . Let n: J I -*Ji be a representation of the W* -algebra Ji on 
the C*-algebra Ji, the center of Ji and f czJi a closed ideal in Ji. For every 
x£Ji, there are: an invertible element u£Ji, two equivalent orthogonal 
projections e1, e2 6 Ji, e1^t/^e2, and an element y <z Ji e2 such that, putting x0 = u~l xu, 
we have: 
(i) xoe^e^x^, yx0e1 = e1, x0y = e2; 
(ii) for every projection e[ ex there is an equivalent projection e',, S e2 and an 
element y'£e[Jie'2 such that 
x0e1 = e2x^ex, y = e±, x0y — e2. 
P r o o f . Suppose the W*-algebra Ji is realized as a von Neumann algebra acting 
on the Hilbert space §>, Ji and put J = 7 i - 1 ( / ) . Since the center of Ji\# 
is the canonical image of and there is a projection p ^ J i such that 
(1— p)xp$f. Let x^Ji and let p£Ji be a projection such that n(x)—x, n(p)=p 
and put a=(l—p)xp, \a\ = ^Wd. Since the support of \a\ is smaller than p and 
\ a \ § . / , by using the spectral theorem we get a spectral projection e ^ p 
such that 
\\ag£\\^x\m; ; A > 0 . 
In particular, for 
ll^ll s 11(1-0*^11 №-P)m\ = lia^ll ^ A||^||. . 
We have e = RP(xe) and we put f=LP(xe). Then / ( ^ f ) = x e ( § ) = x e ( § ) and 
||(1 — e)xe^\\ s(A/||x||) that is / - / e /^ (A/ | | x | | ) 2 / . Hence M / = 0 and 
( c V / ) ( § ) = e ( i ' ) + / ( / ) , by Lemma 1. 
The operator 
( 1 - 2 ) / : / ( § ) - ( ! - * ) / ( § ) 
is invertible. We put e1=e, e2 = LP((l — e ) f ) and we note that f—RP((l — e ) f ) . 
Let (1 — e ) / = w | ( i — e)f\ be the polar decomposition of (1 — e)f and let g ^ f J i f be 
the inverse of |(1 — e)f\ in f J i f . Then the operator 
gw*: e2(f)) - / ( § ) 
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is the inverse of the operator: 
( l - e ) f : /(§).-*,($). 
Now define u = gvv* e2 + (l — e2)£Jl. The operator u is one-to-one and «(§) = 
= / ( § ) + e (§) + ( l - e 1 - e 2 ) ( § ) . Since (e V / ) ( § ) = e ( § ) + / ( § ) it follows that 
« (§ ) = § , whence u is invertible and u~1€Jt by the closed graph theorem. 
We put x 0 =u~ 1 xu . The operator 
xe: *($) - / ( § ) 
is invertible, thus so is the operator 
x0ex: - e2(§) 
as well as any operator: 
x0e[ • e i (§ ) - e2(§>) 
where is a projection and e 2 = L P ( x 0 e ^ ) ^ e 2 . It follows that x0e[—e'2x0e[ and 
that there is an element y £ e'jAe2, such that y'x0S[ = e[, x 0 j ' = e2. By the "LP~RP" 
theorem we have e1 = e ~ / ~ e r 2 and <?i~e2. Furthermore, since we also have 
Putting u = n(u), e1 = n(e1), e2 = n(e2) and j; = t t ( j ) (j5 is the corresponding 
for ei=.ei) we obtain (i). If e i s ^ is a projection then there is a projection e '^Sx 
such that n(ei)=--ei and (ii) follows. Q.E.D. 
3 . R e m a r k . BROWN and HALMOS proved that for every CMx6^(§ ) , dim 
there is a nilpotent element b£38(9)) such that x+b is invertible (cf. the proof of 
Theorem C in [3]). The first step of their proof consists of finding an element in 
similar to x and with a suitable matrix form; this suggested us Theorem 2. 
The second step of their proof is as follows. Let x be an operator («X«)-matrix of 
the "suitable form" x = (x,7) with xjV1 = 0 for and xn l invertible. Consider the 
matrix b=(bu) with 6 f i f + 1 = 1 —jc/>i+1, brj=—xij f o r y > / + l and bitj=0 for i^j. 
For n = 3 the picture is as follows 
0 x u X13 0 1 -*12 x13 0 1 0 
X = 0 X22 X2S , b = 0 0 1 — X23 , x + b = 0 x22 1 
X31 X33 0 0 0 • Î31 *32 X33j 
It is obvious that b is nilpotent and x+b is invertible. 
Now, consider a C* -algebra Jt with unit such that there are n mutually equiv-
alent, "mutually orthogonal projections e1,...,e„ in Jt such that ex-\ l-e„ — l. 
Then every element x ^ J t can be represented as an operator («X/j)-matrix whose 
components are in exJtex. Namely, let t;,- be an element of Jt, such that vfvj = elt 
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ViVf — ei, vi=vie1=eiui, for 1, . . . ,« . Put xiJ-vfxvJ£elJte1. Then: 
x = 2 eixej '= 2 vixuvj = (*y) 
¡J i, J 
where the last equality is a notation. We say that xu is the (/, y')-th component in 
the matrix representation of x with respect to the' "basis" (e1, ..., <?„). It is easy to 
see that (x*)uj—x*j and (xy)itj=2xikykj• In particular, if x has a "suitable" matrix 
' k 
representation then there is a nilpotent element b in Jt such that x + b is invertible. 
The method just explained and Theorem 2 allows us. to settle affirmatively the 
conjecture of DYER, PORCELLI and ROSENFELD. 
4. C o r o l l a r y . Let Ji be a finite factor and O^xdJt. There is a nilpotent 
element b £ Jl such that x + b is invertible. In particular a(x + b)C\a{b) = ®. 
P r o o f . For factors of type I„, « < <=° the result is known. So, let Ji be a factor 
of type IIX and denote by d its relative dimension function (i/(l) = l). If x is a scalar 
element, then we may take ¿>=0. If not, x is not a central element. Since it suffices 
to prove the assertion of the corollary for an element similar (in Jt) to x, from 
Theorem 2 it follows that we can suppose that there are: a positive integer n, two 
equivalent orthogonal projections ex, e2£Jt and an element y^e1 Jte2 such that: 
d(e1) — cl(e2)=\/n, xe1 = e2xe1, yxe1 = e1, xy=e2. Let elt ...,en<iJ{ be mutually" 
equivalent, mutually orthogonal projections with ex + . . . +e„= 1 and e1=e1, e„ = e2; 
then xe1 — enxe1, y£e1J/e„, yxe1 = e1, xy — e„. The matrix representation of x with 
respect to the "basis" (elt ...,e„) is a "suitable" one. Indeed, for j^n: 
xj, i ~ v*xvx = v* ej xe1v1 = v* ejenxe1v1 = 0 
and xn l is invertible in e1J/e1 with the inverse y1>n: 
yi,n*n,i = KjOK-Wx) = v^ye^Vj, = vfyxvj. = v f e ^ = e, 
Hence the corollary follows from Remark 3. Q.E.D. 
We can also extend the result obtained in [3] for properly infinite factors to 
properly infinite "C*-factors". In the following corollary "large" projections are 
those which are equivalent to 1 and "small" projections are those which are not 
equivalent to 1. o 
5. C o r o l l a r y . Let n: Ji -+-Jt be a representation of the properly infinite W* -al-
gebra Jt on the C* -algebra Jl whose center reduces to the scalar elements. Then Ji 
has a greatest ideal / which is generated by the small projections in Jl, and an element 
x£Jt belongs to f i f f o (x + b) Oo (b) ̂  0 for every b£Jl. Moreover, if x is not " thin" 
(i.e. x is not of the form k + a where A£C and a ^ f ) , then there is a nilpotent element 
b£Jt such that x+b is invertible. 
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P r o o f . It is well known that in a properly infinite factor the small projections 
form a p-ideal and since any factor has a greatest ideal this is generated by the small 
projections. It is easy to imitate the above argument in the present situation and 
so, Ji has a greatest ideal J and f is generated by the small projections. 
Since the spectral theorem holds in Ji and in Ji there are "large" and "small" 
projections, HALMOS'S proof for the infinite dimensional case of the theorem of 
DYER, PORCELLI and ROSENFELD applies and so, iff a(x + b)f](r(b)^& for every 
biJt. 
Now suppose and x is not "thin". By Theorem 2 we can suppose that 
there are two orthogonal equivalent projections ëx, ë2£Ji, êj ë2 and an element 
yÇ.ëxJië2 such that xë1 = ë2xë1, yxëx = ëx, xy=ë2. Since 1 — ë1^ë2~l and ëx~ 1 = 
— êx + (l — ëx) there are two orthogonal large projection ëx, e" whose sum is ex. 
Again by Theorem 2, we find a projection ë2^ë2 and an element y'^evJie2 such 
that xe'x-=e'2xe'x, y'xe'x=ex, xy'— e2. We put ex = ex, e2—l — ëx — ë2, e3=ë2. Then 
{ex, e2, e3} is a family of mutually orthogonal, mutually equivalent (large) projec-
tions, ex + e2 + e3 = 1, and the matrix representation of x with respect to this basis has 
the following properties: xx x=0=x2 x and x31 is invertible in exJiex. Hence the 
last assertion of the corollary follows from Remark 3. Q.E.D. 
We note that the matrix representation of the not "thin" element x, obtained 
in the preceding proof, obviously implies a theorem of B R O W N and PEARCY ([1] , 
Theorem 2). So the proof of the commutator theorem may be shortened even in the 
case of a properly infinite C* -factor (cf. also [4]). 
We have also obtained an extension, to general W7*-algebras, of the theorem 
of DYER, PORCELLK and ROSENFELD, giving a spectral characterization of the strong, 
radical ([5]). 
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Fourier effective methods of summation 
By G E N - I C H I R O S U N O U C H I in Sendai ( Japan) 
1. Let the Fourier expansion of f(x)£L(—n,n) be 
/(*)~ 2 cne^ = ¡an(x). 
N=—Oo n=0 
We consider now summation of the series at a given point x. The summation be-
haviour of this series at a point x is reduced to properties of the cosine expansion 
o© 
<p ( 0 ~ 2 ancos nt n=0 
at t —0, where 
9(.t)= { f ( x + t)+f(x-t)}, an = an(x). . 
By Fc we denote the class of all series 2 an c o s nt f ° r which (pit) is continuous at 
i = 0 , and by FL the class of all series 2 AN c o s n t f ° r which t—0 is a Lebesgue point 
of <p(t), i.e. 
h 
f \<p(t)-(p(0)\dt = o(h), (0 < h - 0). 
o 
W . B . JURKAT and A . PEYERIMHOFF [3] considered general summation methods 
B—(bnx) in the series to sequence form satisfying 
b„v - 1 ( / ! - » , v fixed), bnv — 0 (n fixed, v — °=>). 
2 bmav = <rn(cp) (C, 1), v=0 
which means summable by the first Cesaro method. They called this the applicability 
condition. If for a method B satisfying the applicability condition 
cn(<p) - <P(0) (" 
for all <p corresponding to series FC, respectively FL, then we call the method B 
,FC-effective, respectively /-^-effective. Concerning Fc-effectiveness, they proved the 
following theorems; 
11 A 
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T h e o r e m A. A method B=(b„v) with the applicability property is Fc-effective 
if and only if 
1 
- 5 A 0 + 2bnvcosvt (n = 0, 1, ...) z v= l 
' are the cosine expansions of functions (which are called kernels) bn(t)£L(0, n) satisfy-
ing for every <5 in 0 < <5 < n, 
(0 ess sup \bn(t)\ (n - 0, 1, ...), ô^tmn 
N R* RI 
(ii) fbn(t)dt~0, - f b „ ( t ) d t ^ l ( 1 1 - 0 0 ) , 
0 ' n 0 
N . 
(iii) f \bn(t)\ dt ^ M (« = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
u . • ..: 
T h e o r e m B. Let 2 av be summable to the same s by all Fc-ejfective methods B. 
Then the series 2 av c o s vt is the cosine expansion of a function (p(t)dL(O, n) which 
is continuous at t=0. In other words, the intersection of summability fields of all Fc-ef-
fective methods is Fc. 
In the present note, we will give the complete analogues of Theorems A and B 
for FL-effectiveness. • • • . - • ' 
2. T h e o r e m 1. A method B=(bnv) with the applicability property is FL-ejfective 
if and only if 
\ b M + 2 b „ c o s v t (« = 0, 1, ...) Z V = 1 
are the cosine expansions of functions bn (t)£L(0, n) satisfying for every 5 (0 < <5 < 71) 
(0 ess sup \bn(t)\ s Ms ( « = 0 , 1 , . . . ) , ômt^n 
(ii) • - f bn(t)dt — 0,. — f bn(t)dt — 1 (n — 00), 
6 71 0 
n 
(iii) J mn(t)dt ^ M, where m„(t) = ess sup \bn(u)\. 
q ' (Suait 
In other words, the kernel bn(t) has hump-backed majorants with uniformly 
bounded integrals. 
P r o o f . Since FL-effectiveness implies /^-effectiveness, (bnv) has to satisfy the 
condition of Theorem A. We write the kernel b„(t) as 
b„(t) ~ 4 - è n 0 + ¿ è „ v c o s v i (« = 0 ,1 , . . . ) . z v = i 
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If we can write 
2 * 
(1) on (q>) = — J (p(t)bn (t) dt 
•
 71 o 
as a Lebesgue integral, a condition for FL-effectiveness was given by D. FADDEEFF 
[2], see also S. G. K R E I N — B . JA. LEVIN [4] and K. TANDORI [5]. The exposition is 
also given in ALEXITS' book [1]. 
For the representation (1), we proceed with Tandori's idea. Without loss of 
generality we can suppose cp (0) — 0. Let us denote by L0 the class of all functions 
<p(t)£_L(0,7t) satisfying cp(0)=0 and .. 
i< ' ' 
f\q>(t)\dt = o(h) ( 0 < / i - 0 ) . 
o • " 
Then Tandori proved that with the norm -
W o = sup f\(p(t)\dt} 
0-=ASlt 1» o J 
L0 is the Banach space. For any fixed «, an(<p) is evidently a linear functional on L0. 
We consider all functions which belong to L(0, n) and vanish near the origin. This 
class is a subspace of Lg and denoted by For any 
2 n 
an(<p) = ~ J (pif)bn(t) dt. 
n 0 ' 
In particular for any fixed n we take 
712-"' 
f \(pm(t)\dt= 1, 
Jl2-m 
f <pm(t)bn(t)dta esssup \bn(t)\--~ „2-m-l n2-m-1.StSlt2-'" « 
for any given £ > 0 and set 
(p*(t) = T r 2 - > m ( 0 in (Tt2-"-\ Jt2~m) (m = 0, 1, ...), . 
(p*(t) = 0 in (0, n2~N) for some N > m+1. 
If we take n 2 ~ k - 1 < h ^ T i 2 - k ( N > k + l ) , then " ' - - . 
.1 J • 2k+1 2k+1 n n 2 y 
-f\<p*(t)\.dt^^- J• \cp*(t)\dt = ±— f \vM\dt = 
" 0 71 n2~N 71 m=k Z Jt2-"'-1 ' " 
N—l r = 2k+1 2 2~m — 2k+1(2~k+1 — 2~N+1) = 4 _ 2 t _ N + 2 < 4 
m=k ~ " 
11« 
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So ||<p*||0^4. On the other hand, 
2, 
2 ^ N 
°n(.<P*) = ~ f 2<p*(t)bn(t) ^ 2 ^ T e s s s u p 1^(01-6. 
n * m=0 ^ Ii2-m-isisita-1" 
Hence we get 
1 at 1 sup \ffn(<p*)\& — 2 — . ess sup 
and we have 
~ 1 r 
2 ess sup ~ J {esssup|&„(w)|}<fr 
m= 0 ^ n2-m-1a(Sn2"m 0 tSilSn 
is finite for any fixed n. Thus the integral 
J \cp(t)bn{t)\dt ^ 2W " / to>(OI<*H4r ess sup |An(0l} 0 m=0l n2 m - 1 J n2-m-1=»tsjr2-'" J 
exists in the Lebesgue sense for any cp£L0 as Tandori shows. We get the representa-
tion (1) by extension from to L0 and the conclusion is given by Faddeeff's 
theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let 2 av be summable to the same s by all FL-ejfective method B. 
Then 2 avcos vt is the cosine expansion of a function (p£L(0, n) which has t—0 as 
its Lebesgue point, i. e. 
h 
f |p(<)-J| dt = o(h) (0 < h - 0). 
0 
In other words, the intersection of summability fields of all FL -effective methods is FL. 
P r o o f . Fix the series 
1 °° 
- » 0 0 + 2 X 
£ v = o 
and consider only kernels ¿>„(?)£C[0, n]. By the same idea as in W. B. JURKAT and 
A. PEYERIMHOFF [3] we can prove that there exists a function <p(t)£L(0, n) such that 
2 * 
— f c o s vt cp(t)dt = av (v = 0 , 1, 2, . . . ) . 
n 0 
Hence for every bounded F t-effective kernel b„(t) by Parseval's relation 
2 * 
an(<p) = - f bnQ)cp(t)dt. 
n 0 
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Next we have to show that 
h 
(2) f \<p(i)-s\dt = o(h) (0 < h - 0). 
o 
We can suppose s=0. If (2) fails, we may assume that some e > 0 and hk-+ 0 exist 
such that 
¡ - J № \ d t h"o 
e. 
Set 
Ek = [0, hk], Ek+ = {i|0 S t ^ hk, q>(t) S 0}, and Ek = {i|0 s t == hk, q>(t) < 0}, 
then 
Ek+ U Ek =Ek, Ek+ 0 Ek =(?, and |Ek+1 + \Ek | = hk . 
We select a subsequence {nk} such that 
exists (0^ocS°°). Let us set 
a = lim \E-k\!\E^\ 
VEnk(t) = sign (p(t) for t£E„k, and <PEni = 0 for t$E„k, 
and 
d„k{t) = j WE„k(t)l(ChJ 
where C will be determined soon. Then, 
= ^ fdnk(t)dt = f vE (t)dt ft n ^"Tli, ft 
(0 = cc = 
2 i S 
0 '"0 ~ «le 0 
\Eik\-\E~k\ 1 \El\-\E-k\ 1 1-a 
Ch. "k C\E+\ + \E-\ C 1 + a 
If a ^ l , we set — = — — ; then d„ (/) satisfies (i) and (ii). The integral of the hump-
C 1 —a " 
backed majorant is 
However, 
2 £ f X ^ O ) K k 
~n 2 J \C\h„k \C\h„, 
2 " 
- f <p(t)d„k(t)dt 
A 
1 +0C 
1 - a 
f (p(t) sign q>(t)dt = I 
" \c\Kki — — - |C| h„k{ — i c r 
Now we approximate d„ (t) by continuous b„ (t) and obtain a contradiction. 
166 Gen- ich i rô SunoucHi: Four i e r effective m e t h o d s 
When a = 1, the absolute values of both 
1 S ' 1 > 
-J—J <p+(t)dt . and -J—J q>-(t)dt 
Îtk 0 »k 0 
are greater than e/2, where <p + (t) and <p~ (?) are the positive and negative parts of 
(p(t) for large nk. Since 
the function 
dnk( 0 = 
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. The integral of the hump-backed 
majorant is smaller than 
However, we also have 
2 * 2. 71 7 F+ ( f ) 2 k 
- f cpXt)d„k(t)dt = - n f -J^cp(t)dt = — f <p+ (/)dt > e, 
" 0 " 0 "k . ""k 0 
which is a contradiction. Hence we proved the theorem completely. 
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On an ergodic type theorem for von Neumann algebras 
By S. M . A B D A L L A and J. S Z Ű C S in Szeged 
Introduction 
The main purpose of this paper is to give a new proof for a theorem of KOVÁCS 
and Szűcs [4] concerning the ergodic behaviour of elements in a von Neumann 
algebra under certain groups of its automorphisms. We shall even point out that 
a more general result is true for semi-groups of normal endomorphisms instead 
of groups of automorphisms. In the original proof the Alaoglu—Birkhoff ergodic 
theorem played a key role, while in our present paper we shall use the 
Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem [5]. We remark that a different proof also 
using Ryll-Nardzewski's fixed point theorem is given in [6]. 
Preliminaries 
Let § be a complex Hilbert space and denote by the algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on Among the most often used topologies of ^ ( 5 ) are the ultra-
strong and ultra-weak topologies. The ultra-strong and the ultra-weak topologies 
- \z 
are defined by the semi-norms of the form T-* 2 IITx,||2 ,T 
respectively, and where and 2 IWI2 < +°=. 
i 
2(Tx„x'i) 
J . DIXMIER has proved [1] that every ultra-strongly continuous linear form is a 
linear combination of functionals of the form 
2(Tx„xd, where x , e § > i | x l [ l . < + « . 1 ) ' /=1 i=i 
' ) I n par t icular , we can see tha t every ul tra-strongly con t inuous l inear f o r m is ul t ra-weakly 
con t inuous , as well. Since the u l t ra-s t rong ope ra to r topology is obviously finer than the ul t ra-weak 
one, the converse of this is evident . 
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. A subalgebra s4 of 3$ (§) that is closed with respect to taking adjoint, contains 
the identity operator $nd is closed with respect to one (and then with respect to 
both)2) of the topologies just discussed is called a von Neumann algebra.3) 
By an endomorphism of a von Neumann algebra si we 'mean a mapping g 
of si into itself that is linear, multiplicative arid adjoint preserving. We shall deal 
with ultra-weakly continuous endomorphisms only. The ultra-weakly continuous 
endomorphisms can be called normal4) endomorphisms, too, relying on a theorem 
of [2] (Chap. I, § 4. Th. 2, p. 56). In the sequel we shall do so, for the modifier "nor-
mal" is shorter than the modifier "ultra-weakly continuous". By the way, we shall 
never use the above mentioned theorem in our paper, however, the proof of part 
(iV) of Theorem 2 in [4], which is referred to in our present work, uses a generaliza-
tion of it. 
Let G now be a semi-group of normal endomorphisms of si and consider an 
arbitrary but fixed element T of s4. Denote by Jf0(T, G) the convex hull of the 
set of all elements of the form g(T) (g€G). Let jf(T,G) denote the ultra-strong 
(and then the ultra-weak) closure of Jf0(T, G). Furthermore, denote by si° the 
set of all elements of si which are invariant with respect to all elements of G.5) 
Let us denote by £%(si, G) the set of all ultra-weakly continuous linear forms on si 
that are invariant with respect to G. We shall denote by 01+ {si, G) the positive 
portion of M(si, G). 
We shall use in our study the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem [5]. For' 
the comfort of the reader we state this theorem as a lemma. 
L e m m a . Let K be a non-empty weakly compact convex subset of a locally 
convex Hausdorjf space E and let G be a non-contracting6) semi-group of weakly 
continuous affine maps of K into itself Then there exists a common fixed point of the 
elements of G. 
The following definition of G-finiteness generalizes the one given in [4]. 
2) F r o m the preceding foo tno te and f r o m the separat ion theorem of convex sets ([3], 14.4, p . 
119) it follows tha t every ultra-strongly closed convex subset of ¿$(¡5 ) is ul tra-weakly closed, 
a s well. 
3) F o r the theory of von N e u m a n n algebras we refer the reader to [2]. 
J) A n endomorph i sm, or more generally an order preserving positive mapp ing g of a von 
N e u m a n n algebra si in to ano the r von N e u m a n n algebra 8ft is said to be n o r m a l if g ( s u p # ) = 
= s u p '¿(0") for any u p w a r d dierected b o u n d e d subset S' of the positive po r t i on of si. 
5) In general, sia is no t a von N e u m a n n algebra bu t there exists a maximal (or thogonal ) 
projec t ion P in siG such tha t sia\P§> is a von N e u m a n n algebra. 
8) By definition, G is non-cont rac t ing if fo r any two distinct elements x a n d y of K there exists a 
strongly con t inuous semi-norm p on E (depending on x and y) such that inf {p (gx —gy): € G} > 0. 
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D e f i n i t i o n . Let si be a von Neumann algebra and consider a semi-group G 
of normal endomorphisms of si. The algebra si is said to be G-finite if for every 
non-zero element T of si*1) there exists an element <x of (si, G) such that 
a(T)^0.s) . 
The theorems 
KOVÁCS and Szűcs [4] proved the following :9) 
T h e o r e m 1 .Let si be a von Neumann algebra and consider a semi-group G 
of its normal endomorphisms. Suppose that si is G-finite. Then for every element T of 
si the set X~(T, G)DsiG consists of exactly one element. 
P r o o f . The von Neumann algebra si with the ultra-strong operator topology 
is a locally convex Hausdorlf space. By Dixmier's result cited in Preliminaries, 
the weak topology of this locally convex space coincides with the ultra-weak operator 
topology. It is a well-known and easily provable fact that the unit ball of is 
ultra-weakly compact. This implies that c€~(T, G) is compact in the ultra-weak 
operator topology for every element T of si. For every g£G we obviously have 
g(X~0(T, G))QJíí0(T, G) and then by the ultra-weak continuity of the elements 
of G we have g(jf (T, G)) Q jf (T, G). Ryll-Nardzewski's theorem shows that to 
prove Jf (T, G ) f W G 7 i 0 for any T^si it is enough to show that G is non-contracting 
on every c€(T, G) in the ultra-strong operator topology. To verify this, fix an-ele-
ment T of si and consider two distinct members A and B of G). From the 
G-finiteness of si there follows the existence of an element a of 3%+(si,G) such 
that a((A-B)*(A-B))^0. For every element 5 of sé put p(S) = [a(S* S)]*. It 
is easy to see that p is a semi-norm on si. Furthermore, for every element g of G, 
we have 
p2(g(A)-g(B))=p'(g(A-B)) = (r(g(A-B)*(g(A-B))) = 
= a(g(A - Bf (A - B)) = a ((A -B)* (A - B)). 
This shows that inf (p(g(A)-g(B)): g€G} >0 . We shall show t h a t p is ultra-sttongly 
continuous. In fact, consider a net {«Sj of elements of si that tends to 0 in the ultra-
strong topology. Then, by the definitions of the ultra-strong and ultra-weak topologies, 
S*Sa tends to 0 in the ultra-weak topology. Hence ^(5 t t) = [<7(S*5,tt)]i tends to 0 
wich shows that p is ultra-strongly continuous. Summarizing all our investigations, 
7) si*, denotes the positive por t ion of si. 
8) If si as G-finite, then it is easy to see that g(l) = I for every element g of G. Therefore in 
this case siG is a von N e u m a n n algebra (see the foo tno te on p. 000). 
9) They supposed that G was a g roup . 
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the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem applies to every J f (T, G) and to the 
semi-group G, so Jf {T, G)C\siG?±Q for every element T of si. 
To accomplish the proof of Theorem 1 we have to show .that J f ( T , G)C\siG 
has only one element. To this effect denote by Q the set of all linear maps of si 
into itself of the form J? a ^ («¡=-0, ^ <*;== 1, 6 . Consider a fixed element 
¡-1 A ¡-1 ) 
T of si and suppose that S and R are two distinct elements of X {T, G ) f W G . 
Since S£JíT(T, G), there exists a net { g j of elements of Q such that l img a ( r ) = 5' a 
where the limit is taken in the ultra-weak topology. For every element <r of {si, G) 
we have 
< 7 ( 0 S - R f S ) = l ima ({S-Rfg^T)) = lim <r (gx({S~R)*T)) = a({S-R)*T). 
a a 
Similarly, for R in place of S we have . 
(T^S-i?)*^) = o((S-R)*T). 
By subtraction we obtain 
o ( ( S - R ) * ( S - R ) ) = 0. 
Since a was an arbitrary element of 0t+{si, G), the G-finiteness of si implies that 
S=R. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
In accordance with [4] let us denote the unique element of K(T, G) fl si° by TG. 
Relying on the previous theorem, KOVÁCS and Szűcs [4] proved the following 
result stated for groups of automorphisms only. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let si be a von Neumann algebra in a complex Hilbert space §> 
and let G be a semi-group of normal endomorphisms of si. Suppose that si is G-finite. 
Then the mapping T-*T° possesses the following properties: 
(i) o{T) = o{TG) for every oi@,(si,G) and T£si; 
( i i ) T-~TG is linear and strictly positive; 
(iii) {ST)G = STG and (TS)°=TGS for T£si, S£si°; 
(iv) T-~TG is ultra-weakly and ultra-strongly continuous; 
(v) T=TG for every T£sia; 
(vi) (g(T))G = TG for every Ttsi and g£G. 
Conversely, if we do not suppose that si is G-finite but we know that there exists 
an ultra-weakly continuous strictly10) positive linear mapping T^-T' of si onto si° 
such that 
10) In [4] the assumpt ion of strictness does not occur. 
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a) T=T' for every T£siG; 
b) (g(T))' = T' for every Ttst, g£G, 
then si is necessarily G-finite and T' = T° for every T£si. 
Relying on our Theorem 1, in the more general situation of semi-groups of 
normal endomorphisms properties (i)—(vi) of the so-called G-canonical mapping 
T—TG can be proved in the same way as they were in [4] with a minor modification 
in the proof of (vi) except for the first statement in property (ii) which asserts that 
the mapping T—TG is linear. The proof of this fact in [4] relies not.only on Theorem 
1 of [4] but on its proof as well. Now we are going to show the linearity of the 
G-canonical mapping in the more general situation when G is a semi-group of normal 
endomorphisms of si. ' 
In fact, suppose that si is G-finite and use the notations of Theorem 1. Con-
sider two elements, R and S, of si. Since the G-canonical map is obviously homo-
geneous, it is enough to show that (R + S)G=R° + SG. Since (R + S)G £ X (R + S, G) 
we can find a net of elements of Q such that 
(1) (R + S)G = ultra-weak limga(/? + 5'). 
a 
Since X(R, G) is ultra-weakly compact, we can find a subnet {hp} of the net { g j 
such that hp(R) is convergent in the ultra-weak topology. Then (1) shows that hp(S) 
is ultra-weakly convergent, too. Put i ^ l i m hfi(R) and S 0 =l im hfi(S). Then we have 
t> P 
R0eX(R,G), S0 £ X(S, G) and CR + S1)0 = R0 + S0. 
The fact R0£Jf{R,G) implies that X(R0, G ) £ X ( R , G) and so, by uniqueness, 
RG = RG. Similarly, SG = SG. Choose a net {ArJ of elements of Q such that ultra-weak 
l imK Y (R 0 ) = RA. Then we have 
ky (S0) = ky {(R + S)G~ R0) = (R + Sf - ky (R0) 
which shows that ky(S0) is convergent in the ultra-weak topology, too. Put 
lim ky (S0) = . Then we have 
• (R + S)G = RG + Slt S^X(S,G). 
The fact S^X(5, G) implies that SG = S°. Choose a net {/¿} of elements of Q such 
that ultra-weak lim ls(S^) — SG. Then we have <5 
(R + S)G = hmld((R + S)G) = limls(RG) + \imls(S1) = RG + SG. 
S <5 6 
This completes the proof of the linearity of the G-canonical mapping. 
As far as the rest of Theorem 2 is concerned, in the case of semi-groups of 
normal endomorphisms we have to modify the proof of [4] in the following way: 
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Suppose that si admits an ultra-weakly continuous strictly positive linear mapping 
T— T' having properties a) and b) of Theorem 2. Consider an arbitrary non-vanishing 
element S of si+. It follows that S' is a non-vanishing positive element of si°. 
Then put T0=S' and define a as in [4]. We have <j£m+(si, G) and <r(S)=<7(S") = 
~a(T0)^0. Since S was an arbitrary non-vanishing element of si+, this shows that 
si is G-finite. 
The equation T' = TG (T£si) can be proved in the same' way as in [4]. 
We are now going to conclude with an example of a von Neumann algebra 
si and a cyclic semi-group G={g"}°°of its normal endomorphisms such that si is 
n = 1 
G-finite and g is not an automorphism. In fact, let si be the von Neumann algebra 
of all multiplication operators generated by essentially bounded Lebesgue measur-
able functions on the complex Hilbert space L2[0, 1] and let g be the endomorphism 
of si generated by the point transformation T: x—2x(mod 1) in the following way: 
[g(f)](x)=f(Tx) ( / € < > (here we identified the elements of si with any of the func-
tions which generate them). It is immediate that g is normal, si is G-finite and g 
is not an automorphism. In this case the G-canonical mapping of si reduces to 
I 
the mapping / - * ( / w h e r e e denotes the constant 1 function on [0, 1]. 
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Об интегральном модуле непрерывности 
Н . Т Е М И Р Г А Л И Е В и П . Л . У Л Ь Я Н О В (Москва , С С С Р ) 
Пусть 27г-периодическая функция v ( / )££" (О, 2л) при некотором р€[1, 
тогда 
o)p(i5; <р) = sup { / \v(t + h) -ср (0|р dt}" 2л) 
|лt^ä о 
называют модулем непрерывности (в L") от <р. 
Для случая непериодических функций f(t)£Lp(a, b), где — = 
модуль непрерывности определяется так: 
« р ( й ; / ) = sup {¡"\f(t + h)-f(t)\*dty ( 0 á < 5 ^ 1 ) , 
0 а • 
где b — h = °o, есл и b — °°. 
Отметим, что если в условиях утверждения (теоремы, леммы и т.п.) го-
ворится о функциях из L"(a, b) (из Lp(0, 2л)), то подразумевается^ что речь 
идет о непериодических (соответственно периодических) функциях, а встреча-
ющийся в утверждении (или же в его доказательстве) знак || / | | р понимается в 
смысле нормы, т.е. 
И/И* = I I / I ILPC.« = { / I / ( 0 I ' Ä } 7 -
о 
Далее, всюду ниже через \Е\ мы будем обозначать меру Лебега измери-
мого множества Е. 
Для доказательства точных теорем вложения # р (определение класса Я® 
см. [5], стр. 649) в пространство L" существенно были ислпоьзованы (в случае 
р = 1) одним из авторов (см. [5] и [6]) следующие установленные им утверждения 
о модулях непрерывности: 
Л е м м а 1 (см. [6], стр. 108). Если функция / ( / )6Z,( — т о 
О) sup ¡\f{t)\dt (« = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
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Л е м м а 2 (см. [6], стр. 107). Если функция f(t)£L(0, 1) то 
(2) c J - J s / U ^ sup j\f{t)\dt- inf / 1 / ( 0 | A } (n= 1 , 2 , . . , ) . 
|£|S— |£ |s— . n n 
Пусть F(z, l / l)—невозрастающая на (0, 1) равноизмерим аяс \f{t)\ функция 
(см. [5], стр. 655). Тогда справедлива 
Л е м м а 3 (см. [5], стр. 656). Если неотрицательная функция f(t)£L(0, 1), 
aa<z [0, 1]—некоторое число, то 
a) sup ¡.f(t)dt= / F ( z , f ) d z , 
м С [0,1] JŐ о |M| = ot 
1 
.6) inf • j f ( t ) d t = / y(z,f)dz. 
f f M * 1 -
Впоследствии стало известно, что в этом направлении уже имелись не-
которые результаты о модулях непрерывности. Именно, пусть функция' 
f(t)£Lp(0,2л) при некотором /?£[ 1, со) и / неэквивалентна постоянной, тогда 
У 1/(01" dt ^ Cf:P ( - « < e < + v 0 < - A s 2 л), 
а 
где постоянная CftP зависит только о т / и р. 
Это неравенство при р = 1 было доказано Е. Х и л л о м и Дж. К л е й н о м 
(см. [1]), а при р > 1 — И д з у м и (см. [2]). 
В 1961 году венгерским математиком Й. Ц и п с е р о м (см. [3]) при тех же 
условиях на функцию / ( ( ) было сформулировано следующее обобщение тео-
ремы Хилла—Клейна—Идзуми: 
(3) sup f\f(t)\pdí ^ Cf P(o ( h ; f ) ( 0 < A g 2я).. 
Ес№,2ж]Х , 
|Е| = А 
Аналогичное неравенство сформулировано Й. Ципсером и для случая, 
когда / ( í ) 6 £.p(— 
Однако доказательство Ц и п с е р а последних неравенство ошибочно, ибо 
он в своих рассуждениях существенно пользуется равенством: 
h h ft 
(4) • f F(t)dt-f (F(x + t)dt•= f [F(t)-F.(t + h)] dt, 
o o о 
где F(x)= J \f(x + u)\?du, а измеримое множество E и переменная x взяты 
из области определения суммируемой в />-ой степени функции / (и) и \E\=h. 
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Убедимся, что как в периодическом, так и в непериодическом случаях 
равенство (4) ошибочно. В самом деле, в силу аддитивности интеграла Лебега, 
соотношение (4) тождественно .равенству 
.А А 
(5) f F(x + h)dt = f F(t + h)dt. 
о • • о 
Пусть f ( t ) — t1,p при 0, 2л). Тогда для числа h£(0, л) и множества £ = [ 0 , h] 
имеем > 
h h2 




f F(x+i)dt - xh2 + h3 ^2hs = f F(h + i)dt (0 < A ' < л, 0 < x < 2 л - й ) , 
о 0 
что противоречит (5). 
Продолжая / ( 0 с полуотрезка [0, 2л) на всю ось периодически с периодом 
.2л в периодическом случае, и нулем в непериодическом случае, получаем, что 
равенство (4) действительно не имеет место. 
Более того, если f(t)£Lp(— то из равенства (5) вытекает (при 
что 
А 
¡F(h+l)dt = 0 
о 
и потому (опять в силу (5) и неотрицательности F) функция F(x) = 0, т.е. / ( 0 = 0 
почти всюду. 
Целью настоящей заметки является, с одной стороны, доказать, что 
неравенства вида (3) являются следствием лемм.1, 2 и 3 и, с другой стороны, 
сделать ряд замечаний по рассматриваемому вопросу (и в том числе по вопросу 
взаимосвязи модулей непрерывности функции / и ее равноизмеримой функции 
<р (см. об этом теорему 3)). Ниже нам понадобится следующее утверждение: 
если f(t)£Lp(a,b), то 
(6) ^(0-,\/\р)^Р-2р-Ц/\\р^оур(д-,/) . 
Действительно, так как по теореме Лагранжа 
• \хр^-ур\^р(х+уу-х\х-у\ (р = 1, х £=• 0, у — 0), . 
и 
... , ' ;Х~У\Р а 2р~1(хр+у") (х it 0, у S 0), •• • • : \ 
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ТО 
b-h 
<a1(5;|/n= sup f \\f(t + h)\' m>\dt* 
sup p/"(|/(i + A)| + |/(OI)p-1 | l /( ' h)\-\f(i)\\dt 
OShSd 
b p-1 b-h 
S sup p{J[\f(t + h)\ +1/(01?dt) p {/ \\f(t + h)\-\f(t)\\pdt}p ^ 
omhss 
Hp "pv 
Перейдем к доказательству теорем. 
Т е о р е м а 1. Если f(t)£Lp(—°o, при некотором р£[ 1, °=>), то 
sup J\№\'dtl*\ip2>-^f\\rla>p(h\f) ( O ^ A ^ l ) . • £ с ( — оо, оо) £ 
\E\-h 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Действительно, пусть 
1 1 
(7) . h e (и = 1,2, ...). 
(и + 1 п 
В силу леммы 1 (см. также (6) и (7)) имеем: 
sup f 1 / ( 0 1 ' A s sup / 1 / ( 0 | ' А ^ £с(-о»,оо) j/ Жс(-
. | Е | =" £ 1*1=1 
N 
- 9<Ü1B"; '-Н - 18íöl(«TT; '•Н ~ 
18ffll(A; 1/10 s l S ^ - M I / l i r 1 ^ ^ ; / ) . • 
что и требовалось доказать. 
Т е о р е м а 2. существенно неограниченная функция f(t)£Lp(0, 1) при 
некотором м с > 6 — произвольное, но фиксированное число, то най-
дется построянная h0=h0(c, f , р) >0, для которой 
(8) sup f\f(t)\pdt^ cp2p-í\\frp-1(0p(h-,f) при всех й€[0,й0]-£<=[0,1] / |£|=/> 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . В силу .леммы 3 имеем 
sup j\f(t)\pdt = } F{z-,\f\p)dz, inf j\f(t)\pdt = f F(z;\f\p)dz, 
|£|=fc №1=/. 
где F(z; | / j p ) — невозрастающая на [0, 1] равноизмеримая с \f(t)\p функция. 
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Так как / ( / ) существенно неограничена, то отсюда вытекает существова-




/ F ( z ; \ f \ " ) d z s [l fF(z;\f\*)dz (0 * h ^ h0), 
l-h У C>0 
(90' 4 sup / | Д 0 1 ' А = ё sup / 1 / ( 0 1 ' A - inf / | / ( 0 1 р Л ( О ё й ^ й о ) . 
с £c[0,l]? £c[0,l]£ £C[0,1]S 
|£|=Л |£| = A |£|=ft 
Пусть число n (n = 1,2, ...) выбрано так, что 
1 1 
(Ю) - ' А € , 
Имеем*) (см. (9'), (10) и (6)) при h£(0,h0] 
4 sup / | / ( 0 | ' Л si - sup / 1 / ( 0 | ' А ^ 
|Е|=Л ,E|=i 
^ sup f\m»dt- inf / 1 / ( 0 1 ^ ^ 3 © ! 1 ; 1Л 
I £ л <_ LU, XJ £ 
| £ | = — | E | = — 
= ^ I ^ T T ' l / l " ! = 6 ( 0 ^ h ' l/l") = Ф - 2 ' - 1 | | / 1 1 Г 1 ш р ( / г ; / ) > 
то есть неравенство (8) доказано. 
Для случая ограниченных функций справедливо утверждение: : 
Если измеримая функция / существенно ограничена на отрезке [0, 1] и не 
эквивалентна постоянной, то 
(8') sup ¡\f(t)\pdt^c(J,p)oip(h,f) при всех /i€[0,/i0], 
£с[0,1]£ 
| £ | = Л 
где постоянная C( f , p ) не зависит от й£[0, /г0]. 
Доказательство этого утверждения ведется совершенно также, как до-
казательство теоремы 2, только в неравенстве (9) постоянную 1 — 6/С следует 
заменить постоянной 1 -е ( / , / ? ) , где e(f,p) достаточно малое положительное 
число (неравенство будет оставаться справедливым и для этого случая в 
силу того, что функция / не эквивалентна постоянной). 
*) Здесь м ы также пользуемся , д а н н ы м в работе [4] К . И . О с к о л к о в а и С. А . Т е л я к о в -
с к о г о , с л е д у ю щ и м уточнением л е м м ы 2 : а неравенстве (2) вместо 1/9 м о ж н о поставить 1/3. 
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Значение постоянной С(/,р) ъ неравенстве (8') можно конкретизировать. 
Например; из оценок Ципсера (см. неравенства (2.9) и (3.1) в работе [3]) вы-
текает: 
Если / ( / ) существенно ограниченая на [0, 2л] и не эквивалентная постоян-
ной измеримая функция и 1, —некоторое фиксированное число, то 
sup f 1/(01" А ^ sup vrai 1/(01" сo„( f , h) (0 < A á .l), 
Лс[0,2л)? t € [0,2л] \\J — >n(J)\\p |Е|=й 
где . 
1 2л 
m ( f ) = — j f ( x ) d x . 
L n о 
Из оценок (8) и (8') непосредственно получаем: 
Если функция fd Lp(0, 1) при некотором />6[1, и f ( t ) не эквивалентна 
постоянной, то 
(8") sup f\f(t)\pdts c(fp)(ûp(h-f) при всех /г£[0,1], 
ЕС [0,1] £ 
|Е| = А ' 
где C(f,p) не зависит от h£[0, 1]. 
З а м е ч а н и е 1. Рассматривая линейную на (0, 1) функцию нетрудно убе-
диться, что неравенство (8") в смысле порядка неулучшаемо. 
З а м е ч а н и е 2. Пусть cp(t) неотрицательная, невозрастающая на (0, 1) 
функция и (p(t)£Lp(0, 1) при некотором <*>). Тогда 
Ô 
(11) «£(<5; ср) ^ J (pp(t)dt при всех O s á s l . 
о 
Доказательство. Имеем 
l - h l-h 
f [<p(t)-<p(t + h)]pdt s / y - ' O l v W - v i t + Wdt 
о 0 
l - h l - h h 1 
à f < p p ( l ) d t - f <pp(t + h)dt = f <pp{t)dt- f (Pp(t)dt, 
l - h 
откуда и следует справедливость (11). 
Отметим, что неравенство (11) неусиляемо. Чтобы убедиться в этом, 
достаточно рассмотреть функцию 
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З а м е ч а н и е 3. Справедлива следующая 
Т е о р е м а 3. Если функция f£L"((j, 1) при некотором />6(1, a <f>(t) — 
невозрастающая на (0,1) и равноизмеримая с \ / ( 0 1 функция, то 
(12) Ю£(«5;ф) ё c / i pwp(<5;/) 
при всех 15£[0, 1], где положительная постоянная Cj p зависит только от 
функции f и р. 
Доказательство следует из неравенств (8") и (11) (см. также лемму 3). 
Любопытно отметить, что неравенство (12) является следствием двух не-
улучшаемых в смысле порядка неравенств (8") и (11) (см. замечания 1 и 2). 
Вопрос же о неусиляемости самого неравенства (12) связан с вопросом, 
ранее поставленным одним из авторов (см. [5], стр. 659): верно ли неравенство 
(13) сор(<5;/) ^ срсор(,5; ср) (ср > 0, 1 ш'р < 0 < 5 ^ <50(/) < 1), 
где <р(х) — функция, невозрастающая и равноизмеримая с неотрицательной 
функцей f(t)€Lp(0, 1); если же это неравенство верно, то каково наибольшее 
значение постоянной ср? 
Более того, неизвестно, будет-ли нижний предел положителен для каждой 
функции / € ! / ( 0 , 1) 
Одним из авторов (см. [5], стр. 652—658) была установлена справедливость 
неравенства (13) д л я ' р = \ , а К. И. О с к о л к о в и С. Д. Т е л я к о в с к и й (см. [4]) 
показали, что в оценке 
®i ( / ; — с { SUP / 1 / ( 0 1 A - inf Г | / ( 0 | А} (« = 1, 2, ...) 
I п ) Ее [0,1] £ £с[0,1] £ ' 
==— . |Е|=1 п п 
постоянная с заключена между 1/3 и 5/7. 
З а м е ч а н и е 4. В работе [6] (см. стр. 114) было установлено, что если для 
достаточно малых <5 справедлива оценка 
(14) co^S-J) ^ сд log j , 
I где с < то . 
1 
(15) J ехр \f\dt .-= 
о 
а при с = 1 этом вывод уже сделать нельзя. 
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Здесь же был поставлен вопрос: для каких С, удовлетворяющих условию 
1/9 =§с<1 из (14) следует (15)? 
Из результатов К. И. О с к о л к о в а и С. А. Т е л я к о в с к о г о (см. [4]) следует, 
что из справедливости для функции f { t ) неравенства (14) с с < 1/3 следует (15). 
. Для с, удовлетворяющих условиям l / 3 s C < l , вопрос остается открытым. 
В целом остается открытым вопрос о необходимом и достаточной условии 
на модуль непрерывности га(<5), чтобы имело место вложение 
• H ^ < z e L ( l s / x » ) 
(см. об этом [7], стр. 673). 
З а м е ч а н и е 5. Нетрудно убедиться, что неравенства вида (3), (8), (8') и 
(8") не могут дать неулучшаемых предельных теорем вложения при /; > 1 (на-
пример, для случая Hp(zL v с (см. [5] и [6])). 
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(Поступило IJ/ГУ. ¡973) 
Sur les décompositions directes c0 - cn des contractions 
P a r R A D U I . T E O D O R E S C U à Braçov ( R o u m a n i e ) 
L e b u t de cet te N o t e est de d o n n e r u n e cond i t ion nécessaire et suff isante p o u r qu 'Une con t r ac -
t ion complè t emen t non-un i t a i r e d o n t la f onc t i on carac tér i s t ique a d m e t u n mul t ip le scalaire, soit 
s o m m e directe (pas nécessa i rement o r thogona le ) d ' u n e con t r ac t i on C 0 è t d ' u n e con t r ac t ion d e 
classe C n . 1 ) 
1. Soit {©, (Ê̂  ; 6> (A)} une fonction analytique contractive. On dit que 0(X) 
admet le multiple scalaire S (A), ô (A) étant une fonction analytique scalaire, s'il 
existe une fonction analytique contractive {(£+, (S, Î2(A)} telle que 
0(A)i2(A) - <5(A)/Œt, i2(A)0(A) = <5(A)/g. 
Rappelons que toute contraction complètèment non-unitaire T£â8(H) admet des 
triangularisations de type 
[C.! * 1 
et l o c j [Cq. * o Cj.J 
par rapport aux décompositions 
H = H0.®H1. et H=H.1®H. 0 . 
On a donc en particulier T\H0.<eCQ. et TlH.^C.i- Dans le cas où la fonction ca-
ractéristique 0(A) de.T'admet un multiple scalaire, on a aussi 
1) T\H0.ecQ, TiH.^Cn, 
2) H0. = {h£H; mTo(T)h = 0}, H.x = mTo(T)H où mT0(A) est la fonction 
minimale de T0 = T\H0 
3) H0.C]H.1 = {0}, H = H0.\/Hn-, 
4) Si L est un sous-espace de H, invariant à T et tel que T\L£C0 ou T\LÇ.CU, 
alors LczH0. OU L(zH.it selon les cas. 
*) T o u t e s les déf in i t ions e t n o t a t i o n s son t celles de [4]. 
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Ces propriétés ont été démontrées dans [4] ch. VIII pour le cas où T est une 
contraction faible. Il est facile de vérifier que les démonstrations données là, con-
servent leurs validité pour toute contraction complètement non-unitaire T dont la 
fonction caractéristique admet un multiple scalaire. Pour cela nous ne répétons 
pas les démonstrations et nous utiliserons les mêmes notations que dans [4] ch. 
VIII. Notamment nous noterons, dans ce cas, les sous-espaces H0. et par Hn et 
H1 et nous les appellerons les.sous-espaces C0 et C u de T. 
Aussi nous utiliserons dans la suite le modèle fonctionnel (au sens de [4] ch. 
VI) de T, unitairement équivalent à T. Plus exactement, nous considérons l'opérateur 
T défini par 
T*(u®v) = e-"(u-u(0))®e-i,v 
sur l'espace H=K+QG où K+ =H2{^) ®AL2 (g) et G={0w®Aw: w£H2'(<£)}. 
. De plus nous noterons A.^(t)=[I—0(e")0*(e")]112 et rappelons que . 
0{ë')A{t) = A^t)0{ë\ 0*{e!')A^t) = A{t)0*(e").2) 
2. Pour le début nous déterminerons les espaces H0. et On sait que 
H0. = {u®vÇ.H: T"(u@v)~0}, mais . 
T"(u® v) = P+Ul(u®v) = (e"" u - 0wn) © (e'"' v-A w„) 
où- wnÇ.H2(f£) est déterminé par la condition , -
(1) . e""(0*u + Av)-wn ± H2(<S). 
Puisque u(BvÇ.H nous aurons 0*u + Av J_H2(<&). Soit 
0*u + Av = e - ' / j + e-2i% + • • • -f e~nitfn + • • • . 
De (1) on déduit que 
=fn + <Pfn-x+ - +e<«-»i'/1 = e""(e-"fx+— +e-"»f„) 
donc \\wn\\2-*\\0*u+Av\\2. D'autre part un calcul simple montre que 
l |7 , - («eo)f = M I 2 + M 2 - l h „ l l 2 - . 
La condition T"(u®v)-» 0 étant équivalente à ||wn||2—||«||2 + ||u||2 nous avons obtenu 
l'équivalence a<=>b dans la suivante 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Soit u®vÇ.H. Les conditions suivantes sont équivalentes: 
a) u®v£H0.; b) ||w||2 + M 2 = \\0*u + Av\\2; c) 0v = A„u. • 
a) Q u a n d il n ' y a pas de danger de confus ion n o u s ome t t rons la variable. 
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Pour compléter la preuve observons que 
\\uf+\\vf-\\0*u + Avf=(u,u)+(v,v)-(0*u,0*u)-(0*u,Av)-
.-(Av,0*u)-(Av,Av) = (u,u) + (v,v)-(00*u,u)-(A.0*u,v)-(0Av,u)- . . 
~(A2v, v) = (u,u) + (0*0v,v)~(00*u,ù)-(0*A:,u, v)-(A^0v, u) = 
= (A%u, u) + (0v, 0v)-(A*u, 0v)-(0v, A^u) = \\Aifu-0v\\2 
d'où l'équivalence b o c est évidente. 
Pour déterminer le sous-espace Hmi partons de la relation 
(2) H.x = HQH.0 
dans laquelle 
H.0 = { w © 0 € # } = («ffiO: u£H2(<SJ, 0*ul_H2(<£)} = 
= {«©0: m€//2((£,), u L 0 H H V ) } = {«©0: u£H2(<&J, w±0 ; t f 2 G5)} 
où ,0(A) = 0j(A)@e(A) est la factorisation canonique avec {(fi, 5 , 0e(A)} fonction 
extérieure et ( 5 , , ©¡(A)} fonction intérieure. Ainsi nous pouvons affirmer la 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Le sous-espace H.x de H est donné par 
H.l={u®veH:ue0iH2X%)}-
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Soit T une contraction complètement non-unitaire dont la 
fonction caractéristique 0 (A) admet un multiple scalaire. S'il existe des sous-espaces 
L0 et Lx, invariants à T et tels que T\L0Ç_C0, T\L1^Cn et . . . 
(3) H — L0 + Llt 
alors L0=H0 et L1 = H1. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . De la propriété 4 de H0 et Hl il résulte que L0cH0 et 
L^H^. Pour démontrer l'inclusion H0czL0 soit h0£H0. En appliquant (3), h0 se 
décompose sous la forme h0=l0-\-lx où l0~£L0 et / t ÇL x ;ma i s T"lx = T"h0—T"l0—0, 
donc / j = 0 et aussi H0=l0£L0 d 'où H0ŒL0: Soit maintenant H1^H1, H1 = l'0 + ri où 
r0£L0 e t l'1FL1. C o m m e L0 = H0, il r é s u l t e q u e l'0Ç.H0, d o n c / q = — I'^HQ. M a i s 
comme h^l'^H^ et H^H^-fi} il résulte /0 '=0, d 'où hx=l'v Donc Hxç:Lx. 
C o r o l l a i r e . Soit T une contraction complètement non-unitaire dont la fonction 
caractéristique admet un multiple scalaire. S'il existe une décomposition de l'espace 
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H en somme directe H=L(¡+Lx telle que L0et Lxsoient des sous-espaces invariants 
à T et tels que C0 et T\LXÇ_CXX, alors cette décomposition est unique. 
3. Soit T une contraction complètement non-unitaire dont la fonction carac-
téristique admet un multiple scalaire; supposons que H=H0+HX et soit P la projec-
tion de H sur H0 parallèle à Hx. Parce que H0 et Hx sont invariants à J e t H— H0 + Hx, 
il résulte que TP=PT\ donc ([4], ch. II) il existe un opérateur lineaire borné 
Y: K+ -*K+ tel que 
i) YU+ = U+Y, ||F|| = \\P\\, ii) YG c G, iii) P= P+Y\H. 
D'après [5], Y doit avoir la forme Y= ^ ^ ^ j où A ( • ) est une fonction analy-
que bornée et B( • ), C ( - ) sont fortement mesurables bornées telles que 
B(>) M, 
et de plus 
(4) A0=0Ao, B0 + CA=AAo 
où y40(-):(£— G est une fonction analytique bornée. 
Puisque H=H0+BX et P=P+Y\H les opérateurs P+Y et I-P+Y doivent 
vérifier les conditions : 
P+YH c H0, P+ YHX — {0} ; (I-P+Y)H cz Hx, (I-P+Y)Ha = {0}. 
Puisque P + yG , c .P + G ! ={0} il s'ensuit que 
P+ YK+ cH0, (I-P+ Y) K+ c Hx © G. 
Nous continuons avec le suivant 
L e m m e 1. Les fonctions A(-), B(•), C(• ) vérifient 
(5) C ( . ) = 0, 
(6) A*A = 02?. 
Pour démontrer (5), soit Envisageons la décomposition 
Offiu = 0(-w)®(v-Aw) + 0w®Aw 
où 0(—w)ffi(u—Aw)£H et 0w®Aw^G. En vertu de la proposition 2 on a de plus 
0(-w)®{v-Aw)£Hx, d'où P+ y (0©i ; )=0 donc 0®Cv = Y(0®v)£G quel que soit 
v£AL2(<&). Il faut donc que pour tout v£AL2(Ç) il existe w£H2(<&) tel que 0w=0 
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et Aw=Cv\ mais comme 0(A) admet un multiple scalaire, en appliquant Q à la 
relation 0 w = O on trouve w=0, d'où Ct>=0 pour tout vÇAL2((é). Donc C—0. 
Pour démontrer la relation (6) nous utilisons les relations (4). Si l'on applique 
à la première relation A+ et à la seconde 0 , on obtient (A^A — 0 5 ) 0 = 0 , ou 
(AJfA-0B)0Q=O, d'où A^A^GB. 
L e m m e 2. Il existe une fonction analytique bornée #(A)} telle que 
(7) I-A = 0,<i>. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Pour u®v(iK+ on a 
(J-P+Y)(u®v) = {u-Au+0w)®(v-Bu + Aw) . 
avec un w£H2(<&). Mais ( / - P J ^ + c ^ e C donc 
u - A u e 0 i H 2 ( % ) pour tout wÇ//2((£+),. 
c'est-à-dire ( /—A)u—0 t t avec t—<Pu où i> est la multiplication par la fonction 
$ ( . ) = 0* ( . ) [ /_y4(- ) ] qui est évidemment bornée et de plus analytique parce que 
<P:H2((è,)~H2(%). 
Lemme 3. Il existe une fonction analytique bornée {(5>®> '^(A)} telle que 
(8) A0i = 0!F. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Notons d'abord que pour ©¡m © 0 6 K+ on a P+ 7(0 ;m © 0)=0. 
En effet, si 0tu © 0 = (0tu- 0 Wj) © ( •- A Wj) + 0 wt © A wt où (©¡w - 0 v^) © ( - A wj £ H 
et ©WjffiidWjÇC/, il s'ensuit en vertu de la proposition 2 que (©¡h —©Wj)© 
© ( - ^ W i ) € / / i , d'où 
P+y(0 fM©O) = P + Y [ ( 0 i U - 0 w ù ® ( - A w J \ = 0. 
Mais on a 
P+F(0(M©O) = P+(A0iu®B0iu) = (A0iu-0w)®(B0,u-Aw) 
où wÇH2((£). Donc on a 
A0iU = 0w et B0iU = Aw, 
et par conséquent w=Wu où W est la multiplication par la fonction 
qui est évidemment bornée et de plus analytique parce que H2(0r)-*H2(<£). 
Donc A0iu=0'Pu pour tout w£/ / 2 (g ) et alors A0—0W. E n tenant compte 
de (7) et (8) nous trouvons ©^©¡-(-©IF^©;, mais comme 0 f est une isométrie, 
Ainsi nous avons démontré la nécessité dans le suivant 
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T h é o r è m e . Soit T Une contraction complètement non-unitaire dont la fonction 
caractéristique admet un multiple scalaire et soient H0, H1 les sous-espaces C0 et C u 
de T, selon les cas. La condition nécessaire et suffisante pour que l'espace H se dé-
compose en somme directe H—H0 + H1 est qu'il existe des fonctions analytiques bornées 
{<£+, g, 0(A)} et {5, G, telles que 
(9) 1= <t>0t + 0eV 
où 0 ( / ) = &¡ (À)0C (À) est la factorisation canonique de 0(A) en ses facteurs intérieur 
et extérieur. 
Il reste à démontrer la suffisance. Soit pour cela A=I—0¡0. Parce que 0(1) 
admet un multiple scalaire, le facteur {5, (S^, 0¡(A)} de la factorisation canonique 
admet aussi un multiple scalaire, donc il existe une fonction analytique contractive 
{ ( £ , , 5 , ^ ( A ) } telle que . 
. 0¡(X)Q¡(X) = <5,(A)/gt, Í2f (;.)©,(;.) = <5;(Â)/5 
où ¿¡(A) est une fonction scalaire intérieure. Nous posons B=ôf A¥Q¡ et observons 
que B satisfait à A^A = 0B. En elfet, 
0B = ôf 0A¥Qi = ôfA^VQi = ôf A,G,0eVQ, = 
= ôfA„0i(Î-<P0i)Qi = A¡,(I-0i0) = A,A. 
Il est clair que A est analytique bornée et B mesurable bornée. Considérons 
l'opérateur 
\A(-) 01 
7 = et soit P=P+Y\H. [«(•) oj 
Décomposons les éléments u@vÇ_H sous la forme 
. u®v = P+Y(u®v) + (f-P+Y)(u®v). 
Puisque P+Y(u®v) = (Au — 0w)®(Bu — Aw), on a 
A^(Àu-0w) = 0(Bu-Aw), donc P+ Y(u ® v) € H0. 
D'autre part, on a 
(I-P+Y)(u®v) = (u-Au+ 0w)@(v - Bu + Aw) = 
= (0l$u + 0w)@(v-Bu->rAw) = 0i($u + 0ew)®(v-Bu + Aw), 
donc 
( / - P + 7 ) ( m ® D ) € / / i . 
De plus cette décomposition est unique parce que HQC\Hy= (0}. 
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Nous remarquons que ce théorème est la généralisation du résultat obtenu 
par l'auteur dans [6] pour le cas des contractions complètement non-unitaires aux 
indices de défaut 1, L 
Corollaire. Soit T une contraction faible à fonction caractéristique {(£, , 0(A)} 
ayant les facteurs extérieur {(£, g, Qe(})} et intérieur {5>®*> ©¡(A)}- Supposons de 
plus qu'il existe des fonctions analytiques bornées 0 et 'F telles que 
I=$0i + &eV. 
Alors T est un opérateur decomposable. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . 11 est suffisant d'observer que T peut être décomposé en 
somme directe T=T0+ 7\ où T0=T\H0 et T1=T\H1, que T0 est décomposable (cf. 
[2]), que Tx est décomposable (cf. [1] ch. V) et que la somme directe d'opérateurs 
décomposables est aussi un opérateur décomposable. 
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Uniformly bounded groups in finite W* -algebras 
By F . - H . V A S I L E S C U a n d L . Z S I D Ó in Buchares t ( R o m a n i a ) 
.1. This note contains a proof of the fact that every uniformly bounded group 
of elements in a finite W* -algebra [6] is similar to a unitary group. As an applica-
tion, we also get a generalization of a result of ARVESON and JOSEPHSON [2 , Theo-
rem 2.4]. 
The problem of similarity between a uniformly bounded group and a unitary 
one has been conjectured in [3] for linear operators on Hilbert spaces, where it is 
solved for amenable groups (i.e. groups having an invariant mean). As it is known, 
there are finite W* -algebras whose unitary groups do not have any invariant mean 
in the sense of [3]. We give in what follows an answer for any uniformly bounded 
group in a finite W*-algebra. 
The proof we are going to give is an application of RYLL-NARDZEWSKI 'S 
fixed point theorem [5] but some ideas go back to [7] (see also [4, XV. 6]). Notice 
that the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem has been already used in finite 
W* -algebras in order to give a simpler proof for the existence of a finite trace [8]. 
2. Let Jt be a W* -algebra and i? a uniformly bounded multiplicative group in 
Jt, i.e. such that 
where 0 is independent of 
Denote by i?co the closure in the c-topology (i.e. the weak topology induced in 
Jt by its predual Jt^ [6]) of the family 
It is obvious that is a convex set of positive elements in Jt. 
L e m m a . Let be a uniformly bounded group in the W*-algebra Ji and M>0 
a bound for it. Then for every we have 
(1) ||*|| si M 
(3) M~2 = M2. 
In particular, a is invertible in Jt for any 
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P r o o f . As % is a group it is easy to see that 
(10 M ~ 2 ^ x * x ^ M 2 ( x€S) . 
From this (3) follows immediately. 
3. From now on we suppose that Ji is a finite If*-algebra. 
T h e o r e m . Let $ be a uniformly bounded group in the finite W*-algebra Ji. 
Then there is a positive invertible element b^Ji, such that bxb"1 is unitary for any 
P r o o f . Let us define on Ji the mappings 
(4) Tx(a) = x*ax (a 6 J f ) , 
where x runs over the group '¡§. It is easy to see that is a group of operators 
on Ji and TX(§CO)(Z§CO, fo r every 
Let ax, a2 be two arbitrary elements of ax^a2. Since Ji is finite, there is a 
normal finite trace T on Ji [6] such that I ( ( A 1 — A 2 ) 2 ) > 0 . As T is a trace, we have for 
any 
^((^I-azf) ~ i;(x~1(a1 — a2)x*~1x*(a1 — a2)x) = t(yx*(a1 — a2)x), 
where y = x~1(a1 — a2)x*~1. By the previous Lemma we have || j>|| M i , where M > 0 
is a bound for 
From the Schwarz inequality we get 
(5) T((a 1 -a 2 ) 2 )^2M 4 | |T | | 1 / 2T((x*(a 1 - f l 2 )x)*x*(f l 1 -a 2 )x) 1 ' 2 . 
If we set 
|x|r = |r(x*x)|1/2 (xdJi), 
then by (5) we obtain 
(6) inf \Tx(a1 — a2)\r 0. 
Let us consider the locally convex topology of Ji given by the family of semi-
norms |x|^ = (<j!)(x*x))1/2, where cp runs over the set of all cr-continuous positive 
functionals on Ji. This is the ¿-topology of Ji and it is stronger than the cr-topology. 
Moreover, a linear function on Ji is cr-continuous if and only if it is ¿-continuous 
[6, Corollary 1.8.10]. By the preceding Lemma, is a-compact, i.e. it is compact 
in the weak topology of Ji corresponding to the ¿-topology. Then by (6), {T^xi«, 
is a non-contracting group of linear ¿-continuous operators on in the sense of 
RYLL-NARDZEWSKI [5]. By the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem [5], there, is 
at least one a£§ c o such that 
(7) x * a x = a 
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According to the previous Lemma, a is positive and invertible, therefore if ¿>=a1/2 
then b~x exists. Let us set 
(8) ux = bxb'1 
Then we may write on account of (7) 
u*xux = b-1x*bbxb~1 = 1. 
Analogously, from (7) we have xa~1x*=a~1; hence 
uxu* — bxb~1b~1x*'b = 1, 
consequently ux is unitary for any 
4. Let us recall some definitions from [1]. Suppose that Jt is a ^K*-algebra 
of operators acting on a separable Hilbert space. Let $ be a faithful normal posi-
tive linear mapping of Jt into itself, such that <£2 = 
A subalgebra Sf of Jt is said to be subdiagonal (with respect to <P) if it has the 
following properties: 
(i) ¡f+ 93* is ff-dense in Ji. 
(ii) 1>{ab) = <P(a)<P(b) (a,b££f). 
(iii) <P(Sf) a srr\sr*. 
(iv) The nullspace of ( ^ H ^ * ) 2 is trivial. 
It is known that every subdiagonal subalgebra y of Ji is contained in a maximal 
subdiagonal subalgebra of Ji [1, Theorem 2.2.1]. 
Suppose now that Ji is finite. 
A subdiagonal subalgebra £f of Jt (with respect to <P) is called finite if there 
is a faithful normal finite trace Q of Jt such that Q(<P(X)) = Q(;C) for every x(LJt. 
The next result is a generalization of Theorem 2.4 in [2]. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let $ be a uniformly bounded group in a finite W*-algebra Jt of 
operators acting on a separable Hilbert space. Let if be a finite maximal subdiagonal 
subalgebra in Jt. Then there is an invertible element a£Sf such that andaxa-1 
is unitary for each xd'S. 
P r o o f . According to the previous Theorem, there is a positive invertible 
element b£Jt, such that bxbis unitary for every On account of [1, Theorem 
4.2.1], b = ua, where u is unitary and ad£fC\£/'~x. Now, it is obvious that axais 
unitary when xOfS- • 
1 9 2 F . - H . Vas i lescu—L. Z s i d ó : U n i f o r m l y b o u n d e d g r o u p s 
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Diagonalization theorems for matrices oyer 
By J Ó Z S E F S Z Ű C S in Szeged 
certain domains 
Introduction 
In [7] NORDGREN proved a diagonalization theorem for matrices over H°°, 
the set of all bounded analytic functions on the unit disc. Making use of this result 
M O O R E and NORDGREN gave, in [6] , a new approach to the Jordan model theory of 
% contractions of finite defect [ 9 — 1 6 ] and established a conjecture of S Z . - N A G Y 
and FOIA§ [14] . In the present paper we prove an abstract algebraic generalization 
of Nordgren's diagonalization theorem. 
0. Preliminaries 
Let R be a domain, i.e. a commutative ring with identity 1 and without zero 
divisors.1) Two mXn matrices A and B over R are said to be equivalent if there exist 
invertible mXm and nXn matrices X and Y over R such that XAY=B. 
We set the following condition: 
(GCD) In R any two elements have a greatest common divisor (g.c.d.). 
It follows from (GCD) by induction that any finite system of elements a l 5 . . . , an 
from R has a g.c.d. in J?. This shall be denoted by ... A an.2) For any mXn matrix 
A over R and any integer k such that 1 ^Ar^min (m, n), S>k(A) will denote the g.c.d. 
of all minors of order k of A: Set 3>0(A) = 1. It is easy to see that if @k_1(A) = 0 for 
some k (fc^min (m, «)) then 2k(A) = 0 as well. For any k such that 1 (m, n) 
we set <?k(A)=@k(A)/3>k_1(A) with the convention that £'k(A) = 0 if 2k_i(A) — 0.3) 
Sk(A) is called the invariant factor of Arth order of A. Relying on elementary deter-
minant theory one can easily see that if A and B are two equivalent matrices over R, 
' ) F o r t he algebraic n o t i o n s we refer t he reader to [4]. 
2) o 1 A . . . A a „ is determined u p to invertible factors . 
3) The e lementary theory of de te rminants shows that S>k_1(A)\3lk(A) f o r fc = l , . . . , min (m, n). 
13 A 
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then Sk(A) equals Sk(B) up to invertible factors. The matrix A is said to be normal 
if all but possibly the diagonal entries of it vanish and each diagonal entry is a 
multiple of the preceding one. It is evident that the invariant factor of /cth order of a 
normal matrix equals its diagonal entry in the /cth row. 
1. An equivalence theorem for matrices over certain domains 
There is a classical result [4] which asserts that if R is a principal ideal domain, 
then every mXn matrix over R is equivalent to a normal one. Now we are going to 
prove the analogue of this theorem for domains R having property (GCD) and the 
following one: 
(L) If a and b are relatively prime4) elements of R (in symbols a±b) then 
there exists an element y in R such that a+by is invertible. 
At the end of section 3 we shall see (cf. footnote 15) that our theorem is not a 
special case of the classical one. On the other hand, the ring of all rational integers 
does not satisfy (L), so our theorem does not contain the classical one as a special case". 
T h e o r e m 1. If a domain R has properties (GCD) and (L), then any mXn 
matrix A over R is equivalent to a normal one. 
P r o o f . Given any integer j, l^j^m, there exists a matrix A' 5) having the 
following properties: 
(Rj) 1) ajx divides all entries in the /th row of A'; 
2) the g.c.d. of all entries in an arbitrary row of A equals the g.c.d. of all 
entries in the corresponding row of A'; 
3) A' is equivalent to A. 
In fact, from {GCD) and (L) it follows by induction that there exist elements 
r2, ...,/•„ of R such.that 
«/I + r2aj2 + ... +r„ajn = anA... AaJn 
Let A' be the matrix obtained from A by adding to its first column the linear combina-
tion of its last «—1 columns with the coefficients r 2 , ...,/"„. Then the first two require-
ments in (Rj) are obviously fulfilled. On the other hand, it is an elementary fact that 
4) I.e. c£R and c\a, c|6 imply tha t c " 1 exists in R. 
5) Matrices shall be denoted by R o m a n capital letters, their entries by the corresponding low 
case letters, with two subscripts the first one indicating the row. 
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A' can be obtained from A by multiplying A by a nonsingular matrix from the right, 
hence 3) in (RJ) also holds. 
Now suppose that j— l s l . Then there exists a matrix A" having the following 
properties: 
(Cj) i X - u K i ; 
2) the j ' th and the subsequent rows are the same in A" as in A; 
3) A" is equivalent to A. 
In fact, (GCD) and (L) assure the existence of an element i of R such that 
a, = fly-i,i A a,!. Let A" be the matrix obtained from A by adding s times 
its (j— l)th row to its y'th row. Then 1) and 2) of (Cj) are obviously satisfied. On 
the other hand, A" can be obtained from A by multiplying A by a non-singular 
matrix from the left, thus 3) in (Cj) also holds true. 
Relying on the preceding observations, we are now going to show the existence 
of a matrix equivalent to the given matrix A and whose entry in the left upper corner 
divides all its other entries. To this effect, we replace the matrix A by a matrix A' 
having property (Rm) and denote this matrix A' again by A. Having done this, we 
replace the new A by a matrix A" having property (Cm) and denote the replacing 
matrix again by A. Continuing, we alternately replace the current A by a matrix 
A' or A" having successively the properties (Rm_1), (Cm_1), (Rm-2), (Cm^2), ... 
..., (R2), (C2), (7?i). It is easy to see that the matrix A obtained in the last ((2m— l)th) 
step-has the property a u \ a i k (l ^i^m, 1 ^k^n). 
Subtracting appropriate scalar multiples of the first row (column) of A from 
the other rows (columns) of A, we can end up with a matrix, denoted by A again, 
all of whose entries in the first row and column except possibly the one in the left 
upper corner are zeros. It is an elementary fact that our new A is equivalent to the 
old one. On the other hand, it is obvious that a n \ a i k (1 ̂ / ^ m , 1 ^ k ^ n ) is still true. 
We can accomplish the proof of Theorem 1 in two ways. Either we use induc-
tion on m and n or we employ the preceding method min (m — 1, n— 1) times more. 
This part of our proof is routine, so we omit it. 
2. General diagonalizatiori theorems 
We want to prove a diagonalization theorem for matrices over some domains 
R having the property (GCD) and a property weaker than (L). For any fixed non-zero 
element ip of R the following property is weaker than (L): 
(Lip) If a, b£R and a±b, then there are elements x, y in R such that xa+yb ±ij/ 
a n d x j . i p . 
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Putting ip=0,we obtain a property equivalent to (L). It is obvious that property 
(L) implies property (Lip) for any ip£R. On the other hand, the union of properties 
(Lip) (ipí¿0) is strictly weaker than property (£). In fact, it can be shown that every 
principal ideal domain, or more generally, every domain having properties (GCD), 
(ip) (RPip) and (A) (see section 3) has property (Lip) for each ip£R, ip^O, however, 
for example, the domain of all rational integers does not satisfy property (L). 
In the sequel we shall consider some quotient rings of R, Let us fix 
a non-zero element ip of our domain R%) and suppose that R has property 
(RPip) For any elements a, b in R, a±ip and b±ip imply ab±ip. 
Consider the quotient field R of R. Making use of (RPip) it can be easily verified 
that the set R^ of all elements t of R that can be written in the form x—ab~l,a, b£R, 
b _L ip is a domain containing R. We can easily see that if R has property (Lip), then 
has property (L). If R also has property (GCD) then so does R^. In fact, let 
x=ab_1 and y=cd~x (a,b, c, d^R, b,d±ipY) be two elements of R^. We shall 
Rij, ' R 
show that xAy exists and equals a Ac. From (Lip) there follows the existence of 
R R 
elements x, y, s of R such that xa+>'c=(aAc)5', s±_ip. Rewriting this as 
R 
(xs~1)a+(ys~1)c=aAc, we can see that if t^R^ is a common divisor of a and c 
R#R R 
in R^ then 11 (aAc). This, together with the obvious relation (aAc) | a, c means 
RY R 
that a A c exists and equals a Ac. Since x (resp. y) differs from a (resp. b) in an in-
• * * 
vertible factor only, this proves our assertion about xA y.8) 
The preceding arguments show that if a domain R has property (GCD) and 
properties (RPip) and (Lip) for some non-zero element ip of R, then Theorem 1 
can be applied to particular, for every mXn matrix A over R, Theorem 1 
assures the existence of two non-singular matrices X and Y over R^ and that of a 
normal matrix E over R^ such that XA=EY. From our reasoning about the g.c.d. 
in and from Preliminaries it follows that E can be chosen to be equal to the diagonal 
8) F o r i// = Q p roper ty {RPy) always holds and ou r results in this section are still t rue but they 
are equivalent to those of the preceding section. R 
' ) rflf means that b is relatively pr ime to HI over R. I n the sequel, if misunders tanding were 
possible, we shall indicate by a superscript the domain over which the symbols _L, A or | shall 
be mean t . 
' ) I a m indebted to my colleague G . Pol lak fo r a r emark which enabled me to shor ten the 
proof of the fact that R,j, has proper ty (GCD). Originally, I derived (GCD) f o r R^, f r o m (RPiy) and 
(GCD) only. 
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matrix of the invariant factors of A over R.9) The entries of X and Y are fractions 
whose numerators and denominatiors are elements of R, the latter ones can be sup-
posed to be relatively prime to tp. Denote by c the product of the denominators 
(supposed to be relatively prime to ip) of all entries in X and. Y. Then (RPij/) implies, 
by induction, that c±4Furthermore, since the matrix X is invertible over 
x' r' 
there is an element /• of R^ such that r d e t A ' = l . Put detX—— and r = —, 
R ' R 
x', r', x", r'\R, x", r" j . ip. Then we have x'r'=x"r", so (RPip) shows that x ' J_ ip. 
Similarly, if d e t Y = y—, y',y"iR and y"hp, then y'lip. Put X' = cX, Y'=cY. 
' y x' y' 
Then the entries of X' and Y' are from R. Moreover, det X'= — cm, det Y' — ~<f 
x y 
. R R 
so, on account of (RPip) the relation x',y', cLijj implies that de t2" , d e t F ' j , ^ . 
Since we also have X'A=EY', our result can be summarized in the following: 
T h e o r e m 2. Suppose that R has property (GCD), and for some non-zerom) 
element \j/ of R, properties (RP\¡/) and (Lip). Then for every mXn matrix A over R 
we can find an m X m matrix X and an nXn matrix Y over R such that det X, det Y±ip 
and XA=EY, where E denotes the diagonal matrix of the invariant factors of A. 
We do not know in general whether the diagonal matrix of the invariant factors 
of A (even if R has properties (CCD) .and (RPip), (Lip) for some ip£R, ip^O) is 
normal or not. However, if the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold true for 
ip = S'i(A)(<fi(A)AS'i+1(A))-1 (provided that not both Si A) and <?i+l(A) vanish), 
then we have ^(A)\Si+1(A). (Of course, if Sl(A) = Si+1(A)=0, then ^¡(A^^+^A)ob-
viously holds.) In fact, the arguments preceding Theorem 2 show that for 
ip = ^i(A)(<fi(A)ASi+1(A))-1 we have ¿¡(A) | Si+1(A), i-e. we have Si+1(A) = 
= gfA) (rf, r"(LR, r"liP( = ^(A)(^(A)A^+1(A))-iy Since r 
<ei(4)(<£i(A)A$l+1(A))~1±£'i+1(A)($i)A)A$'i+1(Ay)~1 
") In detai l : O n account of Preliminaries E necessarily equals one of the diagonal matrices 
of the invariant factors , over R^,, of A. If E' is one of the diagonal matr ices of the invariant factors , 
over R, of A, then our commen t s on the g.c.d. in show thai c'U =<PIEII f o r some invertible elements 
9>t of R^, and for / = ! , . . . , min (m, n). Deno t ing by T the nXri d iagonal matr ix of these <?,'s, T is 
invertible over R^,, E=E'T, a n d XA—E'TY. 
10) Fo r y/—0 Theo rem 2 reduces to Theorem 1. 
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the'equality r" Si+1(A){Si(A)ASi+1(A))~v=r' SiA^S^AS^A))-1 shows, by 
(RPip), that ^¡(A) (^¡(A) A$i+1 (A))~1 is invertible in R. i.e. ^(A) \ Si+1(A)u)-
In order to state our general diagonalization theorem we need the following 
. D e f i n i t i o n . Let A and B be two mXn matrices over a domain R. We say that 
A is quasi-equivalent to B if for any non-zero element ip of R there exists an mXm 
matrix X and an nXn matrix Y over R such that XA=BY and detA", d e t Y j . ^ . 
Suppose that R has property (ip)(RPip), i.e. property (RPip) for every ip£R. 
Then the arguments used right before Theorem 2 show that A is quasi-equivalent 
to B over R if and only if A is equivalent to B over every R^ ( ip£R, ipT^O). Hence in 
this case quasi-equivalence is an equivalence relation. 
Theorem 2 and the remarks after it imply the following. 
T h e o r e m 3. Suppose that the domain R has properties (GCD), (ip) (RPip) and 
(ip¿¿0) (Lip)12). Then, for matrices over R, quasi-equivalence is an equivalence rela-
tion. The diagonal matrix of the invariant factors of any matrix over R is normal and it is 
quasi-equivalent to the matrix considered. 
3. Examples for Theorems 1—3 
For two elements f g of a domain R we write/<Kg if every non-invertible divisor 
of / has a non-invertible divisor that divides g. It is easy to see that the relation 
"<K" is transitive. Let us consider the following property: 
. (A) For every two elements / and g of R with / non-vanishing there are two 
elements fs a n d / „ in R such t h a t / s ± £ , ' / „ « # and f = f j a . 
We are now going to give a slightly simpler proof for Lemma 3.1 of [7] in a 
more general situation. 
L e m m a . If R has properties (GCD), (A) and (ip) (RPip), then R has property 
(iP*0)(LiP). 
P r o o f . Fix a non-vanishing ip and consider two relatively prime elements 
a and b of R. Put ip==ipsipa, lAa««, ips±a (property (/4)!) and 5 = a + bips. We are 
going to prove that 5±ip, which will complete the proof of our lemma. For any 
o)£R, c o p u t cos = ipsAco, co„ = . We have co = coacos, cosAips and caa±ipsa>~1. ipsAco 
" ) Professor B. Sz.-Nagy kindly called ou r a t tent ion to the paper [8] f r o m which it follows that 
if i denotes the least c o m m o n mult iple of 1, . . . , ' / , then s,(A)\i ¿¡ hl(A) f o r / = 1 , . . . , min (m, n) 
provided tha t R has proper t ies (GCD) a n d (RPt/s) f o r every i// g R. 
12) ( v ^ O ) .is a restricted quantif ier and (w^O)(Ly) means that (Ly/) holds true for any 
WiR,y/* 0. 
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Suppose now that oj\(j/. We prove that o)a<<>pa. In fact, it is'obvious that oja\ij/a 
For any c such that c\a>a and c is not invertible, this divisibity relation, coa _L ipso)'1 
and ({]/) (RP\¡/) imply that c is not relatively prime to t¡/a, which means that coa<z\j/a. 
If co divides <5 too, then from the equality 5 = a + b\j/s and from cos)\j/s we deduce 
that cos | a. But i/̂  _L a by the definition of ij/s, so a>s X a (since a>s | \ps) and hence cos 
is invertible. On the other hand, since coa<s:\j/a and ij/a<za, we have (oa<s:a. This 
means that if c\coa and c is not invertible, then there exists a non-invertible element 
d in R such that d\c and d\a. Since c>=a+b\\js and № is supposed to divide S, we 
have d\bij/s. Furthermore, d\a and a±_>j/s imply d±>j/s, which, together with d\bij/s 
and (<p) (RPip), imply that d is not relatively prime to b. This contradicts the fact 
that a Lb. Hence c and therefore <pa are invertible. Since cos is also invertible, so 
is co=a>acos. This completes the proof of the fact that \j/ j_ 3. 
T h e o r e m 4. If the domain R has properties (GCD), (\jj) (RP\J/), and (A), then 
the conclusions of Theorem 3 are true for R. 
P r o o f . Our assumptions, by the Lemma and Theorem 3, immediately imply 
the conclusions of Theorem 3. 
Let R now be a domain such that every non-zero element of R has a prime 
factorization. It is obvious that these prime factorizations are, up to invertible factors, 
uniquely determined by the elements factored and R has properties (GCD) and 
(\//) (RPijj). Moreover, in R the relation f<zg is equivalent to the following: Every 
prime divisor of / is a divisor , of g, too. For any two f g£ R, f ^ 0 define fs as the 
product of those prime factors o f / (w i th multiplicity) which do not devide g. Putting 
f a = f f r 1 w e h a v e f = f s f a and fs±.g,fa<zg. This shows that R has.property (A), too, 
and we have 
T h e o r e m 5. If in the domain R every non-zero element has a prime, factoriza-
tion, then the conclusions of Theorem 3 are true for R. 
R e m a r k . In this special case our lemma, that is property ( t /^0) (Li/0, could 
be proved more easily. 
Since in any principal ideal domain every non-zero element has a prime factoriza-
tion, we can consider this result a generalization of a weaker version of the classical 
theorem which asserts that every matrix over a principal ideal domain is equivalent 
to a normal one. Let us remark that there are numerous examples of domains which 
have the prime factorization property and which are not principal ideal do-
mains [l].13) 
" ) F o r example, the doma in of all polynomials of II variables ( n s 2 ) over an arbi t rary field, 
o r m o r e generally over a domain which has the pr ime factor izat ion proper ty is not a principal ideal 
doma in and has the pr ime factorizat ion proper ty [1]. 
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An appropriate quotient domain of the domain H™ of all bounded analytic 
functions on the unit disc") (from the study of which all our investigations have 
started) provides an example for a domain R having properties (GCD), (A) and 
(ij/)(RPij/) and not having the prime factorization property. In fact, using the properties 
of inner functions,, it is easy to see that the domain R=N + of all analytic functions 
/ o n the unit disc, of the form/=g//2, wher eg£Hc°,h£H°° and/? is outer, has properties 
(GCD), (A) and (i]/) (RPip), and N+ does not have the prime factorization property15). 
Let us now compare our results applied to the special case of the domain N+ 
with those obtained by NORDGREN [7]. He states a theorem about H°° and not 
about the domain ÍV+ but his notion of divisibility in H°° coincides with the usual 
algebraic notion of divisibility over N+. If in our Theorem 2 applied to the domain 
N+ we multiply all entries of X and Y by the product of the denominators (which 
can be supposed to be outer functions) of all entries of X&nd Y, then we obtain Theo-
rem 3.1 of [7]. Moreover, for matrices over H°°, of equal size mXn, one can in-
troduce the following notion of quasi-equivalence: A is said to be quasi-equivalent 
to B if for any i i p ^ O there exist square matrices X and Y over H such that 
XA—BY and that d e t X and det Y are relatively prime to ij/ over N+. Theorem 3.1 
of [7] asserts then that every matrix over H°° is quasi-equivalent to the matrix of its 
invariant factors. (See also [4].) 
By the way, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of [7] together with the fact that quasi-equiv-
alence in the above sense is an equivalence relation show that quasi-equivalence as 
defined in the present paper is the same as that defined in [7]. 
4. Additional remarks 
After I had finished the studies contained in sections 1—3, J. ERDŐS called 
my attention to the paper [5] of I. KAPLANSKY. There it is proved among others a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a domain to be an elementary divisor ring 
(cf. Theorem 5.2), that is, a ring over which every mXn matrix is equivalent to a 
normal one. (Kaplansky studies non-abelian rings, too, in which case the definition 
of normality has to be modified.) It is easy to check that Kaplansky's conditions 
are satisfied in any domain having properties (GCD) and (L). So we could shorten 
, the proof of Theorem 1 by a reference to Kaplansky's result. One of Kaplansky's 
conditions is that in the domain under consideration every finitely generated ideal 
is principal. It is easy to see that in the domain of all complex polynomials of two 
variables x and y the ideal generated by x2, xy and y2 is not principal, so we cannot 
generally have equivalence in Theorem 5 and so in Theorems 3—4, either. 
14) F o r the no t ions a b o u t H°° we refer the reader to [3]. 
16) Nei ther does any of the domains R^,. 
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Finally, we mention that O. HELMER in his paper [2] introduces the notion of 
adequate rings. A ring is called an adequate ring if it is a domain, every finitely 
generated ideal in it is principal, and satisfies condition (A) of our paper. Helmer 
proves that every adequate ring is an elementary divisor ring. We have seen that 
the domain considered at the end of section 3 has property (A). 
P r o b l e m . Is the domain N+ considered at the end of section 3 adequate? 
If it were, we would have equivalence in Nôrdgren's theorem on the domain 
N + , instead of quasi-equivalence. 
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The ring N + is not adequate 
By E R I C A. N O R D G R E N in D u r h a m (N. H „ U S A ) 
O . HELMER [2] defined an integral domain R (see [3]) to be adequate in case 
1) every finitely generated ideal in i? is principal and 2) if a, b£R and a^O, then a—rs 
for r, s£R such that g.c.d.(r, b)=1 and every nonunit divisor of Í shares a nonunit 
divisor with b. The purpose of this note is to provide a negative answer to the ques-
tion, raised by J. Szűcs in the preceding paper [5], of whether or not the ring N + 
of quotients of H°° functions by bounded outer functions (see [1]). is adequate. 
That N + satisfies 2) is shown in [5]. That it does not satisfy 1) will be a consequence 
of the following fact. 
T h e o r e m . There exist finitely generated weak* dense ideals of H°° thai con-
tain no outer functions. 
P r o o f . Let a be the atomic inner function 
a(z) = e x p - [ ( l + z ) / ( l - z ) ] , 
and let b be the Blaschke product with zeros z„ = l — l/n- (/7 = 1, 2, ...). If / i s the 
ideal in H°° generated by a and b, then since a and b have no nontrivial common 
inner divisors, and since weak* closed ideals of-H°° have the form (pH°° for cp inner 
[4], it follows that / is weak* dense in 
Suppose / contains an outer function c. Then there exist x and y in H" such that 
ax -{-.by = c. 
Letting u be the quotient of the outer factor of x by c, we would then have 
(1) . k(z„)w(z„)] S 1 
for n= 1, 2, ... , which is not possible, as will be shown. 
Let P be the Poisson kernel: P(0; z) = Re [(eie+z)l(ew-z)]. -Since 
1 2" 
\u(z)\ = exp — . f P(0; z) log |M(ei9)| d6, In J 
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taking logarithms converts inequality (1) to 
-.in 
(2) — J P(0; z„) log |u(ew)\ d6-(\+ z„)/( 1 - zn) S 0. 
Choosing (5>0 so that 
— Ő 
and denoting the left hand side of (2) by dn, we have 
1 S - 2n-S 
dn ^ ^ / P(0-,z„)\\og\u(ei0)\\ d0 + — f P(0;z„)log \u(ei9)\de-(l + z„)/(l - z „ ) 
— 5 i 
•j. , i ő i 2 n — ö 
-T^TlH / \^g\u(ew)\\dd + — f P(d; z„)log\u(eie)\ de-(I+zn)/(l-z„)^ n 3 
j 2fr-i5 < 
7 z„) log|w(eí0)| —— (1 +z„)/(l —zn). 
ő 
This implies that — since the last integral tends to 0 as H - ® , contradicting 
(2), and the proof is complete. *) 
To see that N+ does not satisfy 1) consider an ideal I of H°° satisfying the con-
ditions of the theorem and generated by functions a and b. The functions a and b 
then have no common inner divisor and consequently if the ideal they generate in 
N+ were principal, then it would have to be all of N+ since outer functions are units 
in N + . Thus we could choose x and y in N+ such that 
ax + by = 1, 
and consequently it would follow that the product of the denominators of x and y 
is in / , which is impossible. 
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*) The same example of inner funct ions a, b for which ax+by is not outer fo r any choice of 
x,y(.H°°, was conta ined , in connect ion with another p rob lem, in an earlier letter of C. Foia§ to 
the Edi tor . (The Editor) 
On a problem of Katai 
By J E A N - L O U P M A U C L A I R E in Par i s 
1. In his paper [ I ] I . KATAI set the following problem: Let / and g be two 
additive arithmetical functions; we suppose there exists a /£C such that 
Lim {g(2n + \)-f(n)} = /; 
what can we deduce for the form of / or g? 
The purpose of our paper is to prove the two following results: 
(1) Let g be 'an additive function; i f f is a completely additive function, and if 
there exists an l£C such that 
lim« {g(2n+!)—/(«)} = I (hypothesis H), 
then f(n) = log n, and for every odd prime p and every positive integer d we have 
log 2 
g(p*)=f(p°y 
(2) Let g be . an additive function; if f is a completely additive function and if 
there exists an M£R+ such that 
\g(2m+\)-f(m)\ ^M for every meN*, 
then f(n) = C log n, where C is a constant. 
1.1. R e m a r k s . 1) It follows from the conclusion of (1) that g(n)=f(n) for 
every odd n£N*; of course, we cannot deduce anything about even n's, because 
only values of g on odd integers are involved in the hypothesis. 2) From the con-
clusion of (2), we can easily deduce that f(2n+l)—g(2n+l) is bounded independ-
ently of n. 
Let us verify assertion 2): 
There is an A such that \h(m)\^A] furthermore, we have \g{2m + \)—h(m) — 
-C\ogm\^M Then, it follows that \g(2m+l)-C log m]^M+A. 
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But there exists a B such that: |C[log (2/w + l) —logm]\^B. Then we have 
|g(2m + l) —Clog (2m + \)\^A+B+M\ and therefore 
ig(2m + l)-{Clog.(2/w + l)+A(2w + l)}| =£ 2A + B+M, 
i.e.: \g(2m + l)-f(2m+l)\^2A + M+B. 
2. Proof of (1). 2.1. First, we have g(2n + \)-f(n)-l=o(\) and g(2n-\)~ 
- / ( n - l ) - / = o ( l ) ( « - + oo); since (2n+1, 2«—1) = 1, we also have g(2n+\) + 
+g(2n—l)=g(4n2—1); hence 
(A) g(4n2—l)—/(«)—/(« —1)—2/ = o(l) ( « - + - ) . 
Moreover, g(4n2— l)=g[2(2n2 —1) + 1], and it follows from hypothesis (H) that: 
(B) g(4n2-l)-f(2n2-l)-l = o(l) + 
We deduce from (A) and (B) that 
(C) . / ( 2 n * - l ) - / ( « ) - / ( « - l ) - / = o-(l) ( « - + «»). 
2.2. Using hypothesis (H) we get: 
g[(2n+m-f(2n(n+l))-l = o(l) and g[(2n-l)2]-f(2n(n-l))-l = o(l) 
( « - + - ) . 
But (2n + \,2n-\) = \\ hence g[(2n+\)2]+g[(2n-\)2]=g{(An2-\)2] and it fol-
lows that 
(A') . g[{№-\)2}-f{2n(n-\))-f(2n(ri + \))-2l = o(\) («- + «). 
Now we notice that g[(4«2—l)2]=g[8/i2(2«2—1) + 1]; using hypothesis (H) we get 
(B') g[(4n2—l)2]—/[4«2(2«2—1)]—./ = o(l) ( n - + oo), ... 
This, together with (A'), yields 
/[4«2X(2«2— 1)]—/[2«(h+ 1)]—/[2n(rt— 1)] —/ = o( l ) ( « - + o o ) . 
Since / is completely additive, we get 
( C ) f(2n2 — 1)—/(«—'1)—/(«+ 1) —/ = o( l ) 
2.3. We now replace f(2n2— 1) in (C') by its value obtained from (C); thus, 
we have f(n+1)— f(n) = o(\) («— + <*>). By A well-know theorem of E R D 6 S ([2]) , 
we have f(n) — C log n, where C is a constant. Thus, (C) becomes: 
lim {Cx(log(2n 2 —1) —logn —log(n —1)) —/} = 0, 
which implies C = , ^ _ . log2 
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Now, hypothesis (H) becomes: 
g(2n + l)-^~logn-l = o(l), i.e. g(2n + l ) - ^ - l o g 2 n = o(l) x ( n - + c o ) . 
But log(2n + 1) —log In = o( l ) ( n - +oo). Therefore: 
(D). g(2n + l)-^log(2n+l) = o(l) («-+-). 
Now let ocgN* and let p be any odd prime; we take in (D) 2n+ 1 = p*X(2pm + l). 
We thus get 
g ( P a ) + 8 ( 2 p m + l ) - j ^ l o g p ' - j ^ \ o g ( 2 p m + l ) = o( l ) ( m - + « ) . 
But by (D) we have 
g(2/>m + l ) - ^ 2 log(2/w? + l) = o(l) ( m -
It follows that 
which implies 
3. Proof of (2). Using the same method as for the proof of (1), we obtain: 
I. |/(2n2 - 1) - / ( « ) - f ( n - 1)| ^ 3M. 
II. |/(2«2 - 1 ) - / ( n - 1) - f ( n + 1)| 3M. 
III. | / ( n + l ) - / ( « ) | ^ 6M. 
By a result of WIRSING ([3]), we obtain: f(n)=C log n+h(n), where h is a 
bounded additive function. Since h is completely additive (because / is completely 
additive), h is identically zero. 
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A note on nori-quasitriangular operators*) 
By L. A. F I A L K O W in Stony Brook (N. Y. , USA) 
1. Introduction. Let § be a fixed, separable, infinite dimensional, complex 
Hilbert space, and let ,£?($) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators 
on Let 0> denote the directed set of all finite rank projections in (§) under the 
usual ordering, and for each T in define q(T) = \\minf ||(1 — P)TP\\ and 
PÍ» • 
G(R)= l imsup | |(1 — P)TP\\. In [10], HALMOS initiated the study of quasitriangular 
operators and proved that an operator T is quasitriangular if and only if q(T) = 0. 
In [7], DOUGLAS and PEARCY employed the ^-function of BROWN and PEARCY (see 
[5], [12]) to prove that T is a thin operator (i.e., an operator that is the sum of a 
scalar and a compact operator) if and only if Q(T) = 0. The functions q and Q were 
studied, respectively, by APOSTOL in [1] and by FOIA§ and ZSIDÓ in [8]. We apprecia-
tively acknowledge access to preliminary versions of [1] and [8]. 
In a preliminary version of [8], FOIA§ and ZSIDÓ proved the following lemma. 
L e m m a F — Z . Let T be in f£ (§), | | r | | = l, and for O ^ i ^ l , let E, denote the 
spectral projection of (T* T)1 which corresponds to the interval [0, t]. The following 
implications are valid. 
i) If q(T)=\, then dim $-< K 0 / o r all t< 1. 
ii) If q(T)^ 0.95, then there exists t>\—q(T) such that dim 
Because of its length and complexity, this writer could not. see through the 
proof of Lemma F—Z. One purpose of this note is to provide (in section 3) a straight-, 
forward and short proof of a somewhat stronger version of Lemma F—Z. In parti-
cular, we prove that if ||7"|| = 1 and q(T)>2/3, then there exists f=-l— q{T) such 
that dim £•(§-=: an example shows that 2/3 is the best possible lower bound. 
We discuss the relationship between this result and a theorem of [8]. In section 2, 
values of q and q/Q are obtained for certain partial isometries. We also prove that if 
*) This paper consti tutes part of the au thor ' s Ph . D. thesis written at the University of Michigan 
under the direction of Prof . Carl Pearcy. 
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A is in i?(£)) and q(T+A)'— 0 for each quasitriangular operator T in then A 
is a thin operator. 
The referee has kindly pointed out that several of the results in section two 
were proven independently by APOSTOL, FOIA§, and ZSIDO in [4], and by APOSTOL, 
FOIA§, and VOICULESCU in [2]. These papers followed [1] and [8] in a series of papers 
on non-quasitriangular operators. In an appendix we give the precise relationship 
between our results and those of the Rumanian mathematicians. 
2. Partial isometries. Let (QT) and (N ) denote, respectively, the subsets of quasi-
triangular and normal operators in .£?(§). 
In section 3 of [10], HALMOS proved (N)a(QT). For each T in we set 
d(T) = inf \\T-S\\ and dN(T) = inf UT-SII. Then clearly d(T)SdN(T). The se(QT) se(N) 
proofs of the following two lemmas are easy and will be omitted. 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . (APOSTOL [1].) If A and B are operators in ¡£(§), then 
\q(A)-q(B)\ti\\A-B\\. 
R e m a r k . Lemma 2.1 implies that if T is in JS?(§), then q(T)^d(T). Indeed, 
if q(S) = 0, we have g>-(T) || J - S ||, and therefore q(T)^ inf \\T-S\\. We are 
S£(QT) 
also able to prove the reverse inequality d(T)^q(T) and to thereby conclude that 
q(T) is the distance from T to the set (QT). This result is not used in this, note and 
the-proof will appear elsewhere. 
L e m m a 2 . 2 . (FOIA§ and ZSIDO [8].) The following implications are valid. 
i) IfU is a non-unitary isometry, then q(U)= 1. 
ii) IfTis in i ? ( § ) and A is a thin operator, then q(T) — q(T+A). 
The following proposition, which we believe to be new, is the converse of 
Lemma 2.2 ii). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3. If A is in .£?(§) and q(T+A)=0for each Tin (QT), then 
A is a thin operator. 
P r o o f . If A is not thin, then Corollary 3.4 of [5] implies that A is similar to 
an operator §.© § of the form 
where Kis a non-unitary isometry. Let A2 be the operator on § . © § whose matrix is 
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and choose an integer « > 1 such that rt>|M2||. Let S denote the invertible operator 
on § © § of the form' • - . ' ' -
(I 0\ 
0 n 
and let A3 = S~1A1S. Finally, let Xand F denote, respectively, the operators on § © § 
whose matrices are 
(0 01 (0 nV\ 
and 
[n 0J (0 0. 
Theorem 6 of [6] implies that q(X) = 0, and from Lemma 2.2 i), we have q(X+ Y)=n 
Since \q(X+AJ)-q(X+Y)\^\\A3-Y\\<n, it is clear that q(X+As)>0. Let 
R- § — be an invertible operator such that A=R~XA3R. Theorem9 of [6] 
implies that q(R~1XR) = 0, and it follows that qiR^XR + A^O. (Indeed, if 
q(R~1XR+A)=0, another application of [6, Theorem 9] shows that 
0 = q(R(R~1XR + A)R-1) = q(X+RAR-x) = q(X+A3), 
which is a contradiction.) 
C o r o l l a r y 2.4: (DOUGLAS and PEARCY [7]) If A is in and 
lim ||(1 — P)AP\\ =0 , then A is a thin operator. 
pes> 
P r o o f . If lim | | (1-P) /4P | |=0, it is easy to prove that for each T i n (QT), 
q{A + T)—0. Then, from Proposition 2.3, A is a thin operator. 
L e m m a 2.5. If V is an isometry in .£?(§), then q(V*) = 0. 
P r o o f . The proof is trivial if V is a unilateral shift of multiplicity one. If V 
is unitary, then V* is in (N) . The proof for an arbitrary isometry procedes from 
the above special cases via the von Neumann decomposition theorem and Theorem 4 
of [10]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.6. Let V be a partial isometry in (§) with nullity V=ot and 
corank V=p. The following implications are valid. 
i) I f a = P^Xo,thenq(V)=0. 
i i ) I f x = P=X0,thenq(V)^l/2. 
in) If then q{V) = \ and q(V*)=Q. 
P r o o f , i) I f a = /?<^ 0 , there is a finite rank operator F such that V.+ F is 
unitary. Then q(V) = q(V+F) = 0. ii) The proof of [9, Theorem 5] shows that if 
<x = P, then dN(V)^ 1/2.. Therefore q(V)^d(V)^dN(V)^l/2. iii) If a</?, there is 
a finite rank operator G such that V+G is a non-unitary isometry. From Lemma 
2.2 i), q(V) = q(V+G)=\, and from Lemma 2.5, q(V*) = q(V* + G*)—.0. 
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L e m m a 2.7. Let U denote a unilateral shift of multiplicity one in i f (§). If 
T=U®0 in JS? (§ ©§), then q{T)=1/2 and Q(T) = 1. 
P r o o f . Let S=T—1/2. Since S is bounded below by 1/2 and nullity S V 0 , 
Lemma 2.1 of [6] implies that q(T) = q(S)^\/2. The reverse inequality follows 
directly from Proposition 2.6 ii). 
Let 0>x denote the directed set of all finite rank projections in <£ ( § © § ) under 
the usual ordering. To show that Q(T)^ 1, it suffices to prove that if P0 is in 3PX, 
then there exists Px in SPX such that PX^P0 and ||(1 -PX)TPX\\ = 1. Now since P0 
is in SPX, it is easy to prove that there exist projections R in 3? and Px in gPx such that 
PX = R®R and PX^P0. The proof of [6, Lemma 2.1] implies that R may be chosen 
so that | | ( l - / g t r a | | = l. Then ||(1 -PX)TPX\\ = ||(1 -R)UR\\ = 1. Since Q{T)mT\\ = 1, 
the proof is complete. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.8. If 1/2, there exist partial isometries V and W in 
% (§ © §) such that q(V)/Q(V) = r and q(W) = r. 
P r o o f . Let ¡7 be a unilateral shift of multiplicity one in.JSP(Jrj), and for O S i ^ l 
define P(t) by the operator matrix 
Then P(t) is a norm continuous function on [0, 1] whose values are partial isometries 
in .£?($©$). It is easy to prove that if 0=£iSl , then £»(>(O)>0. From Lemma 2.1 
and an obvious analogue, involving Q, the functions q and Q are continuous. If 
fx(t)=q(P(t)) and f2(t)=fx(t)/Q(P(t)), t h e n / j and / 2 are each continuous on 
[0, 1] and therefore each has connected, range. The proof is completed by noting 
that P(0) is quasitriangular [6, Theorem 6] and t h a t / i ( l ) = / 2 ( l ) = 1/2 by Lemma 2.7. 
3. An improvement of Lemma F — Z. T h e o r e m 3.1. Let The in ££($), ||T|| = 1, 
and for 0 1, let E, denote the spectral projection for (T* T)* which corresponds to 
the interval [0, /]. The following implications are valid. 
i) If 1/3 and dim E,=X0, then q(T)^(3-t^4. 
ii) If l /3s=?0<l and d im£ , o =K 0 , then q(T)^(l+t0)/2. 
P r o o f , i) Let T=UP denote the polar decomposition of T. Since E, reduces 
P, P = PX+P2, with Px in §)-*-) and P2 in JS?(£,o§). Clearly Px and P2 are 
positive operators. The spectral theorem implies that ||.P2 | |^/0 and that t 0 ^ P x ^ 1. 
If V= U( 1 then Kis a partial isometry such that nullity K=K0 . Proposition 2.6 
implies that q ( V ) S 1 /2, and therefore 
q(T) ^q((\+t»)l2V) + \\P-(\+t0)l2(\-E,)\\ ^ (1 +./0)/4 + | | i»1-(l + 0/2©/>2 | | . 
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Since 
\\Pi-(l+QI2\\k sup | í - ( l + 0 / 2 | = ( l - g / 2 
I OS'SI 
and 
||P2|| (1 -0 /2 , 
it follows that 
<7 ( 7 ) ^ ( 1 + 0 / 4 - K I - 0 / 2 = ( 3 - 0 / 4 . ' 
ii) Proceeding as above, we have q(T)^q((\-i0)K) + | | P - ( l - f 0 ) ( l —^r0)ll = 
^ (1 - 0 / 2 + II (Pi - (1 - /0» © ̂ 11 • Now || Pi - (1 - OH ̂  sup \t - (1 - O I, and an easy 
ÍOSstSl 
calculation shows that the supremum is less than or equal to t0. Since ||P2II— O w e 
have <7(r)^(l-í0)/2 + í0 = ( l + 0 / 2 . 
C o r o l l a r y 3.2. Let T be as above. If q(T)>2/3, then there exists t>l -q{T) 
such that 
P r o o f . Suppose that for each t>\—q(T), dim ii (i) = K0. Since q(T)>2/3, 
then 1 —q(T)< 1/3, and therefore dim £ ^ § = «0. Theorem 3.1 ii) implies that q(T)S 
S ( l + ]/3)/2 = 2/3, which is impossible. 
The following example shows that 2/3 is the best possible lower bound for a 
result like Corollary 3.2. 
E x a m p l e 3.3. Let U denote the unilateral shift of multiplicity one in 
and let A = £ / © - 1 / 3 and B=U®0. Since .4 -1 /3 is bounded below by 2/3 and 
nullity (A —1/3)*T^O, Lemma 2.1'of [6] implies that q(A) = q(A-1/3)^2/3. Lemma 
2.7 states that q(B) = 1/2, and therefore \q(A)-q(2/3B)] = \q(A)—l/3\s\\A-2/3B\\ = 
= 1/3. Now 1—^r(^) = l/3 and dim £ ^ § = 8,,. Therefore, for each 1/3, dim £,?) = 
= K0- Since ||/4|| = 1, this example shows that Corollary 3.2 cannot be extended 
beyond those operators for. which ^(T)>2/31|71. 
R e m a r k . In [8] FÓIA§ and ZSIDÓ used Lemma F — Z to prove that if T is in 
¿ f (§ ) ; | | r | | = l, and q(T)^0.95, then T=U+S+K, where U is a nonunitary iso-
metry, S is an operator such that | |5 | |<9(T), and A" is a finite rank operator. Corol-
lary 3.2 extends this result to any operator T in ¿?(§) such that q(T)>2/3 and 
|| 71 = 1. In particular, T is a semi-Fredholm operator with negative index. We 
furthur remark that if T is in =S?(§), ||71 = 1, and T has the above structure, then 
q(T)> 1/2. Indeed, since T= U+S+K, q(T) = q(U+ S) and therefore \q(U)-q(T)\£ 
Since q(U)= 1, we have 1 -q(T)<q(T), and the result follows. 
On the other hand, if 0<e^2 /3 , then there exists a Fredholm operator Tt in 
&(£>©§)» such that ||r.|| = l, the index of Te \s negative, and q(TE) = s. For example, 
if V is the unilateral shift of multiplicity one in ü?(§), then we may let Tc be the 
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operator in JS? (£)©§) whose matrix is 
Finally, if l / 2 < e ^ 2 / 3 , it is easy to prove that there exists i>l—q(T^) such that 
dim This proves that the converse of Corollary 3.2 is false. 
4. Appendix. We wish to indicate that some of our results are related to results 
in [2] and [4]. (The results in [4] were announced in [3].) Proposition 2.6 is identical 
to Corollary 2.7 of [4]. The remark on page 3 is contained in Theorem 2.2 of [2], 
which proves, additionally, that the distance from an operator to the set ( Q T ) 
is actually attained at some operator in (QT). Lemma 2.7 (about q) is contained 
in Corollary 4.3 of [2], and Proposition 2.8 (about q) is identical to Theorem 4.4 
(about q) of [2]. In each of the above cases the proofs of the corresponding results 
differ somewhat from one another. 
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Operators of class C0(N) and transitive algebras 
By K E V I N C L A N C E Y 1 ) in Athens (Ga. , U S A ) a n d 
B E R R I E N M O O R E , H I 2 ) in D u r h a m ( N . H . , U S A ) 
The recent remarkable result of V . I . LOMONOSOV [4], that if an operator (bounded 
linear transformation) T on a Banach space X has a nonzero compact operator 
in its commutant then T has a nontrivial invariant subspace, has a beautiful and 
astonishingly simple proof. The proof establishes even stronger results than that 
stated."Lomonosov does mention one of these in a note at the end of-his paper. 
Another and closely related result is that if si is a transitive algebra in the Banach 
algebra of all operators on a separable complex Hilbert space § which con-
tains a nonzero compact .operator, then si is weakly dense in see [6]. 
By a transitive algebra si we mean a subalgebra of for which there does 
not exist a nontrivial subspace which is invariant under each operator in sd. We 
should mention that a primary motivation for the study of transitive algebras is 
that if the only weakly closed transitive algebra is then the invariant sub-
space conjecture is true, i.e. every operator on a separable complex Hilbert space has 
a nontrivial invariant subspace. For an excellent discussion of transitive algebras 
and the history of their development see the monograph by RADjAvr.and ROSENTHAL 
[6; particularly Chapter 8 and 10]. 
In this paper, we establish that if T is a contraction on § such that T" and 
T*" go strongly to zero as n — and if the ranks of I—T*T and I—TT* are finite 
and equal (if N is this rank, then T is said to be of class C0(N), see [10; p. 350]; 
also finiteness implies their equality [10; Theorem VI.5.2]), then any transitive al-
gebra that contains T is weakly dense in ¿¡9(§>). 
The essential underlying result for our study is that if T is in C0(N) then T 
commutes with a particularly simple nonzero compact operator, and this is established 
by working within the functional model T. for T(see [8] or [10]) where the structure 
of commuting compacts is well understood (see [7] for N= 1; [5] for A ^ l ) . Finally, 
the result is reached by using the transitive algebra result which followed from 
>)' S u p p o r t e d in part by N S F G R A N T G P 38488. 
' 2 ) S u p p o r t e d in par t by N S F G R A N T G P 14784. " 
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Lomonosov's proof and noting that the specific nature of this commuting compact 
implies.that it is in the weakly closed algebra generated by I and T. 
The functional model T of T in' C0(N) on the space H is defined by 
H = H2((£)Q0H2(<&) and (TV) (e") = {PH(;/u)){eu) ( « £ H and /fe") = e"). 
Here (£ is iV-dimensional complex Hilbert space, /72((£) is the Hardy space of (S-valued 
functions on the unit circle, P H the orthogonal projection of //2((S) onto H, and 
0 is a matrix-valued "analytic" function, in the sense that 0H2(<S)QH2(<&), on 
the unit circle which is inner from both sides, (i.e., unitary valued a.e. or equivalently, 
in this case, inner). Finally, the Banach algebras of matrix-valued "analytic" and 
continuous functions on the unit circle will be denoted by H°° (&(<&)) and C(f% ((£)), 
respectively. When (£ is simply the complex plane we shall use only or C. For 
further discussion see [10; Chapter IV] and [1; Lectures VII and VIII]. 
In order to establish our Theorem we need the 
L e m m a . If ij/ € H" is a nonconstant inner function which is not a finite Blaschke 
product then there exists (p£H°° such that ' • 
ij/<p £ H°° + C and t]/fp $ H°° for any positive integer p. 
P r o o f . This proof is similar to the proofs of Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 in [3]; 
however, there are some differences so we shall give the details for completeness. 
Let = be the factorization of \j/ into a Blaschke product f} and a singular 
inner function o\ If ft is nontrivial, then let z0 be a zero of P of multiplicity m. Define 
P0.on the unit circle by 
Po(z) — 
Then cp=poip£H°°, and il/(pp=P0<pp~1, for any positive integer p. As po does not 
divide <pp~1 we have ij/(pp $ H°°. 
The more difficult case occurs when i// is purely singular, i.e. 
2n 
ij,(z) = e x p { - / h(t,z)ds(t)} ( | Z | = 1 ) , 3) 
o 
e" + z 
where h(t, z) = and s is a singular, finite, positive Borel measure on [0, 2n). 
e" — z 
We identify [0, 2n) with ST. 
Let if be a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero such that $ has full ¿-measure. 
By regularity, we can find a closed set X contained in $ such that 0. Define 
the measure s0 on the Borel sets J^ in [0, 2n) by ¿0(3F) = ¿ ( J fT l i ^ ) . Clearly 
l-z„z 
3) Every integral with h(j,z) is interpreted as a limit of the same integral with h(t,rz) as 
r - 1 - 0 . • 
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•?o is supported on the closed set X , and the nonconstant inner function 
in 
Mz) = exp { - / h(t, z)ds0 ( 0} (|z| = 1) 
o 
divides ip. In fact, ij/0 and \j//\p0=y are relatively prime; therefore, i/^ does not divide 
yp for any positive integer p. Since s0 is supported on X , it follows that tj/0 is con-
tinuous on the complement 2T\X. Further, we can choose an outer function v 
which is continuous on ^"and vanishes on X . This follows by applying the portion 
of the proof on page 80 of [2 J in which a log-integrable function j ( - ) s 0 is con-
structed on ST having the following properties: y is continuous on , continuously 
differentiate on and vanishing precisely on X . Then we define for 
v (z) = exp j J h (t, z) logy (e") dt\, 
v is an outer function in H " which is continuous on ST and vanishes precisely at the 
points of X. Set (p = vy. Again and i/'cp = v is continuous. Further, for any 
positive integer p we have 
¡¡¡tp' = fc>yp~1vp, 
but i/i0 cannot divide y"~1 because of being relatively prime to ij/, nor can ij/0 divide 
v since v is outer; therefore, ij/(pp$H°°. 
So in each case we have constructed (p£H°° such that ipcpZC but ij/(pp$ Ha' for 
any positive integer p. 
T h e o r e m . If a weakly closed transitive algebra si in iffl(9y) contains a nonzero 
C0(N) operator T, then it is J>(5). 
P r o o f . As stated, we shall work within the functional model T; let 0 be the 
associated inner function. An operator K on H commutes with T if and only if there 
exists 4>0.H°°(^(G)) such that 
<P0H2(G) <i 0H2(<&) 
and K = $(T) , where we define 
3>(T)h = Ph($u) 
for every m£H. For the case N= 1 see [7J; for the general case see [9] and within 
a functional model [10; in particular Theorem VI.3.6], Since <9 is unitary valued 
and 4 > 0 i 7 2 ( G ) i 0 / / 2 ( G ) , it follows that <f>(T) is nonzero if and only if 
0*<P$H°° (S3 (<&)). 
Let i/t = det 0 and set W = ij/-I, where I is the identity matrix on G. If ij/ is a 
finite Blaschke product, then H is finite dimensional and the result follows from 
•Burnside's Theorem [6; Chapter 8]. If ip is not a finite Blaschke product, then choose, 
by the lemma, a function <p£H°°. such that i/zcp £ C but \p(pp $ H~ for p = 1, 2, ... . Set 
H ' = H2 (G) © 'FH2 (G), Tu = Pwi/u) and (p(V)u = PH'($u) 
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where «€H' , PH ' orthogonal projection of H2(<&) onto H', and 0 = <p-l. By 
the choice of (p we have that 
W*<P = $<pl£C (0 (<£)). 
Further, it is obvious that 0>PH2(<&) Q VPH2(<&) since <P and !P have diagonal matrices 
as values. Consequently, í>(T') js a compact operator. But $ ( 1 ) is just, the compres-
sion of <£(T') to the space H. Hence is compact too. Further, since <P = cp-T, 
Í>(T) is an H00 function of T, and hence it is in the weakly closed algebra s/T generated 
by I and T (see [10; Theorem III.2.1]). 
. It remains only to show that 4>(T) is nonzero. This will follow if we can establish 
that 0* & § H(<£)). Assume the contrary, so that there exists r£H°° (&(<£)) 
such that 0 = 0T. Thus.det <P = (det 0)(det T), so ij/<pN=deirç.H°°, a contradiction 
to the choice of (p. Therefore, <£(T) is a nonzero compact operator in s/T. Thus there 
is a nonzero compact in s í j ^ s é , so by Lomonosov só = 
We would like to thank Professor Ronald Douglas for the suggestion to "take 
the determinant" in the proof of our Theorem, and we express our appreciation to 
Professor Béla Sz.-Nagy for his comments during revision which greatly aided in 
the improvement of our exposition. 
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On a property of operators of class 
By B E L A S Z . - N A G Y in Szeged ' 
Co 
In their paper [1] CLANCEY and M O O R E prove (as a step to their main result) 
that for any contraction T of class C0 and with finite defect indices there exists a 
nonzero compact operator commuting with T. 
Recall that T is of class C0 if it is completely non-unitary and <p(T)=0 for 
some inner function cp; among these functions there is a minimal one (i.e. which 
is a divisor in H°° of all the others), denoted by mT. To every given nonconstant 
inner function m there exist contractions T of class C0 with mT equal to m; the 
simplest example is the operator T=S(m) on the function space §>(m), defined by 
(1) Um) = H2QmH\ S(m)u = Ps <,„)(*«) for «€§(«).' 
where x(e") — e" and H2 is the Hardy—Hilbert space for the unit disc. See [3], 
Chapter III. 
By theorems of SARASON [2] the operators 0 commuting with S(m) are precisely 
those which can be written in the form 
(2) 0u = Psj(m)((pu) (uf_§(m)), 
where (p is any fixed function in H°°. Moreover, 0 is compact if and only if (p/m 
is, on the unit circle, the sum of a continuous function and of an H°° function. 
From (1) and (2) it follows, finally, that 0?±O if and only if <p$mH2, i.e. if q>!m$H°°. 
Now for every nonconstant inner m there exists even cp£H°° such that <p/m 
is continuous on the unit circle, but not belonging tp H°°. If m has at least one 
(simple) Blaschke factor b then an obvious choice is (p = m/b. If m is a purely singular 
inner function, such a (p was constructed in [1]. 
Thus every operator S(m) has a nonzero compact operator in its commutant. 
This property is shared by all contractions of class C0 . Indeed, we have 
T h e o r e m . For every contraction T of class C0 on a Hilbert space § there exists a 
nonzero compact operator commuting with T. 
P r o o f . By virtue of Proposition 2 in [4] we have T>5(/?J)©7 , 1 1 ) for some 
contraction 7\ of class C0 and for m=mT. Applying this to T* as well and taking 
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adjoints it also follows that 
(3) S(m)®T2 >T>S(m)®T1 
with some contractions 71; on spaces ( /=1,2) , and with m — mT. Hence there 
exist quasi-affinitiës 
Xj :§(/?!)©§!-»$, X2 : §-§(m)ffi§2 
such that 
(4) TX1 = X^Sim)®^), (S(m)®T2)X2 = X2T. 
Now choose a nonzero compact operator <f> commuting with S (ni) and define, 
for 
(5) Fh = X1(<PP2X2h®01), 
where 0X denotes the zero vector in and P2 is the orthogonal projection of 
§ (w) f f i§ 2 onto its subspace §(m)ffi{0}, which we identify with §(m). 
Clearly, P2(S(m)®T2) = S(m)P2 and by (4) we have for he§> 
FTh = X1(<PP2X2Th®01) = X1(<PP2(S(m)®T2)X2h®01) = 
= X1($S(m)P2X2h® 0j) = X1(S(m)<PP2X2h®01) = 
= X^Sim)®^) (<PP2X2h®0j) = TX1(0P2X2h® Ol) = TFh. 
Hence, T commutes with F. Since $ is compact so is F by its definition (5). More-
over F^O. For, F— 0 implies <PP2X2 = 0 because X1 has zero kernel, <PP2X2 = 0 
implies <PP2 = 0 because X2 has dense range, and <PP2 — 0 simply means P2 = 0. This 
contradicts the fact that §>(m)?í {0} for nonconstant inner m. 
Thus F is a nonzero compact operator on § commuting with T. 
R e m a r k . F i s , in general, not included in the weakly closed algebra generated 
by T and / s . Hence, we have no immediate generalization of the Theorem in [1]. 
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^ A means tha t there exists a „quasi-aff ini ty" X (i.e. an opera tor with zero kernel and 
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Ideals in pseudo-complemented lattices and semi-lattices*) 
By P . V. V E N K A T A N A R A S I M H A N in T r i v a n d r u m (Kerala , Ind ia ) 
Introduction. The object of this paper is to develop a theory of ideal-extension 
for lattices and semi-lattices. 
The first section contains some basic results about prime ideals in pseudo-
complemented semi-lattices. We prove that in a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice, 
the set-complement of a maximal dual ideal is a minimal prime ideal. This establishes 
the existence of prime ideals in pseudo-complemented semi-lattices. The second 
section deals with ideal-extensions. If A is an ideal of the Boolean algebra N of 
normal elements of a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice S, the extension Ae of A is 
defined to be the least ideal of S containing A. By the extensional envelope of an 
ideal A of 5 we mean the least ideal B of S containing A such that B is the exten-
sion of some ideal of N. We show that the map A -*Ae is an embedding of the set 
of all ideals of N into the set of all ideals of S which preserves meets, pseudo-
complements, prime property and normality. In the concluding section we prove 
that in a pseudo-complemented lattice, proper ideals of the form Ae are precisely 
meets of minimal prime ideals. This result is used to obtain a characterization of 
the extensional envelope of an ideal of a pseudo-complemented lattice. 
The author is thankful to the referee for his various suggestions which helped 
to improve the earlier version of the paper. 
1. Prime ideals and normal ideals. A subset A of a partially ordered set P is 
called an ideal of P if (i) a£A, b^a(b£P)=>b£A and (ii) the lattice-sum of any 
finite number of elements of A, whenever it exists, belongs to A. The concept of dual 
ideal is defined in the dual fashion. Maximal ideal and maximal dual ideal are defined 
as usual. An ideal A of a semi-lattice is said to be prime if ab£A=>aiA or b^A. 
A prime ideal which does not contain any other prime ideal is called a minimal 
prime ideal. 
We need the following two known results for frequent use. 
*) This pape r f o r m e d a par t of the a u t h o r ' s P h . D . thesis (Univers i ty of M a d r a s ) p repared 
u n d e r the guidance of P ro fesso r s V. S. K r i s h n a n and V. K . Ba lachandran . 
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L e m m a I ([8]). Any proper ideal (dual ideal) of a partially ordered set with 
1 (0) is contained in a maximal ideal (dual ideal). 
L e m m a I I ([4]). The normal elements of a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice 
form a Boolean algebra. 
We shall now obtain some basic results about prime ideals in a semi-lattice. 
In the sequel S will denote a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice. The lattice-product 
of two elements a, b of S is denoted by ab and the lattice-sum of a, b, whenever it 
exists, is denoted by a+b. The pseudo-complement of an element x of S is denoted 
by x*. The principal ideal and the principal dual ideal generated by an element 
x of S are denoted by (x] and [x) respectively. Set-inclusion, set-union and set-
intersection are denoted by U and fl respectively. The lattice-products in the 
lattice of all ideals of S1 and in the lattice of all dual ideals of S coincide with the 
corresponding set-intersections. The lattice-sums in these lattices are denoted by V. 
As S is closed for pseudo-complements, so is the lattice of all ideals of S (vide [7, 
Theorem 8]). The pseudo-complement of an ideal A of S is denoted by A*. An ideal A 
of S is said to be normal if A =A**. 
T h e o r e m 1. A dual ideal A of S is maximal if and only if A contains precisely 
one of x, x* for every x in S. 
P r o o f . . First we observe that a proper dual ideal A of S contains at most 
one of x, x*; for x, x*£A=>0 = xx*£A. If A is a maximal dual ideal and /4, then 
y4V[x) = 5'. Hence ax = 0 for some a£A; aSx* and so x*£A. 
Conversely, if A is a dual ideal satisfying the given condition and x$A, then 
x*£A and so 0=xx*£[.x)\/^. Hence = Thus A is maximal. 
C o r o l l a r y . If M is a maximal dual ideal of S, x**£M=^x£M. 
T h e o r e m 2. A subset A of S is a minimal prime ideal if and only if its set-
complement cA is a maximal dual ideal. Consequently, every prime ideal of S contains a 
minimal prime ideal. 
P r o o f . Suppose cA is a maximal dual ideal. Then, clearly, x^A, y^x=^y£A. 
Let xlt x2, ..., x„6A. Then, by Theorem 1, x*, x2, ..., x*£cA and so x*'x%...x*£cA. 
If + + +xn exists, then x1 + x2+ ... +x„£A; for, otherwise xh+x2+... + x„£cA, 
so that, 0=(x1 + x2 + ...+xn)x*x2...x*£cA, which is absurd. Thus A is an ideal. 
Now JC, y$A=>x, y£cA=>xy£cA=>xy$A. Hence A is prime. Let B be any prime 
ideal contained in A. Then cB is a dual ideal containing cA. By the maximality of 
cA it follows that cA = cB and so A=B. Hence A is a minimal prime ideal. 
Conversely, suppose A is a minimal prime ideal. It is easily seen that cA is a 
proper dual ideal. By Lemma I, there exists a maximal dual ideal M containing cA. 
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Clearly A contains cM and, by the first part, cM is a prime ideal. By the minimality 
of A it follows that A — cM and so cA—M. Thus cA is a maximal dual ideal. 
C o r o l l a r y i . A prime ideal of S is minimal prime if and only if it contains 
precisely one of x, x* for every x in S. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If M is a minimal prime ideal of S, x(iM=>x**(LM. 
T h e o r e m 3. If A is an ideal of S, then A* is the product of all the (minimal) 
prime ideals not containing A. 
P r o o f . It is easily seen that if a prime ideal contains the product of two ideals, 
it contains at least one of them. Hence every (minimal) prime ideal which does not 
contain A contains A*. Let x$A*. Then xy=0 for some y£A. By Lemma I, there 
exists a maximal dual ideal M containing [xy). By Theorem 2, cM is a (minimal) 
prime ideal. Clearly x$cM a n d ' A % c M as y$cM. Hence the theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Every normal ideal of S is the product of all the (minimal) 
prime, ideals containing it. In particular, the product of all the (minimal) prime ideals 
of Sis (0]. -
C o r o l l a r y 2. Every normal ideal of S is minimal prime. 
R e m a r k . Theorem 3 has been proved by BALACHANDRAN [2] for distributive • 
lattices. 
T h e o r e m 4. S is a Boolean algebra if and only if either of the following two 
conditions holds: 
(i) Every principal ideal of S is the product of all the minimal prime ideals con-
taining it. 
(ii) Every principal dual ideal of S is the product of all the maximal dual ideals 
containing it. 
P r o o f . If 5" is a Boolean algebra, then every prime ideal (prime dual ideal) of 
S is minimal prime (maximal) (vide [1, Theorem 10]). Also, in a distributive lattice, 
every ideal (dual ideal) is the product of all the prime ideals (prime dual ideals) con-
taining it. Hence (i) and (ii) hold in S. 
Suppose S is a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice satisfying (i) and ad S. Then, 
by Corollary 2 of Theorem 2, it follows that a=a**. Hence, by Lemma II, S is a 
Boolean algebra. Proceeding on similar lines and using the corollary of Theorem 1 
we can prove that if.(ii) holds in S, then also S is a Boolean algebra. 
2 . Extension of an ideal. In this section we extend some results of KRISHNAN 
[5] on ideal-extension in distributive lattices to semi-lattices. 
Throughout this section N denotes the Boolean algebra of normal elements of 
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5. The lattice-product in TV is the same as that in S and the lattice-sum in ./Vis denoted 
by ©. If X is a subset of S we write XN for ATI N. 
If A is an ideal of N, the least ideal of S containing A is called the extension 
of A and is denoted by Ae. By the extensional envelope of an ideal A of S we mean 
the least idéal B of S containing A such that B is the extension of some ideal of N. 
Lemma 1. Let A be an ideal of N. Then an element a of S is in Ae if and only if 
there exists an element b in A such that a^b. 
P r o o f . Let a£Ae. Then there exist elements b1,b2,...,bn in A such that 
(a]g(6JV(6JV....V(61J. Clearly. (b,]V (bj V... V (b„] Q (bL © 62 © • • • ® b„]. Putting 
6 i©6 2 ®. . . ®b„=b, we see that a^b. 
On the other hand, if a^b for some b£A, then b£Ae and so a£Ae. 
Lemma 2. The extension of an ideal A of N is the least ideal of S meeting 
N in A. 
P r o o f . Let a(i(Ac)N. Then a£Ae and so, by Lemma 1, there exists b£A such 
that aSb. Also aÇ.N. It follows that a£A. Thus (Ae)NQA. The reverse inequality 
is obvious. Hence (Ae)N=A. The fact that Ae is the least such ideal follows by the 
very definition of Ae. 
T h e o r e m 5.. If A is an ideal of N, then a£Ae=>a**£Ae. 
P r o o f . If a£Ae, by Lemma 1, there exists b£A such that a^b. Since b£N, 
b=b**, so that a**sb. Hence a**£A and so a**£Ae. 
T h e o r e m 6. The map A — Ac is an embedding of the set of all ideals of N 
into the set of all ideals of S which preserves meets and pseudo-complements and in both 
directions the prime property and normality. Furthermore every normal ideal of S 
belongs to the range of the map. 
P r o o f . Let {/4f :/€'/} be a family of ideals of N and x£ (Ai)e.. Then, by 
Theorem 5, fl W e - Hence x**<E p ( M e ) * = fl A , (bY Lemma 2) g ( n AX. 
¡a i(f • m 
Therefore x € ( f ) A,)e, so that f) (At)eQ(f| A^e. The reverse inequality is obvious. 
>'£/ i£/ ¡6/ 
Hence ( f ) Aj)e= f) (/4,)e. 
¡et ¡g/ 
Let A be a prime ideal of N and ab£Ae.. Then, by Theorem 5, (ab)**£Ae and so 
(ab)**£(Ae)N; that is a**b**£A. Hence, as A is prime, a**£A or b**£A, so.that, by 
Lemma 1, a£Ae or b£Ae. Thus Ae is prime. 
Let A be a normal ideal of N. Then A= f] for some ideal B of N. (Here 
biB 
.(¿*] denotes the principal ideal of S generated by b*. Clearly (b*]N is the principal 
ideal• of N. generated by b*). By the first para, Ae= f | ((b*]N)e= f | (6*]. Hence 
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If A is an ideal of N such thai Ae is prime (normal), it is easily seen that A is 
prime (normal). 
From the above it follows that the map A—AE preserves meets and in both 
directions the prime property and normality. By Lemma 2, the. map is one-to-one. 
Using Theorem 3, we see. that the map preserves pseudo-complements. 
Let A be a normal ideal of S. Then A= (6*] for some ideal B of S. Also 
(6*]=(@*U, . Hence ¿ = ( n Clearly f | (6*]^ is a normal ideal of N. Thus b£B b£B 
every normal ideal of S belongs to range of the map A -*Ae\ 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
3. Ideals in pseudo-complemented lattices. In this section we shall obtain some 
results supplementing those in the previous sections. Throughout this section L 
denotes a pseudo-complemented lattice and N the Boolean algebra of normal ele-
ments of L. For a subset X of L we abbreviate XC\N t,o XN . 
It is easily seen that a subset of a lattice is a prime ideal if and only if its set-
complement is a prime dual ideal (vide [3, p. 141, Theorem 8]). Hence by Theorem 2 
it follows that every maximal dual ideal of L is prime. (This result has been proved 
by STONE [6] for distributive lattices). This result together with Theorem 2 establishes 
the existence of prime ideals and prime dual ideals in a pseudo-complemented 
lattice. 
T h e o r e m 7. A prime ideal A of L is minimal prime if a£A=>a**£A. 
P r o o f . Let x^L. Since A is prime, A contains at least one of x, x*. Suppose 
x£A. Then (A'+X*)** = 1 $ A and so, by hypothesis, + A. Consequently x*$A. 
By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2, it follows that A is minimal prime. 
T h e o r e m 8. The extension of a prime ideal of N is a minimal prime ideal of L. 
P r o o f . Let A be a prime ideal of N. Then, by Theorem 6, Ae is a prime ideal 
of L. By Theorems 5 and 7 it follows that Ae is minimal prime. 
T h e o r e m 9. The following statements about a proper ideal A of L are equivalent: 
(i) A is a product of minimal prime ideals of L. 
(ii) a£A => a**eA. 
(iii) A is the extension of some ideal of N. 
P r o o f . By Corollary 2 of Theorem 2j any minimal prime ideal of L contains 
a** whenever it contains a. Hence so does any product of minimal prime ideals of L. 
Therefore (i)=>(ii). 
(ii)=>(iii): Suppose A satisfies (ii). Then, clearly, AN= {a**: a^A). Let 
a**,b**£AN. Then a** + b**£A and so a**@b**£AN. Also, if c=§a** and c£N, 
then C£AN. Hence AN is an ideal of N. If B is an ideal of L such that BN=AN and 
15 A 
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x£A, then X**£An^B. It follows that x^B. Thus A is the least ideal of L meeting 
N in AN. Hence, by Lemma 2, A = (AN)e. 
(i i i)^(i): Suppose (iii) holds. Since N is a Boolean algebra, every ideal of N 
is a product of prime ideads of N. By Theorems 6 and 8 it follows that A is a product 
Of minimal prime ideals of L. 
C o r o l l a r y . The extensional envelope of an ideal A of L is the product of all 
the minimal prime ideals of L containing A or L according as there exist or do not exist 
minimal prime ideals of L containing A. 
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S. K. Berberian, Baer * - R i n g s (D ie G r u n d l e h r e n der Ma thema t i s chen Wissenschaf ten in 
Einzeldars te l lungen, Bd . 195), X I I I + 2 9 6 pages, Be r l i n—Heide lbe rg—New Y o r k , Springer-Verlag, 
1972. 
A s t h e a u t h o r s tates in t h e preface, this w o r k is a n e l abo ra t i on of I rving K a p l a n s k y ' s ideas 
in t roduced in his b o o k Rings of operators. A Baer * - r i n g is a r ing with involu t ion in which the 
r ight ann ih i l a to r of every subset is a principal r ight ideal genera ted by some pro jec t ion . Baer * -rings 
a re abs t rac t general iza t ions of von N e u m a n n algebras . A l t h o u g h these rings a re m u c h m o r e general 
t h a n v o n N e u m a n n algebras , they still have some nice proper t ies of these, f o r example t h e pro jec t ion 
lattices of all members in a vast class of Baer * -rings a r e c o n t i n u o u s geometr ies in the sense of von 
N e u m a n n . 
T h e b o o k is a systematic exposi t ion of the theory of Baer * - r i n g s . It con ta ins three pa r t s 
a n d these pa r t s a r e subdivided in to chapters . T h e first pa r t deals with the basic concepts a n d results 
while the second presents the s t ruc tu re theory. T h e m o s t del icate a n d interest ing pa r t is the th i rd 
o n e o n finite Baer * - r i n g s where o n e f inds t h e fo l lowing chap te r s : D i m e n s i o n in finite Baer 
* - r i n g s ; R e d u c t i o n s of finite Baer * - r i n g s ; T h e regular ring of a finite Baer * - r i n g ; Mat r ix 
r ings over B a e r * -rings. There a re m a n y exercises a t the ends of the pa ragraphs . They a r e g raded 
A, B,C,D \ g r ade A p rob lems a re t h e easiest ones, g r ade D p rob lems a re open quest ions . T h e r e 
is a m o r e t h a n twenty page " H i n t s , N o t e s and Refe rences" par t at the end of the b o o k , t o help 
the reader solve the exercises. 
J. Sziics (Szeged) 
P . C. Cleramov, An introduction to electromagnetic theory, XI4 - 297 pages, L o n d o n , C a m b r i d g e 
Univers i ty Press , 1973. 
T h e b o o k gives a detai led exposi t ion of the basic concep ts of the theory of e lec t romagnet ism. 
A t the beginning the a u t h o r points o u t o n e of the m o s t f u n d a m e n t a l p rob lems of the t heo ry : wha t 
is the connec t ion between e lec t romagnet i sm a t microscopic a n d at macroscop ic level. F r o m the 
misunde r s t and ing of this connec t ion , it resulted a w r o n g no t ion , tha t of t h e magnet ic charges, a n d 
led t o the c o n f u s i o n of the role of the magnet ic quant i t ies B a n d / / for a long t ime. N o w a d a y s o n e 
begins t o revide these no t ions . T h e a u t h o r w o r k s with B as magne t i c field s t rength and in the last 
chap te r he gives a n excellent a n d clear t r ea tment of space averaging a n d e lec t romagnet ic med ia 
wi th special regard t o magne t i za t ion a n d magne t ic media . Magne t i c charges , even vir tual su r face 
charge densit ies arising f r o m a magnet ic dipole densi ty are ruled ou t . 
T h e b o o k , as its title shows, is in t roductory . The re fo re compl ica ted ma themat i c s a r e avoided. 
It wou ld be right, however , t o call a t t en t ion t o s o m e ma themat i ca l p rob lems which a re very ele-
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mentary in na tu re and are connected with the relat ion between microscopic and macroscopic 
electromagnetism, based on the essential difference between the descriptions of point charges and 
spatially distr ibuted charges. These mathemat ical difficulties show the fundamenta l problems no t 
only of classical electromagnetic theory but also of quan tum field theory. T o ment ion the most 
simple, the equat ion j> Eds=0 fo r static field is not valid if the curve of integrat ion passes th rough 
a point charge. 
Apar t f rom this the b o o k gives a good in t roduct ion to the mode rn theory of electromagnetism 
with special emphasis on the physical backgrounds . The material is well organized and many special 
problems are treated to i l lustrate the results of the theory. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
Computers and computation. Readings from Scientific American, 283 pages, San Francisco, 
W. H. F reeman & Co., 1970. 
The book is a collection of papers on compute r s and compute r science appeared dur ing the 
past two decades in the co lumns of the Scientific American — one of the highest ranking popula r 
magazines in this field. The 25 articles are ordered in five sections, each beginning with introduc-
tory remarks of the editors. 
The First Section contains articles of primarily technical na tu r e : fundamen ta l s of logic cir-
cuitries, elementary programming, etc. The impression gained abou t the speed of progress, however, 
turns out to be more interesting than mere technicalities. In 1966 I. E . Sutherland writes: " N e w 
devices.. . are changing computers f r o m hard- to-use consul tants in to ready tools to aid h u m a n 
t h o u g h t " — and describes the brand-new graphic display as example. F o u r years later the same 
a u t h o r speaks abou t a newly developed branch of science: compute r graphics complaining abou t 
the- difficulties in obtaining three-dimensional , colored drawings on the screen. Other articles 
abou t computer-a ided molecular synthesis, thechnical drawing, etc. provide and a b u n d a n t illustrative 
material confirming the correctness of Suther land 's wievs. 
Artificial intelligence is the core of the Second Section. The au thors a re : C. E. Shannon , 
O. G . Selfridge, M . Minsky, and others. Different implementat ions as chess-playing algoritms, 
pat tern recognit ion techniques, linguistic applications, etc., are richly illustrated in that chapter . 
Al though progress in this field of compute r science has not been so rapid as in technology, there 
is enough evidence that yesterday's research is becoming today 's rout ine as, for example, in the 
printed character recognition. T h e presently developed new techniques ("interlevel communica t ion" , 
"hierarchically s tructured artificial intelligence" structures) can easily turn out to be the rout ines 
of t omor row. 
The few articles grouped in the Third Section (Mathemat ics) try to illustrate for the non-
professional reader some problems, as the theoretical limit of addi t ion speed available, remainder 
addi t ion techniques, problems solved and unsolved in mathemat ical logic, in n u m b e r theory, 
combinator ics , etc.. A m o n g the au thors are H . Wang , S. M. U l a m and D . D . McCraken . 
Since the time of Tur ing much concern has been focused on determining the set of problems 
which computers cannot solve. T h e article by H . W a n g shows that quest ions abou t the capability 
all lie in the overlapping area between compute r theory and logic. A n o t h e r quest ion dealt with 
in the papers of bo th Ulam and McCraken is the na tu re of randomness . T h e problem is illus-
trated by describing the M o n t e Car lo technique invented by Ulam and first used to neu t ron shield-
ing by J. von N e u m a n n . McCraken ' s examples showing how one can rely on probabil i ty in solving 
real-to-life quest ions having, apparent ly n o relat ion to it — are really highlighting. 
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Chapte r IV (Modell ing) covers a wide-band spectrum of fascinating problems reaching f r o m 
computer-aided molecular model building to system analysis of m a n as machine (including genetical 
reproduct ion) on the one side, fluid dynamics, meteorological structures and urban t ranspor ta t ion 
systems on the other . 
All the articles fol low Tur ing in demonst ra t ing that computers are universal in a nontrivial 
sense. The calculating power of the sequential machines is of course fundamenta l ly limited in speed 
by that of light. Much at tent ion is therefore given to parallel processing and examples are to be 
f o u n d illustrating contr ibut ions expectable if parallel processing is combined with modell ing techni-
ques. 
I. Madarász (Szeged) 
Siegfried Fliigge, Practical quantum mechanics, I—II (Die Grund lehren der mathemat ischen 
Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Bd. 177—178), X I V + 3 4 1 , XI I + 287 pages, Berlin—Heidel-
berg—New York , Springer-Verlag, 1971. 
There are many books introducing to the theory of quan tum mechanics but one hardly finds 
a monograph collecting its practical me thods necessary for both theoretical and experimental 
physicists. 
The fundamenta l ly enlarged English edition of the au thor ' s book in G e r m a n published in 
1947 fills this gap. The book consists of '219 problems with so lu t ions . l t seems so that all impor tan t 
general problems, for instance m o m e n t u m and angular m o m e n t u m representations, scattering 
theory, partial wave expansion, spin funct ions for two and three particles, many body problems, 
approximat ion methods and others are included, followed by applicat ions to diverse special prob-
lems. There are chapters devoted to areas beyond the quan tum mechanics p roper : they conta in 
problems of relativistic quan tum mechanics, radiat ion theory and field quant izat ion. The of ten 
needed special func t ions and series are cited in a Mathematical Appendix . 
It is a pity that , in the in t roductory chapter for general concepts and sometimes elsewhere 
too , Hilber t space and its opera tors are used in a formal way only and there are n o hints to places 
where these not ions and techniques can be f o u n d in an exact fo rm. 
Nevertheless, the book may prove to be a useful and perhaps indispensable tool fo r those 
w h o are applyinjg quan tum mechanics to various problems in physics. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
H. Heyer, Mathematische Theorie statistischer Experimente, XX1I + 209 Seiten, Berl in— 
Heidelberg—New York , Springer Verlag; 1973. 
Ein statistisches Experiment ist gewisse Auswer tung einer St ichprobe mit dem Ziel, auf G r u n d 
derselben eine Entscheidung zu treffen. D a s Buch bietet eine sehr modrene Dars te l lung gewisser 
wichtiger Themakreise der Theorie statistischer Experimente. Die Behandlung beschränkt sich 
auf die wichtigsten Fragen der Test- und Schätztheorie im finiten Rahmen, also ohne Berücksichti-
gung der asymptot ischen Theorie. Unte r Heranziehung von Maßtheor ie und Funkt ionalanalys is 
wird der allgemeine Erschöpftheitsbegriff (auch im nicht dominier ten Fall) diskutiert , die Existenz 
t rennscharfer Tests analysiert, der Begriff der Minimalschätzung eingeführ t und die Fragen des 
Vergleiches von Experimenten ausführ l ich dargestellt. Die Betrachtungsweise setzt breite Vor-
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kenntnisse aus der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, mathemat ischer Statistik, und Maßtheor ie voraus. 
D a s Lesen wird mit Li teraturhinweisen und mit einer Zusammenfas sung der angewandten tieflie-
genden Sätze erleichtert. 
K. Tandori (Szeged) 
A. P. Robertson—W. Robertson, Topological vector spaces, second edition (Cambridge Tracts 
in Mathemat ics and Mathemat ica l Physics No . 53), V I I I + 172 pages, Cambridge, University Press, 
1973. 
The book gives an easily readable in t roduct ion to the theory of topological vector spaces. 
The au thors assumed only a minimal knowledge of general topology and linear algebra and what 
is assumed is compiled at the beginning of the first chapter . Af te r this, new topological concepts 
a re in t roduced when needed. T h e first six chapters have supplementary sections containing illustra-
tive examples and fur ther results. The supplements sometimes use not ions no t , or no t yet, defined 
in the text. The chapte r headings a r e : I . Defini t ions and elementary propert ies; II . Dual i ty and the 
H a h n — B a n a c h theo rem; III . Topologies on dual spaces and the Mackey—Arens theorem; 
IV. Barreled spaces a n d the Banach—Ste inhaus t h e o r e m ; V. Induct ive and projective limits; 
VI. Completeness and the closed graph theorem; VII. Some fu r the r topics (1. Strict inductive 
limits. 2. Bilinear mappings and tensor products . 3. The Kre in— Mi lman theorem) ; VIII . C o m p a c t 
l inear mappings ; Appendix. 
There is a bibl iography and an index at the end of the book . 
The only changes in this second edition with respect to the first one a re : 1) the inclusion of 
an appendix on spaces with webs in order to bring up to da te the discussion of the closed g raph 
theorem; 2) the removal of a n u m b e r of er rors and obscurit ies occurring in the first edition. 
J. Szűcs (Szeged) 
Derek J. S. Robinson, Finiteness Conditions and Generalized Soluble Groups, Par t 1, XV + 210 
pages; Par t 2, X I I I + 254 pages (Ergebnisse der Mathemat ik und ihrer Grenzgebiete, Band 62—63), 
Ber l in—Heidelberg—New York , Springer-Verlag, 1972. 
The simple but very f ru i t fu l idea of investigating those territories in the immense realm of 
infinite noncommuta t ive g roups that lie nearer to the m o r e favourab le regions of finite and c o m m u -
tative ones is a perpetual motive of group-theoret ical research. It is a great and hard j o b to syste-
matize the investigations in this area ramifying in many directions so that it is n o wonder if till 
n o w there has not been any m o n o g r a p h on it. Of course, Par t 4 of K u r o s ' s book " T h e Theory of 
G r o u p s " is an excellent in t roduct ion to these topics, but it is clear that an independent comprehensive 
book is needed (e.g., f r o m the fact that the bibl iography of such a book mus t include m o r e than 
a thousand items — as the considered work of D . J. S. R o b i n s o n testifies). 
Rob inson ' s book has got a lot of good properties. I ts bulk is no t very big but it conta ins a very, 
large material owing to its carefully planned scheme and the many improved proofs . A u t h o r s 
writing in Russ ian played a definitive role in the development of the topic dealt wi th ; their work 
is quoted here with exemplary completeness. Fur the rmore , the book is as up- to-date as possible; 
it conta ins references u p to 1970. I t is written in an informal , clear style; the reader is assumed 
to have a stable knowledge of the elements of g roup theory. 
Let us, finally, give the list of chapters : 1. Fundamen ta l Concepts in the Theory of Infinite 
G r o u p s 2. Soluble and Ni lpotent Groups . 3. Maximal and Minimal Condi t ions . 4. Finiteness 
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Condi t ions on Conjugates and Commuta to r s . 5. Finiteness Condi t ions on the Subnormal St ructure 
of a G r o u p . 6. Generalized Nilpotent Groups . 7. Engel Groups . 8. Local Theorems and Generalized 
Soluble Groups . 9; Residually Finite Groups . 10. Some Topics in the Theory of infinite Soluble 
Groups . 
B. Csákány (Szeged) 
S. Sakai, C*-Algebras and W*-Algebras (Ergebnisse der Mathemat ik und ihrer Grenz-
gebiete, Bd. 60), X I I + 2 5 6 pages, Ber l in—Heidelberg—New York , Springer-Verlag, 1971. 
The theory of C*- and M /*-algebras has grown so t remendously in the last two decades, tha t 
it seems to be very unlikely that anybody would a t t empt to write a complete m o n o g r a p h on the . 
subject. Sakai says in his book ' s preface that he has " n o intention of giving a complete coverage" 
and his "selection is concentrated heavily on the- topics with which" he has been " m o r e or less 
concerned" . Compar ing Sakai 's treatise with Dixmier ' s two classics, one finds tha t Sakai 's work 
covers the m a j o r par t of the material presented in "Les algèbres d 'opéra teurs dans l 'espace hilbertien 
(Algèbres de von N e u m a n n ) " but it provides considerably less in format ion on C*-algebras than 
"Les C*-algèbres et leurs représentat ions". It a lso contains very impor tan t • m o r e recent results 
which were obtained af ter the publications of Dixmier ' s books . A m o n g these are the commuta t i on 
theorem of tensor products , decomposi t ions of states, derivations of C*- and W /*-algebras, un-
countab le families of type U j , U „ , and I I I factors and examples of global type H i , J I „ , and I I I 
W *-algebras. 
Sakai 's exposit ion is modern and concise. H e defines H /*-algebra as a C "-algebra that has a 
Banach-space predual and builds up the fundamenta l s of the theory in an abstract way. H e intro-
duces the no t i on of trace af ter the classification of (-(-""-algebras and he classifies W*-algebras by 
relying on the comparabi l i ty theorem of projections. The reduction theory of von N e u m a n n is 
e laborated by using the recent decomposi t ion theory of states. At t h e ' c n d of his book the au tho r 
constructs uncountable families of type I I 1 ; ll„ and. I l l fac tors and shows tha t von N e u m a n n ' s 
reduct ion theory is no t trivial. 
Sakai 's work contains fou r chapte rs : General theory ; Classification of J-F*-algebras; De-
composi t ion theory ; Special topics. The chapters are diveded into sections. Almost every section 
has a list of references and mos t of them have "concluding remarks" . The b o o k conta ins n o 
exercises; however, some sections indicate unsolved problems and some "concluding r e m a r k s " 
give suggestions fo r research. It is a very valuable cont r ibut ion to the l i terature on the subject. 
J. Szucs (Szeged) 
K. Sarkady—I. Vincze, Mathematical Methods of Statistical Quality Control, 415 pages, 
Budapest , Akadémia i Kiadó, 1974. 
The book consists of three chapters . The first one is a 12 page int roduct ion. The second one, 
which is 215 pages long, contains the systematic exposit ion of the fundamenta l s of probabi l i ty 
theory a n d mathemat ica l statistics. T h e third, 147 pages, presents the methods of statistical qua l i t y ' 
control . In this chapter the following topics are considered: Statistical me thods in the control of 
p roduct ion processes, Process cont ro l by variables, Cont ro l by at tr ibutes, T h e choice of the interval 
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between two consecutive controls , Acceptance sampling, Sampling by at tr ibutes, Sampling inspec-
t ion by variables, Sequential sampling, Acceptance plans and produc t ion as a s tochast ic process, 
Reliability theory. T h e Appendix at the end of the book conta ins numerous useful tables. The 
book ' s exposit ion is simple, it avoids measure theoretic no t ions and does not provide proofs for 
the results considered, jus t as the earlier book of I. Vincze, "Mathemat i sche Statistik mit industri-
ellen A n w e n d u n g e n " (Budapest , Akadémia i K iadô , 1971). The book can be useful first of all for 
those who want t o s tudy or apply the basic results of mathemat ical statistics and those of statistical 
quali ty control . 
K. Tandon (Szeged) 
B. Segre, Some properties of differentiable varieties and transformations (Ergebnisse der Mathe-
mat ik , und ihrer Grenzgebiete, Bd. 13), Second edit ion, 1 X + 1 9 5 pages, B e r l i n — H e i d e l b e r g -
New York , Springer-Verlag, 1971. 
The first edition of the book appeared in 1957 and it was a summary of a series of very new 
results as well as a good guide to the theory of several branches of mathemat ics whose chief charac-
teristic is tha t of establishing suggestive a n d sometimes unforeseen relations between apparent ly 
diverse subjects. 
T h e basic topics are investigations on differential, topological and projective invariants of 
. differentiable and analytic point t rans format ions between two por t ions of two Euclidean spaces. 
Some of these invariants are related to a class of impor tan t systems of curves, the s tudy of which 
permits t o extend in certain directions the projective-differential theory of surfaces, and it is shown 
h o w the theory of residues of analytic funct ions can be employed to the s tudy of differential pro-
perties of analytic curves. A m o n g many o ther interesting related investigations a n d results some 
aspects of linear partial differential equat ions a re treated especially in Chap te r I X added to the 
first edition. 
A t the end of each chapter there are brief "Histor ical Notes and Bibl iography" which conta in 
sufficient references to enable the reader to pursue his s tudy fu r the r on this field. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
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